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INFRASTRUCTURE AND UTILITIES

NOGOA RIVER EXCAVATION PROJECT STATUS UPDATE AND MANAGED CONTRACT 
BUSINESS CASE

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting

14 June 2016

SR:GJ

1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

This report provides Council with a status update on the Nogoa River Excavation project, including current 
tender process, grant funding extensions of time, statutory approvals and permits as well as budget 
estimates to complete all works.  The report further includes a business case comparing and identifying 
both risks and benefits for the currently open tender contract, as well as a direct managed delivery option 
with a Panel of Providers established from the local contractors registered on the Council 360 Central 
Supplier Register to deliver works under a performance contract arrangements.

RECOMMENDATION:

That Central Highlands Regional Council Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee
1. Recommend that the Nogoa River Excavation project, Sites 2, 3, 10 and 11, be delivered through 

open tender contract; 
2. Refer the budget request for the additional $1,200,000 to complete works on Sites 2, 3, 10 and 11, 

for considerations in the 2016/17 Capital Works Budget as a priority;
3. Refer the remaining $3,000,000 budget request for the remaining Sites 4, 9a, 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8 to the 

2016/17 Capital Works Budget for consideration; and
4. Give consideration to delivering the remaining future works by direct managed contracts under 

Panel of Providers arrangements.

INTRODUCTION:

The project, Enlarging Capacity and Harvesting Levee Material - Nogoa River was originally committed to 
by Council under the Flood Mitigation Funding Program in the 2014/15 budget.  The project involves 
enlarging sections of the Nogoa River channel.  A large proportion of the soil harvested will be retained in 
stockpile for potential use in the construction and topsoiling of structural levee banks, as identified in the 
Emerald Flood Mitigation Project, should this prove to be a further part Councils flood mitigation strategy. 

These excavation works are to be completed as part of the overall flood solution for the Emerald 
community.

BACKGROUND:

The Nogoa River Excavation Project Status Update and Managed Contract Business Case (refer 
attachment 2) is comprehensive and provide Council with information on the project to make an informed 
decision on how to deliver the project, most efficiently, with additional funding requested and with least risk 
to Council.
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COMMENT:

This report explores the two delivery models available to Council, namely an open tender contract, as well 
as a direct managed delivery option. It must be noted that potentially in excess of $1,500,000 worth of wet 
hire plant will be required to be procured just for the four priority sites, but for the remaining eight sites it 
could be the same requirement or even more. 

Under the direct managed delivery option consideration was initially given to using the existing Standing 
Offer Arrangement (3B Plant Hire Equipment list as at 21/08/2014) to engage local contractors. The current 
Standing Offer Arrangement has been reviewed for procurement of wet hire plant, but was found to be 
lacking suitable plant for undertaking efficient bulk earthworks, high rates submitted in 2013, as well as 
insufficient numbers and availability. 

As preferred option for the direct managed delivery, Council will develop a Panel of Providers, seeking 
quotations for a schedule (required plant) of rates from the local contractors registered on the 360 Central 
Supplier Register (360), shortlist up to twelve and then engage them under individual performance 
contracts with key performance indicators as packages of works are scoped up for delivery. This will be 
restricted to individual contracts of less than $200,000 each to be more inclusive of number of local 
contractors. The flexibility could be accommodated so they can service their regular customers under this 
arrangement as well.  Essentially, this will require careful coordination. This tendering will also be subject to 
the standard twenty one days, which will delay commencement of any works, but when the panel is set up 
all future funded works could be procured directly without this delay.

The impending wet season is a major risk to this project with an earlier and potentially larger wet season 
being forecast this year.  The open tender contract could have works completed by no later than October 
2016, whereas the direct managed delivery option with delayed start due to procurement and a smaller 
crew may take the project into the wet season with the anticipated six month works program.

Refer to Attachment 1: Council Standing Offer Arrangement – Available Plant; Tendered Plant and 
Required Fleet/Crew.

A summary table comparing all the options, but with specific reference to Sites 10 and 11 as well as Sites 2 
and 3, are included below:

Direct Managed Delivery 
Option

 

Open Tender 
Contract

Standing Offer 
Arrangement (SOA)

Procurement - 
Tender 

(>$200,000) & 
360 (<$200,000)

Benefits
Engagement of one 
local contractor 
(Preferred)
12 week delivery 
and starting 
1 July 2016 subject 
to 2016/17 Budget 
approval of funding.

 
 

Reduced wet 
weather risks

Using the 360 Central 
Supplier Register, shortlist 
and engage of up to twelve 
local contractors under a 
Panel of Providers 
arrangement, demonstrating 
best value, with any one 
contract less than $200,000. 
But ideally not Sites 10 & 
11.
Flexibility in engagement.
Future procurement off Panel 
without delays.

Risks
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Reputation Council completes 
works in Nogoa 
River.

Council commence early 
works later than planned 
because of procurement 
delay.
The preferred local 
contractor disqualified from 
contract and works 
potentially awarded to other 
local contractors.
Council potentially causes 
environmental harm if work 
continue into wet season.
Principal Contractor 
(Council) Resource 
requirements
Project Manager (Contract)
Site Supervisor (Contract) 
for one crew
If two crews require two Site 
Supervisors
WHS Site Representative 
(Contract)
Environmental 
Representative (Contract)
Contract Administrator 
(Contract) - Responsible for 
Logistics e.g. Site Office, 
Amenities, Fuel, Fleet 
Maintenance, etc.

Project Management
 
 
 
 
 
 

Superintendent 
(GHD)
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cultural Heritage Monitors 
(Fee for Service)
Approximately three months 
to recruit Project 
Management Staff; scope 
construction method; prepare 
project plan; prepare all 
management Plans; apply for 
all access permits with TMR 
& QR for works under 
bridges; plant schedules & 
tenders/quotations.
Approximately one month to 
undertake all procurement of 
Site Office/Amenities; Wet 
Hire Plant; Equipment; 
Subcontractors (e.g. 
Vegetation Clearing & Site 
Rehabilitation), etc.

Works Program and Production
 
 

12 weeks starting 1 
July 2016 to 
complete 
330,000m3 of 
earthworks with 
scraper crews.

No Cost or Risk to 
Council
 
 

Approximately 20 weeks 
starting 
September/October 2016 to 
complete 330,000m3 of 
earthworks with one crew at 
3,000m3 per day.

Management Plans
 
 
 
 

No Management 
Plans. 
No Cost or Risk to 
Council
 

Preparation and 
implementation of 
Environmental 
Management Plan (Require 
Certified Practising 
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Environmental Scientist)

Preparation, implementation 
and onsite monitoring of 
Work, Health & Safety 
Management Plan. 
Principal Contractor 
responsibilities for multiple 
subcontractors on site.
Preparation, implementation 
and onsite monitoring of 
Cultural Heritage 
Management Plan (Require 
Monitors)
Preparation and 
implementation of 
Construction Management 
Plan. Development of 
SWMS for all special plant 
with multiple subcontractors 
on site.

 
 
 

Preparation and 
implementation of Traffic 
Management Plan
Environmental compliance 
and onsite monitoring. 
Especially Sediment and 
Erosion Control
Waterway Barrier Permit for 
access to Site 3 in river.
Cultural Heritage 
compliance and onsite 
monitoring
Work Health & Safety 
compliance and onsite 
monitoring

Compliance
 
 
 
 

No Cost of Risk to 
Council
 
 
 
 

TMR and QR Access 
Permits to work under 
bridges.

Logistics No Cost or Risk to 
Council

Council has to manage and 
coordinate logistics of 
multiple subcontractors 
onsite for compliance as 
listed above.

Insurance No Cost or Risk to 
Council

Council will have to 
underwrite all risks 
associated with project as 
well as any local contractors. 
The more subcontractors the 
greater the risks.

Plant No Cost or Risk to 
Council

Not recommended as 
inadequate plant on current 
SOA list to undertake works.

As per Attachment 
1. Scrapers/Dozer 
or Dump 
Truck/Excavator 
Fleet Options
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Further to the information above there are other issues and comment to consider under the two delivery 
models available to Council.

1. Open Tender Contract

Tenders have been called recently to progress excavation works in six of the eleven areas, Sites 2, 3, 4, 
9a, 10 and 11. The remaining Sites 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8 have been quantified, but are yet to be advanced for 
construction of works yet to be scoped. 

The works for Sites 2, 3, 4, 9a, 10 and 11 were tendered in four packages, rather than one package, to best 
provide opportunity for local business capability development, whist still offering opportunity for rate payers 
to have the benefit of competitive industry bids.  The pricing result being:

Site Contract Delivery Method 
Estimate

Final Tender Evaluation Reports Refer Attachment 
Number

2 & 3 $864,405 3.3

4 $743,507 4.2

9a $383,116 4.3

10 & 11 $2,106,400 3.2

Tenders have closed for Sites 2, 3, 4, 9a, 10 and 11, and an independent tender evaluation has been 
undertaken over the last few weeks. 

The constraints in current budget forced a significant review of scope of works to reduce costs and then 
resulted in the retendering of Sites 10 and 11 as well as Sites 2 and 3. The final tender evaluation has now 
been completed.

The tenders have attracted some keen pricing, some of the earthworks rates offered are near cost only, 
perhaps reflective of the broader downturn in work opportunity in Central Queensland. Rates of excavation, 
haul and compact into stockpile of materials at Sites 10 and 11 are as low as $3.10 per m3. 

The tender process has achieved its objectives to enhance local business development opportunity.

 All recommended bids exceed the requirement of a minimum 20% local spend threshold. The 
preferred contractor recommended to Council will spend considerably more than the 20% locally. 

 Local businesses have bid on all four tender packages. One of the preferred contractors is based 
locally and has provided a competitive, combined bid for Sites 2, 3, 10 and 11, which is referred to 
Council in the tender recommendations.  The other local bids are significantly higher than the low 
bid, ranging from a minimum 60% higher to 215% higher.

The preferred tenderer, if awarded regardless will provide significant levels of input into the local economy.  
Fuel is a big spend, accommodation, labour hire, plant hire, specialist services engagement (possibly tree 
clearing and mulching), survey and project control assistance, site facilities, testing and traffic control.  

The estimated cost of delivering the works for all sites as been reviewed and the project completion 
estimate considerably exceeds the available funding.   Much effort has been made to trim the tendered 
amounts as much as possible. The retendered pricing have achieve significant saving.
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The table below provides a Wet Plant Hire breakdown of the Earthworks Activity for Sites 10 and 11 only.

Table 1 – Tendered Rates - for Earthworks activity only Site 10 and 11.

RESOURCE RATES UNITS QTY AMOUNT
Grader 140H  $150.00 Hour 643  $96,451 
Dozer D10 GPS  $310.00 Hour 643  $199,331 
Scraper 631  $250.00 Hour 2572  $643,004 
Water Cart  $100.00 Hour 643  $64,300 
Compactor 825  $209.00 Hour 643  $134,388 

 $1,137,474 

2. Direct Managed Delivery Option

The business case for direct managed delivery option has been explored considering procurement 
compliance, extension of current grant funding deadlines, permits and approvals expiry dates, etc. at this 
stage of the project.

Direct managed delivery option would come with the following risks and benefits.

Benefit

Using the 360 Central Supplier Register, shortlist and engage of up to twelve local contractors under a Panel of 
Providers arrangement, demonstrating best value, with any one contract restricted to less than $200,000  each to be 
more inclusive of number of local contractors. 

The flexibility could be accommodated so they can service their regular customers under this arrangement 
as well.  Essentially, this will require careful coordination. 

Direct managed delivery should keep most of the project expenditure in the local community.

There is benefit in delivering the remaining, smaller sites by direct managed delivery contracts. 

The works could also be managed internally by using day labour supervision, but only if there is available 
capacity.

Risks 

Procurement
If Council's Standing Offer Arrangement (3B Plant Hire Equipment list as at 21/08/2014) is used Council will 
legally be restricted to accept the tendered rates, which are higher than the current tendered rates and 
based on 2013 rates. Under the Act there are no legal grounds to "negotiate" lower rates than tendered 
with any contractor's listed.
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The table below demonstrates current Wet Plant Hire rates and breakdown of the Earthworks Activity for 
Sites 10 and 11 only.

Table 2 - Wet Plant Hire Rates - CHRC Procurement-Standing Offer Arrangement (3B Plant Hire 
Equipment list as at 21/08/2014) - for Earthworks activity only

RESOURCE RATES UNITS QTY AMOUNT
Grader 140H $150.00 Hour 643  $96,451 
Dozer D10 GPS  $350.00 Hour 643  $225,051 
Scraper 631  $380.00 Hour 2572  $977,366 
Water Cart  $100.00 Hour 643  $64,300 
Compactor 825  $209.00 Hour 643  $134,388 

 $1,497,557 

The risk is assuming the standing offers equipment fleet can match the productivity of the contractor’s 
equipment fleet which is not likely because of smaller capacity of scrappers, etc. So based on these rates 
the works are likely to cost up 20 % more. 

Productivity and Cost
Productivity of a mixed group of local owner/operators will lag the productivity of very experienced bulk 
earthwork contractor crew. Direct managed delivery may take longer and cost more as the owner/operator 
do not have the same profit incentive that a contractor has to complete works as efficiently as possible. To 
an owner/operator the incentive is to gain as many hours as possible. 

Reputation
Council have called tenders for works on six of the eleven sites.  The tenderers, including locals have put in 
collectively an estimated man year in effort to tender for these works. Should council not proceed, the 
contracting community would be upset.

One of the preferred and competitive local tenderers may have grounds to challenge Council if we do not 
proceed with his bid and then provide works to other local contractors who did not bid.

Questions could be asked why a local contractor, who does have significant experience in this type of work 
was not allowed to complete the site 10, 11, and 2, 3 of the project. 

Schedule risks 
Commencing a direct managed delivery project will definitely cause delays due to the requirement to recruit 
a competent project manager which may impact on the opportunity to complete works before the wet 
season. This will also potentially jeopardise the grant funding.  The likelihood of works being damaged by 
early wet seasons.  It will take longer start up time before construction starts.
 
Wet Season Impact
An early and larger than normal wet season is being forecast. The current Tenderers can all deliver the 
works within twelve to fifteen weeks. If direct managed delivery option is consider it is recommended that 
works should not be commence until after the 2016/17 wet season. There would be a high risk of damaged 
works, lost time resulting in significant stand down costs and continued overhead costs. 

Approvals
Vegetation clearing permits are expiring.  There is a very real possibility further extensions will become 
more difficult to achieve. 
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Social 
There is community expectation the works will proceed. Delay will not be well received, especially if there is 
a major event of the river this wet season. 

Financial
The Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (DILGP) funding period has already 
been extended and negotiation and commitments made are extending this to December 2016.  Direct 
managed delivery may not achieve that target.

The direct managed delivery option may cost more than the current project estimate of $6,000,000 but will create 
more opportunities for local contractors.

CONSIDERATIONS: (Compliance/Risk Management)

Statutory:

Compliance with Local Government Regulation 2012. 
o Section 224 defines a “large sized contract” as over $200k
o Section 226 requires tenders for large sized contracts
o Section 231 using the 360 Central Supplier Register (360) to set up a Panel of Providers

Policy:

The current Council Policy of up to 5% weighting for local business development was increased to 
12% for these tenders. But tenders were also assessed for a further 20% for local content within 
tenders with all contractors achieving and exceeding the local content target.

Establishing a Panel of Providers, by seeking quotations for a schedule (required plant) of rates 
from the local contractors registered on the 360 Central Supplier Register (360), shortlist up to 
twelve and then engage them under individual performance contracts with key performance 
indicators, will comply with Council Policy.

Financial: (Including whole of life costs where applicable)

Current 2015-16 Project cost and funding sources:

Queensland Government: $662,500
Commonwealth Government: $762,500
Central Highlands Regional Council: $925,000
TOTAL: $2,350,000

The Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (DILGP) funding period has already been 
extended to 30 June 2016, is due to expire but we have officially applied for an extension to 31 December 
2016.

Project funds remaining to carry forward to 2016/17 (including the DILGP funding) $1,800,000.

The estimated cost to delivery sites 2 and 3, plus sites 10 and 11 is $2,970,804, hence the 
recommendation to amend the budget to $3,000,000. Therefore we highlight the need for budget 
consideration of $1,200,000 to complete these works in 2016/17.  
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The current estimate to complete excavation of all eleven sites is $6,072,276 see table below.

Area 
Number AREA (m2)

VOLUME 
(m3)

C0NTRACT 
DELIVERY 
METHOD 

ESTIMATE
1 0.55 2900 1,352,546
2 0.3 1600
3 1.5 21000

864,405

4 1.19 21650 743,507
5 0.17 2190
5a 0.15 4300
6 0.13 730
7 0.12 1030
8 0.15 700

622,303

9a 0.775 7780 383,116
10 4.9 110000
11 6.5 180000

2,106,400

TOTAL 16.435 353880  $   6,072,276 

The direct managed delivery option, with an established Panel of Provider arrangement, especially for the 
smaller sites, will reduce any cost risks.

Social:
There are positive impacts on the community due to proposed works reducing future flooding.

Corporate Plan:
Protecting Our People and Environment
Supporting Our Local Economy
Building and Maintaining Quality Infrastructure 
Strong Governance

RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT:
This risk management analysis pertains to the context of Council supporting the recommendation and 
implementing same.

Operational:
Council staff will have to continue to allocate substantial time to the project. 

Strategic:
An effective response to the flooding of Emerald is essential. Having an effective strategy to 
manage these effects is critical for the community, the government and all involved in preventing 
and responding to natural disasters of this nature.
This work, whilst having only a relatively small benefit to the community, is clearly visible positive 
action towards mitigating the effects of flooding in Emerald. 
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Council needs to consider proceeding with the areas in the excavation project that provide the most 
benefit. 

Reputation:
This project has been heralded and is expected by the community and government agency 
partnerships. Further delay is likely to create significant harm to reputation. Failure to deliver on 
time, with a looming early wet season will also significantly harm to reputation.

Project:
Areas of risk identified and also addressed in the business case.

 Tender Variations caused by misunderstanding of scope. 
These have been minimised through the re-scoping, re-tendering and tender interview 
process.

 Project funding withdrawn
Further extensions on Department of Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning (DILGP) 
funding support, beyond the requested December 2016 extension, are almost certainly not 
likely to be supported so Council will be required to get on with the works of most benefit.  

 Land is not secured for stockpiling at sites 10 and 11. 
A second round of negotiations are still underway to obtain land title, subject to another 
valuation.

 Approvals and permit extensions are not granted
Perceived to be low risk are being actively pursued with close consultation with the agencies 
involved but no issues are expected. . 

 Schedule
The works are expected to take twelve to fifteen weeks plus extended maintenance of 
rehabilitated areas. Early wet weather would interfere with progress or damage the works.  
There can be no delay in letting and completing these works. 

Political:
Setting and implementing Flood mitigation for Emerald clearly a major topic in the political arena. 
Failing to complete works within the next five months would not be well received by partnering 
government agencies.

Environmental:
Risks of the works being damaged by early rainfall events. Works must be progresses to reduce this 
risk. Risks of the works damage the environment. Stringent controls are in place to minimise this 
risk, clearing controls, Cultural heritage agreements, erosion and sedimentation measures and 
rehabilitation measures.  

CONSULTATION / ENGAGEMENT:

All internal and external stakeholders were involved in the review of the functional specification for the 
proposed works.  

Project oversight will be run by a team comprising:
 General Manager Infrastructure and Utilities
 General Manager Corporate Services
 Flood Mitigation Project Manager
 Public Liaison Officer (Infrastructure and Utilities)
 Manager Technical Services.

Reports to Council with media releases will be made at project milestones.
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WHOLE OF LIFE:

Nil

OPTIONS:

1. Consider delivery through direct managed contracts, using a Panel of Providers arrangement 
established through the 360 Central Supplier Register;

2. Recommend that the Nogoa River Excavation project, Sites 2, 3, 10 and 11, be delivered through 
open tender contract; 

3. Refer the budget request for the additional $1,200,000 to complete works on Sites 2, 3, 10 and 11, 
for considerations in the 2016/17 Capital Works Budget as a priority; 

4. Refer the remaining $3,000,000 budget request for the Sites 4 and 9a, 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8 to the 
2016/17 Capital Works Budget for consideration;

5. Give consideration to delivering the remaining smaller sites worth $3,000,000 by direct managed 
contracts under a Panel of Provider arrangements;

6. Funding deferred, reduce scope of works and number of sites to excavate to fit with current budget 
of $1,800,000 in 2015/16.

CONCLUSION:

That Central Highlands Regional Council Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee
1. Recommend that the Nogoa River Excavation project, Sites 2, 3, 10 and 11, be delivered through 

open tender contract; 
2. Refer the budget request for the additional $1,200,000 to complete works on Sites 2, 3, 10 and 11, 

for considerations in the 2016/17 Capital Works Budget as a priority;
5. Refer the remaining $3,000,000 budget request for the remaining Sites 4, 9a, 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8 to the 

2016/17 Capital Works Budget for consideration; and
6. Give consideration to delivering the remaining future works by direct managed contracts under 

Panel of Providers arrangements.

The preferred tenderer is the non-conforming bid of Exact Civil Construction Pty Ltd for both Sites 2 and 3, 
Tender No. RTF 2015072C, and for Sites 10 and 11, Tender No. 2015T075C, to the value of 
$2,362,118.32 (GST excluded), with award of Contract subject to:

1. The 2016/17 Capital Works Budget approval of the additional $1,200,000 to complete works on 
Sites 2, 3, 10 and 11; 

2. The completion of final tender clarifications and negotiations to the satisfaction General Manager 
Infrastructure and Utilities; and

3. Recommend that the other Tenders be suspended subject to funding considerations.

ATTACHMENTS:

1. CHRC Standing Offer Arrangement – Available Plant; Tendered Plant and Required Fleet/Crew
2. Nogoa River Excavation Project Status Update and Managed Contract Business Case
3. Sites 2, 3, 10 and 11

3.1. Nogoa River Excavations Sites 10, 11 and 2, 3
3.2. Final Tender Evaluation Report (Site 10 and 11)
3.3. Final Tender Evaluation Report (Site 2 and 3)
3.4. Tender Evaluation for Combined Site 10 and 11 and 2 and 3

4. Sites 4 and 9a
4.1. Nogoa River Excavations Sites 4 and 9a
4.2. Final Tender Evaluation Report (Site 4)
4.3. Final Tender Evaluation Report (Site 9a)

Grant Poll
Project Engineer
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Gerhard Joubert
General Manager Infrastructure and Utilities



ATTACHMENT 1

Number 

of plant
 Unit  Unit Rate 

 Capacity (m3 

struck) /Size 

Kw 

Dozer - D10 1 350$       425kw

Dozer - D9N 1 290$       290kw

Dozer - Komatsu 375 1 330$       391kw

Scraper - 633 1 380$       18.3m3 /336kw

Scraper - 623B 2 $258 - 320 13.8m3/246kw

Scraper - 613B 1 155$       7m3/110kw

Roller - 13t Pad Foot 10 133$       

Roler - 19t Pad Foot 1 143$       

Grader - 140M Grader (2?) 3 180$       

Grader - 140 H Grader 24 150$       

Water Trucks - 30kL 8 $170 - 240

Water Trucks - 15 to 20kL 12 $114 av

Excavator 45t 3 Per Day 1,300$    

Excavator 29 or 30t 3 $155 - 165

Description Unit  Unit Rate Comment

SCHEDULE OF RATES FOR LABOUR AND 

DAYWORKSProject Engineer Hr  $  156.75 

Skilled Carpenter / Pipelayer Hr  $   71.36 

Supervisor Hr  $  115.50 

Labour/Operator (multi-skilled with constructional plant 

required)

Hr  $   59.51 

Field Maintenance Facility Week  $   77.00 

Office Facility Week  $  192.50 

Cribroom and Ablution Block with Generator including 

electrical set up

Week  $  852.50 

CONSTRUCTION PLANT RATES

CAT 349 or equivalent 50T Excavator SMU  $  206.69 

CAT 336 or equivalent 35T Excavator SMU  $  199.32 

CAT 740 Ejector Articulated Truck or equivalent

40T Moxy

SMU  $  204.30 

CAT 972 Loader or equivalent SMU  $  168.88 

CAT 980 Loader or equivalent SMU  $  191.76 

CAT 14M Grader or equivalent SMU  $  184.36 

CAT 631 Scraper SMU  $  258.64 

CAT 651 Scraper SMU  $  280.64 

CAT 825 Compactor or equivalent SMU  $  209.14 

CAT D10 Dozer with scrub canopy and stick rake SMU  $  282.04 

4 x 4 Bus (12 person) day  $  247.50 

Light Vehicles – Dual Cab 4WD (5 seat capacity) day  $   88.00 

Smooth drum roller (17T) SMU  $  133.46 

Backhoe SMU  $  154.00 

Water Pump - 6" Diesel incl suction day  $  176.00 

Highway Water Cart (Bogie Drive Body Truck or similar) SMU  $  131.09 

Low Loader and Prime Mover hr  $  308.00 

Number 

required 
 Unit  Unit Rate  Comment 

SCRAPER FLEET (2 CREWS)

Dozer - D10 2 282.04$  

Scraper - 631  6-8 258.64$  

Compactor - 825 1 209.14$  

Roller - 15t Pad Foot 1 133.46$  

Grader - 140M 2 184.36$  

Water Cart - 740 (self -loading) 35kL; 2 204.30$  

DUMP TRUCK FLEET (2 CREWS)

Dump Truck Cat 773 Rear Dump 4 no rates

Excavator 120t 1 no rates

Excavtor 30t 1 no rates

Water Cart - 740 (self -loading) 35kL; 2 no rates

Grader - 140M 1 no rates

Compactor - 825 1 no rates

Roller - 15t Pad Foot 1 no rates

Dozer - D9 1 no rates

Required - Fleet or Crew
Using available SOA rates

CHRC SOA - Available Plant

Tendered Plant - Day Works Schedule
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 Executive Summary Executive Summary Executive Summary Executive Summary     1
 

Tenders have been called to progress excavation works in six of the eleven areas, sites 2, 3, 4, 9a, 10 and 

11. The remaining areas, 1, 5, 6, 7 and 8 have been quantified, but are yet to be advanced for 

construction of works yet to be scoped.  

The works for areas 2, 3, 4, 9a, 10 and 11 were tendered in 4 packages, rather than one package, to best 

provide opportunity for local business capability development, whist still offering opportunity for rate 

payers to have the benefit of competitive industry bids.  The tenders have attracted some keen pricing; 

some of the earthworks rates offered are very keen, perhaps reflective of the broader downturn in work 

opportunity in Central Queensland. Rates of excavation, haul and compact into stockpile of materials at 

sites 10&11 are as low as $3.10 per m3.  

The tender process has achieved its objectives to enhance local business development opportunity. 

• All recommended bids exceed the requirement of a minimum 20% local spend threshold. Those 

recommended to Council will spend considerably more than the 20% locally.  

• Local businesses have bid on all 4 tender packages.  

• A small local business company which bases almost all of its business here and operates other 

significant businesses in the CHRC local area has provided a competitive bid which is referred to 

Council for acceptance in the tender recommendations.  The other local bids are significantly 

higher than the low bid, ranging from a minimum 60% higher to 215% higher. 

 

The bids being recommended to Council will all provide significant levels of input into the local 

economy.  Fuel is a big spend, accommodation, labour hire, plant hire, specialist services engagement 

(possibly tree clearing ad mulching), survey and project control assistance, site facilities, testing and 

traffic control.   

The estimated cost of delivering the works for all sites as been reviewed and the project completion 

estimate considerably exceeds the available funding.   Much effort has been made to trim the tendered 

amounts as much as possible. And the pricing is quite keen. However, the estimated budget to complete 

all 11 sites is $6,072,276, considerably in excess of the funds available.  

Approval for the further extension of DILGP funding window to December 2016 is being sought. This is a 

critical matter, as are the extensions of Riverine permits for site 2, 3 and 10, 11. Without these the 

project stalls. 

The Business case for direct management delivery to further enhance has been explored.  

• There are considerable risks and few opportunities in moving away from a contracting deliver 

model to a direct managed project with largely local suppliers at this stage of the project. 

• Opportunity exists to build on the learnings from the current packages tendered to refine scope 

review delivery mechanisms for these remaining areas, including continuing with the same or a 

similar contract model of moving to a form of direct managed contract delivery.  
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The business case for moving to Direct Managed Contracts may better advantage local industry but has 

a number of risks, and it is not recommended to move to this model in the near term. The weight of risk 

mounts in the following areas.  

• Productivity and Cost 

• Reputation 

• Schedule Risks  

• Wet Season Impact 

• Funding Targets Missed 

• Approvals windows missed. 

• Social  

• Financial 

 

 

Comparison wet plant hire rates for the delivery models in the earthworks component on sites 10&11 

are tabled below. 

Table 1 Wet Plant Hire Costs - using Contract Delivery Plant Hire Rates- for Earthworks activity only. 

EARTHWORKS 

(10&11) 

RESOURCE RATES UNITS QTY AMOUNT 

 SCRAPERS     

 Grader 140H  $150.00  Hr 643  $         96,451  

 Dozer D10 GPS  $310.00  Hr 643  $      199,331  

 Scraper 631  $250.00  Hr 2572  $       643,004  

 Water Cart  $100.00  Hr 643  $         64,300  

 Compactor 825  $209.00  Hr 643  $       134,388  

 $  3.79       $   1,137,474  

 

Table 2 Wet Plant Hire Costs - using CHRC Procurement-Standing Offer Arrangement (3B Plant Hire Equipment list as at 

21/08/2014)- for Earthworks activity only- assuming the Standing offers equipment fleet can match the productivity of the 

contractor’s equipment fleet.  

EARTHWORKS 

(10&11) 

RESOURCE RATES UNITS QTY AMOUNT 

 SCRAPERS     

 Grader 140H $150.00  Hr 643  $         96,451  

 Dozer D10 GPS  $350.00  Hr 643  $       225,051  

 Scraper 631  $380.00  Hr 2572  $       977,366  

 Water Cart  $100.00  Hr 643  $       64,300  

 Compactor 825  $209.00  Hr 643  $    134,388  

 $    4.99       $   1,497,557  
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 Project OutlineProject OutlineProject OutlineProject Outline        2
 

2.12.12.12.1 BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground    
 

Emerald is the largest town in Central Highlands Regional Council. There are approximately 14,000 full 

time residents and approximately 6500 buildings (dwellings and business premises). A large proportion 

of the buildings are slab on ground. Highest flood risk is on the west side of the Nogoa River – 

approximately 3000 buildings (residences, CBD, two industrial estates). All evacuation routes get cut in 

large flood events i.e. larger than 2% AEP (2008 flood event). Approximately 1600 buildings have over 

the floor flooding in the 1% AEP flood (2010/11 flood event). 

The source of river flooding is the Nogoa River, which can also be impacted just downstream by the 

Retreat and Theresa Creeks. The catchment area upstream of Emerald is 25% the size of Tasmania –

16,500km2. Approximately 19km upstream of Emerald is the Fairbairn Dam, which at full supply holds 

1.3GL. Indicative flood volumes at Emerald are as follows: 

Figure 

 

 

This project is about Enlarging Capacity and Harvesting Levee Material - Nogoa River by the Central 

Highlands Regional Council (Council) under the Flood Mitigation Funding Program 2014-15. 

The project involves enlarging sections of the Nogoa River channel.  A large proportion of the soil 

harvested will be retained in stockpile for potential use in the construction and topsoiling of structural 

levee banks, as identified in the Emerald Flood Mitigation Project, should this prove to be a further part 

Councils flood mitigation strategy.  

These excavation works are to be completed as part of the overall flood solution for the Emerald 

community. 

The works involve: 

• Enlarging the river channel at critical ‘pinch’ or constriction points. 

• Excavating soil material at these points. 

• Harvesting and stockpiling a proportion of this material for potential use (subject to material 

quality requirements) in the construction of levee banks as identified in the Emerald Flood 

Mitigation Project. 
 

The result: 

Flood Size as 

(Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP)) 

Volume 

( m3/sec or cumecs) 
2% AEP 3000 
1% AEP 4400 

DFE (1% AEP in year 2100) 5700 
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• Lower peak water levels during flood events – in areas adjacent the River, 50mm to 90mm 

upstream of the Capricorn Highway, and between 90mm and 260mm downstream of the 

Capricorn Hwy – during the modelled Design Flood event.  Modelling suggests the works would 

reduce peak water levels from a similar event to the 2010/11 flood by 30mm to 170mm 

upstream of the Cap Hwy and 160mm to 310mm downstream of the Cap Hwy.  The lowering 

effect of the works reduces to 30mm to 100mm over the majority of the town in the areas 

beyond those adjacent to the river. . (Refer appended mapping)   

• Lowered peak water levels – with levees built. 

 

Separate tenders were called for the excavation works in Areas, 4, 9a, 2&3 and 10&11. This packaging 

into multiple tenders targeting opportunity to best develop and benefit local business,  to best attract 

tenders from local CHRC business for the packages, and to separate truck and excavator operations from 

short haul scraper type operations.  

GHD were appointed as Contract Administrators and Superintendent for Excavation Contracts on 15 

February.     

RTF 2015072C and RTF 2015075C, sites 2 and 3 and sites 10 and 11 were advertised for tender 7 March, 

closed 29 March at 2pm. These packages had an initial preliminary combined budget of $1.5m. 

RFT 2016T093C and  RFT 2016T097C, site 4 and site 9a  were advertised for Tender 27th March, closing 

Tuesday 26 April 2016 at 2pm 

All tenders were advertised on LG Tender Box.   

 

2.22.22.22.2 Sites Sites Sites Sites         

 

a) Sites 10 and 11-  310,000m3 to stockpile- Short Haul 500m to 1000m 

b) Sites 2 and 3- 23,000m3  part to Locklees (haul 12km plus majority to Stockpile haul 3 km) 

c) Sites 4 - 20,000m3 part to Locklees and part to Belmar (Haul 12 to 15 km) 

d) Site 9a – 8000m3 – Haul to Emerald Downs Hill site (Haul 5 to 10km) 

e) Site 1 is in the developed botanic gardens area, the west bank of the river, immediately 

upstream of the Capricorn Hwy traffic bridge.  

f) Site 5, 6, 7, 8, are 800m to 1.5 km upsteam of the Capricorn Hwy traffic bridge, 5, 6, 7 being east 

side of the river and 8 being below the pony club on the west side.  
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Site areas and expect excavated material volumes are tabled below.   

 

Area 

Number AREA (m2) 

VOLUME 

(m3) 

1 0.55 2900 

2 0.3 1600 

3 1.5 21000 

4 1.19 21650 

5 0.17 2190 

5a 0.15 4300 

6 0.13 730 

7 0.12 1030 

8 0.15 700 

9a 0.775 7780 

10 4.9 110000 

11 6.5 180000 

   TOTAL 16.435 353880 

 
 

2.32.32.32.3 Project Work ElementsProject Work ElementsProject Work ElementsProject Work Elements    

 

The elements of the works are outlined in this section to provide an understanding of the extent of 

considerations required to deliver this as a successful project. 

The locations of the works is somewhat sensitive, within the river banks , within the  town, with  

stringent vegetation constraints, fauna habitat matters to consider and identified cultural heritage 

matters to manage. 

Access to the works is constrained and requires management.  There is a need to construct temporary 

access into all sites. A site 3 requires a small water crossing to the island in the river. Bother areas 2 and 

3 and 4 require construction and maintenance of access tracks capable of supporting 3000 to4000 truck 

and equipment movements.  

The work is much more than a matter of an excavators loading trucks and hauling or scrapers hauling to 

stockpile 

There are web of approvals constraints to be carefully adhered to.   

Successful delivery of this project requires a skill set and experience that can understand and delivery all 

these key work elements.   
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a. Establish Management and Admin 

b. Project Execution Plan  

c. Procure Resources , Services , Equipment and  

d. Preliminaries-Prepare Construction Project Plans  and secure approvals 

e. Establishment Site Facilities and Site Access 

f. Safety and induction 

g. Provision for Traffic (in accordance with MRTS02) 

h. Survey and set out 

i. Cultural Heritage- and Fauna 

j. Veg Clearing and mulching 

k. Erosion and Sediment  management 

l. Topsoil Management 

m. Excavation to stockpile, includes truck haul 10 to 15km for sites 1 to 9.  

n. Trimming and drainage work 

o. Rehabilitation of Site– Revegetation 

p. Vegetation Establishment Period 

q. Demobilisation 

r. Defects Liability/Maintenance Period- Maintain Revegetation.  

 

The graph below shows a breakdown of work elements received in the conforming contract repricing 

bids for site 10&11 and 2&3, prior to short listing and negotiations (and excluding attractive non- 

conforming offers). The earthworks element, only comprises 60to 70% of the works. Other major 

elements are the rehabilitation / re grassing of the sites and environmental management during the 

construction phase, and the clearing, grubbing and mulching of the sites.  
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Whichever method(s) of delivery are implemented there will be requirement to engage resources that 

have experience and capability in delivering this type of work, efficiently, to a time schedule and with a 

constrained budget.  
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 Project Status UpdateProject Status UpdateProject Status UpdateProject Status Update    3
 

3.13.13.13.1 Update on ContractUpdate on ContractUpdate on ContractUpdate on Contract    Delivery Process to DateDelivery Process to DateDelivery Process to DateDelivery Process to Date    

 

Separate tenders have been called for the excavation works in Areas, 4, 9a, 2&3 and 10&11. This 

packaging into multiple tenders targeting opportunity to best develop and benefit local business,  to 

best attract tenders from local CHRC business for the packages.  This also separates truck and excavator 

operations from short haul scraper type operations.  

 

GHD were appointed as Contract Administrators and Superintendent for Excavation Contracts on 

15 February 2016.     

 
RTF 2015072C and RTF 2015075C, sites 2 and 3 and sites 10 and 11 were advertised for tender 7 March, 

closed 29 March at 2pm. These packages had an initial preliminary pre tender combined budget of $1.5 

million. 

 

RFT 2016T093C and RFT 2016T097C, site 4 and site 9a were advertised for Tender 27 March, closing 

26 April 2016 at 2pm 

 

All tenders were advertised on LG Tender Box. 

In order to enhance the benefit to local business, a condition of Tender was to have at least 20% local 

on-site content. And the evaluation process was to use an increased local weighting of 12%, increased 

well above the 5% in the current Council policy. 

 

Tenders received were considerably higher than preliminary budget estimates and funding allowances.  

 

Tenders packages RTF 2015075C and RTF 2015072C were subsequently issued for repricing with 

simplified scope, and incorporation of updated additional vegetation clearing restrictions. These were 

issued for reprice to all tenderers who had tendered for RTF 2015075C and RTF 2015072C. This repricing 

closed 19 and 20 of May 2016.  Tenderers were short listed and interviewed on 26 of May with further 

clarifications from the shortlisted tenderers received on following four days.  
 

3.1.13.1.13.1.13.1.1 Bids ReceivedBids ReceivedBids ReceivedBids Received    

 

Bids received for RTF 2015072C and RTF 2015075C, sites 2&3 and sites 10&11, RFT 2016T093C and RFT 

2016T097C, site 4 and site 9a are graphed below.  
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3.1.23.1.23.1.23.1.2 Enhancement and Enhancement and Enhancement and Enhancement and Development of Local BusinessDevelopment of Local BusinessDevelopment of Local BusinessDevelopment of Local Business    

 

3.1.2.13.1.2.13.1.2.13.1.2.1 Local Based Business BidsLocal Based Business BidsLocal Based Business BidsLocal Based Business Bids    

All bids received from companies with local business addresses, Active Civil, Grahams Plant Hire and 

Simon Contractors were significantly higher than the low bids (price alone), ranging from a minimum 

60% higher to 215% higher.   

For council to consider using these local contractors’ bids, Council would have to increase its investment 

by 1.6times to double.  

This would raise the estimated completion cost of the project from $6M to $10M to $12M.  

3.1.2.23.1.2.23.1.2.23.1.2.2 HigheHigheHigheHighest Competist Competist Competist Competittttive Local Content Bive Local Content Bive Local Content Bive Local Content Biiiidddd    

The highest competitive local content bid was received from Exact Civil, with business based at Gympie, 

but operating most of its business in Blackwater, Blackwater Quarries, Motel, scraper fleet based in 

Blackwater and some 24 staff based in Blackwater.  

3.1.2.33.1.2.33.1.2.33.1.2.3 Local Business Enhancement in Low BidsLocal Business Enhancement in Low BidsLocal Business Enhancement in Low BidsLocal Business Enhancement in Low Bids    

There is a minimum 20% local spend requirement. All bids are assessed as being able to meet that 

requirement.  

• Local survey  

• Local Fuel and oils. (15% to 18% the low bids)  

• Local testing 

• Local quarries 

• Local accommodation and meals 

• Some Local operators and labour.  

• Some Local plant hire, trucks, watercarts, others.  

Another potential is the use of the local clearing and grubbing/mulching people, depending on their 

pricing reducing to competitive rates.  

There is no local hydro mulching teams in the CHRC region. This is a significant part of the works and all 

are sourcing this from Gladstone or Brisbane areas.  

It is highly likely 25% to 35% of the contract values will be spent locally. 

 In engaging Exact civil, it is likely this percentage would be significantly higher local spend approaching 

85%.  
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3.23.23.23.2 Approvals Status UpdateApprovals Status UpdateApprovals Status UpdateApprovals Status Update    

 

The approval pathway for this project has been quite complex.   Appended to this report is a detailed 

outline of the status of approvals.  

Council is actively pursuing extensions to critical elements of approvals, without which the project, or 

parts of the project, comes to a halt.    

• DILGP funding. The current agreement expires 30/6/2016, extensions to December 2016 have 

been verbally discussed DILGP. Application has been made for extension to December 2016. 

• Riverine permits for sites 10&11 expire 30/6/2016 applications have been made for the 

extension of these. 

• Riverine permits for sites 2&3 expire 30/6/2016 applications have been made for the extension 

of these. 

• Road Corridor Permits for sites 2&3 from DTMR to allow activity within the road corridor at the 

Capricorn Hwy Bridges. Application is made to August 2016, and approvals pending. 

• The land tenure acquisition at site 10&11 is progressing, yet to be finalized. 

 

Approval came through the second week of June for the disposal of material at the Belmar Quarry site. 

 

3.33.33.33.3 Revised Project Revised Project Revised Project Revised Project Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate ((((Contract Delivery MechanisContract Delivery MechanisContract Delivery MechanisContract Delivery Mechanism)m)m)m)    

 

A revised estimate has been prepared for the cost of delivering the entire river excavation project.  This 

is based on the contract pricing bids received for sites 2 and 3, 4, 9a, and 10 and 11.  A preliminary 

estimate has been prepared for sites 5, 5a, 6, 7, 8; and 1 based on the priced bids received for the four 

packages tendered.  Allowance is made in this estimate for costs above the construction costs of cultural 

heritage, approvals, design and procurement and construction contract supervision. 15% contingency is 

allowed for the contract priced works and 25% to 30% contingency for the areas yet to have a full take 

off of BOQ and yet to be priced by the market.  
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Area 

Number AREA (m2) 

VOLUME 

(m3) 

C0NTRACT 

DELIVERY 

METHOD 

ESTIMATE 

1 0.55 2900 1,352,546 

2 0.3 1600 
864,405 

3 1.5 21000 

4 1.19 21650 743,507 

5 0.17 2190 

622,303 

5a 0.15 4300 

6 0.13 730 

7 0.12 1030 

8 0.15 700 

9a 0.775 7780 383,116 

10 4.9 110000 
2,106,400 

11 6.5 180000 

    TOTAL 16.435 353880  $   6,072,276  

 

An estimate of $6,072,276 to complete the works including GHD costs incurred to date.  

3.43.43.43.4 Contract Contract Contract Contract Delivery MechanismDelivery MechanismDelivery MechanismDelivery Mechanism----    Highest Rated Bid is localHighest Rated Bid is localHighest Rated Bid is localHighest Rated Bid is local    

 

 A small local business company which bases almost all of its business here and operates other 

significant businesses in the CHRC local area has provided a competitive bid for the 10&11 and 2&3 

combined. This tender is the highest rated competitive bid for the combined works and this tender is 

referred to Council for acceptance in the tender recommendation reports. 

This local company has all the core equipment parked up in Blackwater, ready to go tomorrow.  This 

contractor proposed to use 2 of his 3 scraper fleets to do the works over an 11week period, the core 

earthworks programed to take 30 days.  

The contractor has a 12 scrapers parked up ready to go (as of the second week of June).  If it was critical 

to complete the works in quicker time, the contractor could be approached to add a further scraper 

fleet into the mix, one more than was proposed to be used for the works.      
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 Managed Contract Business CaseManaged Contract Business CaseManaged Contract Business CaseManaged Contract Business Case    4
 

4.14.14.14.1 Managed Contract Project DeliveryManaged Contract Project DeliveryManaged Contract Project DeliveryManaged Contract Project Delivery    

4.1.14.1.14.1.14.1.1 Direct Managed Direct Managed Direct Managed Direct Managed Contracts/ or Contracts/ or Contracts/ or Contracts/ or Plant and Labor HirePlant and Labor HirePlant and Labor HirePlant and Labor Hire    / mix of/ mix of/ mix of/ mix of    

Delivery by this mechanism would involve establishing a project delivery team headed by an a Project 

Manager with significant experience in bulk earthmoving and rehabilitation projects and procurement 

and control of multiple hired plant and resource items, supported by project supervisors with excellent 

experience in managing scraper, truck and excavator fleets for short scraper haul and stockpile and 

medium range road registered truck and excavator operations. Support would also be required from a 

safety officer experienced in multiple scraper fleet operations and truck and excavator operators.  There 

would be a need for a very competent procurement and services provision manager/administrator to 

control procurement, provision and maintenance of services, recording of hour logs and preparation of 

reports and payment recommendations.   

The team would procure and manage all the resources require to complete the project. Resources could 

be engaged on a hourly/day/week hire basis, or on a performance basis, earthworks m3 moved and 

stockpiled/or carted, hectares clears, m3 of mulch or wood chip, m2 of area hydro-mulched.  It would be 

common, to reduce risk, to have a combination of all of these to deliver under a Direct Managed 

Delivery.  

4.1.24.1.24.1.24.1.2 Resources Required.Resources Required.Resources Required.Resources Required.    

 

RESOURCE 
AVAILABLE 

LOCALLY  
ENGAGEMENT MECHANISM 

Project Manager   To be sourced Day Rates 

Project Engineer (QA/QC and project 

plans) 

To be sourced Day Rates/part time 

WH&S and Enviro  Site Rep To be sourced Day Rates/part time 

Earthworks Supervisor (scraper 

operations) 

To be sourced Day Rates 

Earthworks Supervisor (excavator and 

truck) 

To be sourced Day Rates 

Clearing and Rehab/revegatation 

supervisor 

Y Day Rates/part time 

Admin/Services  Support Person Y Day Rates/part time 

   

   

Site Facilities – Site Office – Amenities 

block 

Local Hire 

Company 

businesses- 

source likely to be 

out of area.  

Weekly rental- Install and setup by 

builders/plumber 

Survey , set out and controls Y Either lump sum quote or day rate 

hire 
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Fauna Clearance N Lump sum quote, daily hire.  

   

Plant   

  Low Loader Y Quotes as needed 

   Grader(s) Y Day rates- or m3 rate  

   Vib roller- Padfoot Y Day rates- or m3 rate 

   Truck -Watercarts Y Day rates- or m3 rate 

  Trucks- Side Tipper semi Y Day rates- or m3 rate 

   Truck and Dog Y Day rates- or m3 rate 

   LV Utes Y Day rates- or m3 rate 

   Scrapers – Pref 631 (GPS) Y Day rates- or m3 rate for  require 

scraper crew of 3 or4 plus dozer 

   Roller 825 Y Day rates- or m3 rate 

   Survey Base Station  Y Day Rates 

   Excavators (30t) Y  

   Loaders (972 to 980)- With rippers? Y  

   Dozers – D9/D10s (push Scrapers) Y  

   Dozers – D9/ Scrub cage Y Day Rate 

   Tub Grinder (Mulching) Local contractor 

approx. $5,oo per 

day 

Day Rate 

   Wood Chipper- (400mm logs) Y Day Rate 

   River pump and standpipe (6 inch) Y Day Rate 

   Quickfill N  

Traffic Management plans  Quote 

Signs and Traffic Control  Quote and Day rate 

Erosion and Sed fences and screens N As require- Labour on day rate 

   

Service truck (for plant)  Either Provide Fuels for machines and 

each operator completes required 

servicing them selves. All repairs 

servicing other than oils and filters to 

be offsite 

Fuel Storage (10k to 20K with bowser) Y Weekly Rate 

   

Hydro Mulching N – Quotes from  M2 rate 

   

Labour Hire Y Hourly rates rates 

Operator Hire Y Hourly Rates 

Fuel – and Oils Y - Use local Caltex contract 

(need delivery to storage) 

Commercial Accommodation  Some for no local 

suppliers 

Day Rates 
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4.1.34.1.34.1.34.1.3     Enhancement of Local SpendEnhancement of Local SpendEnhancement of Local SpendEnhancement of Local Spend    

Direct Managed Delivery may enhance local spend in a number of areas.  

 

Work Elements Local spend 

Establish Management and Admin 

 

b. Project Execution Plan  

c. Procure Resources , Services , Equipment  

d. Preliminaries-Prepare Construction Project 

Plans  and secure approvals 

 

Experienced Project Manager and team may be 

only 50% local 

e. Establishment Site Facilities and Site 

Access 

 

Likely locally based hire company, but hire likely 

from national company. 

f. Safety and induction Experienced Project Manager and team may be 

only 50% local 

g. Provision for Traffic (in accordance with 

MRTS02) 

Likely 100% local 

h. Survey and set out Likely 100% local 

i. Cultural Heritage- and Fauna Likely no local 

j. Veg Clearing and mulching Likely 100% local 

k. Erosion and Sed management Likely 100% local 

l. Topsoil Management Likely 100% local 

m. Excavation to stockpile, includes truck haul 

10 to 15km for sites 1 to 9.  

Likely 100% local 

n. Trimming and drainage work 

 

Likely 100% local 

o. Rehabilitation of Site– Revegatation 

 

Likely 70% non-local 

p. Vegetation Establishment Period Likely 100% local 

q. Demobilisation Likely 100% local 

r. Defects Liability/Maintenance Period- 

Maintain Revegatation. 

Likely 100% local 

 

 

4.24.24.24.2 Contract Contract Contract Contract ----    Open Competitive BidsOpen Competitive BidsOpen Competitive BidsOpen Competitive Bids    VRs Managed ContractVRs Managed ContractVRs Managed ContractVRs Managed Contract    

4.2.14.2.14.2.14.2.1 HighlyHighlyHighlyHighly    CompetiCompetiCompetiCompetittttive ive ive ive Market ratesMarket ratesMarket ratesMarket rates    

The tendered rates are highly competitive.  

a) Historical rates,  

i. When considering that that 20 years ago Emerald Shire was building earth dams with 

local scrapers for rates of $1. 60 to $2.30 per m3, with short leads than this Nogoa 

excavation project, it is clear the contract rates of $2.90 to $3.50 being offered are very 

keen and competitive. 
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ii. A recent (2014) construct of a levee on a nearby, mine site (1,300,000m3) saw rates just 

for excavate haul and place component with scrapers of over $6 per m3. This is almost 

double the rates in the contract bids received. 

iii. The same equipment being proposed for use by the contractors are available for hire 

locally at very similar rates to those quoted by the contractor. However the productivity 

of a put together local contract crew will be far below that of the contractors. 

Discussions with locals indicated machinery on similar leads would be expected to 

product 800m3 per day on average per machine, compared to the contractor 

expectation of 1250m3 to 1650m3 per day. This comparison is no way derides the local 

contractor. It would absolutely be expected a contractor with a long established 

specialist crew and equipment would out perform a crew that does work of this nature 

infrequently.  

b) Calculating expected productivity using the CAT User manual methods with machinery at local 

hire rates.  

i. Calculations suggest productivity of 1200m3 per scraper is possible, with a cohesive 

experience team. However, with a new team, with only 5 or 6 weeks work in total, this 

will not be achieved. Rates of 800 to 900m3 per day are all that would be expected. As 

the local and contractor hire rates are the same, the cost of the project is expected to 

proportionally increase.  

c) Check pricing.  

i. Check pricing on elements such as rehabilitation indicates the contractors are not 

marking up the pricing of the rehabilitation/hydro mulching providers at all.  

ii. Check ricing on equipment hire indicates the contract rates are similar to the rates likely 

to be locally achieved. 

iii. Check pricing of mulching and clearing and chipping suggests the contractors are 

expecting to carry out these activities at rates below what the local contractor would 

anticipate costs to be.  

d) Overheads and management team 

i. At the tender interviews, the project teams were outlined, and the contractors have 

provided hire rate pricing for their teams in their bids. The recommended competitive 

bids have very low overheads, their management and supervision is the minimum 

required, less than a Managed Contract process would have  in that the contractors 

have their equipment , site facilities in most cases are owned and available, and if not, 

they know where to source these with minimal fuss. For managed contracts using a mix 

of local suppliers, this process wold require an added resources and additional time. 

e)  The excavate and haul rates provided by the contractors are similar to the check pricing with 

hired local equipment, providing very good productivity is achieved. With a new team of mixed 

origin plant this is unlikely to be the case, and lower productivity equates to increased costs.  

 

In summary, the recommended tendered pricing is very competitive and their expectations are for high 

productivity. This will not be achieved by a Direct managed team of local suppliers who have not worked 

together.  

4.2.24.2.24.2.24.2.2 Experience and ProductivityExperience and ProductivityExperience and ProductivityExperience and Productivity    

Experienced management and cohesive experienced teams highly influence productivity and safety 

outcomes.   
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The contractors, for 10 and 11 have stated earthworks productivity (average overall)   to be 1250m3 to 

1670m3 per hour per 631 scraper. With 6 to 8 operating scrapers producing 8,000 to 10,000 m3 per day.  

Contractor bid rates for excavation, haul and compact for 10&11 range from $2.90 to $3.50 per m3 

including overheads, downtime, and wet weather lost time.  

These contractors are highly experienced operators, with many years of experience.  They know their 

machines and operators and how to get the best out of them.   

These operators are also highly experienced with tree clearing and mulching and revegetation 

requirements.  Their core teams will come from jobs where they have been doing just that many times 

over.  

4.2.34.2.34.2.34.2.3 Local Business Competitive bidsLocal Business Competitive bidsLocal Business Competitive bidsLocal Business Competitive bids    

All contracted  bids received from companies with local business addresses, Active Civil, Grahams Plant 

Hire and Simon Contractors were significantly higher than the low bids (price alone), ranging from a 

minimum 60% higher to 215% higher.  Amongst these there are long established reputable and 

completive businesses, with a wealth of general experience in a variety of earthworks projects.  

However, they are not specialist in this area of work, which is a clear indication of the specialist nature 

of this type of operation.  

For council to consider using these bids, Council would have to increase its investment by 60% times to 

double.  

This would raise the estimated completion cost of the project from $6m to $10m to $12m.  

4.2.44.2.44.2.44.2.4 Best CompetitiveBest CompetitiveBest CompetitiveBest Competitive    Local Content BidLocal Content BidLocal Content BidLocal Content Bid    

The highest competitive local content bid was received from Exact Civil, with business based at Gympie, 

but operating most of its business in Blackwater, Blackwater Quarries, Motel, scraper fleet based in 

Blackwater and some 24 staff based in Blackwater. This contractor is very experienced, specializes in this 

work and has the capability to deliver.  
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4.34.34.34.3 RisksRisksRisksRisks    

 

4.3.14.3.14.3.14.3.1 ProductivityProductivityProductivityProductivity    and Costand Costand Costand Cost    

With a new construction team comprising experienced management but local equipment sourced from 

a variety of suppliers, it is inevitable that this team will fall well short of the productivity of the contract 

bid teams. With large volume, repetitive work, such as scrapers or truck and excavator, an experienced 

cohesive team will outperform one less so by 25% to 30% 

4.3.24.3.24.3.24.3.2 ReputationReputationReputationReputation    

Council have called tenders for works on 6 of the 11 sites.  The tenderers have put in collectively an 

estimated man year in effort to tender these works. Should council not proceed, the contracting 

community would be quite upset.  

One of the competitive tenders is almost a “local”. Should Council not proceed with his bid and offer 

work to many other locals, questions would be asked why that local, who does have significant 

experience in this type of work was not allowed to complete the site 10,11, and 2,3 of the project.  

4.3.34.3.34.3.34.3.3 Schedule Schedule Schedule Schedule risks risks risks risks     

It is very unlikely moving to a Direct Managed delivery will have a chance of delivering any part of the 

project this year. This brings into play possible loss of government funding support and the very real 

likelihood of the project being damaged by early wet seasons.  It will take longer to deliver and will have 

a significant start up time before construction starts.  

4.3.44.3.44.3.44.3.4 Wet SWet SWet SWet Season eason eason eason ImpactImpactImpactImpact    

An early and larger than normal wet season is being heralded. Only the contract delivery method is 

capable of achieving a result this year.  Direct management should not be commence works until after 

the 2016/17wet season. There would be a high risk of damaged works, lost time 9even with the 

relatively easy ability to stand down machines, there will be continuing costs and overhead incurred.  

4.3.54.3.54.3.54.3.5 Funding TargetsFunding TargetsFunding TargetsFunding Targets    MMMMissedissedissedissed    

The DILGP funding period has already been extended and negotiation and commitments made are 

extending this to December 2016.  Direct delivery will not achieve that target 

4.3.64.3.64.3.64.3.6 Approvals windows missed.Approvals windows missed.Approvals windows missed.Approvals windows missed.    

Vegetation clearing permits are expiring.  There is a very real possibility further extensions will become 

more difficult to achieve.  

4.3.74.3.74.3.74.3.7 Social Social Social Social     

There is an expectation the works will proceed. Delay will not be well received, especially if there is a 

major event of the river this wet season.  

4.3.84.3.84.3.84.3.8 FinancialFinancialFinancialFinancial    

Cost of direct managed delivery will be in to order of 25% to 40% higher. This could move the overall 

project cost to the rate payer or other funding source from $6,000,000 to $7,500,000 to $8,000,000. It 

will take longer and cost more.  
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4.3.94.3.94.3.94.3.9 SafetySafetySafetySafety    

Multiple large plant items moving at hire speeds in a confined area required good management systems, 

excellent control, and excellent communication. With teams of people that do not know each other, and 

are not used to working with each other, there will be a considerably enhanced risk of safety and 

environmental incident.  These large plant items moving at speed are not very forgiving, and the 

consequences of an incident could be quite hire.  

There would potentially be less risks on the smaller areas, with trucks and excavators than with scraper 

fleets, but the sites are confined, tight to work in. 

These will take time to develop and implement with a new team.  

In summary, Council will take on are significant safety management risks in undertaking a Direct 

Management approach to these works.  

 

4.44.44.44.4 Balanced Mix of Delivery Balanced Mix of Delivery Balanced Mix of Delivery Balanced Mix of Delivery     

 

A mix of Contract, Managed Contracts and should resource availability improve CHRC internal 

mechanisms could all have significant benefits 

• .Minimize Risk  

o Reputation 

o Schedule 

o Financial  

o Funding windows 

o Approvals windows 

• But still enhance local the development of local business. 

o Building skills and knowledge 

o Partnering  local business 

o Packaging some areas of the work form local business.  

 

4.54.54.54.5 Local ResourcesLocal ResourcesLocal ResourcesLocal Resources    and Contractorsand Contractorsand Contractorsand Contractors    

 

Earthmoving Contractors (this is not a complete list- source is yellow pages) – 

 Most are locally based in CHRC. All are quite active in CHRC region 

 Armfleece  

D&A Rolf Mini Excavator 

Hire  

Korns Bobcat and 

Tipper Hire  Skidoo  

McCosker 

Contracting 

 Armstrong Excavations  EPC Earthworks   Link Mining Services  

Staines Thomas 

Henry  Salmons 

 Ashtina Sand and Gravel  EPC Earthworks   Loch Dozer   Sterns Plant Hire  

T&J  

Whitehouse 

 C&J Excavtor Hire  

Grahams Plant Hire and 

Contractors  Mahady & Sons  Sunset Earthmoving  TMM 
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Central and Southern 

Earthmovers  Groves Excavations  

McConville 

Earthmoving   T R Baillie Logistics  Wolff 

 

Central Hire and 

Contracting  GW Bobcat hire  

Mosely Mining and 

Excavations  Task Excavations  

 

Civil Mininjg & 

Construction  Jason Ross Earthmoving  

N&L Martin Grader 

Hire  Trebe Excavations  

 

 Clayben Contracting  John Holland Mining  PA & DN Excavations  

Alexandersons 

Earthmovers  

  

 Clayben Contracting  Jonker Plant Hire  Princes Backoe Hire  

Comiskey Mining 

Services 

 CHWM  KML Contractors   Simon Contractors  Exact Civil 

   

In addition there are. 

• Clearing and mulching /chiping contractors 

• Survey and set out contractors 

• Trucking firms 

• Equipment hire 

• Soil testing  

 

4.64.64.64.6 CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION    

 

Moving to Direct Managed contracts is absolutely possible.  Many of the resources required are 

available.  A key primary local resources is not obvious is a local management team,   with significant 

scraper and truck and excavator experience to drive this project to a successful conclusion.  

A move away from contracting to direct management would come with the following risks and benefits. 

Risks  

4.6.14.6.14.6.14.6.1 ProProProProductivity and Costductivity and Costductivity and Costductivity and Cost    

Productivity will be well below that of the very experienced contractor crew. Direct managed delivery 

will take longer and cost more. 

4.6.24.6.24.6.24.6.2 ReputationReputationReputationReputation    

Council have called tenders for works on 6 of the 11 sites.  The tenderers have put in collectively an 

estimated man year in effort to tender these works. Should council not proceed, the contracting 

community would be quite upset.  

One of the competitive tenders is almost a “local”. Should Council not proceed with his bid and offer 

work to many other locals, questions would be asked why that local , who does have significant 

experience in this type of work was not allowed to complete the site 10, 11, and 2, 3 of the project.  

However, keeping all the work  

4.6.34.6.34.6.34.6.3 Schedule Schedule Schedule Schedule risks risks risks risks     

It is very unlikely moving to a Direct Managed delivery will have a chance of delivering any part of the 

project this year. This brings into play possible loss of government funding support and the very real 
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likelihood of the project being damaged by early wet seasons.  It will take longer to deliver and will have 

a significant start up time before construction starts.  

4.6.44.6.44.6.44.6.4 Wet SWet SWet SWet Season eason eason eason ImpactImpactImpactImpact    

An early and larger than normal wet season is being heralded. Only the contract delivery method is 

capable of achieving a result this year.  Direct management should not be commence works until after 

the 2016/17wet season. There would be a high risk of damaged works, lost time 9even with the 

relatively easy ability to stand down machines, there will be continuing costs and overhead incurred.  

4.6.54.6.54.6.54.6.5 Funding TargetsFunding TargetsFunding TargetsFunding Targets    MMMMissedissedissedissed    

The DILGP funding period has already been extended and negotiation and commitments made are 

extending this to December 2016.  Direct delivery will not achieve that target 

4.6.64.6.64.6.64.6.6 Approvals windows missed.Approvals windows missed.Approvals windows missed.Approvals windows missed.    

Vegetation clearing permits are expiring.  There is a very real possibility further extensions will become 

more difficult to achieve.  

4.6.74.6.74.6.74.6.7 Social Social Social Social     

There is an expectation the works will proceed. Delay will not be well received, especially if there is a 

major event of the river this wet season.  

4.6.84.6.84.6.84.6.8 FinancialFinancialFinancialFinancial    

Cost of direct managed delivery will be in to order of 25% to 40% higher. This could move the overall 

project cost to the rate payer or other funding source from $6,000,000 to $7,500,000 to $8,000,000. It 

will take longer and cost more.  

 

Benefit 

Direct management would keep more of the expenditure in the local community, and enhance business 

capability.   

If Council wishes to move down this path, it should potentially consider delivering the remaining, non-

tendered sites by direct delivery, and letting those already contracted run with the contractors, to 

significantly de-risk the project delivery.  
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Item Legislation Approval Authority Triggered By Permit Required Permit  Issue Expiry Volume Land Parcels / Details 

1 Water Act 2000 Authorisations in 

Watercourse 

Areas 

 

(including 

consent from 

land owner) 

DNRM Excavation within a 

watercourse, lake or 

spring – volume 

greater than 500m3. 

 

State and CHRC 

owned land. 

 

Site 1 =    2860m3 

Site 2 =    1600m3 

Site 3 = 19,700m3 

Site 4 = 21,650m3 

Site 5 =   2,190m3 

Site 5a = 2,100m3 

Site 6 =       730m3 

Site 7=     1,030m3 

Site 8 =       700m3 

Riverine 

Protection Permit  

 

RPP 492012 

 

TMR and 

CHRC 

signature 

1/7/14 

 

1/7/16 

 

35,300m3 Site 

ID 

Land Owner Land Parcel Description 

1 CHRC , TMR 59 RP901721 (LL),    

60 RP901721 (FH),  Road Segpar 

54842008, 

2 CHRC, TMR 19 CP899258 (R), Road Segpar 

54842350 

3 , 3a CHRC 202 CP848949 (R), A AP2356 

4 CHRC 47 SP206032(R), T SP106658 

5 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 62662274 

5a State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 62662274 & 

54842167 & 62662527 

6 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 54842167  

7 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 54842167 

8 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 62662274 

 

2 Riverine 

Protection Permit  

 

Cover adjustments 

in excavation 

footprints and 

volumes post 

cultural heritage 

agreements and 

engineering 

redesign. 

 

RPP 492228 

 

TMR and 

CHRC 

signature 

12/2/16 30/6/17 18,000m3 

3 Riverine 

Protection Permit  

 

Cover expiry of RPP 

492012 

 

New 

Application 

Pending 

Approval 

 

Does not 

cover TMR 

owned land - 

Lot 59 

RP901721, 

and  Road 

Segpar 

54842008 

covering 

parts of sites 

1 and 2 

 

CHRC 

signature 

only. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Expected 

before 

30/6/16 

30/12/17 36,000m3 Site 

ID 

Land Owner Land Parcel Description 

1 CHRC 60 RP901721 (FH) 

2 CHRC 19 CP899258 (R) 

3, 3a CHRC 202 CP848949 (R), A AP2356 

4 CHRC 47 SP206032 (R), T SP106658 

5 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 62662274 

5a State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 62662274 & 

54842167 & 62662527 

6 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 54842167  

7 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 54842167 

8 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 62662274 
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Item Legislation Approval Authority Triggered By Permit Required Permit  Issue Expiry Volume Land Parcels / Details 

4 Water Act 2000 

 

Authorisations in 

Watercourse 

Areas 

 

(including 

consent from 

land owner) 

 

DNRM 

 

Excavation within a 

watercourse, lake or 

spring – volume 

greater than 500m3. 

 

Emerald Golf Course 

owned land. 

 

Site 9a = 7,780m3 

Riverine 

Protection Permit  

 

 

RPP 492222  

 

Original RPP 

492013 was 

cancelled due 

to change in 

footprint and 

volume. 

 

29/1/16 31/12/17 8,500m3 Site 

ID 

Land Owner Land Parcel Description 

9a Emerald Golf 

Club, CHRC 

122 SP101698 (LL), 206 DSN693 

(R), Road Segpar 47034027  
 

5 Excavation within a 

watercourse, lake or 

spring – volume 

greater than 500m3. 

 

McCosker family 

owned land. 

 

Site 10 = 109,810m3 

Site 11 = 178,760m3 

 

Riverine 

Protection Permit  

 

RPP 492014 

 

1/7/14 

 

1/7/16 

 

350,000m3 

 
Site 

ID 

Land Owner Land Parcel Description 

10 McCoskers , CHRC 51 SP117841 (FH), 73 DSN249 

(R) 

11 McCoskers, CHRC 51 SP117841 (FH), 73 DSN249 

(R) 
 

6 Riverine 

Protection Permit 

 

Cover expiry of RPP 

492014 

New 

Application 

Pending 

Approval 

 

Expected 

before 

30/6/16 

30/12/17 350,000m3 Site 

ID 

Land Owner Land Parcel Description 

10 McCoskers , CHRC 51 SP117841 (FH), 73 DSN249 

(R) 

11 McCoskers, CHRC 51 SP117841 (FH), 73 DSN249 

(R) 
 

6 Placement of fill 

within a watercourse 

– volume greater 

than 150m3. 

 

Site 3a =    1200m3 

Site 4 to 7 = 500m3 

Riverine 

Protection Permit 

 

Approval contained 

within both these 

RPP’s 

RPP 492012 

 

TMR and 

CHRC 

signature 

1/7/14 

 

1/7/16 

 

35,300m3 Site 

ID 

Land Owner Land Parcel Description 

3 CHRC 202 CP848949 (R), A AP2356 

4 CHRC 47 SP206032(R), T SP106658 

5 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 62662274 

5a State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 62662274 & 

54842167 & 62662527 

6 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 54842167  

7 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 54842167 

 

8 RPP 492228 

 

TMR and 

CHRC 

signature 

12/2/16 30/6/17 18,000m3 

9 Placement of fill 

within a watercourse 

– volume less than 

150m3. 

 

Site 3 = New crossing 

near Vince Lester 

Self-assessable 

guidelines.  

 

 

None 

required 

 

Comply with 

self- 

assessment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  <150m3 Self-assessed paperwork lodged and confirmation from DNRM 

(S Stevens and L Cummings) by email okay to proceed under 

self-assessment guidelines.  
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Item Legislation Approval Authority Triggered By Permit Required Permit  Issue Expiry Volume Land Parcels / Details 

10 Sustainable Planning 

Act 2009 

Development 

Application 

DLIGP Clearing of regulated 

native vegetation. 

 

Tree clearing over 

the excavation 

footprints – sites 1, 2, 

3, 4, 5, 5a, 6. 7, 8, 9a, 

10 & 11. 

 

Code Assessable. 

 

Development 

Permit for 

Operational Work  

 

Original decision 

notice based on 

footprints before 

cultural heritage 

resolved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPD-0914-

014064 

27/12/14 27/12/18 N/A  

Site 

ID 

Land Owner Land Parcel Description 

1 CHRC , TMR 59 RP901721 (LL),    

60 RP901721 (FH),  Road Segpar 

54842008, 

2 CHRC, TMR 19 CP899258 (R), Road Segpar 

54842350 

3 CHRC 202 CP848949 (R), A AP2356 

4 CHRC 47 SP206032(R), T SP106658 

5 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 62662274 

5a State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 62662274 & 

54842167 & 62662527 

6 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 54842167  

7 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 54842167 

8 State of 

Queensland 

Nogoa River Segpar 62662274 

 

11 Development 

Permit for 

Operational Work 

 

Changed decision 

notice covering 

adjustments to 

footprints post 

cultural heritage 

agreements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPD-1115-

022895 

17/12/15 

 

Amended  

 N/A Changed Decision Notice land references [RARP SPD-1115-022895 

sheets 1-4]: 59 RP901721, 60 RP901721, 202 CP848949, 47 

SP206032, 122 SP101698, 206 DSN693, 4 USL47034, 73 DSN249, 51 

SP117841 

Site ID 

  

  

Area of Disturbance (Ha) 

SPD-0914-014064 Revised  SPD1115-022895 

Cat X + RV RV Cat X + RV RV 

1 0.5584 0.4080 0.5584 0.3490 

2 0.2091 0.0000 0.2872 0.0300 

3 1.1751 1.5707 1.5707 1.5707 

4 0.6493 1.1137 1.1137 1.1137 

5 0.2102 0.1691 0.1691 0.1691 

5a     0.1456 0.1456 

6 0.1535 0.1287 0.1287 0.1287 

7 0.1809 0.1113 0.1113 0.1113 

8 0.0775 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500 

9a     0.7749 0.7749 

10 5.1534 0.3500 4.9082 0.0000 

11 5.3492 6.5934 6.5934 6.5934 

Totals  14.9132 11.5012 16.5112 11.1364 
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Approvals for Nogoa River Excavation Works as at May 2016  

Page 31 of 34 

 

Item Legislation Approval Authority Triggered By Permit Required Permit  Issue Expiry Volume Land Parcels / Details 

12 Sustainable Planning 

Act 2009 

Temporary water 

course barrier 

application 

 

DAFF Constructing or 

raising of waterway 

barrier works 

(temporary or 

permanent)  

Temporary Water 

Course Barrier 

Permit 

 

Proposed works to 

cross to site 3 

interfere with a fish 

passage on a 

mapped waterway. 

 

 

None 

required  

 

Self Assessable 

under Code 

WWBW02. 

 

 

  N/A Pre-works notification required no earlier than 20 days and no later 

than 5 days prior to the work commencing prior to  - i.e. must notify 

DAFF. 

 

Must have 500x500mm sign at the site. 

 

Post works advice required to DAFF within 15 days post completion 

of works . 

13 Development 

Application 

DLGIP Clearing of regulated 

native vegetation. 

 

Tree thinning at 

twelve separate sites 

to the excavation 

works area. 

Code assessable. 

 

Development Permit 

for Operational 

Works 

SDA-0414-

009359 

24/4/14  N/A Lot 51 SP117841, 22 USL47032, 73 DSN249, 122 SP101698, 19 

CP899258, 47 SP206032, 4 E216115, Road reserve for 

Riverview Street (Seg/par 47030/124, 47030/61, 47030/62, 

47030/63)  

 

Works completed and audited by DNRM 

14 IPA Planning Scheme 

for Emerald 

Development 

Application 

CHRC Development 

(earthworks) 

involving placement 

of more than 500m3 

- triggers 1. Flood 

hazard overlay code.  

2. Works, services 

and infrastructure 

code. 

 

Development on a 

Local Heritage Place 

involving excavation 

or fill of more than 

50m2 adjoining a 

State or Local 

Heritage place – 

triggers Heritage 

code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operational Works 

Permit 

(Earthworks) 

 

Required for site 

10 and 11 spoil 

dump pads. 

 

Proposed work at 

site 2 and 3 does 

not require code 

response for local 

heritage.   

 

New 

Application 

Pending 

Approval 

   Application lodged with CHRC 22/3/16.  

 

A report from AECOM for the stockpile engineer drawings plus 

flood impact assessment report provided 10/5/16. 
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Approvals for Nogoa River Excavation Works as at May 2016  
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Item Legislation Approval Authority Triggered By Permit Required Permit  Issue Expiry Volume Land Parcels / Details 

15 Vegetation 

Management Act 1999 

Authority to clear 

regulated native 

vegetation  

DNRM Clearing for 

necessary property 

infrastructure – 

roads and tracks. 

 

Self-Assessable 

Guidelines  

 

To establish and 

maintain a 

necessary road or 

vehicular track in 

an area of 

endangered or of 

concern category B 

vegetation if max 

width of the track 

is 5m. Requires 

confirmation of the 

self-assessment by 

DNRM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

None 

required. 

 

Comply with 

self-

assessment  

lodged with 

DNRM  

  N/A Self-assessed paperwork lodged 11/5/16 for sites 3, 10 and 11: 

• Site 3 - 5m wide track onto site 3 from southern end of 

island at Vince Lester Bridge and along existing track up 

into centre of island, and then skirting western edge of 

approved clearing area back to southern end. 

• Site 11 – 5m wide track skirting full length of high river 

bank side of site 11  

• Site 10 – 5m wide track following existing track from old 

meatworks through site 10 to river bank at site 11. 

 

Confirmation from DNRM (K Paton 19/5/16) by email okay to 

proceed under self-assessment guidelines as per paperwork 

and maps lodged with DNRM. 

16 Vegetation 

Management Act 1999 

Authority to clear 

regulated native 

vegetation  

Land 

Owner and 

DNRM 

 

Certified Property 

Map of Assessable 

Vegetation to replace 

regional ecosystem 

map for determining 

if an application is 

required to clear 

native vegetation. 

 

For area covering the 

Botanical Gardens - 

John Gay Bridge car 

park to Nogoa River 

Rail Bridge.  

PMAV PMAV 

2013/006825 

13/12/13  N/A 19 CP899258, 60 RP901721, 60 CP893383 and adjacent road 

reserves. 

 

Successfully changed mapped Category B vegetation to 

Category X vegetation and locked this in via the PMAV, so 

clearing within the gardens except for narrow strip along both 

sides of Nogoa River can be cleared. 

17 Vegetation 

Management 

Amendment Bill (2016) 

Authority to clear 

Category C 

vegetation 

previously 

classified 

Category X 

Notification and 

approval to clear new 

proposed Category C 

vegetation Site 10 

and 11 for stockpile 

areas and work area 

between.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vegetation 

Management 

Online Notification 

by land owner and 

DNRM. 

DNRM 

Notification 

ID 3626 

4/4/16  N/A 51 SP117841 

 

Landholder application for clearing regrowth (Category C – 

new amendment Bill; previously Category X) for Public safety 

project and location of spoil dump area resulting from a DA for 

Riverine Protection Permit. Application signed and lodged by 

McCosker family with DNRM on 4/4/16 to legally clear 

hatched area as per mark-up plans sent out to tenderers. 

Approval acknowledged by G Bourne DNRM 6/4/16, and 

confirmed by D Moor DNRM 11/4/16. 
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Approvals for Nogoa River Excavation Works as at May 2016  
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Item Legislation Approval Authority Triggered By Permit Required Permit  Issue Expiry Volume Land Parcels / Details 

18 Water Act 2000 Licence to take 

water from 

regulated stream 

for construction 

purposes 

Sunwater Taking or interfering 

with water from the 

river channel at 

McCoskers for 

excavation work at 

site 10 and 11 – 

estimate 30ML 

Approval for Short 

Term Supply 

Application 

Number 

2016-

17/04STS 

1/7/16 31/12/16 20ML Taken from river at McCoskers at points nominated. 

 

19 Transport and 

Infrastructure Act 1999 

Road Corridor 

Permit 

TMR Undertaking works, 

structures and 

construction 

activities within road 

corridor. 

Road Corridor 

Permit. 

 

Sites1, 2 and 3. 

RCP 932 

 

For both Site 

2 and 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16/5/16 26/8/16 N/A Application for site 3 on the 28/4/16. 

Verbal approval from TMR for site on the 3 3/5/16.  

Application for site 2 on the 3/5/16. 

TMR approved same RCP for both sites 6/5/16. 

20  Road Corridor 

Permit – 

Wayleave licence 

QRail  Proposed works on 

site 1 and 2 in a rail 

corridor – need 

approval from QRail 

Track Protection 

Officer to gain access 

for works in the 

corridor, and 

separate agreement 

to manage risk and 

supervision of 

construction -

between project 

manager/ contractor 

and QRail. 

 

 

 

Access To QRail 

Land 

   N/A Application lodged 4/4/16. 

21 Environmental 

Protection Act 1994 

Development 

Application 

DLGIP   Environmental 

Authority to operate 

an environmentally 

relevant activity – 

excavation / mining  

 

 

 

Environmental 

Authority 

Not required    N/A  
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Approvals for Nogoa River Excavation Works as at May 2016  
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Item Legislation Approval Authority Triggered By Permit Required Permit  Issue Expiry Volume Land Parcels / Details 

22 Nature Conservation 

Act 1992 

Environmental 

Authority 

EHP - 

QPWS 

Environmental 

Authority to dispose 

/ place excavated 

material at old 

quarry in Belmah 

Regional Park 

(National Park)  

 

Environmental 

Authority - NPSR 

Application 

pending 

approval 

  135,000m3 Application lodged with  Queensland Parks and Wildlife 

Service on the 18/3/16. 

 

Correspondence with QPWS Senior Conservation Officer David 

Marshall on 25/5/16 indicates the application is sitting on 

Executive Directors desk for signing. 

23 Aboriginal Cultural 

Heritage Act 1992 

Duty of care 

obligation – not a 

regulatory  

approval 

EHP A person: 

Must exercise 

due diligence and 

reasonable 

precaution before 

undertaking an 

activity which may 

harm Aboriginal 

cultural heritage. 

All who carries 

out an activity 

must take all 

reasonable and 

practicable 

measures to 

ensure the activity 

does not harm 

Aboriginal cultural 

Heritage 

 

 

 

Cultural Heritage 

Agreement  

 

Covering all 

excavation sites 1-

11 

 

Bidjara  

 

 

 

Not a permit 

– an 

agreement 

between two 

parties 

24/9/15  N/A Agreement executed by Council and two representatives form 

Bidjara. 

 

Involved consent to remove and relocate three scar trees to 

safe keeping place – this work has been completed. 

Cultural Heritage 

Agreement  

 

Covering all 

excavation sites 1-

11 

 

Western Kangoulu 

Not a permit 

– an 

agreement 

between two 

parties 

25/9/15  N/A Agreement executed by Council and two representatives from 

Western Kangoulu. 

 

Involved consent to remove and relocate three scar trees to 

safe keeping place – this work has been completed.  
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Attachment 1 – Nogoa River Excavations Sites 10, 11 and 2, 3 

 

 
Introduction 

 

Nogoa River Excavations Project is part of the Emerald Flood Mitigation Strategy, involving the removal of 
material to increase the cross section and flow velocity in the secondary channel sections of river. 

  

This report makes recommendations for the award for Request for Tender 2015075C, sites 10 and 11 and 
Request for Tender 2015072C, sites 2 and 3 and includes attached detailed evaluation reports of both by 
GHD.  It also considers the total project budget including these projects. 

 

The Emerald Flood Mitigation Project has identified eleven areas, pinch points within the Nogoa River 
channel where flood mitigation benefit can be attained by excavation and enlargement of river cross 
section.  
 

The project has progressed through significant approvals hurdles and involved detailed hydrologic and 
hydraulic modelling and benefit analysis.  
 

The project has secured an amount of financial support from Government sources.   

 

Tenders have been called to progress excavation works in six of the eleven areas. These have been called 
in four packages to best provide opportunity for local business capability development. 

 
Request for Tender 2016T093C, site 4 and Request for Tender 2016T097C, site 9a are addressed in 
separate reports to be considered by Council on the same day. 

 
Sites 10 and 11 are situated adjacent to the old town weir, on the eastern bank of the Nogoa River and 
anabranch. An area of 11.4 Ha with 305,000m3 of excavation proposed from the site.  
 

Site 2 is situated partially and just upstream of the rail bridge on the eastern bank of the river, with an area 
of 0.3ha and 2,000m3 being excavated.   
 

Site 3 is situated on a small island just downstream of the Capricorn Highway traffic bridge towards the 
eastern bank of the river, with an area of 1.5 ha and 21,300m3 being excavated. 
 

Central Highlands Regional Council invited offers for Nogoa River Excavations – Sites 10 and 11 Tender 
No. 2015T075C and separately for Sites 2 and 3 Request for Tender 2015072C. 

 

Tenders (eleven in total) for Sites 10 and 11 Tender No. 2015T075C were received from:  

 

• Bellequip Pty Ltd (Bell’s Plant Hire) 
• Cheshire Contractors Pty Ltd 
• Alexanderson Earthmover Pty Ltd, (T/A AE Group Civil and Mining) 
• Exact Civil Construction Pty Ltd 
• Graham’s Plant Hire Pty Ltd 
• Black Cat Civil Pty Ltd 
• Pensar Civil Pty Ltd 
• Keltone Developments (Yesberg Earthmoving Pty Ltd) 
• McKey Earthmoving Pty Ltd 
• Ostwald Bros Pty Ltd 
• TMM Group Pty Ltd 

 

Noting the following withdrew from the May repricing process and did not re-submit 

• Black Cat Civil Pty Ltd 
• Pensar Civil Pty Ltd 
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Tenders (seven in total) for Sites 2 and 3 Tender No. 2015T072C were received from:  

 

• Simon Contractors Pty Ltd 
• GNM Group Pty Ltd 
• Bellequip Pty Ltd (Bell’s Plant Hire) 
• Alexanderson Earthmover Pty Ltd, (T/A AE Group Civil and Mining) 
• Exact Civil Construction Pty Ltd 
• Graham’s Plant Hire Pty Ltd 
• Keltone Developments (Yesberg Earthmoving Pty Ltd) 

 
Noting the following withdrew from the May repricing process and did not re-submit 

• Simon Contractors Pty Ltd- verbally citing – unlikely to be competitive 
• GNM Group Pty Ltd 

 

This report evaluates the tenders submitted. 

 
 
Background: 

 
Emerald is the largest town in Central Highlands Regional Council.  There are approximately 14,000 
fulltime residents and approximately 6,500 buildings (dwellings and business premises).  A large proportion 
of the buildings are slab on ground.  The highest flood risk is on the west side of the Nogoa River – 
approximately 3,000 buildings (residences, CBD, two industrial estates).  All evacuation routes get cut in 
large flood events i.e. larger than 2% AEP (2008 flood event).  Approximately 1,600 buildings have over the 
floor flooding in the 1% AEP flood (2010/11 flood event). 
 
The source of river flooding is the Nogoa River, which can also be impacted just downstream by the 
Retreat and Theresa Creeks.  The catchment area upstream of Emerald is 25% the size of Tasmania 

– 16,500km2. Approximately 19km upstream of Emerald is the Fairbairn Dam, which at full supply 

holds 1.3GL. Indicative flood volumes at Emerald are as follows: 

 

 
 
This  project is about Enlarging Capacity and Harvesting Levee Material - Nogoa River by the Central 
Highlands Regional Council (Council) under the Flood Mitigation Funding Program 2014-15. 
 

The project involves enlarging sections of the Nogoa River channel.  A large proportion of the soil 
harvested will be retained in stockpile for potential use in the construction and topsoiling of structural levee 
banks, as identified in the Emerald Flood Mitigation Project, should this prove to be a further part 
Council’s flood mitigation strategy.  

 

These excavation works are to be completed as part of the overall flood solution for the Emerald 
community. 
 

The works involve: 

 

• Enlarging the river channel at critical ‘pinch’ or constriction points; 
• Excavating soil material at these points; 

• Harvesting and stockpiling a proportion of this material for potential use (subject to material quality 
requirements) in the construction of levee banks as identified in the Emerald Flood Mitigation 
Project. 

 

The result: 

Flood Size as 

(Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP)) 

Volume 

( m3/sec or cumecs) 

2% AEP 3000 
1% AEP 4400 
DFE (1% AEP in year 2100) 5700 
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• Lower peak water levels during flood events – in areas adjacent the River, 50mm to 90mm 
upstream of the Capricorn Highway, and between 90mm and 260mm downstream of the Capricorn 
Highway – during the modelled Design Flood event.  Modelling suggests the works would reduce 
peak water levels from a similar event to the 2010/11 flood by 30mm to 170mm upstream of the 
Capricorn Highway and 160mm to 310mm downstream of the Capricorn Highway.  The lowering 
effect of the works reduces to 30mm to 100mm over the majority of the town in the areas beyond 
those adjacent to the river.  (Refer appended mapping)   
 

• Lowered peak water levels – with levees built. 
 

Separate tenders were called for the excavation works in Areas, 4, 9a, 2 and 3 and 10 and 11. This 
packaging into multiple tenders targeting opportunity to best develop and benefit local business, to best 
attract tenders from local CHRC business for the packages, and to separate truck and excavator operations 
from short haul scraper type operations.  

 

GHD were appointed as Contract Administrators and Superintendent for Excavation Contracts on 
15 February 2016.     

 

Request for Tender 2015072C and Request for Tender 2015075C, sites 2 and 3 and sites 10 and 11 were 
advertised for tender 7 March, closed 29 March at 2pm. These packages had an initial preliminary 
combined budget of $1.5m. 

 

Request for Tender 2016T093C and Request for Tender 2016T097C, site 4 and site 9a were advertised for 
Tender 27 March, closing Tuesday 26 April 2016 at 2pm. 

 

All tenders were advertised on LG Tender Box.   

 
In order to enhance the benefit to local business, a condition of tender was to have at least 20% local onsite 
content.  The evaluation process was to use an increased local weighting of 12%, increased well above the 
5% in the current Council policy. 

 

Tenders received were considerably higher than preliminary budget estimates and funding allowances.  
 

Tenders packages Request for Tender 2015075C and Request for Tender 2015072C were subsequently 
issued for repricing with simplified scope, and incorporation of updated additional vegetation clearing 
restrictions.  These were issued for reprice to all tenderers who had tendered for Request for Tender 
2015075C and Request for Tender 2015072C.  This repricing closed 19 and 20 May 2016.  Tenderers were 
short listed and interviewed on Thursday 26 May with further clarifications from the shortlisted tenderers 
received on next four days.  

 

GHD have completed evaluation of all tenders. The GHD evaluation reports and recommendations for 
Request for Tender 2015075C and Request for Tender 2015072C are attached.  

 
Policy 

 

The Council Policy of up to 5% weighting for locals business development was increased to 12% for these 
tenders.  

 

Bell’s Plant Hire are not located within the Central Highlands Region boundary however are local to Central 
Queensland, being based in Gracemere. They have committed to provide the required 20% local content 
and have indicated flexibility in recruiting additional local staff.  

 

Bell’s Plant Hire plan to:  

• Employ local staff to labour and operate machinery on site; 
• Employ the professional services of Local companies, to complete environmental aspects of the project 

as well as surveying and auditing; 
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• Engage with potential contractors for the clearing works of this project; if they can be competitive and 
are competent; 

• Utilise accommodation and meals in the town for their management for the project; 
• Source locally other consumables for the project; and 
• Purchase diesel, fuel and oils locally- noting these amount to 15% to 18% of bid. 
 
McKey Earthmoving Pty Ltd are located in South East Queensland (Hervey Bay), not within the Central 
Highlands Region Council boundary or Central Queensland. They have committed to provide the required 
20% local content and have indicated flexibility in recruiting additional local staff.  

 

McKey plans to incorporate locals as listed below: 

 

• Local survey;  
• Local Fuel and oils (15% to 18% of bid); 
• Local testing; 
• Local quarries; 
• Local accommodation; 
• Some Local operators and labour; 
• Hastings Hire local. 
 

Exact Civil Contractors head offices are located in South East Queensland (Gympie), with their workforce 
based at a sister company being Blackwater Quarries, which is within the Central Highlands region 
boundary. 

 
Exact Civil Construction Pty Ltd and its related entities have owned and operated businesses in the 

Central Highlands region since early 2008.  These businesses include civil construction primarily operating 
throughout the Bowen Basin; a hard rock quarry and concrete batch plant located north-west of Blackwater; 
and a 76 room motel with restaurant and conference facilities situated in the heart of Blackwater. 

 
Through the operation of these businesses the group has over 25 permanent employees and senior 
management (plus families) based locally.  In addition to this the group, utilizes a wide range of other local 
businesses and contractors on a daily basis to support the operation of our businesses. 

 

Exact Civil Construction consider themselves a well-established local business, state they will continue to 
utilise local workers, businesses and contractors wherever possible for the Nogoa Excavations Project. 

 
Financial 

 

Current 2015/16 Project cost and funding sources: 
 

Queensland Government:                  $662,500 
Australian Government:                     $762,500 

Central Highlands Regional Council: $925,000 

TOTAL:                                            $2.350,000 

 
NOTE:  DILGP agreement – extended on 7 March 2016 - Maximum amount $1,425,000 was to expire 30 
June 2016.  An application has been submitted to extend the DILGP funding agreement. Negotiations over 
past week suggesting an extension to December 2016 may be acceptable.  

 

Project funds remaining to carry forward to 2016/17 (including the DILGP sums) -- $1.8m 
 
Estimate  

 

The current estimate to complete the identified excavation works is tabulated below: Clearly the estimated 
cost to complete all the works, of $6,072,276 for all sites 1 to 11 far exceeds the current funds and carry 
forward budget and available funding.  
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The estimated cost to delivery sites 2 and 3, plus sites 10 and 11 is $2,970,804, hence the 
recommendation to amend the budget to $3M. 
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2 0.3 1600 
864,405 667,504 100,126 15% 33,375 5% 53,400 8% 

10,000 3 1.5 21000 

10 4.9 110000 
2,106,400 1,630,000 244,500 15% 81,500 5%           130,400  8%             20,000  

11 6.5 180000 

            

 

13.2 TOTAL  $   2,970,805   $   2,297,504   $       344,626  

 

 $       114,875  

 

 $       183,800  

 

 $         30,000  

 

 
Note also, there have been six to ten tenderers for each of the four tendered packages.  Considerable time 
and effort has been put in by these contractors preparing these bids. One contractor alone estimates they 
have put in seven man weeks into the quoting.    

 
Whole Of Life 

 

The ongoing costs will be incurred for these works. These costs will be recurrent.  

 

• Maintenance as a grassed area – 20Ha 
o Slashing (three times a year) 
o Reseeding and 
o Rill repair (yearly) 

• Removal of regrowth – Annual spray or wick applicator treatments 
 

Estimate - $50,000 per year for all areas  

 
Estimate for 10 and 11 and 2 and 3 is $38,000 per year.  

 
Project Risks 

 

Areas of risk identified as: 

 

• Variations caused by misunderstanding of scope - These have been minimised through the 
re-scoping and interview process. 

• Project funding partners withdraw- further extensions on DILGP funding support, beyond 
the requested December 2016 extension, are almost certainly not likely to be supported- 
need to get on with the works of most benefit.   

• Land is not secured for stockpiling at sites 10 and 11 – good progress is being made to 
obtain land title. 

• Approvals extensions are not granted – permits – perceived to be low risk are being actively 
pursued with close consultation with the agencies involved- no issues are expected. 

• Schedule - the works are expected to take twelve to fourteen weeks plus extended 
maintenance of rehabilitated areas. Early wet weather would interfere with progress or 
damage the works.  There can be no delay in letting and completing these works.  
 

 
Consultation / Engagement 
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All internal and external stakeholders were involved in the review of the functional specification for the 
proposed works.   

 

Reports to Council will be made at project milestones. 

 
 
Options 

 

1. Defer the award of this project until additional funds are sourced and available.  Which risks losing 
existing government funding support and riverine and vegetation clearing approvals support. 

2. Approve the works in the Area 10 and 11 only, as this has the most flood mitigation benefit.  
3. Confirm funding for the additional works to be included in 2016/17 budget and award contract(s) for 

these works.  
 
 
Conclusion 

 

The individual lowest tenders for the two (2) Tender packages are: 
 

• McKey Earthmoving Pty Ltd   for Sites 10 & 11 Tender No. 2015T075C ($1,596,464.40) and 

• Bellequip Pty Ltd for Sites 2 & 3 Tender No. RTF 2015072C ($667,503.60) 

 

But the recommendation to Council is to give preference to: 

   

• The non-Conforming Bid of Exact Civil Construction Pty Ltd is the preferred tenderer for both Sites 2 
& 3 Tender No. RTF 2015072C and for Sites 10 and 11 Tender No. 2015T075C, to the value of 
$2,362,118.32, their non-conforming bid being $98,118 higher  than the combined individual bids 
above, but with Exact Civil having a more significant local business presence.  Exact base most of 
their operation in Blackwater. The same people own and operate Blackwater quarries and operate a 
motel in Blackwater. 

 

Finally it is recommended that the budget request for the additional $1,200,000 to complete works on Sites 
10 and 11 and Sites 2 and 3, be referred for considerations in the 2016/17 Capital Works Budget before 
awarding or not awarding the Contracts after 30 June 2016.  
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Attachment 2 - Nogoa River Excavations Sites 4 and 9a 

 

Introduction 

 

Nogoa River Excavations Project is part of the Emerald Flood Mitigation Strategy, involving the removal of 
material to increase the cross section and flow velocity in the secondary channel sections of river. 

 

This report addresses Request for Tender 2016T093C, Site 4 and Request for Tender 2016T097C, Site 9a 
and includes attached detailed evaluation reports by GHD. This report makes recommendations regarding 
award and budget.   
 

The Emerald Flood Mitigation Project has identified eleven areas, pinch points within the Nogoa River 
channel where flood mitigation benefit can be attained by excavation and enlargement of river cross 
section.  

 
The project has progressed through significant approvals hurdles and involved detailed hydrologic and 
hydraulic modelling and benefit analysis.  

 
The project has secured an amount of financial support from Government sources.   

 

Tenders have been called to progress excavation works in six of the eleven areas. These have been called 
in four packages to best provide opportunity for local business capability development.  

 

Request for Tender 2015072C and Request for Tender 2015075C sites 2 and 3 and sites 10 and 11 are 
the subject of further tender recommendation to this same meeting. 

 

Site 4 is situated on the eastern bank of the Nogoa River, 1.5 km upstream of the Capricorn Highway traffic 
bridge.  An area of 1.19 Ha with 21,650m3 of excavation proposed from the site. 

 
Site 9a is situated off Campbell Street, on the western bank of the Nogoa River.  An area of 0.775 Ha with 
7,780m3 of excavation proposed from the site. 

 
Central Highlands Regional Council invited offers for Nogoa River Excavations – Site 4 Tender No. 
Request for Tender 2016T093C.  Tenders were received from: 

  

• Activ Civil Construction Services Pty Ltd  
• Bellequip Pty Ltd (Bell’s Plant Hire) 
• Black Cat Civil Pty Ltd 
• Alexanderson Earthmover Pty Ltd, (T/A AE Group Civil and Mining) 
• Keltone Developments (Yesberg Earthmoving Pty Ltd) 
• Simon Contractors Pty Ltd 
• T and C Excavations Pty Ltd 

 

Central Highlands Regional Council invited offers for Nogoa River Excavations – Site 9a Tender No. 
Request for Tender 2016T097C.  Tenders were received from: 
 

• Activ Civil Construction Services Pty Ltd  
• Bellequip Pty Ltd (Bell’s Plant Hire) 
• Black Cat Civil Pty Ltd 
• Alexanderson Earthmover Pty Ltd, (T/A AE Group Civil and Mining) 
• Keltone Developments (Yesberg Earthmoving Pty Ltd) 
• T and C Excavations Pty Ltd 

 

This report evaluates the tenders submitted. 

 

 
Background: 
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Emerald is the largest town in Central Highlands Regional Council.  There are approximately 14,000 
fulltime residents and approximately 6,500 buildings (dwellings and business premises).  A large proportion 
of the buildings are slab on ground.  The highest flood risk is on the west side of the Nogoa River – 
approximately 3,000 buildings (residences, CBD, two industrial estates).  All evacuation routes get cut in 
large flood events i.e. larger than 2% AEP (2008 flood event).  Approximately 1,600 buildings have over the 
floor flooding in the 1% AEP flood (2010/11 flood event).  

  

The source of river flooding is the Nogoa River, which can also be impacted just downstream by the  

Retreat and Theresa Creeks.  The catchment area upstream of Emerald is 25% the size of Tasmania 
– 16,500km2. Approximately 19km upstream of Emerald is the Fairbairn Dam, which at full supply 
holds 1.3GL.  Indicative flood volumes at Emerald are as follows: 

 

 
 
This  project is about Enlarging Capacity and Harvesting Levee Material - Nogoa River by the Central 
Highlands Regional Council (Council) under the Flood Mitigation Funding Program 2014-15. 
 

The project involves enlarging sections of the Nogoa River channel.  A large proportion of the soil 
harvested will be retained in stockpile for potential use in the construction and topsoiling of structural levee 
banks, as identified in the Emerald Flood Mitigation Project, should this prove to be a further part Councils 
flood mitigation strategy.  

 

These excavation works are to be completed as part of the overall flood solution for the Emerald 
community. 
 

The works involve: 

 

• Enlarging the river channel at critical ‘pinch’ or constriction points. 
• Excavating soil material at these points. 

• Harvesting and hauling to the Locklees landfill as capping material and hauling to Belmar Quarry for 
rehab material as this area becomes National Park.  

 

The result: 

 

• Lower peak water levels during flood events – in areas adjacent the River, 50mm to 90mm 
upstream of the Capricorn Highway, and between 90mm and 260mm downstream of the Capricorn 
Hwy – during the modelled Design Flood event.  Modelling suggests the works would reduce peak 
water levels from a similar event to the 2010/11 flood by 30mm to 170mm upstream of the Cap 
Hwy and 160mm to 310mm downstream of the Cap Hwy.  The lowering effect of the works reduces 
to 30mm to 100mm over the majority of the town in the areas beyond those adjacent to the river. . 
(Refer appended mapping)  

• Lowered peak water levels – with levees built. 
 

Separate tenders were called for the excavation works in Areas, 4, 9a, 2 and 3 and 10 and 11. This 
packaging into multiple tenders targeting opportunity to best develop and benefit local business, to best 
attract tenders from local CHRC business for the packages, and to separate truck and excavator operations 
from short haul scraper type operations.  

 

GHD were appointed as Contract Administrators and Superintendent for Excavation Contracts on 
15 February 2016.     

 

Flood Size as 

(Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP)) 

Volume 

( m3/sec or cumecs) 

2% AEP 3000 
1% AEP 4400 
DFE (1% AEP in year 2100) 5700 
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Request for Tender 2015072C and Request for Tender 2015075C, sites 2 and 3 and sites 10 and 11 were 
advertised for tender 7th March, closed 29 March at 2pm. These packages had an initial preliminary 
combined budget of $1.5m. 

 
Request for Tender 2016T093C and Request for Tender 2016T097C, site 4 and site 9a were advertised for 
Tender 27 March, closing Tuesday 26 April 2016 at 2pm 
 

All tenders were advertised on LG Tender Box.   

 

In order to enhance the benefit to local business, a condition of Tender was to have at least 20% local on-
site content.  And the evaluation process was to use an increased local weighting of 12%, increased well 
above the 5% in the current Council policy. 

 

Tenders received were considerably higher than preliminary budget estimates and funding allowances.  

 
Tenders packages Request for Tender 2015075C and Request for Tender 2015072C were subsequently 
issued for repricing with simplified scope, and incorporation of updated additional vegetation clearing 
restrictions.  These were issued for reprice to all tenderers who had tendered for Request for Tender 
2015075C and Request for Tender 2015072C.  This repricing closed 19 and 20 May 2016.  Tenderers were 
short listed and interviewed on Thursday 26 May with further clarifications from the shortlisted tenderers 
received on next four days.  

 

GHD have completed evaluation of all tenders. The GHD evaluation report and recommendations is 
appended.  

 
 

Policy 

 

The Council Policy of up to 5% weighting for locals business development was increased to 12%.  

 

Bell’s Plant Hire are not located within the Central Highlands Region boundary however are local to Central 
Queensland, being based in Gracemere. They have committed to provide the required 20% local content 
and have indicated flexibility in recruiting additional local staff.  

 

Bell’s Plant Hire plan to:  

• Employ local staff to labour and operate machinery on site;  
• Employ the professional services of Local companies, to complete environmental aspects of 

the project as well as surveying and auditing; 
• Engage with potential contractors for the clearing works of this project; if they can be 

competitive and are competent; 
• Need Accommodation and food in the town for their management for the project; 
• Source locally other consumables for the project; and 
• Purchase diesel, fuel and oils locally. 

 

This could amount up to 25% to 35% local spend.  
 
Financial 
 

Current 2015/16 Project cost and funding sources: 
 

Queensland Government:                  $662,500 

Australian Government:                     $762,500 

Central Highlands Regional Council: $925,000 
TOTAL:                                            $2.350,000 
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NOTE:  DILGP agreement – extended on 7 March 2016 - Maximum amount $1,425,000 was to expire 30 
June 2016.  An application has been submitted to extend the DILGP funding agreement. Negotiations over 
past week suggesting an extension to December 2016 may be acceptable.  

 
Project funds remaining to carry forward to 2016/17 (including the DILGP sums) -- $1.8m 

 
Estimate  

 
The current estimate to complete the identified excavation works is tabulated below: Clearly the estimated 
cost to complete all the works, ($6,072,276) far exceeds the current funds and carry forward budget and 
available funding. 

 

It is anticipated that Council would complete the site 10 and 11 works with the current available funds. And 
that there are no remaining available funds identified for these works.  

 
The estimated cost of delivering the Site 4 and 9a works is $1,126,622.   
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4 1.19 21650 743,507 575,396 86,309 15% 28,770 5% 46,032 8% 7000 

9a 0.775 7780 383,116 295,403 44,310 15% 14,770 5% 23,632 8% 5000 

            

 

2.0 TOTAL  $   1,126,622   $       870,799   $       130,620  

 

 $         43,540  

 

 $         69,664  

 

 $         12,000  

 

 

Note also, there have been 6 to 10 tenderers for each of the 4 tendered packages.  Considerable 
time and effort has been put in by these contractors preparing these bids. One contractor alone 
estimates they have put in 7 man weeks into the quoting.   

  

 
Whole Of Life 

 

Ongoing costs will be incurred for these works. These costs will be recurrent.  

 

• Maintenance as a grassed area- 20ha 
o Slashing (three times a year) 
o Reseeding and 
o Rill repair (yearly) 

• Removal of regrowth – Annual spray or wick applicator treatments 
 

Estimate - $50,000 per year for all areas  
 

Estimate for 4 and 9a is $10,000 per year.  

 
Project Risks 

 

Areas of risk identified as: 

• Variations caused by misunderstanding of scope- These will be minimised through the tender interview 
process. 

• Funding- It is anticipated that Council would complete the site 10 and 11 works with the current 
available funds. And that there are no remaining available funds identified for these works 
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• Project funding partners withdraw- further extensions on DILGP funding support, beyond the requested 
Dec 2016 extension, are almost certainly not likely to be supported- need to get on with the works of 
most benefit, which are the site 10 and 11 works.   

• Approvals extensions are not granted – permits – perceived to be low risk are being actively pursued 
with close consultation with the agencies involved- no issues are expected  

• Schedule- the works are expected to take 12 to 14 weeks plus extended maintenance of rehabilitated 
areas. These works should preferably be carried out in the first 4 months of the financial year where 
they are less likely to be impacted by rain nor river flooding.  

 
 

Consultation / Engagement 

 

All internal and external stakeholders were involved in the review of the functional specification for the 
proposed works.   

 

Reports to Council will be made at project milestones. 
 

 
Options 

 
1. Defer the award of this project until additional funds are sourced and available.   
2. Initially approve the works in the Areas that are of the most benefit to the community for the $ 

invested.  The Flood Mitigation Project Manager suggested that would be areas 10 and 11 and 2 
and 3.  

3. Fund the additional works and award the contract for these works.  
 

 
Conclusion 

 

Based on the assessment summaries and discussions within this report and the detailed evaluations by 
GHD attached, it is recommend that Bell’s Plant Hire be considered as the preferred tenderer for both the 
Nogoa River Excavations – Site 4 tender and Site 9a, with a Lump Sum Pricing Submissions totalling of 
$870,799 (excluding GST).   
 

Prior to awarding the works, the tenderer be interviewed and the bid be confirmed following responses in 
the interview process.  

 

As the works exceed the available budget, the letting of the works should be deferred until sufficient funds 
are available.  Priority for funded works should be given to the works on site 10 and 11, then 2 and 3 and 
site 4 being a lower priority area.  

 
Finally it is recommended that the budget request for the additional $1,100,000 to complete works on Sites 
4 and 9a, be referred for considerations in the 2016/17 Capital Works Budget before awarding or not 
awarding the Contracts after 30 June 2016.  
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EMERALD AIRPORT INTERSECTION WORKS TENDER RECOMMENDATION

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting 

14 June 2016

SR:GJ

4

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Central Highlands Regional Council is required, by Department of Transport and Main Roads as a 
concurrence agency, to upgrade the intersection of the Emerald Airport Access Road and Gregory Highway 
as part of their development conditions. The design is complete and tenders for construction have closed 
with a contractor recommended.

DETAILS:

Council called Tenders for the construction of the intersection of Emerald Airport Access Road and the 
Gregory Highway.

Background

The Department of Transport and Main Roads, using its concurrence agency powers, required Central 
Highlands Regional Council to upgrade the intersection of Emerald Airport Road and the Gregory Highway 
as part of the airport development approval.  A concept plan is included below as part of the operational 
risk assessment.

Minor Works Approvals are currently being finalised with Department of Transport and Main Roads and 
Aurizon.

Financial

cost to date + committed 154,890 including supervision and Ergon

construction         815,675 as recommended and after correction by GBA

contingency         100,000 Low risk job, and this is likely over estimated.

extra           50,000 landscaping

estimated cost at 
completion

      1,120,565  

   

budget       2,000,000  
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Project Design Layout

The geometry and construction standard for the intersection met Department of Transport and Main Roads 
standards.  The assets, except for one street light, will become the property of Department of Transport and 
Main Roads.  There is little operational risk to Council.

Community Engagement

Temporary traffic changes will be communicated with the Airport Manager, airport businesses and the 
public.  Contract documents specify maximum permitted closure times.  Asphalt works are likely to cause 
the maximum delay and they have been specified to occur between flights on a low traffic day.

Whole of Life

Whole of life cost is not applicable to the intersection works, which are within the State-controlled road 
reserve and therefore become State-owned.  There is one exception: a light pole on the eastern side of the 
rail line.
 

Conclusion

The Emerald Airport Intersection Works has been awarded to Activ Civil Construction Services Pty Ltd for 
the lump sum amount of $815,674.72 including GST.

ATTACHMENTS:

Nil

Steve Ripper 
Manager Technical Services 
 
 
 
 
Gerhard Joubert 
General Manager Infrastructure and Utilities 
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NEW STREET ROAD WORKS TENDER RECOMMENDATION

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting

14 June 2016

SR:GJ

3

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The Emerald Flood Mitigation Project has identified the need to raise New Street to above the 2010/11 
flood levels to provide an evacuation route for residents and businesses trapped in South Emerald during a 
flood event of this magnitude. 

Tenders were called for the road works and closed early May 2016. This report recommends acceptance of 
a tenderer as preferred and delegation of acceptance within budget to Council Officers. 

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Central Highlands Regional Council Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee confirm: 

1) Simon Contractors Pty Ltd as the Preferred Contractor for the New Street Road Works - Tender 
Request for Tender 2016T091C.

2) Acceptance of the tender of Simon Contractors Pty Ltd for the for the New Street Road Works - 
Tender Request for Tender 2016T091C works, subject to satisfactory completion of final tender 
clarifications and negotiations.

INTRODUCTION

Central Highlands Regional Council invited offers for New Street Road Works Tender Request for Tender 
2016T091C. The works were advertised and placed on the LG tender box site.

This report evaluates the tenders submitted.

BACKGROUND:

As part of the Emerald Flood Protection Scheme (EFPS), Central Highlands Regional Council 
Proposed that the existing low section in New Street, between Roberts and Brooks Streets, be raised by 
approximately 1.8 metres allowing residents to evacuate to the town centre in times of flood.  

The raising of New Street will have no effect on flood levels.

The works include the provision of a new culvert set that will continue to pass local drainage and flood 
waters during large events.

The construction has been designed and tendered to progress construction work in two (2) main work 
packages:

 Stage 1 - Relocation of Services, being water and sewage pressure mains, by Private 
Contractor.  This work will be undertaken as a formal Contract using AS4906: “Minor Works – 
Principal Administered”.  This work was contracted to GNM Groups (Qld) Pty Ltd and is 
programmed to be complete the end of the second week of June. This work will have a 
completed value of circa $300,000. 

 Stage 2 - Construction of the subsequent Roadworks and other associated works. 
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GHD were engaged for the design and construction superintendence phases of the project. 

In addition, Council have separately engaged Ergon Energy to raise the two (2) existing power poles in 
New Street, across the Brooks Street Intersection. (Works to be completed by Ergon the first week of 
June).

Tender Request for Tender 2016T091C closed on 4 May 2016. 

COMMENT:

A detailed report from GHD evaluating the offers is attached.  

CONSIDERATIONS: (Compliance/Risk Management)

Statutory:
 Disaster Management Act 2003, Section 4A Guiding Principles – 

o “… the taking of preventive measures to reduce the likelihood of an event (flooding) 
occurring or, if an event occurs, to reduce the severity of the event.”

 Flood Commission of Inquiry Final Report Volume (1) –
o 2.9 - Elected representatives from councils should be informed of the results of each 

flood study relevant to the council’s region, and consider the ramifications of the study for 
land planning and emergency management.

o 2.10 - Elected representatives from all agencies involved in a flood study should be 
informed of recommendations made for future work, and determine, on a risk basis, 
whether that further work is to be completed.

Policy:
Development of Local Business. Simons are a local business. The second most highly scored 
tender in the GHD report (which included an increased 10% rating for local business) is not a local 
business. 

Financial: (Including whole of life costs where applicable)
The tendered prices are documented in the attached GHD evaluation report along with an estimate 
for risk. 

The pricing from the preferred (and second rated) are within the budget allowance and allow for the 
works to be completed within budget 

Clarifications of final critical matters have commenced with Simon Contractors. 

Social:
There are positive impacts on the community due to proposed works providing an evacuation route 
for residents and businesses of South Emerald.

During the works New Street will be completely cut off with traffic diverted to Rifle range road, and 
heavy truck diverted to enter Robert St via Campbell Ford Drive/Rifle Range Road or off Selma 
Road. The works will run for twelve to sixteen weeks.

Corporate Plan:
Protecting Our People and Environment
Supporting Our Local Economy
Building and Maintaining Quality Infrastructure 
Strong Governance

RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT:
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This risk management analysis pertains to the context of Council supporting the recommendation and 
implementing same.

Operational:
GHD has assigned a good manager to the project.

Strategic:
An effective response to the flooding of Emerald is essential. Council will increase its oversight of 
the consultancy.

Reputation:
A poorly executed response to Flood Mitigation responsibilities will cause significant damage to 
reputation. 

Project:
Schedule: Simon Contractors have significant work on and have indicated they would not be able to 
commence this work until late July.  There is risk this may drag out further and this needs to be 
managed with the contractor. 

The works would then run August to the start of November. Providing the drainage works and base 
earthworks are in place in August and early September, it is hoped the project will avoid the impact 
of the heralded early and significant wet season that may come. 

Materials for Fill: It is to be confirmed that Simons have allowed to provide fill material complying 
with the specification.  Simon Contractors have been asked to provide evidence to allow the 
General Manager Infrastructure and Utilities to assess the standard of material.

Political:
Nil

Environmental:
Nil

CONSULTATION / ENGAGEMENT:

A public meeting was held 16 February 2016 to explain the New Street evacuation route.  The meeting 
generally was well received except for two matters: 

 Many attendees conflated the evacuation route with the broader levee matter.
 A number of attendees misconceived the evacuation route to be an access route.

All internal and external stakeholders were involved have been briefed. Public notice briefings have been 
issued.   
Reports to Council will be made at project milestones.

Updates Notices of road closure and alternate routes will be provided to businesses, schools, and 
emergency services in advance of the closures. 

VMS boards will be provided to inform the traveling public.  

WHOLE OF LIFE:

The QTC Whole of Life Costing Tool provides 

1. Maintenance and Operating Expenses 
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 Annual Maintenance $20,600
 Annual Operating   $5,150

2. Whole of Life
 Nominal $2,657,699
 Discounted $1,717,680

OPTIONS:

1. Decline to award.
2. Select the bid with the second highest GHD rating score as preferred. 
3. Confirm Simon Contractors Pty Ltd as preferred. 

CONCLUSION:

Based on the assessment summaries and discussions within this report and the detailed evaluation by 
GHD attached, it is  recommend that Simon Contractors Pty Ltd be considered as the preferred tenderer for 
the New Street Road Works- Tender Request for Tender 2016T091C contract, with  Lump Sum  Pricing as 
per GHD Report attached.   

Prior to awarding the works, critical matters, schedule and fill material quality be resolved with  Simon 
Contractors Pty Ltd to the satisfaction of the General Manager Infrastructure and Utilities. And the General 
Manager Infrastructure & Utilities be delegated authority to accept the tender (as negotiated).

Should the critical maters not be resolved satisfactorily, the General Manager Infrastructure and Utilities is 
to commence negotiations and clarification interviews with the contractor with the second highest GHD 
score in the attached report.

ATTACHMENTS:

GHD – CHRC New Street Roadworks, Tender Report, May 2016

Steven Ripper
Manager Technical Services

Gerhard Joubert
General Manager Infrastructure and Utilities
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WATER UTILITIES WATER MAIN REPLACEMENT PROGRAM

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting 

14 June 2016

PM:GJ

4

                   
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

A ten year water main replacement program will be developed over the next twelve months. This will be 
based on current information available from Assetic (the asset management database) and maintenance 
records. 

DETAILS:

Central Highlands Regional Council has 66.6 kilometres of bulk water mains and 386.6 kilometres of 
reticulation mains recorded in the current draft Asset Management Plan, spread across fourteen townships.

The Asset Management Plan has a required renewal expenditure for water assets of $21 million over the 
next ten years. The renewal figure is based on the condition or remaining useful lives of the assets 
recorded Assetic, which is then reflected in the Asset Management Plan.

The condition of pipeline assets in Assetic is currently based on a desktop review of the pipeline age 
recorded in the database with an assumed pipeline life of 70 years. 

Over the next 10 years there are 42.2 kilometres of asbestos cement (AC) water mains scheduled for 
replacement in the Asset Management Plan.  This is made up of:

 1.3 kilometres in Blackwater,
 14 kilometres in Capella,
 3.2 kilometres in Dingo,
 3.8 kilometres in Emerald, and
 19.9 kilometres in Springsure

These pipelines have a replacement value of approximately $6.3 million (based on pipelines only).

In the latest 2016 revaluations (draft at the current time) this length of pipelines requiring replacement in the 
ten year timeframe has been reassessed as 14.3 kilometres. This is due to the useful life of pipelines being 
reassessed as 80 years. The draft 2016 revaluation replacement cost is $3.03 million, based on unit rates.

As mentioned above, the useful life evaluation of pipelines in the valuation process is only a desktop study. 
The data will be used to carry out a more detailed condition assessment of the pipelines to determine if 
replacement is required within the 10 year timeframe.
Additional information which will be used to determine the replacement timing of the individual pipeline 
assets is:

 a reconfirmation of the pipeline ages
 a check of the recent maintenance history of the individual pipelines by street to determine if there is 

a history of increasing failures which would indicate replacement is due
 potential isolated checks of actual pipe condition through excavation and testing to assess actual 

condition of pipework
 a review of the pipelines against the network planning studies undertaken for the townships which 

identify pipelines to be upgraded for either population growth or not currently meeting desired 
standards of service for water pressure
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This detailed assessment of pipe condition has not yet been undertaken. It is intended to commence this 
for these mains over the next twelve months. 

The detailed review will then be used to develop a Water Mains Replacement Program for the ten years 
2017 – 2027.

ATTACHMENTS:

Nil

Peter Manning
Manager Water Utilities

Gerhard Joubert
General Manager Infrastructure and Utilities
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COSTS OF CREATING AND MAINTAINING A SEALED ROAD VERSUS AN UNSEALED 
ROAD 

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting

14 June 2016

JA:GJ

5

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The Central Highlands Regional Council is the fourth largest council in Queensland by virtue of rural road 
network.  With approximately seventy five percent of the councils rural road network being unsealed, the 
real cost of upgrading a rural road from unsealed to sealed is one of the key considerations when 
considering any proposed upgrade.

DETAILS:

The Central Highlands Regional Council at present has ownership of 4550 kilometres of road network.  In 
round figures the makeup of the road network being 3100 kilometres of unsealed rural gravel road, 1100 
kilometres of sealed rural road and 350 kilometres of urban streets.

The rationale supporting the decision to increase the service level of a rural road from unsealed to sealed 
can usually be summarised into the following key questions;

1. What is the intent of the road?
 Does the road link communities?
 Does the road stimulate or facilitate economic development to the region by catering for and 

linking industries?
 Does the road facilitate large or increasing traffic volumes and heavy vehicle traffic type?
 Does the road become unserviceable to users in times of inclement weather?
 Does industry identify the road as a priority route?
 Does the road provide a strategic link, not just within Central Highlands but Queensland and 

wider?
 Does the road facilitate uses such as school bus routes, emergency access and other 

community services?
 Is the current use of the road going to be the same in 5, 10 or 20 years’ time?

2. What benefits would the upgrade provide?
 Will the upgrade provide all weather access?
 Will the change in geometry create a safer traffic environment?
 Will the upgrade provide quicker travel time for freight, stock, services, and community reducing 

cost to the user and consumer?
 Will the upgrade reduce time of road closure or impairment?
 Is the upgrade to this segment of the road still going to be impaired by the serviceability of other 

segments?
 Have we ensured that our road network is not duplicating links or providing alternative links that 

are already be provided by Transport & Main Roads.
 Is the sealing of the road going to provide an environmental benefit to the community, for 

example eliminate a dust hazard?

3. Is it economical to upgrade this road from an unsealed road to a sealed road? 

The intent of this discussion paper is to explore question 3 with the exclusion of drainage structures.
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Understanding an Unsealed Road

An unsealed road is a dynamic asset.  By nature of an unsealed roads’ purpose, the condition and 
serviceability can rapidly degrade subject to the following predominant influences;

 Change in weather conditions both in times of increased rainfall and extended dry periods.
 Change in frequency, volume and type of traffic utilising the road.
 A combination of both weather, traffic volume and type occurring at a single point in time.

The impact of such influences lead to pot holing, pavement and running surface failures such as bulldust 
holes or fines being removed from the pavement leaving a ‘boney’ rocked surface, pavement saturation 
leading to ‘bog holes’.  

The actual attributes of the unsealed road itself also dictate the rate of degradation when impacted by the 
above influences.  Such attributes are;

 The type and quantity of material used to construct and maintain the road.
 The type, number and quality of the drainage structures attributed to the road.
 The existing formation, width and shape of the road.
 The geometry and alignment of the road.

What is the cost of an unsealed road?

Based on the assumption that the land tenure (road reserve) is in place and a basic formation exists, the 
average capital cost to create a paved unsealed road averages at $62 500 per lineal kilometre with a 
pavement depth of a compacted 150mm to a width of 7.5 meters.  The predominant variables to this figure 
include;

 Distance to cart material and water.
 Availability and type of pavement material.
 Distance of crew from camp correlated to onsite productivity.
 The incorporation of any pavement technologies such as polymer or flexi binders.

Theoretically the life of an unsealed road pavement is approximately seven years as such the potential cost 
is a further $62 500 per lineal kilometre each seven years, however few councils could afford such renewal 
frequencies, for example in Central Highlands case this would mean 442km of resheeting, or unsealed road 
renewal each year or $27 678 571 each year without indexation. (Current spend approximately 
$4,000,000/year)

The predominant reactive maintenance costs attributed to an unsealed road are;

 Medium formation grading at the rate of $1550 per lineal kilometre.
 Gravel patching at the rate of $30 per square meter.

There are other activities that will be discussed further in the report that are common to both sealed and 
unsealed roads such as road furniture, slashing and weed spraying.

The overall cost factor of maintenance is dependent upon activity frequency which is dictated by road 
condition and correlated to the intervention levels that reflect the service level of the road based on 
hierarchy.  For example, Attachment 1 of this report reflects the road hierarchy with current ‘desired’ 
frequencies of activity.  In summary for Central Highlands, the desired grading frequency is equal to 1.41 
medium formation grades per year of the 3100 kilometres of unsealed network.  Noting that some roads 
demand three grades per year and others one grade every two years.

As such the average cost of medium formation grading a kilometre of unsealed road per year being 1.41 x 
$1550 or $2185.50.   
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Attachment 2 provides the comparative table for the whole of life costs for a sealed road versus unsealed 
road, however in basic terms, the costs of ownership of a kilometre of unsealed road over a 80 year period 
in real terms is an approximate value of $ 31 735 per year inclusive of maintenance, depreciation, 
indexation and renewal.

What is the cost of a sealed road?

Again based on the assumption that the land tenure (road reserve) is in place and a basic formation exists, 
the average capital cost to pave and seal an unsealed road averages at $ 453 325 per lineal kilometre with 
a pavement depth of a compacted 250mm, on a suitable subgrade and formation width of 10 meters and 
sealed to a width of 7.5 meters.  The predominant variables to this figure include;

 Distance to cart material and water.
 Availability and type of pavement material.
 The type, strength and makeup of the existing subgrade which may dictate depth of suitable 

pavement material.
 The change from an unsealed road to a sealed road changes the speed environment as such 

triggers liability and safety parameters which need to be adhered to, subsequently requiring 
compliance with the Austroads design standards.  Particularly when treating curves, both vertical 
and horizontal, and issues around sight distances.  This may dictate a cut, a fill, a realignment or 
treating with an appropriate measure such as advanced warning signage. All these are additional 
costs which have not been taken into account in this comparison of costs.

 Distance of crew from camp correlated to onsite productivity.

Renewal activities relative to sealed roads being;

 A reseal every 12 to 15 years at an average rate over the last 5 years of $4 per square meter or $30 
000 per kilometre.

 Pavement rehabilitation every 20 years at an average rate over the last 5 years of $28 per square 
meter or $280 000 per kilometre including seal.  Note that 20 years being the basic design life of a 
pavement.  As with unsealed roads this figure is not often realised with the pavement component of 
the majority of sealed roads lasting beyond 20 years and a minority failing at less than 20 years.

Reactive maintenance activities attributed to sealed roads being;

 Edge breaks and edge repairs $564 per Tonne
 Pot hole patching at $710.90 per Tonne
 Crack sealing at $1 per lineal meter.
 Line marking at a $1.10 per lineal meter.
 Isolated pavement failures requiring dig out and replacement treatments at $136 per square meter.
 Surface correction $680 per Tonne.
 Insitu stabilisation $364 per cubic meter.

The frequency and quantity of the maintenance required for a sealed road is somewhat less predictable 
and visible than on an unsealed road.  There are a number of reasons for this, however the predominant 
causes being;

 Failures in the subgrade due to saturation or general degradation may develop progressively and 
then become apparent as a major failure in a very short period of time.  This normally occurs 
following an abnormally large rain event or extended period of rain.

 Particularly on ‘low cost’ and narrow sealed roads, a peak period of passing traffic accelerates edge 
breaking creating the ‘sharp drop from edge of seal’ creating the safety risk.

Again, Attachment 2 provides the comparative table for the whole of life costs for a sealed road versus 
unsealed road, however in basic terms, the costs of ownership of a kilometre of sealed road over a 80 year 
period in real terms is an approximate value of $ 38 430 per year inclusive of maintenance, depreciation, 
indexation and renewal.  
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Maintenance activities common to both sealed and unsealed roads include;

 Roadside slashing at $280 per lineal kilometre.
 Guidepost replacement at $70 per post.
 Road furniture and signage various.

Quantifying the result

Whilst on prima facie results indicate that over 80 years the cost to own and operate a sealed road is 
$38,430 per year versus an unsealed road ownership cost of $31,735 there are a number of factors to also 
consider; 

 For the reasons explained the reactive maintenance of a sealed road can be difficult to quantify or 
predict.

 When a failure occurs in an unsealed the response mechanism for the repair is generally quicker 
and less expensive to effect when compared to a sealed road.

 Any cost associated with changes required to meet Austroads design standards, as highlighted 
within the sealed road variables have not been taken into account.

 Using these indexed figures the additional cost of a sealed network over an unsealed network is 
($38,430-$31,735) x 3100km = $20,754,500 / year

 Over 80 years the additional cost is $1,660,360,000

In summary, the result is a constructability and ownership cost in terms of indexed dollars.  The decision to 
develop a road from and unsealed to sealed road needs to take into account the Benefit Cost Ratio derived 
from the calculated benefit to the user, community, industry and council by answering two primary 
questions as stated at the beginning of this document;

1. What is the intent of the road?
2. What benefits would the upgrade provide?

  
ATTACHMENTS:

Road Hierarchy and grading frequency table.
Determination of cost differential between Sealing a road and retaining it as Unsealed.

Jason Akers
Manager Infrastructure

Gerhard Joubert
General Manager Infrastructure Utilities



Attachment 1 - Road Hierarchy 
 

Name Locality Length Grading Frequency 
 

 
  

  
 MFG  

14000 Access Road Capella 6.84 1  $                1,550.00  

Access to Bingegang Weir Duaringa 1.41 1  $                1,550.00  

Adams Road Duaringa 14.63 0.75  $                1,550.00  

Aerorome Road(one mile road) Springsure 1.70 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Airport Road Capella 0.75 1  $                1,550.00  

Alsace Road Duaringa 19.35 3  $                1,550.00  

Amah Road Capella 1.31 1  $                1,550.00  

Amatunga Road Capella 4.04 1  $                1,550.00  

Anchor Road Duaringa 6.76 2  $                1,550.00  

Annmore Road Capella 2.59 2  $                1,550.00  

Arcadia Valley Road Springsure 78.43 3.5  $                1,550.00  

Arcturus Road Springsure 20.12 3  $                1,550.00  

Ardurad Road Duaringa 2.85 0  $                1,550.00  

Arizona Road Duaringa 14.03 1  $                1,550.00  

Arizona Road/HOBLERS Duaringa 3.82 1  $                1,550.00  

Aroona Road Duaringa 12.09 2  $                1,550.00  

Avoca Road Springsure 2.41 1  $                1,550.00  

Baccons Road Emerald 2.42 1  $                1,550.00  

Baker's Crossing Road Capella 2.04 0.25  $                1,550.00  

Bandana Road Springsure 2.39 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Barlow Road Emerald 5.19 1  $                1,550.00  

Bartons Road Duaringa 4.44 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Bauhinias Road Emerald 3.44 2  $                1,550.00  

Bears Lagoon Road Duaringa 18.64 2  $                1,550.00  

Beauchamp Road Springsure 4.96 1  $                1,550.00  

Belcong Road Capella 2.24 1  $                1,550.00  

Bertles Road Emerald 2.17 1  $                1,550.00  

Bingegang Road Duaringa 17.42 1  $                1,550.00  

Birraban Road Springsure 10.95 1  $                1,550.00  

Birtley Road Springsure 26.42 2  $                1,550.00  

Bluff-Jellinbah Road Duaringa 15.70 3  $                1,550.00  

Bon Accord Road Emerald 9.77 1  $                1,550.00  

Bonnie Doon Road Emerald 18.99 2  $                1,550.00  

Boolburra - Edungalba Road Duaringa 22.18 3  $                1,550.00  

Boombah Road Duaringa 17.19 1  $                1,550.00  

Boomerang Road Capella 2.34 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Borthistle Road Springsure 8.12 1  $                1,550.00  

Bottle Tree Downs Road Springsure 9.65 1  $                1,550.00  

Box Arm Road Springsure 4.78 1  $                1,550.00  

Bradshaw Road Emerald 1.32 1  $                1,550.00  

Bridge Flats Road Capella 8.88 2  $                1,550.00  
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Bridgewater Road Duaringa 3.47 2  $                1,550.00  

Bringalong lane Capella 1.18 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Broken Plains Road Springsure 3.42 1  $                1,550.00  

Brolga Gully Road Duaringa 9.73 2  $                1,550.00  

Buckland Road Springsure 52.40 3  $                1,550.00  

Bullery Road Capella 8.28 1  $                1,550.00  

Bullvale Road Emerald 1.84 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Burkan Road Duaringa 16.67 2  $                1,550.00  

Cabarita Access Road Duaringa 0.49 0.75  $                1,550.00  

Cabarita Road Duaringa 6.83 1  $                1,550.00  

Callistemon Road Emerald 1.07 1  $                1,550.00  

Calvert Creek Road Duaringa 2.42 0.75  $                1,550.00  

Carnarvon Gorge Road Springsure 14.17 2.5  $                1,550.00  

Cattle Creek Road Capella 9.81 1  $                1,550.00  

Central Creek Road Duaringa 18.05 2  $                1,550.00  

Chocolate Hills Road Duaringa 0.90 1  $                1,550.00  

Cocklebinda Road Duaringa 6.02 2  $                1,550.00  

Codenwarra Road Emerald 5.25 1  $                1,550.00  

Colorado Road Capella 8.90 1  $                1,550.00  

Comet - Rolleston Road Springsure 22.94 3  $                1,550.00  

Comet Downs Road Springsure 26.26 3  $                1,550.00  

Comet River Road Springsure 3.92 3  $                1,550.00  

Cona Creek Road Springsure 39.03 3  $                1,550.00  

Concilliation Creek Road Duaringa 7.27 2  $                1,550.00  

Connemara Road Springsure 2.29 1  $                1,550.00  

Conomara Road Duaringa 10.07 2  $                1,550.00  

Cooinda Road Duaringa 12.56 2  $                1,550.00  

Coolibah Road Duaringa 1.30 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Coominglah Connection Road Duaringa 6.54 2  $                1,550.00  

Coomooboolaroo-Baralaba Road Duaringa 40.76 2  $                1,550.00  

Coorabelle Road Springsure 5.37 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Coranderrk Road Springsure 1.72 1  $                1,550.00  

Coreen Road Duaringa 12.37 2  $                1,550.00  

Corella Creek Road Springsure 10.78 1  $                1,550.00  

Corry Road Capella 10.88 1  $                1,550.00  

Crescendo Road Capella 2.03 1  $                1,550.00  

Crescent Road Springsure 6.19 1  $                1,550.00  

Croydon Hills Road Springsure 0.46 1  $                1,550.00  

Cuddesden Road Capella 9.06 1  $                1,550.00  

Cuddesden Road Capella 3.21    $                1,550.00  

Cuddies Road Springsure 7.66 1  $                1,550.00  

Cungelella Road Springsure 37.93 2  $                1,550.00  

Dalmally Road Springsure 23.54 1.5  $                1,550.00  

Day Road Emerald 0.68 1  $                1,550.00  

Daytona Road Capella 4.23 2  $                1,550.00  
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Denby Road Duaringa 2.19 1  $                1,550.00  

Dendle Drive Springsure 2.58 1  $                1,550.00  

Denison Road Emerald 6.55 4  $                1,550.00  

Diamond Dee Access Road Duaringa 5.97 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Donnelly Road Emerald 3.25 2  $                1,550.00  

Drapers Road Duaringa 1.61 1  $                1,550.00  

Duccabrook Road Emerald 34.44 1  $                1,550.00  

Dump Road Springsure 0.67 1  $                1,550.00  

Dunnes Road Duaringa 5.21 1  $                1,550.00  

Echo Hills Road Springsure 48.81 2  $                1,550.00  

Eight Mile Lane Springsure 8.18 1  $                1,550.00  

Eight Mile Road Duaringa 8.58 1  $                1,550.00  

Ellesmere Road Duaringa 1.35 1  $                1,550.00  

Emerald Downs Road Emerald 2.63 1  $                1,550.00  

Emu Plains Road Springsure 5.62 1  $                1,550.00  

Ensham Road Capella 3.15 1  $                1,550.00  

Fairfield Road Duaringa 30.21 2  $                1,550.00  

Fairhills Road Capella 2.83 1  $                1,550.00  

Fairview Road Springsure 30.14 1  $                1,550.00  

Feez Creek Road Capella 3.26 1  $                1,550.00  

Findley Road Emerald 0.57 1  $                1,550.00  

Fingers Road Duaringa 2.61 1  $                1,550.00  

Firs Access Emerald 2.60 1  $                1,550.00  

Flamanks Road Duaringa 0.77 1  $                1,550.00  

Forest Hill Road Capella 2.33 1  $                1,550.00  

Forest Home Road Capella 0.50 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Fork Lagoons Road Emerald 13.81 2  $                1,550.00  

Francis Road Emerald 4.59 2  $                1,550.00  

Galloways Road Duaringa 3.34 2  $                1,550.00  

Gap Road Springsure 16.05 1.5  $                1,550.00  

Garden Creek Road Springsure 1.36 1  $                1,550.00  

Gem  Road Emerald 3.64 1  $                1,550.00  

Glen Elgin Road Duaringa 14.84 2  $                1,550.00  

Glencoe Road Capella 4.50 1  $                1,550.00  

Glendara Road Duaringa 14.71 2  $                1,550.00  

Glendarriwell Road Emerald 10.76 1  $                1,550.00  

Glendon Road Emerald 28.02 2  $                1,550.00  

Glengallan Road Emerald 2.39 4  $                1,550.00  

Glenidol Road Springsure 5.00 1  $                1,550.00  

Glenlee Road Emerald 26.06 2  $                1,550.00  

Glenora Road Emerald 15.89 2  $                1,550.00  

Glenorina Access Emerald 5.52 1  $                1,550.00  

Glentana Road Springsure 4.64 1.5  $                1,550.00  

Gnech Access Emerald 1.99 1  $                1,550.00  
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Goathlands Road Springsure 4.24 1  $                1,550.00  

Goowarra - Dingo Road Duaringa 3.51 1  $                1,550.00  

Gordon Road Capella 14.39 3  $                1,550.00  

Grantward Road Capella 4.62 0.25  $                1,550.00  

Grasstree Road Capella 3.80 3  $                1,550.00  

Graveshill Road Emerald 5.59 4  $                1,550.00  

Hammonds Road Duaringa 4.86 1  $                1,550.00  

Hanrahans Road Duaringa 5.01 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Hayes Road Emerald 1.14 1  $                1,550.00  

Hills Access Road Duaringa 4.86 2  $                1,550.00  

Hillview Access Emerald 1.80 2  $                1,550.00  

Hillview Road Springsure 7.31 1  $                1,550.00  

Hoadleys Road Duaringa 1.29 1  $                1,550.00  

Holzwart Road Emerald 0.64 1  $                1,550.00  

Horspool Road Duaringa 0.64 1  $                1,550.00  

Howard Hall Lane Emerald 0.72 2  $                1,550.00  

Howards Road Emerald 3.11 2  $                1,550.00  

Humboldt Road Springsure 28.86 2  $                1,550.00  

Innisfree Road Emerald 0.09 1  $                1,550.00  

Ivor Donovan Road Capella 3.12 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Jo Jo Road Emerald 25.69 1  $                1,550.00  

Ka Ka Mundi Road Springsure 11.82 0.75  $                1,550.00  

Kareela Road Springsure 2.05 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Karemba Road Duaringa 2.07 2  $                1,550.00  

Karinya Road Capella 3.12 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Karramarra Road Duaringa 13.77 2  $                1,550.00  

Keilambete Road Emerald 17.49 2  $                1,550.00  

Kelly's Road Emerald 0.82 1  $                1,550.00  

Kelso Road Springsure 1.07 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Kerles Road Emerald 7.61 1  $                1,550.00  

Kestrel Access Road Capella 1.79 0.25  $                1,550.00  

Kilgour Road Capella 5.62 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Kilgour Road Capella 2.94    $                1,550.00  

Kilmarnock Road Capella 9.63 2  $                1,550.00  

Kilmore Road Springsure 19.21 2  $                1,550.00  

Kimberley Road Duaringa 0.97 1  $                1,550.00  

Kingower Road Emerald 0.54 2  $                1,550.00  

Kings Well Road Springsure 4.20 1  $                1,550.00  

Krongie Road Springsure 8.45 1  $                1,550.00  

Laguna Road Duaringa 6.35 1  $                1,550.00  
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Lake Nuga Nuga Road Springsure 4.28 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Lakeview Drive Emerald 2.52 4  $                1,550.00  

Lara Lane Road Capella 4.10 1  $                1,550.00  

Lenz Access Road Duaringa 3.73 1  $                1,550.00  

Lewis Road Emerald 0.56 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Locarno Road Duaringa 24.15 2  $                1,550.00  

Lochington Road Emerald 3.56 2  $                1,550.00  

Lochlees Road Emerald 2.49 2  $                1,550.00  

Lowestoff Road Capella 10.54 2  $                1,550.00  

Lunds Road Duaringa 12.14 2  $                1,550.00  

Macintosh Road Duaringa 6.45 1  $                1,550.00  

Mackenzie Road Emerald 8.90 1  $                1,550.00  

Maddens Road Duaringa 3.84 1  $                1,550.00  

Makonda Road Capella 19.71 1  $                1,550.00  

Malthoid Road Capella 32.72 3  $                1,550.00  

Malvern Road Capella 27.21 3  $                1,550.00  

Mapala Rd (Glenhauton Rd) Duaringa 36.92 2  $                1,550.00  

Marshall Road Emerald 2.60 1  $                1,550.00  

Maryvale Road Emerald 0.09 1  $                1,550.00  

Maxmoor Road Springsure 3.38 1  $                1,550.00  

Medway Road Emerald 15.08 1  $                1,550.00  

Meroo Downs Road Springsure 8.27 1  $                1,550.00  

Meteor Downs Road Springsure 10.39 1.5  $                1,550.00  

Millers Road Duaringa 2.69 1  $                1,550.00  

Mills Road Duaringa 2.27 1  $                1,550.00  

Millthorpe Road Springsure 4.19 1  $                1,550.00  

Milroy Downs Road Springsure 21.21 3  $                1,550.00  

Mimosa Park Road Duaringa 0.76 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Minerva Hills Road Springsure 8.52 1.5  $                1,550.00  

Misty Lane Emerald 0.94 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Moffat Road Emerald 2.79 4  $                1,550.00  

Moodewarra Road Emerald 0.40 1  $                1,550.00  

Morrissey's Road Capella 16.35 2  $                1,550.00  

Mount Vexation Road Springsure 0.81 1  $                1,550.00  

Mourindilla Road Duaringa 26.56 2  $                1,550.00  

Mt Kelman Road Springsure 7.09 1  $                1,550.00  

Mt Nicholson Road Duaringa 6.86 2  $                1,550.00  

Mt Ogg Road Springsure 29.60 1.5  $                1,550.00  

Mt Playfair Road Springsure 28.50 1.5  $                1,550.00  

Mt Sunlight Road Springsure 9.78 2  $                1,550.00  

Mulcahy's Road Springsure 15.70 3  $                1,550.00  

Mungabunda Road Duaringa 38.76 2  $                1,550.00  

Myall Road Capella 4.47 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Namoi Road Duaringa 8.39 2  $                1,550.00  

Naumann's Road Capella 2.28 0.5  $                1,550.00  
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New Road off Donohoe Road Emerald 0.30 0  $                1,550.00  

Nimala Road Springsure 3.42 1  $                1,550.00  

Nine Mile Access Emerald 5.47 1  $                1,550.00  

Nine Mile Lane Springsure 1.42 1  $                1,550.00  

Nogun Road Springsure 18.02 1  $                1,550.00  

Norwood Road Emerald 4.65 1  $                1,550.00  

Norwood Road Springsure 0.32 1  $                1,550.00  

Nutholm Road Capella 3.98 1  $                1,550.00  

Oaklea Road Duaringa 2.92 1  $                1,550.00  

Oasis Road Springsure 2.01 1  $                1,550.00  

Old Cullin-la-Ringo Road Emerald 5.15 4  $                1,550.00  

Old Orion Road Springsure 8.63 1  $                1,550.00  

Old Rainworth Road Springsure 0.57 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Old Rolleston Road Springsure 0.64 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Oliffe Road Duaringa 1.85 1  $                1,550.00  

Olivevale Road Emerald 31.14 2  $                1,550.00  

Oombabeer Road Duaringa 33.97 2  $                1,550.00  

Oomabeer Connection Road Duaringa 1.29 2  $                1,550.00  

Palmalmal Road Duaringa 5.90 1  $                1,550.00  

Palmgrove Road Duaringa 18.01 2  $                1,550.00  

Parkes Road Duaringa 11.41 1  $                1,550.00  

Pearl Creek Road Duaringa 1.60 1  $                1,550.00  

Pegunny Road Duaringa 13.09 1  $                1,550.00  

Pengarra Road Springsure 3.87 1  $                1,550.00  

Penrose Road Springsure 16.41 2  $                1,550.00  

Petrona Road Springsure 14.61 2  $                1,550.00  

Pilot Farm Road Emerald 0.42 2  $                1,550.00  

Pindari Road Springsure 3.64 1  $                1,550.00  

Pine Creek Road Capella 1.75 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Pine Grove Road Duaringa 1.47 1  $                1,550.00  

Prouds Road Duaringa 1.31 1  $                1,550.00  

Raby Creek Road Duaringa 16.91 2  $                1,550.00  

Ramsay's Road Emerald 0.67 1  $                1,550.00  

Range-Baranga Road Duaringa 54.60 2  $                1,550.00  

Raymond Road Springsure 0.51 1  $                1,550.00  

Redbank Road Duaringa 4.87 2  $                1,550.00  

Redcliffe Access Duaringa 0.92 2  $                1,550.00  

Redcliffe Road Duaringa 42.47 2  $                1,550.00  

Redhill Road Duaringa 5.91 2  $                1,550.00  

Redrock Park Road Duaringa 0.12 0  $                1,550.00  

Reklaw Road Capella 5.87 1  $                1,550.00  

Retro Nanya Road Capella 6.79 1.5  $                1,550.00  

Rewan Road Springsure 47.41 2.5  $                1,550.00  

Rhyddings Road Duaringa 14.79 2  $                1,550.00  

Rileys Crossing Road Emerald 5.05 2  $                1,550.00  
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Robertson Road Capella 1.53 0.25  $                1,550.00  

Rockview Access Road Duaringa 0.72 1  $                1,550.00  

Rolleston Dip Road Springsure 1.87 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Rosebank Road Springsure 4.44 1  $                1,550.00  

Ru-Alley Road Springsure 1.35 1  $                1,550.00  

Ruddlea Road Duaringa 2.15 2  $                1,550.00  

Rundle Road Emerald 8.62 2  $                1,550.00  

Rutland Road Emerald 11.21 2  $                1,550.00  

Salvator Rosa Road Springsure 12.12 1  $                1,550.00  

Sanders Road Duaringa 4.95 2  $                1,550.00  

Sandhurst Road Emerald 5.42 3  $                1,550.00  

Sandy Springs Road Springsure 2.57 1  $                1,550.00  

Satellite Road Springsure 3.78 1  $                1,550.00  

Sawmill Road Capella 0.85 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Scrubbee Road Duaringa 7.77 1  $                1,550.00  

Seven Mile Access Emerald 3.09 1  $                1,550.00  

Sagittarius Road Duaringa 3.84 3  $                1,550.00  

Sewerage Works Road Duaringa 0.01 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Seymour Road Capella 11.94 2  $                1,550.00  

Shandon Road Duaringa 1.42 1  $                1,550.00  

Simmonds Road Duaringa 1.84 1  $                1,550.00  

Sirius Road Springsure 7.84 1  $                1,550.00  

Slack Access Road Emerald 6.63 1  $                1,550.00  

Smith's Road Duaringa 1.97 1  $                1,550.00  

Sorrell Hills Road Duaringa 4.28 1  $                1,550.00  

Southernwood Road Emerald 31.13 1  $                1,550.00  

Springhill Road Duaringa 9.44 1  $                1,550.00  

Spring's Road Duaringa 2.52 1  $                1,550.00  

Springton Road Duaringa 2.56 1  $                1,550.00  

Springton Road Springsure 13.36 3  $                1,550.00  

Springwood Road Springsure 36.93 2  $                1,550.00  

St Aubins Road Emerald 1.32 1  $                1,550.00  

Staals Road Emerald 0.26 1  $                1,550.00  

Staines Road Emerald 0.63 1  $                1,550.00  

Stanleigh Road Springsure 12.72 1  $                1,550.00  

Starlee Road Springsure 5.59 1  $                1,550.00  

Steel Wings Road Emerald 0.32 0  $                1,550.00  

Sterling Road Duaringa 0.50 2  $                1,550.00  

Stone's Road Emerald 0.83 2  $                1,550.00  

Stoney Creek Road Duaringa 3.91 1  $                1,550.00  

Struan Road Springsure 0.85 1  $                1,550.00  

Sullivan Road Springsure 6.93 1  $                1,550.00  

Sunlight Road Springsure 47.00 2  $                1,550.00  

Tackeracka Road Duaringa 4.17 2  $                1,550.00  

Tadcaster Road Emerald 6.39 1  $                1,550.00  
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Talafa Road Emerald 8.94 3  $                1,550.00  

Tanderra Road Springsure 8.79 1.5  $                1,550.00  

Tannyfoil Road Duaringa 14.09 2  $                1,550.00  

Tantallon Road Duaringa 3.31 2  $                1,550.00  

Tarrawong Road Duaringa 6.93 2  $                1,550.00  

Taurus Road Duaringa 4.45 2  $                1,550.00  

Taylor's Creek Road Duaringa 7.13 1  $                1,550.00  

Telemon Access Emerald 12.35 1  $                1,550.00  

Telemon Road Springsure 3.72 1  $                1,550.00  

The Lawrence Lane Capella 6.43 2  $                1,550.00  

Three Chain Road Springsure 11.25 2.5  $                1,550.00  

Timm's Road Capella 1.03 0.01  $                1,550.00  

Tolmies Road Emerald 10.05 2  $                1,550.00  

Tolmies Subdivision Roads Emerald 1.00 2  $                1,550.00  

Toonba Road Springsure 2.89 1  $                1,550.00  

Treswell Road Springsure 1.01 1  $                1,550.00  

Tryphinia Road Duaringa 5.51 1  $                1,550.00  

Turkey Creek Road Springsure 3.19 1  $                1,550.00  

Two Tanks Road Springsure 0.76 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Vesta Road Springsure 12.44 2  $                1,550.00  

Vinetree Road Emerald 1.37 1  $                1,550.00  

Wabbler Road Duaringa 1.60 1  $                1,550.00  

Wagstaff Road Emerald 2.21 2  $                1,550.00  

Wallaroo Road Springsure 1.72 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Walton Road Duaringa 0.75 0.75  $                1,550.00  

Wanatta Road Springsure 8.77 1  $                1,550.00  

Wandobah Road Duaringa 1.22 1  $                1,550.00  

Waylandia Valley Road Springsure 23.29 1  $                1,550.00  

Wealwandangie Road Springsure 78.32 2.5  $                1,550.00  

Weemah Road Emerald 0.70 1  $                1,550.00  

Welcome Road Springsure 5.69 1  $                1,550.00  

Werribee Road Duaringa 2.91 0.5  $                1,550.00  

Westbrook Road Emerald 5.98 1  $                1,550.00  

Wharton Creek Road Springsure 7.18 1  $                1,550.00  

Whitefield Park Road Springsure 2.66 1  $                1,550.00  

Wilga Downs Road Emerald 8.06 1  $                1,550.00  

Williamson Road Duaringa 5.55 2  $                1,550.00  

Willies Creek - Alsace Road Duaringa 11.01 2  $                1,550.00  

Willies Creek - Royles Road Duaringa 24.08 2  $                1,550.00  

Willows Siding Emerald 3.68 2  $                1,550.00  

Wills Road Emerald 9.08 2  $                1,550.00  

Windah Road Capella 3.75 2  $                1,550.00  

Withersfield Willows Road Emerald 29.36 2  $                1,550.00  

Wonga Access Emerald 2.43 1  $                1,550.00  

Woodbyne Road Emerald 2.84 0.5  $                1,550.00  
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Wurba Road Springsure 17.80 2  $                1,550.00  

Wyntoon Road Springsure 16.14 3  $                1,550.00  

Wyuna Road Capella 47.42 3  $                1,550.00  

Yackam Road Duaringa 7.87 2  $                1,550.00  

Yandaburra Road Springsure 15.81 1  $                1,550.00  

Yandina Road Springsure 10.75 1  $                1,550.00  

Yarrabee Road Duaringa 4.01 1  $                1,550.00  

Yarrawonga Road Duaringa 3.80 2  $                1,550.00  

Signage Rural Road Network      $                1,550.00  

Gravel Patching Rural Road Network      $                1,550.00  

Urban unsealed Roads CHRC 49.55 2  $                1,550.00  

Total   3283.89     
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Attachment 2 – Determination of cost differential between Sealing a road and retaining it as Unsealed 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 

Scenario Sealed Unsealed 

Existing Practices  $ 38,430.53   $   31,735.79  

Perfect World  $ 52,454.71   $ 127,261.82  

 

Data for Sealed Road

Road Name Trial Area 7500

Road Length 1000 m Cost per Sq metre to construct $60.31

Road Width 7.5 m Total cost to construct & seal $452,325.00

Depth of imported material 250 mm Total cost to reseal $296,304.99

Percent for CPI calculation 3% Reseal at year No

15.0 $46,739.02

Rate of seal write off at reseal date 0% 30.0 $72,817.87

60.0 $176,748.09

Cost to construct 225/469/6 per Sq metre incl first seal + some drainage $60.31

Current reseal rate per Sq metre $4.00 Seal depreciation rate 10.00%

Pavement depreciation rate 1.25%

Expected life of the seal 10

Capital annualised cost $10,592.48

Expected life of pavement 80 Finance/Opportunity Cost $0.00

rehab/year $8,863.12

Per annum maintenance costs $10,000.00 Depreciation $6,147.90

O&M $10,000.00

Financial cost of the loan funds % 0.00% Seal write off $0.00

Pavement write off $2,827.03

(Capital, Depn & O&M) $38,430.53

Data for Unsealed Road

Road Name Trial Construction:

Area 7500

Road Length 1000 m

Capital cost $62,500

Road Width 7.5 m

Total resheet cost $684,984.44

Grades per year (LFG) 0

Total cost to construct and resheet $747,484.43

Per km grade (LFG) $700.00

Resheet at year

Grades per year (MFG) 1.41 20 112,882

40 203,877

Per km grade (MFG) $1,550 60 368,225

Grades per year (HFG) 0.166666667

Gravel depreciation rate 14.29%

Per km grade (HFG) $5,500

Rate of pavement write off at resheet 14.2857% Maintenance:

Light Formation Grade 0

Economic Life 7 Medium Formation Grade 2,186

Heavy Formation Grade 917

Initilal depth of material required 150 mm 3,102

Future resheet requirement mm 150 mm Capital annualised cost $17,491

Finance/Opportunity Cost $0.00

Current construction rate per mm (2009) $0.0555556 Depreciation $5,804

O&M $3,102

Finance Cost 0.00% Pavement write off $5,339

(Capital, Depn & O&M) $31,735.79
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TEN YEAR ROADS INVESTMENT PROGRAM STRATEGY DISCUSSION PAPER

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting

14 June 2016

JA:GJ

6

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The Central Highlands Regional Council has ownership and stewardship of a vast transport network.  The 
strategic investment into the network is a must for consideration, not just within the next ten years but 
beyond.

DETAIL:

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the investment strategy and current identified CHRC projects with a 
view of discussing priorities and funding strategies, externally funded programs such the Roads to 
Recovery (R2R), Transport Infrastructure Development Scheme (TIDS) and Black Spot Funding 
Programmes.  As such I will discuss the mechanisms of each program individually and provide a program 
investment option.  The intent is to reach agreement in principle for each fund and then view as a rolled up 
program.

Further, a discussion around potential council investment on the Queensland Transport and Main Roads 
network within the Central Highlands.

The paper also includes the information tabled at Council strategy meeting 16 October 2015.

Whilst the content of the document seeks to explain the rationale behind the decision making process with 
respect to investment strategy, the short version is summarised in the below tables indicating funding 
source and project for consideration on the $ 571,354,000 council owned road network.

Prelude

The below seeks to clearly identify the priority program for council investment into the road network within 
the Central Highlands Regional Council.

What are the known funding sources available for roads?

Depreciation 
– Unindexed 
road 
component

TIDS
(Noting inclusive of 
Council 50% when 
applied to council 
road)

Roads To 
Recovery

Black spot, 
Bridges to 
Renewal, 
Betterment

Building 
Stronger 
Regions (Noting 
50% Council 
Contribution)

2015/16 TBA $ 2,374,000 $ 4,420,012 Application Application
2016/17 $ 2,774,000* $ 5,104,768 Application Application
2017/18 $ 1,774,000 $ 1,547,084 Application Application
2018/19 $ 1,774,000 $ 1,547,084 Application Application
2019/20 $ 1,774,000 $ 1,547,084 Application Application
2020/21 $ 1,774,000 $ 1,547,084 Application Application
2021/22 $ 1,774,000 $ 1,547,084 Application Application
2022/23 $ 1,774,000 $ 1,547,084 Application Application
2023/24 $ 1,774,000 $ 1,547,084 Application Application
2024/25 $ 1,774,000 $ 1,547,084 Application Application
*Value includes an amount of $1 million for Blackwater Rolleston Road (TMR) 
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The funding mechanisms attributed to each source are explained further in the document.  Particular note 
with respect to TIDS funding as is explained further in the paper.
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What are the recommended projects and the corresponding draw down on funding?

 CHRC Contribution  TIDS Allocation 
Arcadia Valley Road $774,000
Carnarvon Gorge Road $600,000
Range Baranga Road $400,000
Blackwater Rolleston Road 
(TMR)

$895,000

Sagittarius Street Blackwater $495,000
Arthur Street $1,450,000
Comet River Road $1,564,138
Arcadia Valley Road $300,000
Buckland Road $610,884
Roundabout Borilla/Esmond 
Street

$184,000

Buckland Road $1,374,000
Wyuna Road $874,000
Comet River Road $854,768 $500,000
Blackwater Rolleston Road 
(TMR)

$705,000

Carnarvon Gorge Road (50% 
RRPCF application)

$4,250,000 $4,250,000

Mulchays Road $1,374,000
Wyuna Road $347,084 $400,000
Buckland Road $700,000
Mungabunda Road $500,000

Springsure Tambo Road (TMR) $1,774,000

Lochington Road $1,000,000
Buckland Road $547,084
Wyuna Road $887,000
Buckland Road $887,000
Town Street Rehabilitation $547,084
Keilambete Road $1,000,000
Wyuna Road $500,000
Buckland Road $500,000
Range Baranga Road $774,000
Buckland Road $774,084
Town Street Rehabilitation $800,000
Cotherstone Road (TMR) $1,774,000
Wyuna Road $800,000
Buckland Road $774,000
Buckland Road $547,084 $774,000
Echo Hills Road $1,000,000
Wyuna Road $400,000
Town Street Rehabilitation $600,000
Buckland Road $887,000
Echo Hills Road $887,000
Blain Street Rehabilitation $1,547,084

Springsure Tambo  Road (TMR) $1,774,000

Town Street Rehabilitation $700,000
Willies Creek Royles Road $847,084

Application

Application

Application$1,774,000

Blackspot
15/16

$2,669,000 $887,000 $1,782,000

Building Stronger 
Regions (Noting 

50% Council  
Contribution)

Renewal Projects 
from council  own 

source revenue

Network Reseals 
based on 8.3% of 

sealed road 
network resealed 
each year based 
on a 12 year life 

of seal. Based on 
$4m2 10 year 

average. = 
$ 2 400 000 for 
600 000m2/year

Formation 
resheeting 

unsealed roads 
based on 3.3% of 
unsealed network 
resheeted each 
year based on a 

30 year life.  
Based on 

$40k/km 10 year 
average. = 

$ 4 129 200 for 
103.23km/year

Pavement 
rehabilitation for 

pavements at end 
of life or 

accelerated 
degradation.  

Based on $60/m2 
=

$ 1 085 220 for 
18087m2/year 

Application

$887,000

$1,774,000

$3,453,000

$1,774,000

$1,774,000

$1,774,000 $887,000

$887,000 $887,000

$1,774,000

$887,000 $887,000

Year

$1,374,000 $2,079,000

$887,000 $887,000

$1,774,000

TIDS Total

Application

 TIDS 

TIDSR2RProject

16/17

17/18

18/19

20/21

21/22

23/24

24/25

$887,000

$1,774,000

$1,774,000

22/23

Application

$1,774,000

$887,000

$1,774,000 Application

19/20

Application

Application
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Other Key inclusions for discussion and consideration;

1. Based on the cost of design at approximately $7,000 per kilometre, consider the allocation of 
$100,000 in 2016/17, $75,000 in 2017/18 and $50,000 in 2018/19 for design work on the Springsure 
Tambo Road and Duaringa Bauhinia Road, both being TMR roads.  This will allow shelved designs 
and shovel ready segments available should funding/lobbying be successful.  Indication from TMR 
to date being that TMR do not have any intent on undertaking further design work on the TMR tier 
two network.  

2. Council’s appetite for investment on the TMR road network beyond utilisation of Bowen Basin 
Regional Roads and Transport Group (BBRRTG) group allocation of TIDS.  Specifically;

 Completion of Blackwater Rolleston Road
 Sectional Upgrade of Springsure Tambo Road
 Completion of Duaringa Bauhinia Road
 Sectional Upgrade of Bauhinia Taroom Road
 Upgrade of Apis Creek road
 Completion of Cotherstone Road
 Crossing upgrade or options at Panorama Creek Dawson Highway

3. A specific allocation of $250,000 per year for three years from 2016/17 to 2018/19 for pavement 
technology investigations such as polymers, modified materials and innovative treatments. 

4. Assumes no increase to TIDS and Roads to Recovery after 2016/17.

Specific council projects to be considered for submission to known or future funding opportunities;

Project Estimate Potential funding program
Blackwater Cooroorah – Bedford 
Weir Crossing – Raise crossing 
and align approaches.

Upper limit $12M Building Stronger Regions

Yamala Grain Roads 
development

Upper Limit $26M Building Stronger Regions

Completion of Arcadia Valley 
Road Missing link and Mulchays 
Road missing links pave and seal 
and upgrade narrow seal lengths

Upper Limit $10M for upgrade 
narrow seal and $16.8m to pave 
and seal missing link

Funding of the Gemfields roads 
development once spine 
infrastructure identified.

No accurate handle in terms of 
scope at this stage.

Carnarvon if current submission is 
unsuccessful

Upper Limit $8.5m Has been funded in 16/17 BOR

Continuation of intersection 
upgrades as per treatments 
identified by adopted Roadpro 
Traffic study. 

Upper Limit $187,000 per 
intersection

Black Spot funding

The quantum of rural road asset is defined as;

1. Total rural network length of 4189km
2. Unsealed length of 3166km
3. Sealed length of 1023km
4. 374km of Urban street network
5. 35 bridge structures
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The geographical representation of the rural road network is as below;

The current rural road network valuation is $571M

The principle activities associated with a rural road asset with respect to capital investment can be defined 
as (but not limited to);

1. An existing unsealed rural road;
a) Formation sheeting – placement of a pavement onto the formation with a suitable material 

enabling safe utilisation and reducing maintenance costs of the asset.
b) Formation resheeting – upgrading / replacing the existing running surface with a suitable material 

to increase safety to the user, reduce maintenance cost and increase the life of the asset.
c) Pave and seal – upgrading from an unsealed state to a sealed state with a view to increasing the 

life of the asset, cater for a change / increase in utilisation, reduce long term maintenance 
financial input requirement by comparison to leaving the road unsealed, and provide all weather 
access as well as reduce safety risk.

2. An existing sealed rural road;
a) Reseal – the reinstatement of a sealed or asphalt running surface which has reached the end of 

its useable life (12 to 15 years or by physical inspection).
b) Pavement rehabilitation – the complete reconstruction of an existing sealed pavement which will 

renew the life of that road segment.
c) Overlay – the adding of material to an existing sealed road increasing the depth of pavement 

material and subsequently the strength of the asset and prolonging the life.
d) Widen and strengthen – increase in traffic volume or traffic type has caused the need for the road 

to be widened and the pavement to be strengthened to meet demand as per standards (eg 
Austroads) ensuring the life of and the safety compliance of the asset.
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3. Common activities to both sealed and unsealed rural roads;
a) Installation of new or additional drainage / bridge structures.
b) Upgrade of existing drainage / bridge structures.
c) Realignment of road ensuring safety compliance or land tenure compliance.
d) New or additional signage / road furniture.
e) A technological / alternative treatment of the pavement that will extend the life of the asset.
f) Acquisition of land for the purpose of creating a road asset.

g) An upgrade for an alternate purpose (e.g. - a sectional upgrade to utilise as an emergency 
airstrip).  

h) Early works such as design, Cultural and Heritage / Environmental compliance and relevant 
applications and approvals. 

Road to Recovery

From 2011/2012 financial year through to the 2013/2014 financial year, CHRC had to maintain an ‘own 
source’ expenditure on the road network of $12,900,280, or an average of this over the three years, in 
order to maintain eligibility for the Roads to Recovery allocation of $1,740,000 each of those financial 
years.  From the 2014/2015 financial year through to the 2018/2019 financial year council need to maintain 
or achieve an average over the period of ‘own source’ expenditure on the road network of $14,664,010 to 
maintain eligibility for the $1,547,084 each year.

Notwithstanding the above, at the time of preparing councils 2015/2016 budget and subsequent adoption of 
the budget on 24 June 2015, the known Roads To Recovery program and subsequent allocation to CHRC 
was represented as below;

2015/16 $3,094,168 Being a double allocation for that year.  This double allocation was known and 
budgeted for by Council.

2016/17 $1,547,084
2017/18 $1,547,084
2018/19 $1,547,084

A circular was received by council from Roads to Recovery on 1 July 2015 indicating new allocations to 
council, in particular the change for the 2015/2016 and 2016/2017 financial year and are represented as 
follows;

2015/16 $4,420,012
2016/17 $5,104,768
2017/18 $1,547,084
2018/19 $1,547,084

(Refer Roads to Recovery explanatory document attachment 3)

Roads and Transport Alliance TIDS 

Each Regional Road and Transport Group (RRTG) receives an annual allocation of Roads and Transport 
Alliance TIDS funds determined by the Roads and Transport Alliance Board. RRTGs are required to 
allocate their Roads and Transport Alliance TIDS funding to the highest priority projects in their region in a 
2-year fixed, 2-year indicative continuous works program consistent with the department's QTRIP 
development cycle. Projects eligible for Roads and Transport Alliance TIDS include:

 Local Road of Regional Significance (LRRS) (that is, higher order local government-controlled roads 
and lower order state-controlled roads), 

 On and off road cycle ways, shared paths and crossing provisions, 
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 The provision/upgrade of road and transport infrastructure that improves the safety of children 
travelling to and from the school,

 Enhancements to the safety and accessibility of regional airports. 

The Central Highlands Regional Council was previously a member of the Central Highlands and Isaacs 
Regional Road Partnership (CHIRRP) Regional Road and Transport Group (RRTG).  In 2013/2014 Central 
Highlands Regional Council joined with Isaacs, Woorabinda and Banana to form the expanded Regional 
Road Group of the Bowen Basin Regional Roads and Transport Group (BBRRTG).  

Funding is allocated to the group BBRRTG for prioritisation of projects, allocation, as a group, of funding to 
the prioritised projects.  Statements of intents (SOI) are generated by each member council for each road 
that is elected and identified as a Local Road of Regional Significance.   

The current CHRC roads that are identified as LRRS roads are;

Lilyvale Road Tyson Road
Clermont - Rubyvale Road Wills Road
Clermont - Dysart Road Willows Road
Carnarvon Access Rd Rutland Road
Oombabeer Glenlee Road
Capella - Rubyvale Road Rubyvale Road
Retro Corry Road Lurline Road
Magenta-Langton Road Foley Road
Yan Yan Road Fairbairn Dam Road
Crinum Road Arcturus Road
Connection Road Wyntoon Road
Anncrouye Road Milroy Downs Road
Oaky Creek Mine Access Road Springton Road
Fairhills Road Buckland Road
Mt Stuart Road Comet Downs Road
Blackdown Tableland Road Comet River Road
Charlevue Road Mulcahys Road
Duaringa - Baralaba Road Wealwandangie Road
Arcadia Valley Road Cungelella Road
Mapala Road Mt Playfair Road
Fairfield Road Grasstree Road
Range-Baranga Road Montrose Road

Wyuna Road

The LRRS road network is currently being reviewed at the time of writing this paper and further, the legacy 
‘Statements of Intent’ available for view if required.

This function is undertaken by the ‘Technical Committee’ which I am currently the chair and Steve Ripper is 
a member.  Once the program is developed it is then ratified by the ‘Political Committee’ which Mayor Kerry 
Hayes and Councillor Christine Rolfe are Councils representatives.  Once ratified, these projects are 
entered into Queensland Transport Roads Investment Program (QTRIP) and published, as stated above, 
with a two year fixed and a two year indicative program.

Again, the funding is to the group (BBRRTG) and not to the individual council, and at the time of preparing 
the 2015/2016 Council budget the funding allocation for the group was $ 2,304,973 with similar for 2016/17.  
The QTRIP program that reflected these projects pre 14 July 2015 represented by the following extract;
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On 14 July 2015 the Queensland State Government budget was handed down which announced a 
significant increase in allocations to Regional Road Groups including the BBRRTG.  As such, the funding 
now available to the group being as follows;

2015/16 $4,479,029
2016/17 $4,479,029
2017/18 $2,304,973
2018/19 $2,304,973

Noting also that the individual Council need to match the funding dollar for dollar if spent on a Council Local 
Road of Regional Significance, however, if the group elect to direct part of the funding from the group TIDS 
allocation onto a lower order State Controlled Road (e.g. Blackwater-Rolleston, Springsure-Tambo, 
Duaringa-Bauhinia Roads), then Council do not need to match this allocation.

(Refer TIDS explanatory document attachment 3)

Why have projects been suggested, and further why the allocation of TIDS and R2R to these 
projects?

The predominant reasoning behind the project nominations being that;

 They have been identified as CHRC priority projects by virtue representation by council to State and 
Federal Governments.

 They provide community, economic and industry linkages.
 A number of the assets identified currently have a high maintenance / operational budget burden 

and the subsequent upgrade would allow a better use of maintenance budget and increase the 
consistent level of serviceability of the asset.

 The State controlled roads are in the program given their regional significance, the links they 
provide, the deficient funding they receive and the importance these TMR assets represent to 
council and our community.

The investment strategy relates to creating economy of scale by bulking up individual projects with dual 
funding streams, back to back financial years allowing construction timing to achieve economy of scale, 
and also to aim at completing links rather than allocating small dollar values to many high demand projects.

An added advantage of adopting this approach is that own sourced revenue (ie depreciation to fund capital 
renewal and new projects) can better be targeted council wide rather than the need to apply to high 
demand projects other than the co contribution to TIDS.

Black Spot

On 24 July 2012 Council adopted a report presented by then General Manager Infrastructure Assets and 
Public Facilities, Bill Turner in relation to the treatment of intersections in Emerald in conjunction with a 
study commissioned by Council and completed by Roads Pro Consulting on 30 June 2012.  This report has 
formed the basis of Councils last two submissions under the Black Spot funding program for Yamala Ruby 
and Yamala Anakie intersections.  See attachments 1 and 2.

This is not to say that this is the only submission that we should be making, however, particularly when 
dealing rural roads, often the traffic incident is not formally reported to either the Police or through the 
insurance company, as a result making it difficult to quantify the crash data and correlate to a benefit cost 
ratio to enable successful submission.

Discussion around Black Spot Strategy. (Refer Black Spot Funding explanatory document attachment 3)
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Summary

The above does not seek in any way to exhaust Council’s options in relation to project nomination.  In fact a 
simple dump of priority road projects may indeed look something like this without any order of priority;

1. Comet River Road – complete link.
2. Buckland Road – progressive sealing of link.
3. Wyuna Road progressive sealing to intersection with Bridge Flats Road and sectional sealing 

toward Fairhills road.
4. Widen and strengthen Pilot Farm Road from Gregory Highway to intersection with Maranda Street 

Emerald 
5. Keilambete Road to extend seal to the Reward turn off.
6. Borilla Street to complete pave and seal northern end.
7. Lochington Road to complete the missing 3.6km segment seal length to the intersection with 

Glenlee Road and continue 2km seal on Glenlee Road 7m seal on 8m formation.
8. Undertake 2 major formation resheeting projects to assist in addressing high order unsealed road 

consumption.
9. Bluff-Jellinbah Road extending 6.5m seal on 7.5m formation.
10. Mulcahys Road pave and seal.  Not desirable but could use a portion as contribution allocation to 

lure GLNG / APLNG proponents to fund the majority and accelerate process.
11. Continue Range Baranga project to Central Creek intersection
12. Old Cullen La-Ringo Road pave and seal 6.5 seal on 7.5m formation
13. Rehabilitation of the approaches and protection works at the John Gay Bridge
14. Intersection upgrade Gregory Highway and Airport

Potential investment on Queensland Transport and Main Roads 

15. Blackwater Rolleston Road residual 7.8km.
16. Springsure Tambo Road 117km (Complete unsealed length 148km with 31km within Blackall 

Tambo Regional Council area)
17. Duaringa Bauhinia 29km
18. Bauhinia Taroom 19km (Complete length 121km with 102km within Banana Shire Council area)
19. CHRC town street rehabilitation program;

 Rehabilitation of Littlefield and Blain streets Blackwater
 Running lane asphalt sectional rehabilitation specifically Borilla, Opal, Ruby, Anakie, 

Theresa, Esmond, Harris and Retro Streets or consider option of converting some or all back 
to a PMB aggregate seal.

20. Development of the Yamala grain roads project.
21. Fairfield Road continuation of 6.5m seal on 7.5m formation.
22. Willies Creek-Royles road continuation of 6.5m seal on 7.5m formation.
23. Mungabunda Road continuation of 6.5m seal on 7.5m formation.
24. Malvern Road pave and 6.5m seal on 7.5m formation commencing from Yan Yan Road intersection 

to intersection with Windah Road.
25. Bedford Weir Crossing and approaches upgrade in conjunction with Isaac Regional Council, 

Blackwater Cooroorah Road.
26. Peacy Road Emerald as an Emergency services access route.
27. Upgrade Capella Rubyvale to Road Train Capacity

Potential investment on Queensland Transport and Main Roads assets 16/17;

28. Fitzroy Development (Duaringa-Bauhinia) Road 29km pave and seal contingent on TMR co 
contribution.

29. Cotherstone road 14km pave and seal, also widening and strengthening approximately 8km of 
existing 4m seal to 7.5m seal, contingent on TMR co contribution.

The abovementioned identified projects are not exhaustive but moreover have been identified by 
Infrastructure Utilities as potentially best value for money projects.  
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Prompt for Council Discussion

ATTACHMENTS:

1. Report to Council 24 July 2012 under hand of Bill Turner.
2. Resolution to council report 24 July 2012.
3. Road to Recovery, Black Spot and TIDS reference documents.

Jason Akers
Manager Infrastructure

Gerhard Joubert
General Manager Infrastructure Utilities



Attachment 1 
 

INFRASTRUCTURE, ASSETS & PUBLIC FACILITIES’ 
SECTION 

 
 

GENERAL COUNCIL MEETING 
 
25 JULY 2012 
 
BT 

 
 

1 

 
Traffic Engineering Report on Emerald Intersections 

 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 

1. That work involving vegetation removal, remarking of existing and marking of new lines 
and installation of hazard markers be undertaken as recommended in the report; 

2. That a review of parking controls in Yamala Street (between Retro Street and Hospital 
Road) and at intersections with School Lane be undertaken with a further report to 
provide specific recommendations; 

3. That a review of traffic flow (dual lane or single lane) in Park Avenue between Moody 
Street and Borilla Street be undertaken and reported back to Council; and 

 4. That consideration of two new roundabouts be included as part of capital work budgets 
for 2013/2014 and 2014/2015. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Following a Resolution of Council at its meeting on 12 December 2011, Roadpro Consulting in 
association with Hayes Traffic Engineering were commissioned to provide traffic engineering 
advice on existing intersection controls in Emerald. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
A number of intersections within the area bounded by Clermont Street (Capricorn Highway), 
Hospital Road (Gregory Highway), Racecourse Road, Moody Street, Park Avenue and Opal 
Street have had recorded traffic crashes or incidents. During the 5 year period from 1 January 
2005 to 31 December 2009 there were 89 recorded incidents. 
 
Traffic flow paths have changed or are perceived to have changed as a result of two sets of 
traffic lights being installed on Hospital Road.  
 
Increased traffic volumes in general are also evident and with a number of intersections having 
no control (either Stop or Give Way) there is an increasing number of motorists who are either 
confused about whether to Stop or Give Way or simply choose not to bother. Without formal 
controls at intersections the  
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Queensland Police Service (QPS) are less able to effect successful prosecutions. 
Prior to the engaging Roadpro Consulting the QPS had requested Council to implement Stop 
control at a number of intersections. 
 
COMMENT: 
 
It is interesting (but not surprising) to note that the streets with the highest traffic volumes are; 

• Harris Street (east – west) 

• Borilla Street (north – south) 

• Anakie Street (north – south) 

• Yamala Street (east – west) 
 
The report on the Emerald Intersection Review covers an assessment of the intersections and 
provides a number of recommendations. These include; 

• Removal of vegetation  

• Remarking of road markings 

• Installation of hazard markers 

• Construction of two additional roundabouts (Yamala/Anakie and Yamala/Ruby) 

• Review of parking control in Yamala Street (between Retro Street and Hospital Road) 
and at School Lane intersections 

• Review of traffic flow in Park Avenue 
 
The first two recommendations (vegetation control and remarking) are part of normal 
operational work although some of the marking recommended is new work. 
 
The installation of hazard markers at a few intersections can be achieved relatively cheaply as 
part of general signage work. 
 
Construction of two new roundabouts will require consideration as part of the budget process. 
Both intersections will need to be surveyed to check if land purchase is necessary. Small areas 
only would be involved, if found to be necessary. 
 
Review of traffic flow in Park Avenue (two way flow or one way flow) will require more analysis 
and consultation. 
 
CONSIDERATIONS: (Compliance/Risk Management) 
  

Statutory/Policy/Risk Management: 
 Nil 
 
 Financial: (Including whole of life costs where applicable) 

All work except the new roundabouts can be accommodated as part of operational 
costs. If it is decided to one or both of the new roundabouts provision will need to be 
made in a future capital budget. 

 
 Social: 
 Any improvements to traffic safety will be beneficial. 
 
 Corporate Plan: 
 Key Priority 2, Objective 2.4 
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CONSULTATION: 
Queensland Police Service 
 
OPTIONS: 
Options range from Do Nothing, implement some of the recommendations or implement all of 
the recommendations. 
 
CONCLUSION: 
The Report makes sound recommendations. 
 
ATTACHMENTS: 
Roadpro Report “Emerald Intersection Review” will be circulated separately 
 
 
 
Bill Turner 
General Manager Infrastructure, Assets & Public Facilities 
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Attachment Two 
 
Resolution from above report to council 24 July 2012 
 
Traffic Engineering Report on Emerald Intersections 
Resolution: 
Cr Bell moved and seconded by Cr Maundrell “That Council 

1. That work involving vegetation removal, remarking of existing and marking of new lines 
and installation of hazard markers be undertaken as recommended in the report; 

2. That a review of parking controls in Yamala Street (between Retro Street and Hospital 
Road) and at intersections with School Lane be undertaken with a further report to 
provide specific recommendations; 

3. That a review of traffic flow (dual lane or single lane) in Park Avenue between Moody 
Street and Borilla Street be undertaken and reported back to Council;  

4. That consideration of two new roundabouts be included as part of capital work budgets 
for 2013/2014 and 2014/2015; and 

5. That discussions be held with TMR regarding the intersection of Hospital Rd and Yamala 
St.” 
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Attachment 3 – TMR Funding Criteria 
 
Roads to Recovery (R2R) 
 
The Roads to Recovery Program has been in operation since 2002.  The program is directly 
funded from the Federal Government to Local Government and, along with other terms and 
conditions, the following is the predominant onus on council for the utilisation of the fund and is 
a direct extract of the ‘National Land Transport Act 2014 Roads to Recovery Funding 
Conditions’; 
 

Part 2:Conditions relating to expenditure of payments 

2.1         A funding recipient must ensure that Roads to Recovery payments are:  

(a)     spent only on the construction or maintenance of roads; and 

(b) spent only on projects which are identified in the works schedule 
submitted by the funding recipient in accordance with Part 5; and 

(c)     spent only on work on projects which are in progress on or after 
1 July 2014 and for which payment is required on or after 
1 July 2014; and 

(d) not spent on meeting any part of a price paid by the funding 
recipient for a supply acquired by the funding recipient where: 

(i)     the supply is a supply within the meaning of the A New Tax 
System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999; and 

(ii) the part of the price represents the amount of GST payable on 
the supply by the entity which is making or which made, the 
supply. 

Note:          The terms ‘road’, ‘construction’ and ‘maintenance’ are defined in section 4 

of the Act. The Department has issued Guidelines which give a more 

detailed explanation of these terms. 

 
The calculation of the allocation to the Local Government from the authority is contingent on a 
three year average of ‘own source’ funding spent on the road network.  This calculation 
becomes the ‘Reference amount’.  This is further defined in the ‘National Land Transport Act 
2014 Roads to Recovery Funding Conditions’ by the extract below; 
 

Part 3:Own source roads expenditure obligation 

3.1         Subject to clause 3.2, for each financial year in which a funding recipient 
receives, spends or retains any amount of a Roads to Recovery payment, 
the funding recipient must spend on the construction or maintenance of 
roads an amount of own source funds equal to or greater than the reference 
amount applicable to the funding recipient. 

3.2         If a funding recipient does not fulfill the condition in clause 3.1 for a 
financial year, but the average expenditure of its own source funds in that 
year and the previous financial year, or in that year and the two previous 
financial years, exceeds the reference amount applicable to the funding 
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recipient, the funding recipient is taken to have fulfilled the condition in 
clause 3.1 in respect of the first-mentioned financial year. 

 
Transport Infrastructure Development Scheme (TIDS) 
 
The TIDS program is administered by the Roads and Transport Alliance as summarised below; 
 
What is the Roads and Transport Alliance? 
The Roads and Transport Alliance is a cooperative governance arrangement between the 
Department of Transport and Main Roads, the Local Government Association of Queensland 
(LGAQ) and Local Governments to invest in and regionally manage the Queensland transport 
network. Established in 2002, the Roads and Transport Alliance was formed to jointly address 
shared road and transport challenges and deliver improved value from all available resources. 
 
The objectives of the Roads and Transport Alliance are to: 

• Maximise the economic, social and environmental benefits of our joint investments in the 
state’s transport network,  

• Achieve maximum efficiencies through joint and innovative approaches to road 
stewardship, network planning, program development, purchasing and resource sharing,  

• Improve transport infrastructure management and delivery capability through increased 
training, advanced technology and knowledge transfer,  

• Optimise safety for all road users, 
• Maximise the investment by all parties on the Queensland transport network.  

The funding mechanisms and guidelines are as follows; 
 
Funding 
 
Under the Roads and Transport Alliance, state funding is made available (via the department) to 
RRTGs each year through the Transport Infrastructure Development Scheme (TIDS).  
 
Black Spot Program 
 
The Black Spot Programme is administered by the Department of Infrastructure and Regional 
Development.  The ethos of the Black Spot program is best described by the below extract from 
the departments website; 
 

The Black Spot Programme is part of the commitment to reduce crashes on Australian roads. 

Road crashes are a major cost to Australians every year. Black Spot projects target those road 
locations where crashes are occurring. By funding measures such as traffic signals and 
roundabouts at dangerous locations, the programme reduces the risk of crashes. Programmes of 
this sort are very effective, saving the community many times the cost of the relatively minor 
road improvements that are implemented. 

The Black Spot Programme makes an important contribution in reducing the national road toll 
under the National Road Safety Strategy and Action Plan. 
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The Australian Government has committed $500 million to the Black Spot Programme from 
2014-15 to 2018-19, which includes an additional $200 million over two years from 2015-16 
under the Infrastructure Growth Package to improve road safety across the nation. 

Amended Eligibility Criteria 

The Government has announced changes to the programme’s eligibility criteria for 2015-16 and 
2016-17 aimed at assisting local communities to compete for this additional funding over the 
next two years. 

Under the new criteria, the minimum Benefit Cost Ratio for proposals has been reduced from 2:1 
to 1:1. In addition, the minimum crash history of sites has been reduced from 3 to 2 casualty 
crashes over five years or 0.13 casualty crashes per kilometre per year over 5 years.  

The criteria has also been amended to allow more funding for the proactive treatment of unsafe 
roads. Consultative Panels will able to allocate up to 40% of funding to sites on the basis of a 
road safety audit. 

The Government has also guaranteed that at least 50 per cent of funding provided over the next 
two years will be dedicated to fixing roads in regional Australia. 
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CORPORATE SERVICES

ASSET MANAGEMENT POLICY AND ASSET MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting

14 JUNE 2016

MG:JB 

1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Asset Management is critical to managing the business of Council and its service delivery to the 
community.  The Asset Management Policy and the Asset Management Strategy are part of the broader 
Asset Management framework that provides information to allow Council to make better informed decisions 
on the services council delivers through the assets it creates and maintains.

RECOMMENDATION:

That Central Highland Regional Council approve the Asset Management Policy and the Asset Management 
Strategy.  

INTRODUCTION

Asset Management is critical to managing the business of Council and its service delivery to the 
community.  The Asset Management Policy and the Asset Management Strategy are part of the broader 
Asset Management framework that provides information to allow Council to make better informed decisions 
on the services council delivers through the assets it creates and maintains.

BACKGROUND:

Significant progress has been achieved over the last 18 months in progressing Council towards having an 
integrated asset management system.  This is further evidenced by an increase in core maturity against the 
National Asset Management Framework to approximately 70%.  

The policy and strategy are part of the basis for asset management and will be supported by plans and the 
roadmap to guide ongoing implementation and improvement to managing assets and services.

We are now in a position to have a suite of Asset Management Plans (AMP’s) for all major asset classes.  
These Asset Management Plans have a range of important financial sustainability information within them 
which include a snapshot of financial and engineering indicators as at the 30/06/2015. 

These plans, importantly, contain comparisons of funding for the Long Term Financial Plan and what 
funding is required to maintain our assets at their current condition. 

The AMP’s are supported by a decision making framework we refer to as the Business Process Models.  
These contain asset hierarchies and methodologies for condition assessment, maintenance and renewal 
intervention criteria and draft service levels.  These business process models have been developed and 
agreed upon via many workshops attended by all asset custodians and key staff. 

One of the learnings in the development of an integrated asset management system has been the 
importance of data integrity and balancing the level of effort to achieve a desired level of accuracy.  We 
continue to refine historic data collection in combination with new financial valuations of our assets.  
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As we move forward in the implementation of the strategy and roadmap we will be able to demonstrate 
more confidence in our data.  By utilising the predictive modelling capability, our Asset Management 
System will be able to analyse long term impacts on asset conditions and service levels with associated 
funding options.  This will ensure Council has the relevant information available at both a strategic and 
operational level to minimise costs and maximise value to the ratepayer.    

COMMENT:

Councils own mission statement is that ‘we will provide services and assets responsibly’ and therefore the 
proposed vision of Asset Management within Central Highlands Regional Council is to:

 Build and Maintain Quality Infrastructure.
 Provide the community with assets that balance their expectations and affordability by defining 

service levels.
 Provide assets that meet technical standards.
 Meet legislative requirements for Asset Management. 
 Provide structure to effectively manage the asset life cycle.

Central Highlands Asset Management Policy
Council acknowledges that assets (particularly infrastructure assets) support its core business of delivering 
services to the Central Highlands community. The Central Highlands Regional Council is committed to 
ensuring that infrastructure and services are provided in a sustainable manner, with appropriate levels of 
service to residents and visitors.

Council is committed to the adoption of sound asset management practices and processes which will 
significantly contribute to the achievement of our mission – ‘we will provide services and assets 
responsibly’. 

Significant and on-going expenditure is required to maintain existing infrastructure, it is important that 
Council employs high-level asset management skills and practices to ensure that its asset-intensive 
services are delivered economically and sustainably.

Council remains committed to managing its assets from a ‘whole of life’ perspective in accordance with 
recognised industry practice. Council recognises the need to establish an appropriate balance between the 
creation of new assets and the maintenance of its existing asset base. 

This includes reducing the gap between current expenditure on infrastructure maintenance and renewal 
and the level of expenditure required to ensure on-going infrastructure sustainability. 

This will require the integration of Council’s asset management plans with its long term community and 
financial plans and the consideration of total life cycle costs for new or enhanced services. Furthermore, 
Council recognises that levels of service need to be set to balance the community’s needs and 
expectations with Council’s ability to fund both now and into the future.

Asset Custodians must adhere to asset management principles that are classified according to 
the four domains as illustrated in Table 1.

      Table 1

Asset 
Management 
Domain

Guiding Principles
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Accountability 
and
Direction

 The management of assets aligns with the Council’s vision and conforms to 
corporate policy, strategy and plans for the provision of asset based services 
to the community.

 A multi-disciplinary and consistent approach is taken to asset management 
in accordance with Council’s Asset Management Framework.

 Accountability for the management of Council owned or controlled assets is 
unambiguous, accepted and met.

 Asset management industry standards are used where appropriate and 
adapted if necessary to maintain organisational consistency.

Asset 
Information
Management

 Asset information is managed in accordance with Council’s information 
management and asset management standards and policies.

 Assets under the control of Council are identified and recorded in a 
register with the level of detail and accuracy being based on:

1) Statutory requirements; and then
2) Risk management requirements; and then
3) Cost/benefit.

 Statutory requirements for external reporting are met (as a minimum).

Lifecycle
Management

 Assets are managed from a whole-of-life perspective (i.e. from planning and 
design to disposal).

 Assets are managed to achieve the lowest possible whole-of-life cost whilst 
controlling exposure to risk and loss of service.

 Assets   are   managed   in   support   of   the   development   of   
sustainable communities and are capable of adapting to changing 
environmental and social conditions.

 Statutory requirements for asset management planning are met (as a 
minimum).

Service Level
Management

 A planned approach is taken to the impacts of growth and demographic 
change through demand management and asset investment using an 
agreed growth and demographic model.

 Current and desired levels of service are defined for asset based services 
that consider: community expectations; legislative and technical 
requirements; the cost of service and economic, environmental and social 
sustainability.

 Council is committed to funding infrastructure renewal requirements 
stated in the annually updated Total Asset Management Plan, to ensure the 
sustainability of the Region’s infrastructure base.

 Investment decisions for new/upgraded infrastructure will consider whole-
of- life costs, including specifying additional annual operations and 
maintenance costs as part of the defined approval process.

Asset Management Strategy and Roadmap
The objectives of the Asset Management Strategy and Roadmap are:
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 The development and maintenance of asset data to the level of accuracy relevant to the organisation 
needs and capabilities.

 To manage our assets to maximise benefits throughout the asset life cycle.
 To provide whole of organisation accountability for the management of assets 
 To review, audit and improve our systems to continuously enhance asset management processes 

within the organisation.
 To provide the means for community consultation to determine the most appropriate levels of service.
 To conform to asset maturity standards, progressing from core to advanced. 

Council is currently practising asset management to varying degrees across the organisation.  The Strategy 
and roadmap provides direction for the improvement of the asset management process within Council to 
achieve consistency in approach and outcomes. This plan for improvement includes tasks over and above 
current operations related to asset management across the organisation.  

Asset Management is a cross functional discipline with various responsibilities within the asset life cycle 
undertaken by different departments of Council. To ensure combined input and consultation within the 
organisation, the establishment of an Asset Management Steering Group is recommended with 
representation from all operational departments. The steering group should be chaired by the Manager of 
Asset Management. 

The first step in the roadmap is the formal implementation of the Asset Management Steering Group. It will 
be this group’s responsibility to facilitate the implementation of this strategy. The suggested representation 
is:
 Manager – Asset Management (Chair)
 Manager – Finance (proxy Chair)
 General Manager – Corporate Services
 General Manager – Infrastructure and Utilities
 General Manager – Communities
 General Manager – Commercial Services

The role of the steering group is to facilitate the strategy and roadmap and to report on progress to 
Council’s Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee and to the Audit Committee.  The steering group 
has the authority to plan, coordinate and direct resources to progress the implantation of the strategy and 
roadmap. 

The success of the Asset Management Strategy will be identified where:

 Council can demonstrate improvement from “core” to “advanced” level of maturity within the term of this 
strategy, i.e. four (4) years;

 The corporate asset management risk level is reduced to an acceptable level through appropriate 
mitigation and/or treatment;

 Sufficient evidence of ongoing sustainability in both financial and infrastructure asset terms has been 
obtained.

CONSIDERATIONS: (Compliance/Risk Management)

Statutory:
104 of the Local Government Act (2009) and sections 167 and 168 of the Local Government 
Regulation (2012).  

Policy:
Asset Management Policy

Financial: (Including whole of life costs where applicable)
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Compliance with the Asset Management Policy ensures whole of life costs are considered in the 
construction of new assets and services 

Social:
Social impacts are considered by way of the 4 pillars of Asset Management, specifically Service 
Level Management, whereby we will:
 Establish service delivery needs and define service levels in consultation with the community
 Establish quality and cost standards for services to be delivered from assets
 Regularly review their services in consultation with the community to determine the financial 

impact of a reduction, maintenance or increase in service

Corporate Plan:
2 Building and Maintaining Quality Infrastructure (Well connected, well serviced, well planned)
6 Strong Governance (Confidence, accountability, stability)
7 Workplace of Excellence (A leading culture, living our values, a great place to work)

RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT:
This risk management analysis pertains to the context of Council supporting the recommendation and 
implementing same.
 

Operational:
The asset management policy and strategy will allow council to manage operational risks with the 
creation and delivery of services the management of infrastructure and assets

Strategic:
Adoption of the strategy will provide a basis for Council to ensure consistency in its management of 
assets and delivery of services

Reputation:
The asset management policy and strategy provides the platform to consistently manage the risks 
associated with managing assets and services expectations of the broader community and key 
stakeholders

Project:
n/a

Political:
The asset management policy and strategy provides guidance in decision making in relation the 
creation of assets and the delivery of services

Environmental:
The policy and strategy will support consistent application of principles associated with asset 
management and service delivery across the external environment 

CONSULTATION / ENGAGEMENT:

The Asset Management Policy has been communicated to the Management Team for input.  The Asset 
Management Strategy and Roadmap will be communicated to whole of management team within the next 
quarter.  

WHOLE OF LIFE:

Compliance with the Asset Management Policy ensures whole of life costs are considered in the 
construction of new assets and services
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OPTIONS:

That Central Highland Regional Council approve the Asset Management Policy and the Asset Management 
Strategy

CONCLUSION:

That Central Highland Regional Council approve the Asset Management Policy and the Asset Management 
Strategy as Asset Management is critical to managing the business of Council and its service delivery to 
the community.  The Asset Management Policy and the Asset Management Strategy are part of the 
broader Asset Management framework that provides information to allow Council to make better informed 
decisions on the services council delivers through the assets it creates and maintains.

ATTACHMENTS:

Asset Management Policy V 1.00
Asset Management Strategy V 1.02
Asset Management Strategy Roadmap V 1.01

Margaret Gatt
Manager Asset Management

Jason Bradshaw
General Manager Corporate Services
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 COUNCIL POLICY 

Asset Management Policy 

POLICY NUMBER: [automated #] DEPARTMENT: Corporate Services 

EFFECTIVE DATE: 01 JULY 2016 UNIT: Asset Management 

 

1.0 Purpose and Scope 
 
This policy: 
 

• Specifies Central Highlands Regional Council’s overarching intentions and guiding principles for 
asset management. 
 

• Complies with the National Asset Management and Planning Framework as agreed by all State 
and Territory Planning Ministers in May 2009. 
 

• Informs Council’s strategic asset management planning and enables the development and 
implementation of long term Asset Management Plans. 
 

• Includes requirements for commitment to funding infrastructure renewal, legislative compliance 
and to the continual improvement of Council’s asset management performance. 

 
Asset Management at Council is the combination of management, financial, economic and technical 
practices applied to physical assets, with the objective of meeting the required levels of service in the 
most cost-effective and fit for purpose manner. 
 
This policy applies to all physical assets owned or controlled by Council, however in keeping with the 
Queensland State Government’s requirements, the initial focus will be given to Council’s long life 
infrastructure assets. Therefore the physical asset classes covered by this policy are categorised as 
followed: 
 

• Transport (Roads, Bridges & Major Culverts) 

• Flood Mitigation & Drainage 

• Water and Sewage Infrastructure 

• Buildings 

• Pathways 

• Site Improvements 

• Land 

• Plant & Vehicles  
 
Note: This policy does not include intangible assets, people, intellectual property and financial 
instruments. 

 
2.0 Reference 

 
Local Government Act 2009 
Local Government Regulation 2012 
Non-Current Asset Accounting Policy 
Project Decision Framework Policy 
Budget Policy 
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3.0 Definitions 

 
CEO refers to Chief Executive Officer 
 
Council refers to Central Highlands Regional Council 
 
The Act shall mean the Local Government Act 2009 (as amended). 
 
The Regulation shall mean the Local Government Regulation 2012 (as amended). 
 
Asset shall mean an item that has potential or actual value to an organisation. 
 
Asset Life Cycle refers to the life of an asset, beginning with the establishment of a need for it, 
through its acquisition, operation and any maintenance or upgrading, to its disposal. 
 
Asset Management refers to the systematic approach to manage assets through all lifecycle phases. 
This involves applying a combination of engineering, financial and other technical practices to the 
management of infrastructure; costs; opportunities; risks; and performance. 
 
 

4.0 Policy Statement 
 

Council acknowledges that assets (particularly infrastructure assets) support its core business of 

delivering services to the Central Highlands community. The Central Highlands Regional Council is 

committed to ensuring that infrastructure and services are provided in a sustainable manner, with 

appropriate levels of service to residents and visitors.  

Council is committed to the adoption of sound asset management practices and processes which will 

significantly contribute to the achievement of the regions vision. 

Significant and on-going expenditure is required to maintain existing infrastructure and it is important 

that Council employs high-level asset management skills and practices to ensure that its asset-

intensive services are delivered economically and sustainably. 
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Council is also committed to managing its assets from a ‘whole of life’ perspective in accordance with 

recognised industry practice. Council recognises the need to establish an appropriate balance between 

the creation of new assets and the maintenance of its existing asset base. This includes reducing the 

gap between current expenditure on infrastructure maintenance and renewal and the level of 

expenditure required to ensure on-going infrastructure sustainability.  

This will require the integration of Council’s asset management plans with its long term community and 

financial plans and the consideration of total life cycle costs for new or enhanced services. 

Furthermore, Council recognises that levels of service need to be set via a process that balances the 

community’s needs and expectations with Council’s ability to fund both now and in the future. 

In view of the above Council aspires to the following: 

“To develop and maintain asset management governance, skills, processes, technology and data in 

order to provide the desired level of service for present and future customers in the most cost 

effective and fit for purpose manner” 

Asset Custodians must adhere to asset management principles that are classified according to the four 

domains as illustrated in Table 1. 

 

 Table 1 

Asset 

Management 

Domain 

Guiding Principles 

Accountability 

and 
Direction 

• The management of assets aligns with the Council’s vision and conforms to 

corporate policy, strategy and plans for the provision of asset based services 

to the community. 

• An enterprise first, multi-disciplinary and consistent approach is taken to 

asset management in accordance with Council’s Asset Management 

Framework. 

• Accountability for the management of Council owned or controlled assets is 

unambiguous, accepted and met. 

• Asset management industry standards are used where appropriate and 

adapted if necessary to maintain organisational consistency. 

Asset 

Information 

Management 

• Asset information is managed in accordance with Council’s information 

management and asset management standards and policies. 

• Assets under the control of Council are identified and recorded in a 

register with the level of detail and accuracy being based on: 

1) Statutory requirements; and then 

2) Risk management requirements; and then 

3) Cost/benefit. 

• Statutory requirements for external reporting are met (as a minimum). 
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Asset 

Management 

Domain 

Guiding Principles 

Lifecycle 
Management 

• Assets are managed from a whole-of-life perspective (i.e. from planning and 

design to disposal). 

• Assets are managed to achieve the lowest possible whole-of-life cost whilst 

controlling exposure to risk and loss of service. 

• Assets   are   managed   in   support   of   the   development   of   

sustainable communities and are capable of adapting to changing 

environmental and social conditions. 

• Statutory requirements for asset management planning are met (as a 

minimum). 

Service Level 
Management 

• A planned approach is taken to the impacts of growth and demographic 

change through demand management and asset investment using an 

agreed growth and demographic model. 

•  Current and desired levels of service are defined for asset based services 

that consider: community expectations; legislative and technical 

requirements; the cost of service and economic, environmental and social 

sustainability. 

•  Council is committed to funding infrastructure renewal requirements stated in 

the annually updated Total Asset Management Plan, to ensure the 

sustainability of the Region’s infrastructure base. 

•  Investment decisions for new/upgraded infrastructure will consider whole-of- 

life costs, including specifying additional annual operations and maintenance 

costs as part of the defined approval process. 

 
 
5.0 Policy Review  
 

All policies will be reviewed at least bi-annually or when any of the following evaluations occur: 
 

• Relevant legislation, regulations, standards and policies are amended or replaced; and 
 

• Other circumstances as determined from time to time by the Chief Executive Officer or through 
a resolution of Council. 

 
This policy is nominated to be reviewed on: ____________ 
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Schedule of Changes & Amendments 

Version Date Changes/Amendments Author 

V0.1  Initial Draft  

V0.2 30/05/16 Some minor changes and suggestions MG 

V0.3 02/06/16 Changes made. Maturity updated JB 

V0.4 04/06/2016 Minor amendments JB 

V0.5 05/06/2016 Amended Asset Condition Status JB 

V0.6 6/06/2016 Draft Revision CHRC NN 

V1.02 6/06/2016 Prepared for Endorsement CHRC NN 

NB: 

1. Primary number changes to Versions (eg V1.0 to V2.0) will be made when the document 

undergoes its regular review and when significant changes are made to standards and 

guidelines for inspections, intervention levels or work. 

2. Secondary number changes (V1.0 to V1.1) will apply to minor amendments that do not 

materially impact the document and are intended only to clarify or update issues. 
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1 Strategy Background 

1.1 Purpose of the Asset Management Strategy 

The Asset Management Strategy provides a roadmap for the implementation and operation of Asset 

Management within Council providing the direction to achieve the outcomes required to meet the 

asset management standards desired by Council or imposed on it. The Strategy is aimed at guiding 

Council from the current position, through core asset management maturity to advanced asset 

management maturity in defined stages over a number of years. 

 

The Strategy is essential for Council to understand: 

 

• What needs to be done 

• How it will be done (implemented) 

• Define the resources and funding required 

• Governance of the above items 

 

 

Inherent in the above points is the understanding of: 

• Current asset base across Council 

• Current expenditure on assets 

• Risks associated with Asset Management 

• Knowledge of the current status of Asset Management within Council 

 

1.2 Asset Management Drivers 

The need to practise good asset management is driven by Council’s aims of: 

• Maintaining good governance within Council 

• Seeking the best return on investment 

• Protecting assets for future generations 

• Ensuring effective expenditure on assets 

• Compliance with Legislative requirements 

 

Ideally through fulfilling the first four drivers compliance with legislative requirements is automatic. 

 

1.3 Scope of the Asset Management Strategy 

The Asset Management Strategy encompasses all assets currently owned by council. 

 

This Strategy is a high level document and does not include a high level of detail of each asset class 

however provides a framework for asset management at an organisational level. 

 

1.4 Other Council Strategies and Policies 

The Asset Management Strategy is not a standalone policy. It compliments numerous other polices 

such as Corporate Governance, Financial Sustainability etc.  It should also be read in conjunction 

with the individual asset class Asset Management Plans and Business Processes. 
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2 Current Asset Status in Central Highlands Regional Council   

2.1 Current Asset Status 

The Value of the CHRC asset by class are shown in the following table. The figures are as 30/06/2015 

and will be updated post 2016/2017 budget. 

Asset Class 

Percentage 

of Asset 

Base 

Replacement 

Value ($) 

Annual 

Depreciation 

Expense ($) 

Accumulated 

Depreciation 

($) 

Written Down 

Value ($) 

Overall 
100% $1,508,312,482 $24,027,112 $230,956,876 $1,277,355,606 

Airports 
3.2% $47,544,220 $782,511 $4,916,067 $42,628,153 

Buildings 
10.8% $163,069,945 $1,951,946 $10,685,895 $152,384,050 

Plant and Vehicles 
4.0% $60,941,647 $5,157,581 $26,365,010 $34,576,637 

Recreational 
Activities and Site 

Improvements 
2.4% $36,825,473 $636,898 $3,812,704 $33,012,769 

Saleyards 
0.5% $6,838,724 $473,664 $975,843 $5,862,881 

Transport 
53.1% $801,390,248 $9,291,351 $77,908,018 $723,482,230 

Waste 
0.4% $5,943,658 $115,425 $1,457,309 $4,486,349 

Water and Sewer 
25.6% $385,758,567 $5,617,736 $10,4836,030 $28,0922,537 

 

 

        

The average condition currently shows assets are in an excellent condition. The Transport and Water 

& Sewerage classes show an abnormally high proportion of assets at condition “Fair”. These 

condition ratings will be verified as part of the data verification exercise planned. Unverified data in 

its current form indicates the possibility of a significant spike in renewals in a few years’ time which 

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Airports

Buildings

Plant and Vehicles

Recreational Facilities

Saleyards

Transport

Waste

Water and Sewerage

Average Asset Condition for each Asset Class

Poor (5-4) Fair (3) Good (1-2)

3.2% 10.8%
4.0%

2.4%
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53.1%

0.4%

25.6%

Asset Composition by Replacement Value
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Plant and Vehicles Recreational Activities
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may not be an accurate estimate of future renewal obligations and will depend on the accuracy of 

initial asset condition ratings and assumptions. 

 

Note that the Plant and Vehicle asset class operates on a cyclical replacement strategy and the 

condition is not measured in the same manner as with the other asset classes. Condition is 

measured purely by age.
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2.2 Asset Hierarchy 

CHRC Total Asset Management Plan

Manager, Asset Management

Sealed Roads

Unsealed Roads

Bridges

Kerb and Gutter

Culvert and 

Floodways

Stormwater 

Drainage

Footpaths

Land

Buildings

Site 

Improvements

Roads

Plant and Vehicle Land

Buildings

Site 

Improvements

Roads

Land

Buildings

Site 

Improvements

(W) Water Mains

(W) Meters & 

Services

(W) Water Pumps

(W) Civil Works

Buildings

Site 

Improvements

Buildings

Site 

Improvements

(W) Mechanical 

and Electrical

(S) Sewer Mains

(S) Sewer Pumps

(S) Civil Works

(S) Mechanical 

and Electrical
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2.3 Asset Funding Levels 

The following table provides the comparison between desired capital expenditure (SPI and age based renewal) and planned capital expenditure (10 year capital 

plan) for the next 10 years and QTC model. 

 

Required Renewals based on asset replacement dates incorporating SPI condition indexes. The renewal value is based on the replacement value. Possible data quality issues include: 

 

Comparison based on renewal only, upgrade will also have a renewal component but the % split cannot be determined. 

Renewal costing based on full replacement of the asset component, this may be overstated or understated when looking at long life assets or assets which receive partial renewals. 

 

Plant and Vehicle Airport Waste Saleyards Building Parks and Rec Transport Water and Sewer

Planned Renewal 64,087,817 6,650,000 1,625,000 455,000 36,556,000 2,319,560 147,536,715 42,355,000

Required Renewal 86,669,322 8,138,000 154,020 1,245,000 4,804,000 2,703,000 101,865,000 81,350,700

Planned Upgrade - 5,480,000 75,000 - 7,643,000 20,480,000 15,945,449 -

Planned New - 16,480,000 20,978,000 1,075,000 11,275,000 10,900,000 4,825,000 58,532,000

 -

 20,000,000

 40,000,000

 60,000,000

 80,000,000

 100,000,000

 120,000,000

 140,000,000

 160,000,000
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2.4 Asset Ratios 

The CHRC Overall Asset Financial Ratios are detailed below.  These are based on the Queensland 

Treasury Corporation indices. 

 

Ratio Ratio Target Met? 

Asset 

Consumption 

Ratio 

85% 

Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 50%.   

Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75%. 

Yes 

 

Asset 

Sustainability 

Ratio 

93% 

Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 90%.  

Standard is improving if this ratio is between 90% and 

110%. 

Yes 

Asset Renewal 

Funding Ratio 

95% 

Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95%.  

 

Standard is improving if one of the below is met: 

• This ratio is between 95% and 105%. 

• ‘Asset Sustainability Ratio’ is between 90% and 

110%. 

• ‘Asset Consumption Ratio’ is between 50% and 75% 

Yes 

 

2.5 CHRC Asset Systems 

The following corporate systems are in use at Central Highlands Regional Council- 

• Finance System – Authority (under review) 

• Asset System - Assetic 

• Geographical Information System - Chimp 

• Customer Request Management System - Authority 

• Field Data Collection System - Reflect 

 

2.6 Maturity Level of Council’s Asset Management Systems 

The asset management maturity of an organisation is a subjective self-assessment based on internal 

knowledge. A number of models have been developed to assist organisations carry out a review that 

is relatively consistent and repeatable. These models pose a number of questions to the 

organisation, and score the results to create a maturity level in a number of key areas.  Appendix A 

provides a more detailed description of the maturity measures. 

CHRC has undertaken three maturity assessments since 2011. The basis of the analysis in 2011 and 

2013 has been compared to the analysis undertaken in 2016. Although the 2011 and 2013 are not 

absolutely directly comparable to the 2016 assessment, they are close enough to give an indication 

of progress. The 2016 analysis is based the National Asset Management Framework, and facilitated 

by Assetic. The following is a summary of the results for Core Level of maturity only. 
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The aggregated scores for the three assesments are: 

 

 

This Asset Management Strategy provides the roadmap to further improve asset management 

maturity within CHRC and to aim for advanced level within 4 years as depicted in the graph below. 

This shows an appreciable increase in the maturity of CHRC Asset Management since 2013. The 

aggregated score does suggest that core level of asset maturity has been obtained. However there 

are areas that are below core level requiring attention. The scores by area is shown in the radar 

graph below. 

To achieve the desired improvement and the goal of advanced level in four years focus effort is 

required along with whole of organisational support. 

 

Year 2011 2013 2016 

Score 47% 44% 70% 

0
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Measured by Percentage
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The further the graph form the centre the better the maturity. It can clearly be seen that the 2016 

maturity assessment shows a major improvement except for three subject areas: Resources, Capital 

Works Planning and Annual Budgeting and GIS Functionality.  

Despite the improvement these results show a reasonable gap to be overcome across numerous of 

the identified measures to achieve ‘core’ level of maturity. 

It is recommended that the NAMS.Plus 3 maturity model be adopted to quantify Council’s 

development of Asset Management maturity over time. 

The Institute of Public Works Engineers Australia (IPWEA) have invested significantly in 

documentation and systems to assist councils in the application of asset management. Part of their 

development includes a Strategic Asset Management Tool, NAMS.Plus. It is currently at version 3.0. 

This tool conforms to asset management recommendations and standards such as the International 

Infrastructure Management Manual (IIMM), the Australian Infrastructure Financial Management 

Manual (AIFMM) and ISO 55001.  

The following are more justifications for the adoption of the NAMS.Plus maturity model : 

• It is widely used by councils across Australia and New Zealand, providing a large pool of 

knowledge and readily available assistance 

• Comparisons can be made between councils 

• It is accepted by the state and federal auditors 

• It is free to councils who contribute to IPWEA’s National Asset Management System (NAMS) 

• It provides some objectivity to the process and measure of continuing improvement. 

•  A risk analysis forms part of the process 

• A task list is created defining all tasks required to achieve core level of maturity 
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3 Strategy 

3.1 Vision 

The Vision of Asset Management within Central Highlands Regional Council is to: 

• Build and Maintain Quality Infrastructure. 

• Define and deliver services that balance the communities expectations and councils 

affordability to pay  

• Plan and deliver with assets to the community that balance their expectations and Council’s 

ability to fund by defining service levels. 

• Provide assets that meet technical standards. 

• Meet legislative requirements for Asset Management.  

• Provide the organisational structure to effectively manage the asset life cycle. 

• Ensure affordability of assets, both new and existing. 

Good asset management practise is aimed at ensuring future viability of assets. This aligns with the 

Council’s vision of “Working today, Growing tomorrow”, and more specifically Councils mission 

statement ‘we will provide services and assets responsibly’. 

3.2 Objectives 

The objectives of the strategy are 

• Conduct service level review internally to determine fit for purpose, efficiencies and 

effectiveness 

• Engage with the community on desired levels of service, the cost to deliver and Council’s 

ability to fund. 

• Develop and maintain asset data to the level of accuracy relevant to the organisation needs 

and capabilities. 

• Provide management of the assets to maximise benefits throughout the asset life cycle. 

• Provide whole of organisation accountability for management of assets  

• Provide review, audit and improvement systems to continuously enhance asset 

management practice within the organisation. 

• Provide means for community consultation to determine the most appropriate levels of 

service. 

• Conform to asset maturity standards, starting with Core Level and progressing to Advanced 

Level. 

 

3.3 Performance and Outcomes 

3.3.1 Performance 

The success of the Asset Management Strategy will be identified where: 

• Council can demonstrate improvement from “core” to “advanced” level of maturity within 

the term of this strategy, ie 4 years; 

• The corporate asset management risk level is reduced to an acceptable level through 

appropriate mitigation and/or treatment; 

• Sufficient evidence of ongoing sustainability in both financial and infrastructure asset terms 

has been obtained. 
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3.3.2 Strategic Outcomes 

There are four strategic outcomes for asset management which are detailed below. 

A. Accountability and direction within the organisation 

B. Asset Information Management 

C. Asset Life Cycle Management 

D. Service Level Management 

 

A. Accountability and Direction 

Strategic Outcomes 

• Asset Management accountabilities are defined, understood and accepted along with clear 

direction for asset management improvement. 

Performance Indicators 

• Asset Maturity Assessment  

• Aggregated Corporate Risk score. 

Key Actions 

• Develop and adopt an Asset Management Policy and Strategy in accordance with 

Commonwealth and State Government requirements. 

• Clarify and agree asset management accountabilities, roles and responsibilities across the 

organisation. 

• Review and revise asset management governance arrangements where appropriate. 

• Develop an asset management improvement program focussed initially on the achievement 

of core level of asset management and then the progression of the improvement actions 

from core to advanced – therein referred to as the roadmap. 

 

B. Asset Information Management 

Strategic Outcomes 

• Quality asset information informs asset management decision making and supports 

improved asset management. 

Performance Indicators 

• Asset Maturity Assessment (roll-up of the Asset Information Management practice area of 

maturity assessment scores – Using the NAMS.Plus 3 maturity assessment model) 

Key Actions 

• Capture and maintain relevant, reliable and timely asset component data. 

• Identify, develop and implement appropriate data management skills training. 

• Develop and document a comprehensive asset data management framework. 

• Identify, develop and implement appropriate financial skills training. 

• Review and revise where appropriate the financial reporting framework as related to 

council’s non-current assets. 

• Ensure strong controls exist in relation to the asset component register(s) and that the 

functional asset management requirements are met.  
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• Provide guidance and support to the Asset Custodian in standards and integrity of data 

collection 

• Ensure that the functional maintenance, renewal and planning requirements are met. 

• Ensure that the functional condition and performance requirements are met. 

• Ensure that the functional risk management requirements are met. 

• Ensure that the functional work order management requirements are met. 

 

C. Asset Life Cycle Management 

 

Strategic Outcomes 

• Assets are managed from a “whole of asset life” perspective (i.e. from planning and design 

through to disposal) 

• Appropriate Performance Indicators established and measured 

• Asset Maturity Assessment (roll-up of the Asset Lifecycle Management practice area of 

maturity assessment scores – Using the NAMS.Plus 3 maturity assessment model) 

• Statutory reporting measures for Asset Management Plans. 

 

Key Actions 

• Capture and maintain relevant, reliable and timely unit rate information. 

• Develop and implement asset handover and acceptance controls. 

• Develop, implement and document condition assessment and defect identification 

procedures. 

• Capture and maintain fit-for-purpose asset condition and defect data. 

• Ensure that the operations, maintenance and renewals planning is underpinned by a robust 

risk management regime. 

• Develop and document operations and maintenance and renewal plans for inclusion in the 

Asset Management Plans. 

• Ensure that the planning for new assets and asset upgrades is based on whole of life 

analysis. 

• Ensure the long term financial plan is informed by projections in the Asset Management 

Plans 

• Ensure Asset Management Plans are developed in accordance with State Government’s 

guidelines 

• Identify, develop and implement appropriate asset management skills training. 

 

D. Service Level Management 

Strategic Outcomes 

• A Service Level approach is taken to ensure long term infrastructure and financial 

sustainability such as: 

o Establish service delivery needs and define service levels in consultation with the 

community 

o Establish quality and cost standards for services to be delivered from assets 
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o Regularly review their services in consultation with the community to determine the 

financial impact of a reduction, maintenance or increase in service 

Performance Indicators 

• Asset Maturity Assessment 

• Statutory Sustainability Indicators: 

o Asset sustainability ratio 

o Asset renewal funding ratio 

o Asset consumption ratio 

• These ratios need to be viewed in combination with whole of council financial ratios. 

 

Key Actions  

• Ensure that a consolidated population and demographic model is developed and 

maintained, and forms the basis of service demand forecasting across all asset classes. 

• Ensure service levels and costs be defined, documented and incorporated into Asset 

Management Plans 

• Ensure capital investment decisions are based on whole of life costs and balanced between 

new and renewal capital projects. 

• Develop and implement an integrated planning process that encompasses the Community 

Plan, Asset Management Plans and the Long Term Financial Plan. 

• Ensure appropriate sustainability measures are developed. 

 

The key outcomes of an asset management development and implementation of the asset strategy 

implementation plan for CHRC are: 

• Direction within the organisation providing Accountability and Responsibility by the 

introduction of an Asset Management Steering Group. 

• Consideration of an Asset Data Coordinator function within the asset management unit all 

asset data by providing direction and support to asset custodians in their efforts of data 

collection. 

3.3.3  Corporate Governance and Asset Management 

To provide impetus, and to promote continual improvement, it is essential that Council integrates 

the asset management considerations of this strategy with organised planning, resource allocation 

and performance management systems that govern council’s operations. 

3.3.4 Asset Management Strategy Reporting 

The asset strategy implementation progress will be reported monthly. The compilation of the report 

is the responsibility of the Manager: Asset Management. The report must be endorsed by the Asset 

Steering Group before presentation to Executive Management. 

3.3.5 Asset Management Strategy Review 

The Asset Management Strategy will be reviewed half yearly in the initial implementation stages to 

ensure the assumptions and recommendations are aligning with council policies and expectations. 

When core level of asset maturity is achieved the strategy should be review at least annually. 
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4 Implementation 

4.1 Implementation Plan 

Central Highlands Regional Council is currently practising asset management in the organisation. This 

Strategy document aims to provide direction for the improvement of the asset management process 

within Council. This plan for improvement includes tasks over and above the current day to day tasks 

related to asset management across the organisation.   

A top down approach is required to successfully implement this strategy. 

• CHRC Asset Management Strategy, the Asset Management Policy and Asset Management 

Plans will be endorsed before end of the 15/16 year. 

• The organisational responsibilities and accountabilities must be set in place to successfully 

proceed with the implementation of the strategy.  

• With above two items in place, details of the asset management strategy can be 

implemented. 

Asset Management is a cross functional discipline with various responsibilities within the asset life 

cycle undertaken by different departments of Council. To ensure combined input and consultation 

within the organisation an Asset Management Steering Group must be created with representation 

from all departments. The steering group should be chaired by the Manager: Asset Management.  

4.2 Asset Management Steering Group 

The first step in the implementation plan is to mobilise the Asset Management Steering Group. It will 

be this group’s responsibility to facilitate the implementation of this strategy. The group should 

consist of: 

• Manager – Asset Management (Chair) 

• Manager – Finance (proxy chair) 

• General Manager – Corporate Services 

• General Manager – Infrastructure and Utilities 

• General Manager – Communities 

• General Manager – Commercial Services 

The role of the steering group is facilitate the strategic plan implementation and to report on 

progress to Council’s executive. 

The steering group has the authority to plan, coordinate and direct resources to progress the 

implementation of the strategy and roadmap.  

4.3 Asset Documentation Approval 

A number of asset management documents have been created and are in the process of being 

approved.  Currently the expected date of approval is the 14
th

 of June 2016. 

These documents are living documents and will change regularly as more information and asset 

knowledge is developed. The basis of approval of relevant processes and the Documentation 

supporting them is that they provide a foundation to move forward in a process of continual 

improvement rather than representing the ultimate position. 

A previous Asset Management Strategy, compiled in August 2013, was not approved and 

consequently not implemented.  This highlights the importance of the endorsement, support of 
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processes and documentation by Council’s Executive to provide legitimacy and accountability to 

asset management.  

 

4.4 Responsibility and Accountability 

The essential element of the strategy is ensure organisational roles and responsibilities support the 

efficient functioning of Asset Management. In order to be an effective tool informing Council 

decision making, Asset Management must be a cross-functional process involving different 

departments within Council. Without a clear understanding within Council of responsibilities of each 

department, advancing asset management practise is very difficult. Acceptance of the 

responsibilities and accountabilities takes some time to develop within Council’s culture.  

The two major roles within Asset Management are: 

• The Asset Governance 

• The Asset Ownership / Custodian 

The Asset Governance role involves: 

• Adherence to policies and procedures 

• Adherence to legislative requirements 

• Financial sustainability 

• Insuring asset management activities are carried out by asset custodians 

• Providing programs of asset related tasks 

• Providing lists of assets requiring work 

Asset data governance 

• Administration of the asset system 

• Creating asset plans, asset business process, asset strategies 

• Identification of appropriate levels of service 

• Cross – council and cross – system data integrity 

• Asset Reporting 

The Asset Custodian role involves: 

• Collection of data for the asset systems 

• Verification of asset system outputs 

• Input into asset plans, asset business process, asset strategies 

• Ensuring technical adherence in the provision of infrastructure 

These roles are complementary and neither role has the ability to perform all tasks.  

These two main roles are supported by numerous other roles within the organisation: 

• Council  

• CEO and Executive 

• Steering Group 

• Finance Manager 

• GIS Manager 

• Design Services 

• Construction Services 

• Maintenance Services 
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• Corporate Communications 

A detailed role description is contained in Appendix C. One of the goals of the strategy is to have the 

understanding and acceptance of these roles embedded within the organisation. 

 

4.5 Performance Measurement 

To measure performance a baseline of the current position must be set. The recommended method, 

as used by IPWEA NAMS.Plus system, is to use a maturity spider diagram. This diagram highlights 

points of strengths and weaknesses and provides focus on the areas of improvement. An annual 

review using this tool would provide a solid indication of performance improvement. 

Additionally a Risk matrix must be created. The level of exposure is also a good indication as to the 

performance of the asset system. 

Both these tasks will be implemented as a matter of urgency. 

4.6 Asset Details 

4.6.1 Data Integrity 

Council currently maintains a database of the physical assets within the region as well as data on a 

GIS system.  There is a need to synchronise the data in the database (Assetic) and the GIS system to 

provide a single point of truth. Procedures must be put in place to keep the two sets of data 

synchronised. 

All data relating to the physical aspects of the assets must be accurate.  While Council does have an 

extensive data set of physical assets, it is recognised that data requires verification in certain 

instances. Current plans involve external asset inspectors verifying field data. A detailed plan, 

highlighting resource and financial requires, will be created targeting the physical asset data. The 

improvement of data must be an ongoing activity until the confidence level of the accuracy has 

reached acceptable levels in all asset classes. 

Council’s organisational structure must make provision for an asset data custodian. Ideally the role 

will reside within the asset management section creating a single point for accountability. The data 

custodian will work with data providers to ensure the data integrity. 

4.6.2 Levels of Service 

The levels of service have been documented in some detail in each asset class business process plan. 

This creates a foundation to work from in developing Levels of Service appropriate for the 

community. However these Levels of Service do need to be verified by internal consultation with the 

various departments and by external consultation with the asset users.  

Verification of service levels is an ongoing project that will require dedicated resources and funding. 

The Asset Management Steering Group will facilitate this project to validate the levels of service for 

public acceptability and affordability.  Engagement with the community on reviewing levels of 

service will require a communication strategy.  

4.6.3 Condition Assessment 

The individual business process models define the method of condition assessment in detail. These 

processes will be tested in the field and updated as necessary. It is essential to develop and use 

processes that provide consistent results. Inconsistencies between inspections could result in a 

perceived large changes or ‘spikes’ in future funding levels required.   
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Condition assessments are carried out at a network level where statistical sampling methods are 

used to assess conditions on small sections of the assets and then applied to the entire asset. The 

systems that utilise this information, Assetic for CHRC, can only analyse data and provide 

suggestions at a network level. Any output from a systems is predictive and must be verified in the 

field by the asset custodian. 

The current condition results show a bias towards an average condition for more than 50% of the 

assets. While the average condition is expected to be the most common, the validity of the results 

need to be confirmed.  In order to do this a dedicated plan for asset condition data collection and 

verification is to be implemented.  

The plan would entail: 

• Selecting a sample assets with a known condition to cover all condition ratings. 

• Carrying out a condition assessment according the guidelines set out in the business process 

models. The rating will be undertaken by a panel of three experienced assessors. 

• The condition assessment process will be audited practicality. 

• The condition assessment will be run through Council’s Asset Management Software - 

Assetic. 

• The results will be compared to the known results. 

• Modifications to the data collection and analysis process may need to be made. 

• The process will be iterative until the desired results, high confidence in condition data, are 

achieved. 

This process is necessary to provide the Council with expertise to understand the sensitivities of each 

data set and to provide confidence in the output.  

Condition data is also collected by means of automated data collection, for example for road assets 

by vehicles equipped with various recording instruments.  An automated process must be developed 

to transfer this data into Assetic. This data is very accurate and objective. Once the decision has 

been made to outlay the funding to invest in automated asset data collection methods, it is 

important to ensure that this data is used in Assetic. The extent of condition assessment to be 

conducted within an asset class, and the interval between condition assessments, needs to be 

determined prior to commencement of these activities to ensure they are targeted to achieve 

maximum benefit to asset management decision making. 

4.6.4 As Designed As Constructed Information 

The Asset System (and the Financial System) require detailed asset attribute data information 

immediately on completion of construction, renewal or donation of the asset. Process will be put in 

place to ensure that accurate asset attribute data is passed on to asset and financial systems in a 

timely manner. 

4.7 Asset Management Software Systems 

Asset Management is not a computer software system. Asset management is a whole of 

organisation process to effectively manage council assets. A software system is simply a tool to 

manage the high data volumes and complex calculations. To effectively manage assets a number of 

software systems are recommended: 

• Asset Management Software – Assetic used by CHRC 

• Financial System Software – Authority used by CHRC (under review) 

• GIS Software – CHIMP Used by CHRC 

• Maintenance Management Software – none in place at CHRC 

• Field Data Collection Software – Fields trials taking place with Reflect 
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• Customer Services Software – Authority used by CHRC 

The asset software, GIS software and financial software are critical systems for Central Highland 

Regional Council . The other systems are beneficial but not crucial to the successful operation of 

asset management. 

Assetic is a recognised asset management software system. For this system to be effective the 

organisation must have confidence in it and the data upon which it relies. The use of the system by 

Council has been intermittent until this year, where considerable effort is being expended in 

developing the capability of the system and its ability to support asset management decision making 

within Council. In order for Council to increase confidence in the benefits provided in the 

management of Council assets - 

• The data custodians must ensure data integrity going into the system for both physical data 

and condition data. 

• The Asset custodians must ensure the results produced by the system are valid through 

rigorous review. 

• The asset manager must provide regular validated reporting to Council’s executive. 

The strategy for optimising the use of the software tool Assetic is: 

• Ensure the accuracy of existing data in the system is reviewed and validated. 

• Create processes for ensuring validated data input. 

• Carry out validity testing of outputs (as described in condition data above). 

• Provide training to the all asset users on the use of the system applicable to their role. 

• Produce reports frequently and verify these reports in practise 

• Provide Council’s executive with regular output from the system, identifying the anticipated 

confidence limits of outputs and identifying measures undertaken to improve the accuracy 

of system outputs. 

• Identify a realistic time frame as to when the Council’s Asset Management System is 

considered to be mature. 

 

4.8 Strategy Financial and Resource Requirements 

Implementation of Asset Management Strategy requires additional funding and resources beyond 

the day to day operations of asset management.  Data verification, system verification and public 

consultation are expensive and require significant resourcing. As the detailed aspects of the 

implementation plan evolve, the funding and resourcing requirements will be developed. 

4.9 Detailed Roadmap for Each Asset Class 

The asset management actions for each asset class are contained in Appendix E. These actions form 

part of this strategy and will require development of a Gantt Chart to effectively project manage the 

tasks. The Asset Management Steering Group will be tasked with the development of the initial 

program of tasks within this Strategy in the form of a Gantt chart, and to control the program, 

ensuring it is continuously updated to reflect current Council priorities.  

4.10  Strategy Review 

The Asset Management Strategy will be reviewed annually to: 

• Build on the existing strategy 

• Modify areas requiring change 
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• Reflect changes in asset management technology and practises and maturity of Council’s 

systems 

• Reflect changes in council polices and financial situation. 

Performance against the strategy will be reviewed quarterly to ensure progress with current 

objectives and tasks. A quarterly report will be provided to Council via the Operational Plan. 
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5 Asset Management Appendices 
To support the Asset Management Strategy, the following appendices are available.  

• Appendix A - Maturity Assessment 

• Appendix B - Asset Condition Data Collection and Life Prediction. 

• Appendix E – Asset Management Roadmap 
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Glossary of Terms – provided to explain common terminology used within 

the Asset Management Strategy, the Total Asset Management Plan and 

Individual Plans 

Annual service cost 

(ASC) 

An estimate of the cost that would be tendered, per annum, if tenders were called for the 

supply of a service to a performance specification for a fixed term.  The Annual Service Cost 

includes operating, maintenance, depreciation, finance/ opportunity and disposal costs, less 

revenue. 

Asset class Grouping of assets of a similar nature and use in an entity's operations (AASB 166.37). 

Asset condition 

assessment 

The process of continuous or periodic inspection, assessment, measurement and 

interpretation of the resultant data to indicate the condition of a specific asset so as to 

determine the need for some preventative or remedial action. 

Asset management 

The combination of management, financial, economic, and engineering and other practices 

applied to physical assets with the objective of providing the required level of service in the 

most cost effective manner. 

Assets 

Future economic benefits controlled by the entity as a result of past transactions or other 

past events (AAS27.12).  

Property, plant and equipment including infrastructure and other assets (such as furniture 

and fittings) with benefits expected to last more than 12 month. 

Average annual asset 

consumption (AAAC) 

The amount of a local government’s asset base consumed during a year.  This may be 

calculated by dividing the Depreciable Amount (DA) by the Useful Life and totalled for each 

and every asset OR by dividing the Fair Value (Depreciated Replacement Cost) by the 

Remaining Life and totalled for each and every asset in an asset category or class. 

Capital expenditure 

Relatively large (material) expenditure, which has benefits, expected to last for more than 12 

months. Capital expenditure includes renewal, expansion and upgrade. Where capital 

projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total 

project cost needs to be allocated accordingly. 

Capital funding Funding to pay for capital expenditure. 

Capital grants 
Monies received generally tied to the specific projects for which they are granted, which are 

often upgrade and/or expansion or new investment proposals. 

Capital new 

expenditure 

Expenditure which creates a new asset providing a new service to the community that did not 

exist beforehand. As it increases service potential it may impact revenue and will increase 

future operating and maintenance expenditure. 

Capital renewal 

expenditure 

Expenditure on an existing asset, which returns the service potential or the life of the asset up 

to that which it had originally.  It is periodically required expenditure, relatively large 

(material) in value compared with the value of the components or sub-components of the 

asset being renewed.  As it reinstates existing service potential, it has no impact on revenue, 

but may reduce future operating and maintenance expenditure if completed at the optimum 

time, e.g. resurfacing or re-sheeting a material part of a road network, replacing a material 

section of a drainage network with pipes of the same capacity, resurfacing an oval.  Where 

capital projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, 

the total project cost needs to be allocated accordingly. 

Capital upgrade 

expenditure 

Expenditure, which enhances an existing asset to provide a higher level of service or 

expenditure that will increase the life of the asset beyond that which it had originally. 

Upgrade expenditure is discretional and often does not result in additional revenue unless 

direct user charges apply. It will increase operating and maintenance expenditure in the 

future because of the increase in the council’s asset base, e.g. widening the sealed area of an 

existing road, replacing drainage pipes with pipes of a greater capacity, enlarging a 

grandstand at a sporting facility. Where capital projects involve a combination of renewal, 

expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total project cost needs to be allocated 

accordingly. 

Carrying amount 
The amount at which an asset is recognised after deducting any accumulated depreciation / 

amortisation and accumulated impairment losses thereon. 

Class of assets See asset class definition 
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Component 
An individual part of an asset which contributes to the composition of the whole and can be 

separated from or attached to an asset or a system. 

Cost of an asset 

The amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of the consideration given to 

acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition or construction, plus any costs necessary to 

place the asset into service.  This includes one-off design and project management costs. 

Current replacement 

cost (CRC) / Current 

replacement value 

(CRV) 

The cost the entity would incur to acquire the asset on the reporting date.  The cost is 

measured by reference to the lowest cost at which the gross future economic benefits could 

be obtained in the normal course of business or the minimum it would cost, to replace the 

existing asset with a technologically modern equivalent new asset (not a second hand one) 

with the same economic benefits (gross service potential) allowing for any differences in the 

quantity and quality of output and in operating costs. 

Current Replacement 

Cost “As New” (CRC) 

The current cost of replacing the original service potential of an existing asset, with a similar 

modern equivalent asset, i.e. the total cost of replacing an existing asset with an as NEW or 

similar asset expressed in current dollar values. 

Cyclic Maintenance 

Replacement of higher value components/sub-components of assets that is undertaken on a 

regular cycle including repainting, building roof replacement, cycle, replacement of air 

conditioning equipment, etc.  This work generally falls below the capital/ maintenance 

threshold and needs to be identified in a specific maintenance budget allocation.  

Depreciable amount 
The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for its cost, less its residual value (AASB 

116.6) 

Depreciated 

replacement cost (DRC) 

The current replacement cost (CRC) of an asset less, where applicable, accumulated 

depreciation calculated on the basis of such cost to reflect the already consumed or expired 

future economic benefits of the asset 

Depreciation / 

amortisation 

The systematic allocation of the depreciable amount (service potential) of an asset over its 

useful life. 

Economic life See useful life definition. 

Expenditure The spending of money on goods and services. Expenditure includes recurrent and capital. 

Fair value / Written 

Down Value (WDV) 

The amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between 

knowledgeable, willing parties, in an arm’s length transaction. 

Greenfield asset values  Asset (re)valuation values based on the cost to initially acquire the asset. 

Heritage asset 

An asset with historic, artistic, scientific, technological, geographical or environmental 

qualities that is held and maintained principally for its contribution to knowledge and culture 

and this purpose is central to the objectives of the entity holding it. 

Impairment Loss The amount by which the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount. 

Infrastructure assets 

Physical assets of the entity or of another entity that contribute to meeting the public's need 

for access to major economic and social facilities and services, e.g. roads, drainage, footpaths 

and cycleway. These are typically large, interconnected networks or portfolios of composite 

assets.  The components of these assets may be separately maintained, renewed or replaced 

individually so that the required level and standard of service from the network of assets is 

continuously sustained. Generally the components and hence the assets have long lives.  They 

are fixed in place and are often have no market value. 

Investment property 

Property held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both, rather than for: 

(a) use in the production or supply of goods or services or for administrative purposes; or 

(b) sale in the ordinary course of business (AASB 140.5) 

Level of service 

The defined service quality for a particular service against which service performance may be 

measured.  Service levels usually relate to quality, quantity, reliability, responsiveness, 

environmental, acceptability and cost). 

Life Cycle Cost  

The life cycle cost (LCC) is average cost to provide the service over the longest asset life cycle. 

It comprises annual maintenance and asset consumption expense, represented by 

depreciation expense. The Life Cycle Cost does not indicate the funds required to provide the 

service in a particular year. 
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Life Cycle Expenditure  

The Life Cycle Expenditure (LCE) is the actual or planned annual maintenance and capital 

renewal expenditure incurred in providing the service in a particular year.  Life Cycle 

Expenditure may be compared to Life Cycle Expenditure to give an initial indicator of life cycle 

sustainability. 

Maintenance and 

renewal gap 

Difference between estimated budgets and projected expenditures for maintenance and 

renewal of assets, totalled over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years). 

Maintenance and 

renewal sustainability 

index 

Ratio of estimated budget to projected expenditure for maintenance and renewal of assets 

over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years). 

Maintenance 

expenditure 

Recurrent expenditure, which is periodically or regularly required as part of the anticipated 

schedule of works required to ensure that the asset achieves its useful life and provides the 

required level of service. It is expenditure, which was anticipated in determining the asset’s 

useful life. 

Materiality 

An item is material is its omission or misstatement could influence the economic decisions of 

users taken on the basis of the financial report.  Materiality depends on the size and nature of 

the omission or misstatement judged in the surrounding circumstances. 

Modern equivalent 

asset. 

A structure similar to an existing structure and having the equivalent productive capacity, 

which could be built using modern materials, techniques and design.  Replacement cost is the 

basis used to estimate the cost of constructing a modern equivalent asset. 

Non-revenue 

generating investments 

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the 

community that are not expected to generate any savings or revenue to the Council, e.g. 

parks and playgrounds, footpaths, roads and bridges, libraries, etc. 

Operating expenditure 
Recurrent expenditure, which is continuously required excluding maintenance and 

depreciation, e.g. power, fuel, staff, plant equipment, on-costs and overheads. 

Planned Maintenance 

Repair work that is identified and managed through a maintenance management system 

(MMS).  MMS activities include inspection, assessing the condition against failure/breakdown 

criteria/experience, prioritising scheduling, actioning the work and reporting what was done 

to develop a maintenance history and improve maintenance and service delivery 

performance.  

Rate of annual asset 

consumption 

A measure of average annual consumption of assets (AAAC) expressed as a percentage of the 

depreciable amount (AAAC/DA).  Depreciation may be used for AAAC. 

Rate of annual asset 

renewal 

A measure of the rate at which assets are being renewed per annum expressed as a 

percentage of depreciable amount (capital renewal expenditure/DA). 

Rate of annual asset 

upgrade 

A measure of the rate at which assets are being upgraded and expanded per annum 

expressed as a percentage of depreciable amount (capital upgrade/expansion 

expenditure/DA). 

Reactive maintenance 
Unplanned repair work that carried out in response to service requests and 

management/supervisory directions. 

Recoverable amount The higher of an asset's fair value, less costs to sell and its value in use. 

Recurrent expenditure 
Relatively small (immaterial) expenditure or that which has benefits expected to last less than 

12 months. Recurrent expenditure includes operating and maintenance expenditure. 

Recurrent funding Funding to pay for recurrent expenditure. 

Rehabilitation See capital renewal expenditure definition above. 

Remaining life 
The time remaining until an asset ceases to provide the required service level or economic 

usefulness.  Age plus remaining life is economic life. 

Renewal See capital renewal expenditure definition above. 

Residual value 
The net amount which an entity expects to obtain for an asset at the end of its useful life 

after deducting the expected costs of disposal. 

Revenue generating 

investments 

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the 

community that are expected to generate some savings or revenue to offset operating costs, 

e.g. public halls and theatres, childcare centres, sporting and recreation facilities, tourist 

information centres, etc. 
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Risk management  

The application of a formal process to the range of possible values relating to key factors 

associated with a risk in order to determine the resultant ranges of outcomes and their 

probability of occurrence. 

Section or segment A self-contained part or piece of an infrastructure asset.  

Service potential 

The capacity to provide goods and services in accordance with the entity's objectives, 

whether those objectives are the generation of net cash inflows or the provision of goods and 

services of a particular volume and quantity to the beneficiaries thereof.  

Service potential 

remaining 

A measure of the remaining life of assets expressed as a percentage of economic life.  It is 

also a measure of the percentage of the asset’s potential to provide services that are still 

available for use in providing services (DRC/DA). 

Strategic Management 

Plan 

Documents Council objectives for a specified period (3-5 years), the principle activities to 

achieve the objectives, the means by which that will be carried out, estimated income and 

expenditure, measures to assess performance and how rating policy relates to the Council’s 

objectives and activities. 

Sub-component Smaller individual parts that make up a component part. 

Useful life 

Either:  

(a) the period over which an asset is expected to be available for use by an entity, or 

(b) the number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by the 

entity. 

It is estimated or expected time between placing the asset into service and removing it from 

service, or the estimated period of time over which the future economic benefits embodied in 

a depreciable asset, are expected to be consumed by the council. It is the same as the 

economic life. 

Value in Use 

The present value of estimated future cash flows expected to arise from the continuing use of 

an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life.  It is deemed to be depreciated 

replacement cost (DRC) for those assets whose future economic benefits are not primarily 

dependent on the asset's ability to generate new cash flows, where if deprived of the asset its 

future economic benefits would be replaced. 
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Appendix E – CHRC Asset Management Roadmap  

1 Summary 
 

The following table contains a high level summary of tasks by time. 

Timeframe Milestone 

January – June 2016 • Propose Council adoption of the individual class Asset Management Plans. 

• Propose Council adoption of the Total Asset Management Plan 

• Propose Council adoption of the Asset Management Strategy 

• Assess the structure and resources within Council, to ensure that the AMP can be effectively implemented.� 

• Establish Asset Management Champions Group� 

• Train Asset Management Champions in MyData, Strategic Maintenance Planner and MyPredictor� 

• Review finance system to capture expenditure against all types of maintenance – whether proactive or reactive� 

• Pilot effective works management, asset inspection (works and AM) integrated with spatial, finance and AM systems. 

• Pilot asset in field (mobile) data collection program � 

• Define criticality frameworks for each asset class� 

• Commence business requirements scoping for integration of the Assetic Assets and GIS Systems� 

• Review the Buildings data in Assetic Assets to determine what additional information needs to be collected for supporting 

management of the assets. � 

July – Sept 2016 • Establish an Asset Management Steering Group 

• Clarify and agree asset management accountabilities, roles and responsibilities across the organisation. 

• Review and revise asset management governance arrangements where appropriate. 

• Review the AMP post 16/17 budget adoption and amend to recognise any changes to the LTFP. 

• Develop an asset management improvement program focussed progressing from core to advanced asset management 

maturity, therein referred to as the roadmap. 

• Review and document business processes for water and sewer management and link these documents to the Asset 

Management System 

• Based on known condition,valuation data and funding in the LTFP – conduct a comprehensive asset risk assessment 

• Implement Inspection Programs in-line with Business Process Models 

• Undertake a comprehensive service level review across the organisation.   

• Implement reporting on performance against adopted targets 

• Review and revise where appropriate the financial reporting framework as related to council’s non-current assets.  

• Ensure strong controls exist in relation to the asset component register(s) and that the functional asset management 
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requirements are met.  

• Provide guidance and support to the Asset Custodian in standards and integrity of data collection. 

• Ensure that the functional maintenance, renewal and planning requirements are met. 

• Ensure that the functional condition and performance requirements are met. 

• Ensure that the functional risk management requirements are met. 

• Ensure that the functional work order management requirements are met. 

• Capture and maintain relevant, reliable and timely unit rate information. 

• Develop and implement asset handover and acceptance controls. 

• Develop, implement and document condition assessment and defect identification procedures. 

• Update and record Asbestos details against relevant building assets in the asset register. 

• Include a site name against each Parks & Recreations Facilities asset so that reports grouping assets at each site can be 

created. 

• Confirm the condition and remaining life of assets identified for renewal over the next 10 years and investigate alternatives 

for renewal or extension of the asset lives. 

• Establish an ongoing cyclic condition inspection regime to refine prediction modelling. 

• Incorporate NDRRA inspections into the data collection 

• Establish delineation between planned, cyclic and reactive maintenance. 

• Pilot effective works management, asset inspection (works and AM) integrated with spatial, finance and AM systems. 

Oct – Dec 2016 • Capture and maintain fit-for-purpose asset condition and defect data.  

• Ensure that the operations, maintenance and renewals planning is underpinned by a robust risk management regime.  

• Develop and document operations and maintenance and renewal plans for inclusion in the Asset Management Plans.  

• Ensure that the planning for new assets and asset upgrades is based on whole of life analysis.  

• Ensure the long term financial plan is informed by projections in the Asset Management Plans.  

• Ensure that a consolidated population and demographic model is developed and maintained, and forms the basis of service 

demand forecasting across all asset classes. 

• Ensure capital investment decisions are based on whole of life costs and balanced between new and renewal capital 

projects.  

• Develop and implement an integrated planning process that encompasses the Community Plan, Asset Management Plans 

and the Long Term Financial Plan.  

• Ensure appropriate sustainability measures are developed.  

• Ensure that a consolidated population and demographic model is developed and maintained, and forms the basis of service 

demand forecasting across all asset classes. 

• Review service levels  

• Investigate options for rehabilitation of AC water and sewer mains 
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• Review the condition of the Springsure Saleyard assets and develop a plan for the future operation and management of the 

assets 

• Implement the Fleet module in the Asset Management System to facilitate the recording and management of plant 

servicing, operation and maintenance 

• Finalise desired levels of service by establishing current performance and setting performance targets and update the 

Business Process Model. 

• Test the current levels of service to determine if they are achievable for current budgets. 

• Review response levels of service for reactive maintenance. 

• Set up the Strategic Maintenance Planning so that it can generate a work order with an automatically generated response 

time.  This response time is based on Council’s service level matrix and is preconfigured in the system based on asset 

hierarchy. 

• Implement reporting on performance against adopted targets 

• Update fleet replacement policy when adopted by Council 
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ASSET MANAGEMENT PLANS 

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting

14 June 2016

MG : JB

2

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Asset Management is critical to managing the business of Council and its service delivery to the 
community.  The Total Asset Management Plan (TAMP) and the individual class Asset Management Plans 
(AMP’s) are a requirement of section 104 of the Local Government Act (2009) and sections 167 and 168 of 
the Local Government Regulation (2012).  

The TAMP and AMP’s are key strategic documents that support decision making and are reviewed by 
external bodies such as the Queensland Audit Office and the Queensland Treasury Corporation in regard 
to Council’s long term financial planning and sustainability.  

RECOMMENDATION:

That Central Highlands Regional Council approve Total Asset Management Plan and individual class Asset 
Management Plans.  

INTRODUCTION

The TAMP and AMP’s are key strategic documents that support decision making and are reviewed by 
external bodies such as the Queensland Audit Office and the Queensland Treasury Corporation in regard 
to Council’s long term financial planning and sustainability.  

BACKGROUND:

Significant progress has been achieved over the last 18 months in progressing Council towards having an 
integrated Asset Management System.  This is supported by an increase in Central Highlands Regional 
Council’s core maturity rating against the National Asset Management Framework to approximately 70%.  

We now have completed Asset Management Plans (AMP’s) for all major asset classes.  These Asset 
Management Plans have a range of important financial sustainability information within them which include 
a snapshot of financial and engineering indicators as at the 30/06/2015. 

The detail supporting the Asset Management Plans is comprehensive and includes a hierarchy and critical 
definitions framework, condition assessment methodologies and current assessment, levels of service – 
broken into strategic, technical, operational and maintenance, and renewal and replacement intervention 
criteria.  Business Process Models have been developed and agreed upon via many workshops with asset 
custodians and set a basis for developing a consistent approach to better manage our assets and services

Council has invested in an asset management information system ‘Assetic’. Assetic is a strategic asset 
management software system that covers all asset classes with a core focus on the asset register which 
records valuations, depreciation, conditions and attribute information and integrates with our financial 
system and, to a limited extent, with a GIS.  
 
COMMENT:

Asset Management involves taking a systematic approach to manage infrastructure assets through all 
lifecycle phases.  This involves applying a combination of engineering, financial and other technical 
practices to the management of infrastructure: then costs, opportunities, risks and performance.  
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Asset management planning is a key element of infrastructure asset management. It is a written statement 
of the strategies used to manage the Council’s infrastructure and the resultant funding requirements for 
informed infrastructure investment decisions.   The development of asset management plans supports 
identifying gaps in infrastructure asset management processes, systems, data and skills

The outputs of the asset management plans are summarised in the Total Asset Management Plan. 

Total Asset Management Plan 
The structure of Total Asset Management Plan illustrates the eight individual class asset management 
plans that have been developed in consultation with the asset custodians and then summarises them into 
this overarching Total Asset Management Plan.

The TAMP details what infrastructure assets are under the regions control and the aggregated condition 
of those assets.  It also contains information on the replacement value of our assets, provides a view of 
the regions overall infrastructure growth trends over the last ten (10) years.  It provides a view for lifecycle 
management and future funding requirements, in particular renewal of existing infrastructure

The majority of the regions existing infrastructure base is in good or fair condition.  This is expected given 
that many of the infrastructure assets are relatively young and have long useful lives. Although this 
is generally the case, there are a small proportion of infrastructure assets in poor and or unknown 
condition.

The renewal forecasting techniques are based on a combination of a service potential (derived at the time 
of valuations) and the application of technical judgement (using practitioner knowledge of the 
infrastructure assets). In most cases, the forecasting has been conducted at an aggregated/network level 
with the underlying assumptions being checked by the relevant asset custodians. In some cases, more 
detailed analysis has been undertaken at the individual asset or asset component level.

Given that the infrastructure base is in relatively good condition, the forecasting has not identified a large 
backlog of required renewal or a ‘great wall’ of renewals in the coming years.  However, the forecasting 
indicates a steady increase in required renewal funding in the next ten years as the infrastructure 
continues to age and deteriorate.

A steady increase in renewal and maintenance funding requirements is expected as the existing 
infrastructure base ages.  Also further increases in maintenance and operations funding  requirements  
are  expected  in  the  short  term  as  the  infrastructure  base  expands  from Council’s investments in 
new and upgraded infrastructure and from contributed assets and infrastructure. 

In making infrastructure investment decisions in the future budgets informed by AMP’s, it is recognised that 
Council must:

 Consider infrastructure renewal funding requirements and existing risk exposures outlined in this Total 
Asset Management Plan.

 Recognise that a ‘renewal backlog’ accumulates if renewal requirements are not funded, along 
with the increased potential for service interruptions and asset failures.

 Consider whole-of-life costs of proposed investment in new and upgraded infrastructure, i.e. 
additional operational costs (maintenance and operations) in future years and increased renewal 
funding requirements in the future due to a larger infrastructure base

Asset Management Plans 
Asset Management Plans have been developed for Transport, Airports, Plant & Vehicles, Water and 
Sewerage, Waste, Saleyards, Buildings, Saleyards and Recreational Facilities.

These asset management plans have comparisons of funding in the Long Term Financial Plan to what 
funding is required to maintain our assets at their current condition.  Some of the condition assessments 
are based on high level information gathered for the purpose of valuations for the financial statements. 
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The asset management plans are living documents that will be updated in accordance with our budget 
cycle and the gathering of additional condition data.  This will require the integration of our asset 
management plans with our long term financial plan, community and corporate plans in considering whole 
of life costs for new or enhanced infrastructure and services.  This is critical in balancing the community’s 
needs and expectations with Council’s ability to fund both now and in the future.

CONSIDERATIONS: (Compliance/Risk Management)

Statutory:
104 of the Local Government Act (2009) and sections 167 and 168 of the Local Government 
Regulation (2012).  

a) Outlines the local governments policies and strategies for ensuring the sustainable 
management of the local governments assets and infrastructure, during the period covered 
by the plan; and 

b) Covers a period of at least 10 years after the commencement of the plan

Policy:
Asset Management Policy

Financial: 
Compliance with the Asset Management Policy ensures whole of life costs are considered in the 
construction of new assets and services {Enter Financial Considerations} 

Social:
Social impacts are considered by way of the 4 pillars of Asset Management, specifically Service 
Level Management, whereby we will: 
 Establish service delivery needs and define service levels in consultation with the community
 Establish quality and cost standards for services to be delivered from assets 
 Regularly review their services in consultation with the community to determine the financial 

impact of a reduction, maintenance or increase in service 

Corporate Plan:
#2 Building and Maintaining Quality Infrastructure (Well connected, well serviced, well planned)
#6 Strong Governance (Confidence, accountability, stability)
#7 Workplace of Excellence (A leading culture, living our values, a great place to work)

RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT:
This risk management analysis pertains to the context of Council supporting the recommendation and 
implementing same.
 

Operational: 
The total asset management plan and individual asset class plans will allow council to manage 
operational risks with the creation and delivery of services the management of infrastructure and 
assets 
 
Strategic: 
Adoption of the total asset management plan and individual asset class plans will provide a basis for 
Council to ensure consistency in its management of assets and delivery of services 
 
Reputation: 
The total asset management plan and individual asset class plans provide the platform to 
consistently manage the risks associated with managing assets and services expectations of the 
broader community and key stakeholders 
 
Project: 
n/a 
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Political: 
The total asset management plan and individual asset class plans provide guidance in decision 
making in relation the creation of assets and the delivery of services 
 
Environmental: 
The total asset management plan and individual class asset plans will support consistent application 
of principles associated with asset management and service delivery across the external 
environment  

CONSULTATION / ENGAGEMENT:

Full engagement has occurred with whole of management team in the development of the total asset 
management plan and individual asset class plans asset management plans and associated business 
process models.  Continued review and refinement will continue via the Asset Management Steering Group 
and relevant asset custodians.  

WHOLE OF LIFE:

Integration of the Asset Management Plans ensures whole of life costs are considered in the construction 
of new assets and services 

OPTIONS:

That Central Highlands Regional Council approve the Total Asset Management Plan and individual class 
Asset Management Plans.

CONCLUSION:

That Central Highlands Regional Council approve the Total Asset Management Plan and individual class 
Asset Management Plans.  Asset Management is critical to managing the business of Council and its 
service delivery to the community.  The Total Asset Management Plan (TAMP) and the individual class 
Asset Management Plans are a requirement of section 104 of the Local Government Act (2009) and 
sections 167 and 168 of the Local Government Regulation (2012).

ATTACHMENTS:

Total Asset Management Plan V 1 03
Airport - Individual Class Asset Management Plan
Buildings - Individual Class Asset Management Plan
Parks and Recreation - Individual Class Asset Management Plan
Plant and Vehicle - Individual Class Asset Management Plan
Saleyards - Individual Class Asset Management Plan
Transport - Individual Class Asset Management Plan
Waste - Individual Class Asset Management Plan
Water Sewer - Individual Class Asset Management Plan

Margaret Gatt
Manager Asset Management
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Schedule of Changes & Amendments 

Version Date Changes/Amendments Author 

0.1 04/06/2016 First Draft JHB 

0.2 05/06/2016 Amended Condition graphs JHB 

0.3 6/06/2016 Second Draft CHRC NN 

1.04 6/06/2016 Prepared for endorsement CHRC NN 

    

    

    

NB: 

1. Primary number changes to Versions (egg V1.0 to V2.0) will be made when the document 

undergoes its regular review and when significant changes are made to standards and 

guidelines for inspections, intervention levels or work 

2. Secondary number changes (V1.0 to V1.1) will apply to minor amendments that do not 

materially impact the document and are intended only to clarify or update issues. 
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1 Executive Overview 

1.1 Purpose 

Corporate Services, Asset management is taking a systematic approach to manage infrastructure 

assets through all lifecycle phases. This involves applying a combination of engineering, financial and 

other technical practices to the management of infrastructure: costs; opportunities; risks; and 

performance. 

Asset management planning is a key element of infrastructure asset management. It is a written 

statement of the strategies used to manage the Region’s infrastructure and the resultant funding 

requirements for informed infrastructure investment decisions. The development of asset 

management plans also helps identify gaps in infrastructure asset management processes, systems, 

data and skills. 

The outputs of the asset management plans are summarised in this Total Asset Management Plan in 

order to: 

• Detail what infrastructure assets are under the Region’s control. 

• Provide information on the condition of the infrastructure assets. 

• Meet requirements of section 104 of the Local Government Act (2009) and sections 167 and 

168 of the Local Government Regulation (2012) for long-term asset management plans with 

respect to infrastructure renewal. 

1.2 Scope 

The Total Asset Management Plan is prepared to provide a summary of:  

• The state of Council’s assets at the close of the past financial year;  

• Key achievements in the past financial year;  

• The 10-year funding required to achieve Council’s adopted asset performance targets; and  

• Planned Asset Management activities for the current financial year.   

This Plan encompasses the following infrastructure asset classes:  

Assets 

Transport 

Water and Sewerage 

Waste  

Airports 

Buildings 

Saleyards 

Plant and Vehicle 

Recreation Facilities and Site 

Improvements 

Footpaths 
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1.3 Structure of the Total Asset Management Plan 

Figure 1.3.1 illustrates the eight asset management plans that have been developed and in consultation with the region’s asset custodians and then summarised 

into this overarching Total Asset Management Plan. 

Figure 1.3.1 - Asset Management Plan Hierarchy 
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1.4 Current State of Council’s Assets (as at 30/06/2015) 

The Value of the CHRC assets is shown in the following table: 

Financial Class 
Percentage by 
Replacement 

Value 

Replacement 
Value ($) 

Depreciation 
Expense ($) 

Accumulated 
Depreciation ($) 

Written Down 
Value ($) 

Airports 3.2% $47,544,220 $782,511 $4,916,067 $42,628,153 

Buildings 10.8% $163,069,945 $1,951,946 $10,685,895 $152,384,050 

Plant and Vehicles 4.0% $60,941,647 $5,157,581 $26,365,010 $34,576,637 

Recreational Activities 
and Site Improvements 

2.4% $36,825,473 $636,898 $3,812,704 $33,012,796 

Saleyards 0.5% $6,838,724 $473,664 $975,843 $5,862,881 

Transport 53.1% $801,390,248 $9,291,351 $77,908,018 $723,482,230 

Waste 0.4% $5,943,658 $115,425 $1,457,309 $4,486,349 

Water and Sewer 25.6% $385,758,567 $5,617,736 $10,4836,030 $28,0922,537 

Total 100% $1,508,312,482 $24,027,112 $230,956,876 $1,277,355,633 

 

Note: The above does not include the “Land’ asset class ($58,358,500), land is valued on market 

value and does not depreciate in value. The table also excludes “Office Furniture and Fittings” 

($4,616,701 replacement value) and “Heritage and Cultural” ($195,578 replacement value) as these 

classes are not currently managed with an Asset Management Plan. 

Figure 1.4.1 – Infrastructure Base Dissection 
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Condition 

Rating 

Description 

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required 

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance 

3 Average: Significant maintenance required 

4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required 

5 Failed:  Unserviceable 

The current condition of the assets is summarised in the chart below (as at 30/06/2015). 

 

Note: 

As per the levels of service in each BPM it is expected most classes will trigger for replacement at a 
fair condition, the risk of failure has greatly increased by this point in the asset life cycle. 

The majority of asset classes have valuation SPI based condition data which is different to detailed 
condition data. It has been identified that detailed condition inspections should be undertaken to 
improve the accuracy of CHRC’s condition data. 

Plant and Vehicle Asset Condition is measured by age of asset only and does not represent 
serviceability. Assets with a poor condition are due for replacement. 
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Airports
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1.5 Infrastructure Growth Trend 

The majority of the Region’s existing infrastructure base was constructed from the 1940’s to today, 

as illustrated by growth of the road network which is indicative of the growth of the overall 

infrastructure base. 
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1.6 Asset Funding Levels– Planned 10 year Capital Works Program (as at 30/06/2015) 

Proposed Expenditure on Capital Renewal, upgrade and new is summarised in the following table: 

Year Transport ($) 
Water and 

Sewer ($) 

Recreation 

Facilities ($) 
Buildings ($) 

Saleyards 

($) 
Waste ($) Airports ($) 

Plant & 

Vehicles ($) 
Total ($) 

2015-16 23,660,615 10,371,500 12,018,560 14,843,000 80,000       1,238,000        5,100,000        2,000,000      69,311,675  

2016-17 14,720,844  15,725,000 7,246,000 10,366,000 580,000       1,625,000        3,940,000        6,938,925      61,141,769  

2017-18 15,404,493 11,746,500 4,155,000 9,335,000 120,000       2,695,000        3,470,000        2,074,958      49,000,951  

2018-19 11,416,940 7,412,000 1,200,000 2,550,000 150,000       2,070,000        2,600,000        4,099,958      31,498,898  

2019-20 12,320,226 15,993,000 3,790,000 5,740,000 100,000       2,405,000           500,000        5,286,000      46,134,226  

2020-21 12,006,897 10,277,000 1,200,000 2,549,000 100,000       2,145,000           500,000      21,808,018      50,585,915  

2021-22 16,319,609 7,934,000 950,000 2,300,000 100,000       2,785,000        5,000,000        5,669,000      41,057,609  

2022-23 21,749,420 7,040,000 990,000 2,941,000 100,000       2,600,000        2,500,000        5,413,000      43,333,420  

2023-24 20,529,746 7,194,000 1,000,000 2,300,000 100,000       2,380,000        2,500,000        5,915,958      41,919,704  

2024-25 20,178,374 7,194,000 1,150,000 2,550,000 100,000       2,735,000        2,500,000        4,882,000      41,289,374  

Totals 168,307,164 100,887,000 33,699,560 55,474,000 1,530,000     22,678,000      28,610,000      64,087,817    475,273,541  

 

In making decisions to invest in new and upgraded infrastructure, it is the responsibility of Council to 

consider the whole-of-life costs of the infrastructure assets, in particular: 

• Additional operational expenditure (maintenance and operations costs) in the following years; and 

• Increased renewal funding requirements in the future due to a larger infrastructure base. 

 -
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1.7 Infrastructure Renewals (as at 30/06/2015) 

Infrastructure asset management planning has a strong focus on determining the renewal funding 

required to maintain current levels of service for existing infrastructure. 

 

The 10 Year Capital Plan is based on identified capital projects. 

The renewal forecasting techniques are based on a combination of predictive modelling (based on 

condition data where available) and the application of technical judgement (using practitioner 

knowledge of the infrastructure assets). In most cases, the forecasting has been conducted at an 

aggregated/network level with the underlying assumptions being checked by the relevant asset 

custodians. In some cases, more detailed analysis has been undertaken at the individual asset or 

asset component level. 

  

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

Transport 16,487,061 12,062,304 13,939,494 9,826,279 10,610,147 11,242,567 14,820,221 19,435,480 19,422,011 19,691,152

Water and Sewer 3,714,000 3,679,000 1,482,000 3,982,000 11,375,000 3,371,000 3,204,000 5,160,000 3,194,000 3,194,000

Parks 529,560 280,000 980,000 150,000 40,000 50,000 100,000 40,000 50,000 100,000

Buildings 2,739,000 2,010,000 1,637,000 273,000 514,000 30,000 128,000 42,000 242,000 28,000

Saleyards 80,000 205,000 120,000 50,000 - - - - - -

Waste 100,000 730,000 795,000 - - - - - - -

Airport 3,000,000 3,050,000 300,000 300,000 - - - - - -

Plant and Vehicle 2,000,000 6,938,925 2,074,958 4,099,958 5,286,000 21,808,018 5,669,000 5,413,000 5,915,958 4,882,000

 -
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The CHRC Overall Asset Financial Ratios are as follows.  Explanation of these Ratios and details for 

each Asset Class are shown in Section 4.2: 

Ratio Ratio Target Met? 

Asset 

Consumption 

Ratio 

85% 

Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 50%.   

Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75%. 

Yes 

 

Asset 

Sustainability 

Ratio 

93% 

Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 90%.  

Standard is improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110%. 

Yes 

Asset Renewal 

Funding Ratio 

95% 

Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95%.  

 

Standard is improving if one of the below is met: 

• This ratio is between 95% and 105%. 

• ‘Asset Sustainability Ratio’ is between 90% and 110%. 

• ‘Asset Consumption Ratio’ is between 50% and 75% 

Yes 

The above ratios indicate overall the ratios are on par with the targets. 

The ratios may very due to lower than normal renewal spending over a financial year due to higher 

than normal new and upgrade projects. The review period of 1 year may also be too short to 

conduct a firm analysis of sustainability. 

The asset renewal funding ratio may also be too high for classes with long life assets as their 

renewals may not appear in the 10 year review cycle. 

Planned Renewal compared to Required Renewal 

Planned renewal, upgrade and new as per 10 year capital program. The required renewals are based 

on SPI and Age, this can display lower than expected 10 year replacement estimates when the 

average lives of the assets exceed the review period of 10 year.
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The following table provides the comparison between desired capital expenditure (SPI and age based renewal) and planned capital expenditure (10 year capital 

plan) for the next 10 years and QTC model. 

 

Required Renewals based on asset replacement dates incorporating SPI condition indexes. The renewal value is based on the replacement value. Possible data quality issues include: 

 

Comparison based on renewal only, upgrade will also have a renewal component but the % split cannot be determined. 

Renewal costing based on full replacement of the asset component, this may be overstated or understated when looking at long life assets or assets which receive partial renewals. 

Plant and Vehicle Airport Waste Saleyards Building Parks and Rec Transport Water and Sewer

Planned Renewal 64,087,817 6,650,000 1,625,000 455,000 36,556,000 2,319,560 147,536,715 42,355,000

Required Renewal 86,669,322 8,138,000 154,020 1,245,000 4,804,000 2,703,000 101,865,000 81,350,700

Planned Upgrade - 5,480,000 75,000 - 7,643,000 20,480,000 15,945,449 -

Planned New - 16,480,000 20,978,000 1,075,000 11,275,000 10,900,000 4,825,000 58,532,000

 -
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2 Current State of Council’s Assets (as at 30/06/2015) 

2.1 Summary 

The state of individual asset classes is contained in the Individual asset management plans. The 

following is a summary of the status of each asset class. 

 

Note: As per the levels of service in each BPM it is expected most classes will trigger for replacement 
at a fair condition, the risk of failure has greatly increased by this point in the asset life cycle. 

The majority of asset classes have valuation SPI based condition data which is different to detailed 
condition data. It has been identified that detailed condition inspections should be undertaken to 
improve the accuracy of CHRC’s condition data. 

Plant and Vehicle Asset Condition is measured by age of asset only and does not represent 
serviceability. Assets with a poor condition are due for replacement. 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Airports

Buildings

Plant and Vehicles

Recreational Facilities

Saleyards

Transport

Waste

Water and Sewerage

Average Asset Condition for each Asset Class

Poor (5-4) Fair (3) Good (1-2)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Overall Condition

Average Asset Condition

Poor (5-4) Fair (3) Good (1-2)
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2.2 Transport Condition Summary 

The following table shows a summary of the condition of the CHRC Transport Assets. For details please see the Transport Asset Management Plan. 

 

Overall assets condition could be considered to be acceptable to good. However the high proportion of condition 3 is not considered normal and could lead to a 

future spike in renewal requirements. 

0.1

0.4

2.4
6.5

1.3

1.7

0.4

0.3

2.9

2.6
43.4

1.5

42.9

11.0

2.3
16.8

56.4

29.3

44.8

75.6

30.7

70.1

70.7

40.6

36.7

59.1

8.5

9.2

21.6

11.3

20.8

35.5

3.9

8.7

0.9

7.3

3.5

5.9

5.8

6.7

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.0

Pavement

Seal

Unsealed

Bridges

Kerb and Gutter

Culvert and Floodway

Stormwater

Footpaths

Percentage

Pavement Seal Unsealed Bridges Kerb and Gutter Culvert and Floodway Stormwater Footpaths

5 0.1 0.4 2.4 6.5 1.3 1.7 0.4 0.3

4 2.9 2.6 43.4 1.5 42.9 11.0 2.3 16.8

3 56.4 29.3 44.8 75.6 30.7 70.1 70.7 40.6

2 36.7 59.1 8.5 9.2 21.6 11.3 20.8 35.5

1 3.9 8.7 0.9 7.3 3.5 5.9 5.8 6.7

Summarised Transport Asset Conditions

5 4 3 2 1
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2.3 Water and Sewer Condition Summary 

 

Overall assets condition could be considered to be acceptable to good. However the high proportion of condition 3 is not considered normal and could lead to a 

future spike in renewal requirements. 

6.5

0.0
7.3

11.1
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0.5

0.2
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30.2
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30.3

16.9
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34.9

36.7

84.3

48.3

65.4

57.2

29.5

68.3

78.1

53.9

18.5

11.6

3.6

4.2

4.3

17.8

14.1

4.6

9.1

4.2

3.8

10.6

2.7

25.6

5.6

0.4

0.6

1.9

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.0

Water Mains – Pipes and Nodes

Water Mains – Meters & Services

Headworks - Pumps

Headworks – Civil

Headworks – Mechanical & Electrical

Sewer Mains

Sewer Pumps

Sewer Civil Works

Sewer Mechanical & Electrical

Percentage

Water Mains –

Pipes and Nodes

Water Mains –

Meters & Services
Headworks - Pumps Headworks – Civil

Headworks –

Mechanical & 

Electrical

Sewer Mains Sewer Pumps Sewer Civil Works
Sewer Mechanical

& Electrical

5 6.5 0.0 7.3 11.1 1.9 16.8 0.3 0.5 0.2

4 34.1 0.3 30.2 16.6 11.0 30.3 16.9 16.2 34.9

3 36.7 84.3 48.3 65.4 57.2 29.5 68.3 78.1 53.9

2 18.5 11.6 3.6 4.2 4.3 17.8 14.1 4.6 9.1

1 4.2 3.8 10.6 2.7 25.6 5.6 0.4 0.6 1.9

Summarised Water and Sewer Asset Conditions

5 4 3 2 1
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2.4 Waste Condition Summary 

 

Overall assets condition could be considered to be good.   

Rating Percent 

  1   51.60% 

  2   25.30% 

  3   21.40% 

  4   1.00% 

  5   0.70% 

 

 

1.00

0.70

21.40 25.30 51.60

0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

Waste Assets

Percentage

Summarised Waste Asset Conditions

5 4 3 2 1
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2.5 Building Condition Summary 

 

Overall assets condition could be considered to be good.  This however may not be realistic, the condition ratings are valuation SPI based and detailed condition 

assessments should be conducted to verify the data.  

Rating Percent 

  1   73.00% 

  2   25.90% 

  3   1.10% 

  4   0.00% 

  5   0.00% 

 

0.00.0

1.1

25.9 73.0

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.0

Building Assets

Percentage

Summarised Building Asset Conditions

5 4 3 2 1
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2.6 Saleyards Condition Summary 

 

Overall assets condition could be considered to be good.  This however may not be realistic, the condition ratings are valuation SPI based and detailed condition 

assessments should be conducted to verify the data. 

Rating Percent 

  1   75.00% 

  2   6.50% 

  3   9.20% 

  4   0.60% 

  5   8.70% 

 

8.7
0.6

9.2 6.5 75.0

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.0

Saleyards Assets

Percentage

Summarised Saleyards Asset Conditions

5 4 3 2 1
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2.7 Recreation Facilities Condition Summary 

 

Overall assets condition could be considered to be good.  This however may not be realistic, the condition ratings are valuation SPI based and detailed condition 

assessments should be conducted to verify the data. 

Rating Percent 

  1   70.00% 

  2   26.90% 

  3   2.80% 

  4   0.00% 

  5   0.30% 

 

0.3

2.8
26.9 70.0

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.0

Recreational Facilities Assets

Percentage

Summarised Recreational Facilities Asset Conditions

5 4 3 2 1
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2.8 Airport Condition Summary 

 

Overall assets condition could be considered to be good.  The airport is relatively new and needs to be maintained to a very high standard. The condition rating of 

the airport is expected to be good as the results show. 

5.5

0.9

64.5

6.90

99.1

29.7

93.10

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 100.0

Buildings

Roads

Site Improvements

Percentage

Buildings Roads Site Improvements

5 0.0 0.0 0.00

4 0.0 5.5 0.00

3 0.0 0.3 0.00

2 0.9 64.5 6.90

1 99.1 29.7 93.10

Summarised Airport Asset Conditions

5 4 3 2 1
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2.9 Plant and Vehicle Condition Summary 

 

Fleet assets are not rated in the same way as the other assets. Fleet is rated simply by age. Replacement is optimised to minimise on maintenance costs. 

Rating Percent 

  1   7.70% 

  2   6.50% 

  3   40.90% 

  4   15.20% 

  5   29.70% 

29.7 15.2 40.9 6.5 7.7

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Fleet Assets

Percentage

Summarised Plant and Vehicle Asset Conditions

5 4 3 2 1
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3 Levels of Service and Condition Assessment 

3.1 Level of Service 

Community and Technical Levels of are defined in the CHRC individual asset class Business Process 

Model in terms of Quality Function and Safety.   

The document contains details of Key Performance Measures, Level of Service, Performance 

Measure, Process Performance Target and Current Performance for the various types of Transport 

assets. 

3.2 Condition Assessment Framework 

Condition assessment criteria for the each asset class are detailed in the CHRC individual asset class 

Business Process Models. 
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4 Key Achievements 

4.1 AM Practice 

The following documents make up the Asset Management Framework: 

Document Version Status ECM Number 

CHRC Asset Management Policy V1.0 To be Adopted ECM953715 

CHRC Asset Management Stratgey V1.0 To be Adopted ECM940805 

CHRC Transport Asset Management Plan V1.01 To be Adopted ECM816420 

CHRC Airports Asset Management Plan V1.0 To be Adopted ECM816414 

CHRC Buildings Asset Management Plan V1.0 To be Adopted ECM871333 

CHRC Saleyards Asset Management Plan V1.0 To be Adopted ECM816422 

CHRC Waste Asset Management Plan V1.0 To be Adopted ECM816419 

CHRC Plant and Vehicle Asset 

Management Plan 

V1.0 To be Adopted ECM816416 

CHRC Water and Sewer Asset 

Management Plan 

V1.0 To be Adopted ECM816425 

CHRC Recreational Facilities Asset 

Management Plan 

V1.0 To be Adopted ECM871334 
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4.2 Financial Ratios 

Asset Consumption Ratio:  

This ratio seeks to highlight the aged condition of a local government’s stock of physical assets.  If a 

local government is responsibly maintaining and renewing/replacing its assets in accordance with a 

well prepared asset management plan, then the fact that it’s Asset Consumption Ratio may be 

relatively low and/or declining should not be cause for concern – providing it is operating 

sustainably. 

Asset Consumption Ratio = Depreciated Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets 

Current Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets  

Purpose: This ratio measures the extent to which depreciable assets have been consumed by 

comparing their written down value to their replacement cost.  

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 50% or greater (0.50 or >). 

Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75% (0.60 and 0.75). 

Current Asset Consumption Ratio 

Asset Group 

Current 

Replacement Cost 

($) 

Written Down Value 

($) 

Ratio 

(%) 

Airports 47,544,220 42,628,153 90% 

Buildings 163,069,945 152,384,050 93% 

Plant & Vehicles 60,941,647 34,576,637 57% 

Saleyards  6,838,724 5,862,881 86% 

Recreation 

Facilities 
36,825,473 33,012,769 90% 

Water And 

Sewerage 
385,758,567 280,922,537 73% 

Waste 5,943,658 4,486,349 75% 

Transport 801,390,248 723,482,230 90% 

Totals 1,508,312,482 1,277,355,606 85% 
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Asset Sustainability Ratio 

This ratio is an approximation of the extent to which assets managed by a local government are 

being replaced as these reach the end of their useful lives.  It is calculated by measuring capital 

expenditure on renewal or replacement of assets, relative to depreciation expense.  Expenditure on 

new or additional assets is excluded. 

Depreciation expense represents an estimate of the extent to which the assets have been consumed 

during that period. Measuring assets at fair value is critical to the calculation of a valid depreciation 

expense value. 

Asset Sustainability Ratio =  Capital Renewal and Replacement Expenditure  

   Annual Depreciation Expense  

Purpose: This ratio indicates whether a local government is replacing or renewing existing non-

financial assets at the same rate that its overall asset stock is wearing out.  

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 90% (or 0.90) Standard is 

improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110% (or 0.90 and 1.10). 

Asset Group 

Capital Renewal and 

Replacement 

Expenditure 14/15 

($) 

Depreciation 

Expense 14/15 ($) 

Ratio 

(%) 

Airports 332,860 782,511 43% 

Buildings 824,100 1,951,946 42% 

Plant & Vehicles 2,216,933 5,157,581 43% 

Saleyards  79,540 73,664 108% 

Recreation 

Facilities 
670,400 636,898 105% 

Water And 

Sewerage 
322,000 5,617,736 6% 

Waste 62,213 115,425 54% 

Transport 15,044,603 9,291,351 162% 

Totals 19,552,649 23,627,112 93% 
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Asset Renewal Funding Ratio 

This ratio indicates whether the local government has the financial capacity to fund asset renewal as 

required, and can continue to provide existing levels of services in future, without additional 

operating income; or reductions in operating expenses. 

The ratio is calculated from information included in the local government’s Long  Term Financial Plan 

and Asset Management Plan; not the Annual Financial Report.  For the ratio to be meaningful, a 

consistent discount rate should generally be applied in Net Present Value (NPV) calculations 

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio = NPV of Planned Capital Renewals over 10 years 

NPV of Required Capital Expenditure over 10 years 

Purpose: This ratio is a measure of the ability of a local government to fund its projected asset 

renewal / replacements in the future. 

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95% (or 0.75 and 0.95). Standard is 

improving if the ratio is between 95% and 105% (or 0.95 and 1.05), and the ASR falls 

within the range 90% to 110%, and ACR falls within the range 50% to 75%. 

Asset Group 

Planned Capital 

Renewals over 10 

years ($) 

Required Capital 

Expenditure over 10 

years ($) 

Ratio   (%) 

Airports 6,650,000 8,138,000 82% 

Buildings 7,643,000 4,804,000 159% 

Plant & Vehicles 64,087,817 86,669,322 74% 

Saleyards  455,000 1,245,000 37% 

Recreation Facilities 2,319,560 2,703,000 86% 

Water And Sewerage 42,355,000 81,350,700 52% 

Waste 1,625,000 154,020 1055% 

Transport 147,536,715 101,865,000 145% 

Totals 272,672,092 286,929,042 95% 
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5 Action Plan 

5.1 Summarised Road Map 

Please see the Asset Management Roadmap document. 

5.2 Monitoring and Review Procedures 

The Asset Management Plans will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to 

recognise any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a 

result of the budget decision process. 

This AMP has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council 

election. 

An asset management plan is a dynamic document, reflecting and responding to changes over time. 

Monitoring of this roads asset management plan is required to: 

• Ensure compliance with the proposed improvement program milestones. 

• Ensure compliance with adopted standards and procedures for condition and performance. 

A full review of this asset management plan should be undertaken every three to five years to 

document progress and set out proposals for the next five years.  
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GLOSSARY 

Annual service cost 

(ASC) 

An estimate of the cost that would be tendered, per annum, if tenders were called for the 

supply of a service to a performance specification for a fixed term.  The Annual Service Cost 

includes operating, maintenance, depreciation, finance/ opportunity and disposal costs, less 

revenue. 

Asset class Grouping of assets of a similar nature and use in an entity's operations (AASB 166.37). 

Asset condition 

assessment 

The process of continuous or periodic inspection, assessment, measurement and 

interpretation of the resultant data to indicate the condition of a specific asset so as to 

determine the need for some preventative or remedial action. 

Asset management 

The combination of management, financial, economic, and engineering and other practices 

applied to physical assets with the objective of providing the required level of service in the 

most cost effective manner. 

Assets 

Future economic benefits controlled by the entity as a result of past transactions or other 

past events (AAS27.12).  

Property, plant and equipment including infrastructure and other assets (such as furniture 

and fittings) with benefits expected to last more than 12 month. 

Average annual asset 

consumption (AAAC) 

The amount of a local government’s asset base consumed during a year.  This may be 

calculated by dividing the Depreciable Amount (DA) by the Useful Life and totalled for each 

and every asset OR by dividing the Fair Value (Depreciated Replacement Cost) by the 

Remaining Life and totalled for each and every asset in an asset category or class. 

Capital expenditure 

Relatively large (material) expenditure, which has benefits, expected to last for more than 12 

months. Capital expenditure includes renewal, expansion and upgrade. Where capital 

projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total 

project cost needs to be allocated accordingly. 

Capital funding Funding to pay for capital expenditure. 

Capital grants 
Monies received generally tied to the specific projects for which they are granted, which are 

often upgrade and/or expansion or new investment proposals. 

Capital new 

expenditure 

Expenditure which creates a new asset providing a new service to the community that did not 

exist beforehand. As it increases service potential it may impact revenue and will increase 

future operating and maintenance expenditure. 

Capital renewal 

expenditure 

Expenditure on an existing asset, which returns the service potential or the life of the asset up 

to that which it had originally.  It is periodically required expenditure, relatively large 

(material) in value compared with the value of the components or sub-components of the 

asset being renewed.  As it reinstates existing service potential, it has no impact on revenue, 

but may reduce future operating and maintenance expenditure if completed at the optimum 

time, e.g. resurfacing or re-sheeting a material part of a road network, replacing a material 

section of a drainage network with pipes of the same capacity, resurfacing an oval.  Where 

capital projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, 

the total project cost needs to be allocated accordingly. 

Capital upgrade 

expenditure 

Expenditure, which enhances an existing asset to provide a higher level of service or 

expenditure that will increase the life of the asset beyond that which it had originally. 

Upgrade expenditure is discretional and often does not result in additional revenue unless 

direct user charges apply. It will increase operating and maintenance expenditure in the 

future because of the increase in the council’s asset base, e.g. widening the sealed area of an 

existing road, replacing drainage pipes with pipes of a greater capacity, enlarging a 

grandstand at a sporting facility. Where capital projects involve a combination of renewal, 

expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total project cost needs to be allocated 

accordingly. 

Carrying amount 
The amount at which an asset is recognised after deducting any accumulated depreciation / 

amortisation and accumulated impairment losses thereon. 

Class of assets See asset class definition 

Component 
An individual part of an asset which contributes to the composition of the whole and can be 

separated from or attached to an asset or a system. 
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Cost of an asset 

The amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of the consideration given to 

acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition or construction, plus any costs necessary to 

place the asset into service.  This includes one-off design and project management costs. 

Current replacement 

cost (CRC) / Current 

replacement value 

(CRV) 

The cost the entity would incur to acquire the asset on the reporting date.  The cost is 

measured by reference to the lowest cost at which the gross future economic benefits could 

be obtained in the normal course of business or the minimum it would cost, to replace the 

existing asset with a technologically modern equivalent new asset (not a second hand one) 

with the same economic benefits (gross service potential) allowing for any differences in the 

quantity and quality of output and in operating costs. 

Current Replacement 

Cost “As New” (CRC) 

The current cost of replacing the original service potential of an existing asset, with a similar 

modern equivalent asset, i.e. the total cost of replacing an existing asset with an as NEW or 

similar asset expressed in current dollar values. 

Cyclic Maintenance 

Replacement of higher value components/sub-components of assets that is undertaken on a 

regular cycle including repainting, building roof replacement, cycle, replacement of air 

conditioning equipment, etc.  This work generally falls below the capital/ maintenance 

threshold and needs to be identified in a specific maintenance budget allocation.  

Depreciable amount 
The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for its cost, less its residual value (AASB 

116.6) 

Depreciated 

replacement cost (DRC) 

The current replacement cost (CRC) of an asset less, where applicable, accumulated 

depreciation calculated on the basis of such cost to reflect the already consumed or expired 

future economic benefits of the asset 

Depreciation / 

amortisation 

The systematic allocation of the depreciable amount (service potential) of an asset over its 

useful life. 

Economic life See useful life definition. 

Expenditure The spending of money on goods and services. Expenditure includes recurrent and capital. 

Fair value / Written 

Down Value (WDV) 

The amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between 

knowledgeable, willing parties, in an arm’s length transaction. 

Greenfield asset values  Asset (re)valuation values based on the cost to initially acquire the asset. 

Heritage asset 

An asset with historic, artistic, scientific, technological, geographical or environmental 

qualities that is held and maintained principally for its contribution to knowledge and culture 

and this purpose is central to the objectives of the entity holding it. 

Impairment Loss The amount by which the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount. 

Infrastructure assets 

Physical assets of the entity or of another entity that contribute to meeting the public's need 

for access to major economic and social facilities and services, e.g. roads, drainage, footpaths 

and cycleway. These are typically large, interconnected networks or portfolios of composite 

assets.  The components of these assets may be separately maintained, renewed or replaced 

individually so that the required level and standard of service from the network of assets is 

continuously sustained. Generally the components and hence the assets have long lives.  They 

are fixed in place and are often have no market value. 

Investment property 

Property held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both, rather than for: 

(a) use in the production or supply of goods or services or for administrative purposes; or 

(b) sale in the ordinary course of business (AASB 140.5) 

Level of service 

The defined service quality for a particular service against which service performance may be 

measured.  Service levels usually relate to quality, quantity, reliability, responsiveness, 

environmental, acceptability and cost). 

Life Cycle Cost  

The life cycle cost (LCC) is average cost to provide the service over the longest asset life cycle. 

It comprises annual maintenance and asset consumption expense, represented by 

depreciation expense. The Life Cycle Cost does not indicate the funds required to provide the 

service in a particular year. 

Life Cycle Expenditure  

The Life Cycle Expenditure (LCE) is the actual or planned annual maintenance and capital 

renewal expenditure incurred in providing the service in a particular year.  Life Cycle 

Expenditure may be compared to Life Cycle Expenditure to give an initial indicator of life cycle 

sustainability. 
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Maintenance and 

renewal gap 

Difference between estimated budgets and projected expenditures for maintenance and 

renewal of assets, totalled over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years). 

Maintenance and 

renewal sustainability 

index 

Ratio of estimated budget to projected expenditure for maintenance and renewal of assets 

over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years). 

Maintenance 

expenditure 

Recurrent expenditure, which is periodically or regularly required as part of the anticipated 

schedule of works required to ensure that the asset achieves its useful life and provides the 

required level of service. It is expenditure, which was anticipated in determining the asset’s 

useful life. 

Materiality 

An item is material is its omission or misstatement could influence the economic decisions of 

users taken on the basis of the financial report.  Materiality depends on the size and nature of 

the omission or misstatement judged in the surrounding circumstances. 

Modern equivalent 

asset. 

A structure similar to an existing structure and having the equivalent productive capacity, 

which could be built using modern materials, techniques and design.  Replacement cost is the 

basis used to estimate the cost of constructing a modern equivalent asset. 

Non-revenue 

generating investments 

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the 

community that are not expected to generate any savings or revenue to the Council, e.g. 

parks and playgrounds, footpaths, roads and bridges, libraries, etc. 

Operating expenditure 
Recurrent expenditure, which is continuously required excluding maintenance and 

depreciation, e.g. power, fuel, staff, plant equipment, on-costs and overheads. 

Planned Maintenance 

Repair work that is identified and managed through a maintenance management system 

(MMS).  MMS activities include inspection, assessing the condition against failure/breakdown 

criteria/experience, prioritising scheduling, actioning the work and reporting what was done 

to develop a maintenance history and improve maintenance and service delivery 

performance.  

Rate of annual asset 

consumption 

A measure of average annual consumption of assets (AAAC) expressed as a percentage of the 

depreciable amount (AAAC/DA).  Depreciation may be used for AAAC. 

Rate of annual asset 

renewal 

A measure of the rate at which assets are being renewed per annum expressed as a 

percentage of depreciable amount (capital renewal expenditure/DA). 

Rate of annual asset 

upgrade 

A measure of the rate at which assets are being upgraded and expanded per annum 

expressed as a percentage of depreciable amount (capital upgrade/expansion 

expenditure/DA). 

Reactive maintenance 
Unplanned repair work that carried out in response to service requests and 

management/supervisory directions. 

Recoverable amount The higher of an asset's fair value, less costs to sell and its value in use. 

Recurrent expenditure 
Relatively small (immaterial) expenditure or that which has benefits expected to last less than 

12 months. Recurrent expenditure includes operating and maintenance expenditure. 

Recurrent funding Funding to pay for recurrent expenditure. 

Rehabilitation See capital renewal expenditure definition above. 

Remaining life 
The time remaining until an asset ceases to provide the required service level or economic 

usefulness.  Age plus remaining life is economic life. 

Renewal See capital renewal expenditure definition above. 

Residual value 
The net amount which an entity expects to obtain for an asset at the end of its useful life 

after deducting the expected costs of disposal. 

Revenue generating 

investments 

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the 

community that are expected to generate some savings or revenue to offset operating costs, 

e.g. public halls and theatres, childcare centres, sporting and recreation facilities, tourist 

information centres, etc. 

Risk management  

The application of a formal process to the range of possible values relating to key factors 

associated with a risk in order to determine the resultant ranges of outcomes and their 

probability of occurrence. 

Section or segment A self-contained part or piece of an infrastructure asset.  
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Service potential 

The capacity to provide goods and services in accordance with the entity's objectives, 

whether those objectives are the generation of net cash inflows or the provision of goods and 

services of a particular volume and quantity to the beneficiaries thereof.  

Service potential 

remaining 

A measure of the remaining life of assets expressed as a percentage of economic life.  It is 

also a measure of the percentage of the asset’s potential to provide services that are still 

available for use in providing services (DRC/DA). 

Strategic Management 

Plan 

Documents Council objectives for a specified period (3-5 years), the principle activities to 

achieve the objectives, the means by which that will be carried out, estimated income and 

expenditure, measures to assess performance and how rating policy relates to the Council’s 

objectives and activities. 

Sub-component Smaller individual parts that make up a component part. 

Useful life 

Either:  

(a) the period over which an asset is expected to be available for use by an entity, or 

(b) the number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by the 

entity. 

It is estimated or expected time between placing the asset into service and removing it from 

service, or the estimated period of time over which the future economic benefits embodied in 

a depreciable asset, are expected to be consumed by the council. It is the same as the 

economic life. 

Value in Use 

The present value of estimated future cash flows expected to arise from the continuing use of 

an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life.  It is deemed to be depreciated 

replacement cost (DRC) for those assets whose future economic benefits are not primarily 

dependent on the asset's ability to generate new cash flows, where if deprived of the asset its 

future economic benefits would be replaced. 
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Schedule of Changes & Amendments

Version Date Changes/Amendments Author Accepted By

V0.1 April 2015 Draft Asset Management Plan Assetic

V0.2 June 2015 Comments MG - CHRC

V0.3 June 2015 Draft plan updated for MG – CHRC
comments and 10 year budget data

Assetic

V0.4 August
2015

Update for 2014/15 expenditure and
key achievements

Assetic

V0.5 October
2015

Update of Improvement Plan for
October Review Session

Assetic

V0.6 December
2015 Update the Financial information CHRC KH

CHRC DR

V0.7 March 2016 Update Condition based tables CHRC NN

V0.8 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording CHRC NN

V0.9 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording CHRC SH

V0.10 June 2016 Minor update – formatting, glossary CHRC SH

V1.00 June 2016 Prepared for Endorsement CHRC NN

V1.01 June 2016 SPI Graphs CHRC NN

1. Primary number changes to Versions (e.g. V1.0 to V2.0) will be made when the document
undergoes its regular review and when significant changes are made to standards and
guidelines for inspections, intervention levels or work.

2. Secondary number changes (V1.0 to V1.1) will apply to minor amendments that do not
materially impact the document and are intended only to clarify or update issues.
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1 Executive Summary

1.1 Background

The Asset Management Plan is prepared to provide a record of:

• The state of Council’s Airport infrastructure assets at the close of the past financial year;
• Key achievements in the past financial year;
• The 10-year funding required to achieve Council’s adopted asset performance targets; and
• Planned Asset Management activities for the current financial year.

This Plan encompasses the following infrastructure asset classes:

• Terminals

• Airside

• Other

An Airport Hierarchy fits assets into three (3) categories:

Hierarchy Asset Type;

Terminal Terminal building, baggage handling systems, communications and
telephony, furniture and fittings and other equipment;

Airside Runways, taxiways, aprons – sealed and unsealed, markings, lighting,
hangars, fences, sheds and workshops;

Other Carparks, roads, power supply, fleet and plant

Emerald The Emerald Airport is located on the Gregory Highway about 6 km South of Emerald
Township.

The Airport is owned and operated by the Central Highlands Regional Council.

The region is serviced by three commercial airlines (Qantas Link, Virgin Australia and
Alliance Airlines).  These services fly in and out of Emerald regularly, with over 50 services
per week.
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There are also a number of airstrips in the Central Highlands Region that Council
operates for light aircraft landings - all officially classified as ALA "Aerodrome Landing
Areas" - which are located at the following towns:

Capella The airstrip is located about 2km west southwest from the town centre.
Runway 18/36 - Natural Surface - Length: 980m Width: 10m.
Apron on west of Runway Threshold 18.
Passenger facilities not available.

Dingo The airstrip is located 1km south southeast from the township.
Runway 09/27 - Natural Surface - Length: 900m Width: 8.5m.
Apron on north of Runway Threshold 09.
Passenger facilities not available.

Duaringa The airstrip is located 1km south of the township.
Runway 02/20 - Natural Surface - Length: 1250m Width: 9m.
Apron on north of Runway Threshold 20.
Passenger facilities not available.

Rolleston The aerodrome is located about 5 km southwest from the town centre.
Runway 14/32 - Sealed Surface - Length: 1150m Width: 15m.
Apron adjacent to Runway Windsock.
Passenger facilities not available.

Springsure The aerodrome is located about 1km south from the town centre.
Runway 13/31 - Sealed Surface - Length: 1250m Width: 9m
Runway 01/19 - Sealed Surface - Length: 600m Width: 15m
Apron on west of Runway 19 in front of small terminal building.
Passenger facilities available: small terminal (toilets, drinking water, seats), tie down points
(wire cable anchored to concrete) in grassed area, situated in line with terminal building.

The Asset Management Plan is to be completed as soon as practical after the close of the financial
year it is Planning on and before the budgets are set for the financial year following the year in which
the Plan is written.
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1.2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

The Value of the CHRC Emerald Airport assets as per financial reconciliation report from My Data as
of 30th June 2015 is shown in the following table:

Asset Class
Gross

Replacement
Cost ($)

Annual
Depreciation
Expense ($)

Accumulated
Depreciation

($)

Depreciated
Replacement

Cost ($)

Land 8,767,161 0 0 8,767,161
Building 8,962,094 105,122 229,385 8,732,709
Site Improvement 5,987,831 80,762 80,271 5,907,560
Roads 23,827,134 596,626 4,606,411 19,220,723
Total 47,544,220 782,511 4,916,067 42,628,153

These condition ratings apply to the below chart:

Condition
Rating

Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required
4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required
5 Failed:  Unserviceable

The following charts indicate the overall condition rating for the above assets:
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Condition assessment of the asset component will be undertaken to determine if there is any
variation between components, e.g. condition of formation, pavement and surface for runways.

The existing Service Potential Index and remaining useful lives in the Asset Management database
indicates that most of the surfaces of the airport roads, runways, taxiways and aprons require
renewal within the next 10 years.

1.3 Key Achievements (As at 30/06/2015)

Council has undertaken several initiatives for the management of the airport assets as follows:

• Implementation of a consistent approach to asset planning and management, financial
planning and reporting to ensure ongoing financial viability and sustainability.

• Appointment of General Manager Commercial Services to manage its commercial assets.

• Appointment of Manager Airport to manage the airport portfolio.

• Review of its processes surrounding data collection and has embarked on an exercise to
cleanse the current data.

• Update and maintenance of the asset data to meet the organisation’s operational and
financial requirements in delivering efficient and effective asset management.
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• Progress towards implementation of the Assetic Maintenance Management System to allow
Council to gain control and consistency over the inspection and maintenance of its assets.

In 2014/15 expenditure on Capital Works amounted to $1,495,200(Work in progress report),
including the following.

Emerald Airport - Carpark 3 $1,081,600
Emerald Airport Commercial Carpark $157,000
Runway overlay -1 - Design & specification $100,800
Other works (Car park and security gates, lighting and plant) $119,500
Total $1,458,900
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1.4 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

Over the next 10 years CHRC proposes to expend $28,610,000 on Airport capital works as per
Proposed Capital Projects from 2015 to 2025.

Capital
Expenditure Type Total ($)

Renewal 6,650,000

Upgrade 5,480,000

New 16,480,000

Total 28,610,000

Further details are included in Section 5 and APPENDIX 1

The CHRC Airport Asset Financial Ratios are as follows:

Ratio Ratio Target Met

Asset
Consumption
Ratio

90%
Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 50%.
Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75%.

Yes

Asset
Sustainability
Ratio

43%
Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 90%.
Standard is improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110%.

No

Asset Renewal
Funding Ratio

82%

Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95%.

Standard is improving if one of the below is met:
 This ratio is between 95% and 105%.
 ‘Asset Sustainability Ratio’ is between 90% and 110%.
 ‘Asset Consumption Ratio’ is between 50% and 75%

Yes

Asset Consumption Ratio:

Asset Class Gross Replacement
Cost ($)

Depreciated
Replacement Cost ($) Ratio

Airport Land 8,767,161 8,767,161 N/A
Roads 23,827,134 19,220,723 80%

Building 8,962,094 8,732,709 97%
Site

Improvement 5,987,831 5,907,560 99%

Total 47,544,220 42,628,153 90%
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Asset Sustainability Ratio:

Asset Group Capital Renewal and
Replacement

Expenditure 14/15 ($)

Depreciation
Expense 14/15 ($)

Ratio (%)

All airport assets 332,860 782,511 43%

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio:

Asset Group Capital Renewal and
Replacement

Expenditure – 10
Years ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over 10

years ($)

Ratio (%)

All airport assets 6,650,000 8,138,000 82%

1.5 Action Plan

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to
recognise any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a result
of the budget decision process.

The Plan has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council election.

A detailed Action Plan generated from this Asset Management Plan is shown in Section 5.  The Actions
are summarised below under Service Management, Asset Management and Information Management
for Governance, People, Process, Data and Technology.

Action Type Action
Subtype Task

Service
Management

Governance
Obtain Council approval of this Plan.

Obtain Council approval to the Airport Business Process Model.

Process After adopting Levels of Service, survey key stakeholders to determine
satisfaction levels.

People Assess future staff resource needs from implementation of this AMP any
major capital works undertaken at the Airport.

Information
Management

Process
Integrate the Asset Management and GIS Systems to provide for easy
identification of the location of the assets, including provision of maps of asset
condition.

Data Update GIS System - spatially entering all Airport assets so that all assets can
be located with accuracy.
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2 Current State of Council’s Assets

2.1 Key Indicators (As at 30/06/2015)

The airport infrastructure assets considered in this Asset Management Plan are described as including
all assets directly associated with the provision of airport services and located within the airport land
parcels, for which the CHRC is the responsible authority. Please refer to Council’s Asset Register in
appendix 1 for all airport and associated airport infrastructure assets for which Council is accepting
responsibility.

The following table summarises the valuation as at 30 June 2015 and life (both total useful and
remaining) of the Airport’s existing asset as per Council’s asset register.

Table 1 – Emerald Airport Assets Valuation and Life (As per financial reconciliation report from My
Data as of 30th June 2015)

Asset
Gross

Replacement
Cost ($)

Annual
Depreciation
Expense ($)

Accumulated
Depreciation ($)

Depreciated
Replacement

Cost ($)
Airport 47,544,220 782,511 4,916,067 42,628,153

Due to the variation of asset lives and condition between the various components of the airport roads,
runways, aprons and taxiways, the majority of the surfaces of these assets will need to be replaced over
the next 10 years.  Details of the funding requirements are shown in Section 5.

2.2 Asset Class Status

Typically condition is measured using a 0 to 5 rating system as described below:

Condition
Rating

Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required
4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required
5 Failed:  Unserviceable

Safety and operational standards for an airport should be followed to an optimum level.

The condition profile of the Buildings is shown below.
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Building Assets Condition

Condition
Rating

% of
Buildings

Assets

Number of
Buildings

Assets
Replacement

Value ($)
1 99.1 7 8,884,824

2 0.9 2 77,270

3 0.0 0 0
4 0.0 0 0
5 0.0 0 0

100.0 9 8,962,094

The following graph indicate the building condition rating for the assets:

Site Improvements Assets Condition

Condition
Rating

% of Site
Improvements

Assets

Number of
Site

Improvements
Assets

Replacement
Value ($)

1 93.1 9 5,577,213

2 6.9 2 410,619

3 0.0 0 0
4 0.0 0 0
5 0.0 0 0

100.0 11 5,987,831
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The following graph indicate the site improvement condition rating for the assets:

Road Assets Condition

Condition
Rating

% of Roads
Assets

Number of
Roads
Assets

Replacement
Value ($)

1 29.7 11 7,073,874

2 64.5 16 15,370,419

3 0.3 4 68,927
4 5.5 4 1,313,915
5 0.0 0 0

100.0 35 23,827,135

The following graph indicate the roads condition rating for the assets:
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3 Levels of Service and Condition Assessment

Refer to Airports Business Process Model for Levels of Service and Condition Assessment criteria.

The following work is to be undertaken after adoption of the levels of service contained in the
Airports Business Process model:

• Implement strategic and operational Levels of Service.

• Survey key stakeholders to determine satisfaction levels.

• Survey key stakeholders to determine if current Levels of Service are adequate and to identify
any improvement opportunities.

4 Key Achievements

4.1 AM Practice

CHRC is implementing a consistent approach to asset planning and management, financial planning
and reporting to ensure ongoing financial viability and sustainability.

Council appointed a General Manager Commercial Services to manage its commercial assets which
includes Emerald Airport.

CHRC has undertaken a review of its processes surrounding data collection and has embarked on an
exercise to cleanse the current data.   Further enhancement of these processes is required across the
organisation to ensure that we capture all relevant and required data for improved and asset
reporting and monitoring.

Asset staff have been working with asset custodians to update and maintain the asset data to meet
the organisation’s operational and financial requirements in delivering efficient and effective asset
management.

4.2 Asset Class (As at 30/06/2015)

In 2014/15 expenditure on Capital Works amounted to $1,495,200 as follows:

Project 2014/15
Expenditure

Emerald Airport Commercial Carpark (Temporary long term car park). 157,000
Emerald Airport - Relocate Car Park Gates 6&7 and incorporate pedestrian crossings. 17,600
Emerald Airport - Security Upgrade to Gate 2 and GA Pedestrian Gate 36,300
Emerald Airport - Carpark 3 Design and extend. 1,081,600
Runway overlay -1 - Design & spec for full pavement overlay to 06/24 with sub base 100,800
Airport lighting 2-replace primary cables in conduit for entire airfield lighting second
stage. 69,700

GA parking - install tie down & markings for gravel GA parking area west of 15/33 runway. 5,300
Small powered driven sweeper - tackle FOD issues around terminal area and apron. 26,900
Total 1,495,200
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5 Asset Funding Levels

5.1 Forecast 10-Year Funding Required (As at 30/06/2015)

Approximately $8,138,000 is required for renewal of airport assets over the next 10 years.  This work
involved the renewal of surfaces on the airport roads, runways, taxiways and aprons.

Year Funding Required ($)

15/16 1,457,000
16/17 1,000
17/18 0
18/19 1,497,000
19/20 281,000
20/21 0
21/22 0
22/23 0
23/24 4,902,000
25/26 0

Total ($) 8,138,000

The Airport capital expenditure program is significant, involving an estimated cost of $28.6 m over the
next 10 years (2015/16 to 2024/25).  This amount includes requirements for asset renewals and
upgrades involving a total rehabilitation cost of $12,130,000.

A list of the projects is shown in APPENDIX 1 and summarised by type (renewal, upgrade or new) and
year in Section 5.2 - Table 3.

The capital expenditure program includes the following major capital projects as per data from the
Proposed Capital Projects for 2015-2016:

Project Estimated Cost
$

Terminal extension / ring Road and Roundabout Design 300,000

Flood Mitigation works for West side of Airport 250,000

General Aviation Parking Area and code A Taxi lane connecting to RPT Apron 460,000

Emergency Response Unit Trailer Plus equipment 10,000

Springsure Airport – Reseal 13 runway 300,000

Development Approval compliance – upgrade intersection railway line and
highway

2,000,000

Freight area- replace existing site adjacent airport offices – all weather covered
area perhaps small hanger- master plan

50,000

Extend /widen taxiway B-1 to taxiway D as first stage of GA apron area upgrade 100,000
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Project Estimated Cost
$

Perimeter Rd – Construct 6 km all weather gravel perimeter around airside
boundary

400,000

Extend /widen taxiway B-2 to taxiway D as first stage of GA apron area upgrade 2,500,00

Security fencing to new block to join existing boundary 20,000

Runway overlay – 2 – full overlay to 06/24 6,000,000

Managers Residence /Conversion to office space 120,000

Rolleston aerodrome – Reseal runway 300,000

Reseal of access ring road 300,000

Overlay of runway - Emerald 5,000,000

Capital program for future years 10,500,000

Total 28,610,000

These projects and their timing will have a significant impact on cash flow and the capacity of CHRC to
complete the projects to scope, timeframe and budget. The financing of the projects depends on
revenue generated from passenger numbers and / or from other airport services.

CHRC is examining how to best leverage its position in regard to project managing this extensive
program of work and finance options.

Retention of airport profits to fund capital works. Airport reserve is now part of funding.

Estimated maintenance requirements for Emerald airport are shown in below:

Table 2 – Airport Asset Maintenance Requirements

Maintenance
Type

2015/16
($)

2016/17
($)

2017/18
($)

2018/19
($)

2019/20
($)

2020/21
($)

2021/22
($)

2022/23
($)

2023/24
($)

2024/25
($)

Totals
($)

Grounds &
Landside 160,990 188,980 216,971 244,961 272,951 281,646 290,341 299,035 307,730 316,425 2,580,030

Terminal &
Facilities 82,715 94,470 106,224 117,979 129,734 133,867 138,000 142,132 146,265 150,398 1,241,784

Parking Area 14,514 23,388 32,263 41,137 50,011 51,604 53,197 54,791 56,384 57,977 435,266

Screening
Equipment 65,007 67,014 69,020 71,027 73,034 75,361 77,687 80,014 82,340 84,667 745,171

Airside 111,229 165,658 220,086 274,515 328,944 339,543 350,143 360,742 371,342 381,941 2,904,143

Total 434,455 539,510 644,564 749,619 854,674 882,021 909,368 936,714 964,061 991,408 7,906,394

Actual maintenance for Emerald airport are shown in Table 3 below:

Table below:
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Table 2 – Airport Asset Maintenance Requirements

Maintenance
Type

2015/16
($)

2016/17
($)

2017/18
($)

2018/19
($)

2019/20
($)

2020/21
($)

2021/22
($)

2022/23
($)

2023/24
($)

2024/25
($)

Totals
($)

Grounds &
Landside 160,990 188,980 216,971 244,961 272,951 281,646 290,341 299,035 307,730 316,425 2,580,030

Terminal &
Facilities 82,715 94,470 106,224 117,979 129,734 133,867 138,000 142,132 146,265 150,398 1,241,784

Parking Area 14,514 23,388 32,263 41,137 50,011 51,604 53,197 54,791 56,384 57,977 435,266

Screening
Equipment 65,007 67,014 69,020 71,027 73,034 75,361 77,687 80,014 82,340 84,667 745,171

Airside 111,229 165,658 220,086 274,515 328,944 339,543 350,143 360,742 371,342 381,941 2,904,143

Total 434,455 539,510 644,564 749,619 854,674 882,021 909,368 936,714 964,061 991,408 7,906,394

Actual maintenance for Emerald airport are shown in Table 3 below:

Table 3 – Airport Asset Maintenance

Asset Type 2013/14
Expenditure
($)

2014/15
Expenditure
($)

2015/16
Budget
($)

Average
($)

Airport 564,339 326,072 466,500 452,304

5.2 Committed Funding (As at 30/06/2015)

The proposed 10 year budget is shown below as per data from the Proposed Capital Projects 2015-16.

Table 3 – 10 Year Capital Expenditure as per Proposed Capital Project from 2015-2016

Details of the proposed 10 year capital expenditure are included in APPENDIX 1

5.3 Financial Ratios (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset Consumption Ratio:

Capital
Expenditure

Type
15/16 ($) 16/17 ($) 17/18 ($) 18/19 ($) 19/20 ($) 20/21 ($) 21/22 ($) 22/23 ($) 23/24 ($) 24/25 ($) Totals ($)

Renewal 3,000,000 3,050,000 300,000       300,000 - - - - - - 6,650,000
Upgrade 2,100,000 880,000 2,500,000                   - - - - - - - 5,480,000
New - 10,000 670,000 2,300,000 500,000 500,000 5,000,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 16,480,000
Total 5,100,000 3,940,000 3,470,000 2,600,000 500,000 500,000 5,000,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 28,610,000
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This ratio seeks to highlight the aged condition of a local government’s stock of physical assets.  If a
local government is responsibly maintaining and renewing/replacing its assets in accordance with a
well prepared asset management plan, then the fact that it’s Asset Consumption Ratio may be
relatively low and/or declining should not be cause for concern – providing it is operating sustainably.

Asset Consumption Ratio= Depreciated Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets
Current Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets

Purpose: This ratio measures the extent to which depreciable assets have been consumed by
comparing their written down value to their replacement cost.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 50% or greater (0.50 or >). Standard
is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75% (0.60 and 0.75).

Current Asset Consumption Ratio as per financial reconciliation report from My Data 2015

Asset Class Gross Replacement
Cost ($)

Depreciated
Replacement Cost ($) Ratio

Airport Land 8,767,161 8,767,161 N/A
Roads 23,827,134 19,220,723 80%

Building 8,962,094 8,732,709 97%
Site

Improvement 5,987,831 5,907,560 99%

Total 47,544,220 42,628,153 90%

Asset Sustainability Ratio

This ratio is an approximation of the extent to which assets managed by a local government are being
replaced as these reach the end of their useful lives. It is calculated by measuring capital expenditure
on renewal or replacement of assets, relative to depreciation expense.  Expenditure on new or
additional assets is excluded.

Depreciation expense represents an estimate of the extent to which the assets have been consumed
during that period. Measuring assets at fair value is critical to the calculation of a valid depreciation
expense value.

Asset Sustainability Ratio = Capital Renewal and Replacement Expenditure
Annual Depreciation Expense

Purpose: This ratio indicates whether a local government is replacing or renewing existing non-
financial assets at the same rate that its overall asset stock is wearing out.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 90% (or 0.90) Standard is improving
if this ratio is between 90% and 110% (or 0.90 and 1.10).

Asset Group Capital Renewal and
Replacement

Expenditure 14/15 ($)

Depreciation
Expense 14/15 ($)

Ratio (%)

All airport assets 332,860 782,511 43%

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio
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This ratio indicates whether the local government has the financial capacity to fund asset renewal as
required, and can continue to provide existing levels of services in future, without additional
operating income; or reductions in operating expenses.

The ratio is calculated from information included in the local government’s Long  Term Financial Plan
and Asset Management Plan; not the Annual Financial Report.  For the ratio to be meaningful, a
consistent discount rate should generally be applied in Net Present Value (NPV) calculations.

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio = NPV of Planned Capital Renewals over 10 years
NPV of Required Capital Expenditure over 10 years

Purpose: This ratio is a measure of the ability of a local government to fund its projected asset
renewal / replacements in the future.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95% (or 0.75 and 0.95). Standard is
improving if the ratio is between 95% and 105% (or 0.95 and 1.05), and the ASR falls
within the range 90% to 110%, and ACR falls within the range 50% to 75%.

Asset Group Capital Renewal and
Replacement

Expenditure – 10
Years ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over 10

years ($)

Ratio (%)

All airport assets 6,650,000 8,138,000 82%
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6 Action Plan

6.1 AM Document Register

The following documents form part of this Asset Management Plan

Document Name Date Adopted
or Revised

Planned
Revision or
Completion

Date

ECM Number

CHRC Asset Management Policy To be Adopted

CHRC Airport Business Process Model To be Adopted 816415

Emerald Airport Business Plan - Final Report March 2015

6.2 AM Practice Improvements

6.2.1 Performance Measures

The effectiveness of the Asset Management Plan can be measured in the following ways:

• The degree to which the required cash flows identified in this AMP are incorporated into
Council’s Long Term Financial Plan and Strategic Management Plan;

• The degree to which the detailed works programs, budgets, business plans and
organisational structures take into account the ‘global’ works program trends provided by
the AMP; and

• The performance of Council against the Strategic Levels of Service documented in the
Transport Business Process Model.

6.2.2 Improvement Plan

The asset management improvement plan generated from this Asset Management Plan shown in the
following table.

Note: Importance, Urgency and Risk – 1 = Low, 5 = High

Item
#

Task Importance Urgency Risk

1. Obtain Council approval of this
Plan.

5 5 5

2. Obtain Council approval to the
Airport Business Process Model.

4 4 3

3. Assess future staff resource
needs from implementation of
this AMP any major capital works
undertaken at the Airport.

5 4 4

4. Update GIS System - spatially
entering all Airport assets so that
all assets can be located with
accuracy.

4 3 2
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Item
#

Task Importance Urgency Risk

5. Integrate the Asset Management
and GIS Systems to provide for
easy identification of the location
of the assets, including provision
of maps of asset condition.

4 3 2

6. After adopting Levels of Service,
survey key stakeholders to
determine satisfaction levels.

4 3 2

6.2.3 Monitoring and Review Procedures

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to
recognise any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a result
of the budget decision process.

This AMP has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council
election.

An asset management plan is a dynamic document, reflecting and responding to changes over time.
Monitoring of this roads asset management plan is required to:

• Ensure compliance with the proposed improvement program milestones.
• Ensure compliance with adopted standards and procedures for condition and

performance.

A full review of this asset management plan should be undertaken every three to five years to
document progress and set out proposals for the next five years.
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APPENDIX 1
AIRPORT ASSETS (As at 3006/2016)

Asset Id Asset Name Replacement Value ($) Depreciation Expense
Accumulated

Depreciation ($)
Written Down

Value ($)

Useful
Life
(Yrs)

Remai
ning
Life
(Yrs)

BLD - 125 Shed 30,232.73 878.26 4,674.46 25,558.27 146 140
BLD - 256 Airport Terminal 47,037.47 570.20 6,128.96 40,908.51 171 150

BLD - 386 Dwel l ing  Ai rport House 340,835.04 1,259.35 4,250.18 336,584.86 189 186

BLD - 402 Green Mtce Shed 114,276.50 455.31 1,935.84 112,340.66 144 141

BLD - 403 Shel l  Office 39,284.03 384.09 5,428.85 33,855.18 140 129

BLD - 404 Wool lams Office (Flying School ) 35,355.64 443.68 6,059.88 29,295.76 141 136

BLD - 405 Igloo Hangar 211,149.18 1,513.41 15,289.10 195,860.08 138 131

BLD - 406 Hangar 3 Bay 241,093.98 800.53 4,084.13 237,009.85 144 141
BLD - 591 Terminal  Bui lding 7,902,829.75 98,818.80 181,533.53 7,721,296.22 186 182

Bui lding 8,962,094.32 105,123.63 229,384.94 8,732,709.38

LAND - 299 Land - Emera ld Airport 612,161.99 - - 612,161.99 - -

LAND - 303 LAND - UNNAMED ROAD 1,735,000.00 - - 1,735,000.00 - -

LAND - 58 Land - Emera ld Airport 420,000.00 - - 420,000.00 - -

LAND - 59 Land - Emera ld Airport 6,000,000.00 - - 6,000,000.00 - -

Land 8,767,161.99 - - 8,767,161.99

RD-S-CAPAPT-001 Runway - Capel la  Ai rport 409,843.26 5,029.53 23,989.01 385,854.25 60 55

RD-S-DINAPT-001 Runway - Dingo Airport 56,732.40 0.00 0.00 56,732.40 60 55

RD-S-DINAPT-002 Taxiway - Dingo Airport 4,254.93 0.00 0.00 4,254.93 60 55

RD-S-DURAPT-001 Runway - Dura inga  Airport 43,242.70 0.00 0.00 43,242.70 60 55

RD-S-DURAPT-002 Taxiway - Dura inga  Airport 3,782.16 0.00 0.00 3,782.16 60 55

RD-S-EMEAPT-001 Emerald Airport - RPT Apron Extens ion 422,891.87 21,744.11 143,802.53 279,089.34 60 36

RD-S-EMEAPT-002 Main Runway - Emera ld Airport 7,265,949.60 135,700.84 758,063.78 6,507,885.82 60 38

RD-S-EMEAPT-003 Emerald Airport Link Road to Intersection 1,978.00 130.15 930.63 1,047.37 60 21

RD-S-EMEAPT-004 Emerald Airport Link Road to Intersection 1,956.19 98.46 650.07 1,306.12 60 30

RD-S-EMEAPT-005 Second Runway - Emera ld Airport 1,495,382.02 27,533.77 154,446.40 1,340,935.62 60 38

RD-S-EMEAPT-006 Taxiway 1 (Bravo) - Emera ld Airport 325,728.02 6,036.14 33,795.66 291,932.36 60 38

RD-S-EMEAPT-007 Taxiway 2 (Charl ie) - Emera ld Airport 252,169.21 4,597.01 25,861.45 226,307.77 60 38

RD-S-EMEAPT-008 Emerald Airport - RPT Apron Extens ion 5,148,673.24 84,543.20 202,557.68 4,946,115.56 60 56

RD-S-EMEAPT-009
Emerald Airport Industria l  Precinct - Car
Park 3

536,904.87 9,276.43 45,184.99 491,719.88 60 55

RD-S-EMEAPT-010
Emerald Airport GA Taxiway / Apron
Extens ion

27,179.64 485.40 2,363.48 24,816.16 60 55

RD-S-EMEAPT-011
Second Runway Unsealed - Emera ld
Airport

300,471.60 332.29 339.86 300,131.74 60 55

RD-S-EMEAPT-012 Emerald Airport - RPT Apron Extens ion 498,097.99 8,895.51 43,313.39 454,784.60 60 55

RD-S-EMEAPT-013
Apron Area  2 (Now Bays  3 to 6) - Emera ld
Airport

615,844.91 17,123.66 138,176.02 477,668.89 60 33

RD-S-EMEAPT-014
Apron Area  3 (GA Apron Refuel l ing Area)-
Emerald Airport

492,487.66 9,221.25 51,474.85 441,012.81 60 38

RD-S-EMEAPT-015 Internal  Road - Emera ld Airport 41,345.53 4,016.73 27,803.08 13,542.45 60 13

RD-S-EMEAPT-016 Internal  Road - Emera ld Airport 207,079.53 103.37 196,377.88 10,701.65 30 8

RD-S-EMEAPT-017
Emerald Airport - RPT Apron Extens ion -
Dra ins

1,196,883.69 61,540.95 406,995.06 789,888.63 60 36

RD-S-EMEAPT-018
Emerald Airport GA Taxiway / Apron
Extens ion

26,915.76 1,383.95 9,152.59 17,763.17 60 36

RD-S-EMEAPT-019
Emerald Airport - Carpark 3 - Des ign and
Extend

422,461.49 21,015.08 138,954.79 283,506.70 60 36

RD-S-EMEAPT-020 Airpot Access  Road - Emera ld Airport 122,591.08 61.20 116,255.71 6,335.38 30 8

RD-S-EMEAPT-021
Apron Area  1 (Bays  1 & 2) - Emera ld
Airport

937,124.69 189.53 917,503.36 19,621.33 30 8

RD-S-EMEAPT-022 Emerald Airport - RPT Apron Extens ion 591,977.64 30,438.10 201,299.41 390,678.24 60 36

RD-S-EMEAPT-023 Emerald Airport - Long Term CarPark 44,691.40 85.15 86.85 44,604.55 60 56

RD-S-RLLAPT-001 Apron - Rol leston Airport 23,646.90 522.42 4,786.40 18,860.51 60 24

RD-S-RLLAPT-002 Taxiway - Rol leston Airport 14,009.12 152.01 7,300.78 6,708.34 60 25

RD-S-RLLAPT-003 Runway - Rol leston Airport 854,431.97 55,615.52 346,511.77 507,920.20 60 25

RD-S-SSUAPT-001 Runway 1 - Springsure Airport 899,011.03 58,517.20 364,590.65 534,420.38 60 25

RD-S-SSUAPT-002 Airport Drive - Springsure Airport 47,119.41 37.06 43,282.24 3,837.17 30 8

RD-S-SSUAPT-003 Runway 2 - Springsure Airport 459,164.31 29,887.30 186,212.41 272,951.90 60 25

RD-S-SSUAPT-004
Apron (Dirt with Tie-down) - Springsure
Airport

35,111.05 2,312.72 14,348.65 20,762.41 60 25

Roads 23,827,134.89 596,626.03 4,606,411.43 19,220,723.46

OS - 173 Lighting 22,947.27 320.82 2,409.46 20,537.81 23 19

OS - 174 Secrui ty Fence 387,671.40 6,602.36 77,146.61 310,524.79 32 25

OS - 175 Entrance Feature 23,806.60 98.92 714.20 23,092.40 118 114

OS - 302 Carpark 4,350,523.20 64,298.21 - 4,350,523.20 23 23

OS - 303 Securi ty Lighting 400,306.12 2,176.42 - 400,306.12 23 23

OS - 304 Mains  Insta l lation 131,266.98 720.68 - 131,266.98 23 23

OS - 305 Securi ty Screen 671,309.69 6,543.86 - 671,309.69 52 51

Site improvements 5,987,831.26 80,761.26 80,270.27 5,907,560.99

47,544,222.46 782,510.92 4,916,066.64 42,628,155.82
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APPENDIX 2
Proposed Airports 10 Year Capital Projects (As at 30/06/2015)

Project
New

Renewal
Upgrade

2015/16
Year 1

2016/17
Year 2

2017/18
Year 3

2018/19
Year 4

2019/20
Year 5

2020/21
Year 6

2021/22
Year 7

2022/23
Year 8

2023/24
Year 9

2024/25
Year 10 Total

Emerald Airport - Terminal Extension/Ring
Road & Roundabout Design

upgrade - 300,000 300,000

Emerald Airport - General Aviation Parking
Area and Code A Taxilane connecting to RPT
Apron

upgrade 460,000 460,000

Development Approval compliance -
upgrade intersection railway line and
highway

upgrade 2,000,000 2,000,000

Extend/widen taxiway B-1 to txy D as first
stage of GA apron area upgrade

upgrade 100,000 100,000

Extend/widen taxiway B-2 to txy D as first
stage of GA apron area upgrade

upgrade - 2,500,000 2,500,000

Managers Residence/conversion to office
space

Upgrade 120,000 120,000

2,100,000 880,000 2,500,000 5,480,000

Emerald Airport - Relocate PAALC, AWIS,
AFRU, CTAF navigation aids to northern side
of the airfield

renewal - -

Springsure Airport - Reseal 13 Runway renewal 300,000 300,000

Freight area-replace existing site adjacent
airport offices-all weather covered area
perhaps small hanger-master plan

renewal 50,000 50,000

Runway overlay -2 - full overlay to 06/24 renewal - -

Runway overlay -2 - full overlay to 06/24 renewal 3,000,000 3,000,000 6,000,000

Rolleston aerodrome - Reseal runway Renewal 300,000 300,000

Total Renewal 3,000,000 3,050,000 300,000 300,000 6,650,000

Emerald Airport - Flood Mitigation Works for
West Side of Airport - concrete lining of drain

new 250,000 250,000

Emerald Airport - Emergency Response Unit
Trailer Plus Equipment

new 10,000 10,000

Perimeter Rd - construct 6km all weather
gravel perimeter around airside boundary

new 400,000 400,000

Security fencing to new block to join existing
boundary

new 20,000 20,000

Reseal of access ring road New 300,000 300,000

Overlay of runway  - Emerald New 5,000,000 5,000,000

Capital program for future years New 2,000,000 500,000 500,000 - 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 10,500,000

Total New 10,000 670,000 2,300,000 500,000 500,000 5,000,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 16,480,000

Total 5,100,000 3,940,000 3,470,000 2,600,000 500,000 500,000 5,000,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 2,500,000 28,610,000

Total Upgrade
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GLOSSARY

Annual service cost
(ASC)

An estimate of the cost that would be tendered, per annum, if tenders were called for the
supply of a service to a performance specification for a fixed term.  The Annual Service Cost
includes operating, maintenance, depreciation, finance/ opportunity and disposal costs, less
revenue.

Asset class Grouping of assets of a similar nature and use in an entity's operations (AASB 166.37).

Asset condition
assessment

The process of continuous or periodic inspection, assessment, measurement and
interpretation of the resultant data to indicate the condition of a specific asset so as to
determine the need for some preventative or remedial action.

Asset management
The combination of management, financial, economic, and engineering and other practices
applied to physical assets with the objective of providing the required level of service in the
most cost effective manner.

Assets

Future economic benefits controlled by the entity as a result of past transactions or other
past events (AAS27.12).
Property, plant and equipment including infrastructure and other assets (such as furniture
and fittings) with benefits expected to last more than 12 month.

Average annual asset
consumption (AAAC)

The amount of a local government’s asset base consumed during a year.  This may be
calculated by dividing the Depreciable Amount (DA) by the Useful Life and totalled for each
and every asset OR by dividing the Fair Value (Depreciated Replacement Cost) by the
Remaining Life and totalled for each and every asset in an asset category or class.

Capital expenditure

Relatively large (material) expenditure, which has benefits, expected to last for more than 12
months. Capital expenditure includes renewal, expansion and upgrade. Where capital
projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total
project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital funding Funding to pay for capital expenditure.

Capital grants Monies received generally tied to the specific projects for which they are granted, which are
often upgrade and/or expansion or new investment proposals.

Capital new
expenditure

Expenditure which creates a new asset providing a new service to the community that did not
exist beforehand. As it increases service potential it may impact revenue and will increase
future operating and maintenance expenditure.

Capital renewal
expenditure

Expenditure on an existing asset, which returns the service potential or the life of the asset up
to that which it had originally.  It is periodically required expenditure, relatively large
(material) in value compared with the value of the components or sub-components of the
asset being renewed.  As it reinstates existing service potential, it has no impact on revenue,
but may reduce future operating and maintenance expenditure if completed at the optimum
time, e.g. resurfacing or re-sheeting a material part of a road network, replacing a material
section of a drainage network with pipes of the same capacity, resurfacing an oval.  Where
capital projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures,
the total project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital upgrade
expenditure

Expenditure, which enhances an existing asset to provide a higher level of service or
expenditure that will increase the life of the asset beyond that which it had originally.
Upgrade expenditure is discretional and often does not result in additional revenue unless
direct user charges apply. It will increase operating and maintenance expenditure in the
future because of the increase in the council’s asset base, e.g. widening the sealed area of an
existing road, replacing drainage pipes with pipes of a greater capacity, enlarging a
grandstand at a sporting facility. Where capital projects involve a combination of renewal,
expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total project cost needs to be allocated
accordingly.

Carrying amount The amount at which an asset is recognised after deducting any accumulated depreciation /
amortisation and accumulated impairment losses thereon.

Class of assets See asset class definition

Component An individual part of an asset which contributes to the composition of the whole and can be
separated from or attached to an asset or a system.
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Cost of an asset
The amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of the consideration given to
acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition or construction, plus any costs necessary to
place the asset into service.  This includes one-off design and project management costs.

Current replacement
cost (CRC) / Current
replacement value
(CRV)

The cost the entity would incur to acquire the asset on the reporting date.  The cost is
measured by reference to the lowest cost at which the gross future economic benefits could
be obtained in the normal course of business or the minimum it would cost, to replace the
existing asset with a technologically modern equivalent new asset (not a second hand one)
with the same economic benefits (gross service potential) allowing for any differences in the
quantity and quality of output and in operating costs.

Current Replacement
Cost “As New” (CRC)

The current cost of replacing the original service potential of an existing asset, with a similar
modern equivalent asset, i.e. the total cost of replacing an existing asset with an as NEW or
similar asset expressed in current dollar values.

Cyclic Maintenance

Replacement of higher value components/sub-components of assets that is undertaken on a
regular cycle including repainting, building roof replacement, cycle, replacement of air
conditioning equipment, etc.  This work generally falls below the capital/ maintenance
threshold and needs to be identified in a specific maintenance budget allocation.

Depreciable amount The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for its cost, less its residual value (AASB
116.6)

Depreciated
replacement cost (DRC)

The current replacement cost (CRC) of an asset less, where applicable, accumulated
depreciation calculated on the basis of such cost to reflect the already consumed or expired
future economic benefits of the asset

Depreciation /
amortisation

The systematic allocation of the depreciable amount (service potential) of an asset over its
useful life.

Economic life See useful life definition.
Expenditure The spending of money on goods and services. Expenditure includes recurrent and capital.
Fair value / Written
Down Value (WDV)

The amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between
knowledgeable, willing parties, in an arm’s length transaction.

Greenfield asset values Asset (re)valuation values based on the cost to initially acquire the asset.

Heritage asset
An asset with historic, artistic, scientific, technological, geographical or environmental
qualities that is held and maintained principally for its contribution to knowledge and culture
and this purpose is central to the objectives of the entity holding it.

Impairment Loss The amount by which the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount.

Infrastructure assets

Physical assets of the entity or of another entity that contribute to meeting the public's need
for access to major economic and social facilities and services, e.g. roads, drainage, footpaths
and cycleway. These are typically large, interconnected networks or portfolios of composite
assets.  The components of these assets may be separately maintained, renewed or replaced
individually so that the required level and standard of service from the network of assets is
continuously sustained. Generally the components and hence the assets have long lives.  They
are fixed in place and are often have no market value.

Investment property
Property held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both, rather than for:
(a) use in the production or supply of goods or services or for administrative purposes; or
(b) sale in the ordinary course of business (AASB 140.5)

Level of service
The defined service quality for a particular service against which service performance may be
measured.  Service levels usually relate to quality, quantity, reliability, responsiveness,
environmental, acceptability and cost).

Life Cycle Cost

The life cycle cost (LCC) is average cost to provide the service over the longest asset life cycle.
It comprises annual maintenance and asset consumption expense, represented by
depreciation expense. The Life Cycle Cost does not indicate the funds required to provide the
service in a particular year.

Life Cycle Expenditure

The Life Cycle Expenditure (LCE) is the actual or planned annual maintenance and capital
renewal expenditure incurred in providing the service in a particular year.  Life Cycle
Expenditure may be compared to Life Cycle Expenditure to give an initial indicator of life cycle
sustainability.
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Maintenance and
renewal gap

Difference between estimated budgets and projected expenditures for maintenance and
renewal of assets, totalled over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance and
renewal sustainability
index

Ratio of estimated budget to projected expenditure for maintenance and renewal of assets
over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance
expenditure

Recurrent expenditure, which is periodically or regularly required as part of the anticipated
schedule of works required to ensure that the asset achieves its useful life and provides the
required level of service. It is expenditure, which was anticipated in determining the asset’s
useful life.

Materiality
An item is material is its omission or misstatement could influence the economic decisions of
users taken on the basis of the financial report.  Materiality depends on the size and nature of
the omission or misstatement judged in the surrounding circumstances.

Modern equivalent
asset.

A structure similar to an existing structure and having the equivalent productive capacity,
which could be built using modern materials, techniques and design.  Replacement cost is the
basis used to estimate the cost of constructing a modern equivalent asset.

Non-revenue
generating investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are not expected to generate any savings or revenue to the Council, e.g.
parks and playgrounds, footpaths, roads and bridges, libraries, etc.

Operating expenditure Recurrent expenditure, which is continuously required excluding maintenance and
depreciation, e.g. power, fuel, staff, plant equipment, on-costs and overheads.

Planned Maintenance

Repair work that is identified and managed through a maintenance management system
(MMS).  MMS activities include inspection, assessing the condition against failure/breakdown
criteria/experience, prioritising scheduling, actioning the work and reporting what was done
to develop a maintenance history and improve maintenance and service delivery
performance.

Rate of annual asset
consumption

A measure of average annual consumption of assets (AAAC) expressed as a percentage of the
depreciable amount (AAAC/DA).  Depreciation may be used for AAAC.

Rate of annual asset
renewal

A measure of the rate at which assets are being renewed per annum expressed as a
percentage of depreciable amount (capital renewal expenditure/DA).

Rate of annual asset
upgrade

A measure of the rate at which assets are being upgraded and expanded per annum
expressed as a percentage of depreciable amount (capital upgrade/expansion
expenditure/DA).

Reactive maintenance Unplanned repair work that carried out in response to service requests and
management/supervisory directions.

Recoverable amount The higher of an asset's fair value, less costs to sell and its value in use.

Recurrent expenditure Relatively small (immaterial) expenditure or that which has benefits expected to last less than
12 months. Recurrent expenditure includes operating and maintenance expenditure.

Recurrent funding Funding to pay for recurrent expenditure.
Rehabilitation See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Remaining life The time remaining until an asset ceases to provide the required service level or economic
usefulness.  Age plus remaining life is economic life.

Renewal See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Residual value The net amount which an entity expects to obtain for an asset at the end of its useful life
after deducting the expected costs of disposal.

Revenue generating
investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are expected to generate some savings or revenue to offset operating costs,
e.g. public halls and theatres, childcare centres, sporting and recreation facilities, tourist
information centres, etc.

Risk management
The application of a formal process to the range of possible values relating to key factors
associated with a risk in order to determine the resultant ranges of outcomes and their
probability of occurrence.

Section or segment A self-contained part or piece of an infrastructure asset.
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Service potential
The capacity to provide goods and services in accordance with the entity's objectives,
whether those objectives are the generation of net cash inflows or the provision of goods and
services of a particular volume and quantity to the beneficiaries thereof.

Service potential
remaining

A measure of the remaining life of assets expressed as a percentage of economic life.  It is
also a measure of the percentage of the asset’s potential to provide services that are still
available for use in providing services (DRC/DA).

Strategic Management
Plan

Documents Council objectives for a specified period (3-5 years), the principle activities to
achieve the objectives, the means by which that will be carried out, estimated income and
expenditure, measures to assess performance and how rating policy relates to the Council’s
objectives and activities.

Sub-component Smaller individual parts that make up a component part.

Useful life

Either:
(a) the period over which an asset is expected to be available for use by an entity, or
(b) the number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by the
entity.
It is estimated or expected time between placing the asset into service and removing it from
service, or the estimated period of time over which the future economic benefits embodied in
a depreciable asset, are expected to be consumed by the council. It is the same as the
economic life.

Value in Use

The present value of estimated future cash flows expected to arise from the continuing use of
an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life.  It is deemed to be depreciated
replacement cost (DRC) for those assets whose future economic benefits are not primarily
dependent on the asset's ability to generate new cash flows, where if deprived of the asset its
future economic benefits would be replaced.
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Schedule of Changes & Amendments

Version Date Changes/Amendments Author Accepted By

V0.1 May 2015 First Draft Assetic

V0.1 June 2015 Comments only MG - CHRC

V0.2 July 2015 Updated for comments and inclusion of
Capital Budget information

Assetic

V0.3 July 2015 Updated for inclusion of 2014/15 Capital
Expenditure information

Assetic

V0.4 October
2015

Update of Improvement Plan for October
Review Session

Assetic

V0.5 November
2015

Separation of Document into Buildings AMP
and Recreation Facilities and Site
Improvements AMP

Assetic

V0.6 February
2016

Updated all Financial Data, Tables and
Graphs form 30th June 2015 data

KH- CHRC
DS - CHRC

V0.7 March 2016 Reconcile and validate financial data NN CHRC

V0.8 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording NN CHRC

V0.9 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording SH CHRC

V0.10 May 2016 Minor update – formatting and wording NN CHRC

V0.11 June 2016 Minor update – Glossary SH CHRC

V1.00 June 2016 Prepared for Endorsement NN CHRC

1. Primary number changes to Versions (e.g. V1.0 to V2.0) will be made when the document
undergoes its regular review and when significant changes are made to standards and
guidelines for inspections, intervention levels or work.

2. Secondary number changes (V1.0 to V1.1) will apply to minor amendments that do not
materially impact the document and are intended only to clarify or update issues.
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1 Executive Summary

1.1 Background

The Asset Management Plan is prepared to provide a record of:

• The state of Council’s building infrastructure assets at the close of the past financial year;

• Key achievements in the past financial year;

• The 10-year funding required to achieve Council’s adopted asset performance targets; and

• Planned Asset Management activities for the current financial year.

This Plan encompasses the following asset classes:

• Buildings

Buildings include:

• Public Buildings (including halls, public toilets, playing field amenities, community centres)
• Council Offices and Depots
• Council Public Domain Facilities (including cemeteries, saleyards, showgrounds)
• Other property (including residential, commercial, industrial properties)

Building assets at Airports, Saleyards and Waste Facilities are excluded from this Asset Management
plan. Refer to the Airports, Saleyards and Waste Asset Management Plans for these assets

The asset values included in this Asset Management Plan have been obtained from the Council’s
asset management database and the values are as at 30 June 2015.  The 10 year funding
requirements and budget refers to the period from 2015/16 to 2024/25

This Asset Management Plan is to be completed as soon as practical after the close of the financial
year it is Planning on and before the budgets are set for the financial year following the year in which
the Plan is written.

1.2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

The Value of the CHRC Building assets as at 30 June 2015 is shown below:

Financial Class Replacement
Value ($)

Depreciation
Expense ($)

Accumulated
Depreciation

($)

Written Down
Value ($)

Buildings 163,069,945 1,951,946 10,685,895 152,384,050
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These condition ratings apply to the below chart:

Condition
Rating

Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required
4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required
5 Failed:  Unserviceable

The following charts indicate the overall condition rating for the above assets:

Condition ratings for the various Buildings are shown in Section 0.

The ratings range from 1 = Excellent to 5 = Failed

73.0%

25.9%
1.1%

0.0%
0.0%

Buildings Condition 1

2

3

4

5
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The Condition Index and Remaining Useful Lives contained in the Council’s Asset management
System indicate that the following renewal expenditure is required over the next 10 years. Further
details are included in Section 5:

Year Projected Renewals

2015-16 532,000

2016-17 375,000

2017-18 705,000

2018-19 644,000

2019-20 513,000

2020-21 269,000

2021-22 0

2022-23 0

2023-24 632,000

2024-25 1,134,000

Total: 4,804,000

Note: The review period (10 years) is quite short in comparison to the components of a standard
building. The current calculation does not account for partial renewals so it should be expected
that these figures are lower than required.

1.3 Key Achievements (As at 30/06/2015)

Council is proceeding to the implementation of the Assetic Strategic Maintenance Planning module
and several staff have undertaken training in the use of this module.

In 2014/15 expenditure on Capital Works amounted to $3,002,800 as follows:

The above expenditure was distributed among some of the following main asset classes.

• Housing $745,900

• Community Facilities $1,979,100

• Corporate Facilities $277,800

Total $3,002,800
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1.4 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

The proposed 10 year budget for capital renewal, upgrade and new works for Buildings is
summarised in the following table (Figures from 14/15 QTC Model):

Year Capital
Renewal ($) Upgrade ($) New ($) Total ($)

2015-16 11,292,000 2,739,000 812,000 14,843,000

2016-17 7,161,000 2,010,000 1,195,000 10,366,000

2017-18 5,524,000 1,637,000 2,174,000 9,335,000

2018-19 1,193,000 273,000 1,084,000 2,550,000

2019-20 1,968,000 514,000 3,258,000 5,740,000

2020-21 829,000 30,000 1,690,000 2,549,000

2021-22 1,414,000 128,000 758,000 2,300,000

2022-23 2,824,000 42,000 75,000 2,941,000

2023-24 1,870,000 242,000 188,000 2,300,000

2024-25 2,481,000 28,000 41,000 2,550,000

Total 36,556,000 7,643,000 11,275,000 55,474,000
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The CHRC Asset Financial Ratios are as follows:

Ratio Ratio Target Met

Asset
Consumption
Ratio

93% Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 50%.
Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75%.

Yes

Asset
Sustainability
Ratio

42% Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 90%.
Standard is improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110%.

No

Asset Renewal
Funding Ratio

159% Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95%.

Standard is improving if one of the below is met:
 This ratio is between 95% and 105%.
 ‘Asset Sustainability Ratio’ is between 90% and 110%.
 ‘Asset Consumption Ratio’ is between 50% and 75%

No

Current Asset Consumption Ratio:

Asset Group Current
Replacement

Cost ($)

Depreciated
Replacement

Cost ($)

Ratio ($)

Buildings 163,069,945 152,384,050 93%

Asset Sustainability Ratio:

Asset Group Capital Renewal and
Replacement 14/15 ($)

Depreciation
Expense 14/15 ($)

Ratio
(%)

Buildings 824,100 1,951,946 42%

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio:

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over 10

years ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over 10

years ($)

Ratio
(%)

Buildings 7,643,000 4,804,000 159%

The above ratios indicate that the CHRC Buildings Asset Consumption Ratio and Renewal Funding
Ratio standards are improving and the Asset Sustainability Ratio standard does not meet desired
standards.

Note: This table contains some high percentages. It should be noted that required capital
expenditure is based on the remaining serviceability (SPI). This method bases the funding
requirement on the estimated date the asset will reach end of life and does not account for partial
renewals.

The review period (10 years) is shorter than the life of most assets within this category, this can
produce lower predictions than expected and should be viewed as an indicative figure only.
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1.5 Action Plan

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to
recognise any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a
result of the budget decision process.

The Plan has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council
election

A detailed Action Plan generated from this Asset Management Plan is shown in Section 6.2.  The
Actions are summarised below under Service Management, Asset Management and Information
Management for Governance, People, Process, Data and Technology.

Action Type Action
Subtype Task

Service
Management

Governance
Obtain Council approval of this asset management plan.

Obtain Council approval to the Buildings Business Process Model.

Process Confirm desired levels of service by establishing current performance and
setting performance targets. Have these levels of service adopted by Council.

People Assess the structure and resources within Council, to ensure that the asset
management plan can be implemented.

Asset
Management

Process

Confirm the condition and remaining life of assets identified for renewal over
the next 10 years and investigate alternatives for renewal or extension of the
asset lives.

Undertake inspections of the Building asset components to confirm the
condition.

Implement Level 2 assessment of buildings to provide for recording of renewal
and maintenance requirements against rooms within complex buildings, such
as the Council Chambers.

Data

Update and record Asbestos details against relevant building assets in the
asset register.

Review the data in Assetic Assets to determine what additional information
needs to be collected for supporting management of the assets.

Information
Management

Process

Implement the integration of the Assetic Assets and GIS Systems.

Implement the Assetic Strategic Management Maintenance module of the
Asset system to record details of building maintenance requirements and
manage Work Requests and Work Orders.

Data

Review the Buildings data in Assetic Assets to determine what additional
information needs to be collected for supporting management of the assets.

Update GIS System - spatially entering all assets so that they can be located
with accuracy.
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2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

2.1 Key Indicators (As at 30/06/2016)

The values for Buildings as at 30 June 2015 are shown below:

Financial Class Replacement
Value ($)

Depreciation
Expense ($)

Accumulated
Depreciation

($)

Written Down
Value ($)

Buildings 163,069,945 1,951,946 10,685,895 152,384,050

Building assets at Airports, Saleyards and Waste Facilities are excluded from this Asset
Management plan.  Refer to the Airports, Saleyards and Waste Asset Management Plans for these
assets.

The number and asset class distribution of buildings is as follows:

Assets No of Assets Basic Assets Details

Community Facilities 62 Halls, Libraries, Amenity & Toilet blocks,
Kindergartens

Corporate Facilities 69 Offices, Workshops, Store Sheds
Housing 175 Houses, Units
Commercial Facilities 70 Water & Sewer Buildings
Emergency Services 18 SES buildings & Sheds, Broadcast Tower huts
Recreation Facilities 328 Play grounds, Play equipment, Parks & Gardens

722 Totals

2.2 Asset Class Status (As at 30/06/2015)

The condition of the Buildings is based on the Service Potential Index in the asset database.  Future
condition inspections will be undertaken to verify or update the asset condition.

The 1- 5 condition rankings in the table and charts refer to the following ratings.

Condition Rating Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required

4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required

5 Failed:  Unserviceable
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The condition profile of the Buildings is shown below.

Building Condition

Condition Rating % of Buildings

Number of
Buildings

Assets
Replacement

Value ($)
1 73.0 493 118,363,945

2 25.9 186 42,837,867

3 1.1 43 1,868,133

4 0.0 0 0

5 0.0 0 0

100.0 722 163,069,945

The following graph indicate the overall condition rating for the assets:
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3 Levels of Service and Condition Assessment

Refer to the CHRC Buildings Business Process Model for Levels of Service and Condition Assessment

4 Key Achievements (As at 30/06/2015)

4.1 AM Practice

Council is proceeding to the implementation of the Assetic Strategic Maintenance Planning module
and several staff have undertaken training in the use of this module.

The Strategic Maintenance Planning module is a dynamic repository that can log and administer all
Council maintenance management activities and associate these with the appropriate asset. The
system provides for:

 Creation of defect checklists, linked Work Activities, standard unit rates, and more
 Scheduling of Routine Maintenance and Inspections, with the ability to track any resultant

defects to completion.
 Run out-of-the-box reports and generate specific reports, including works status and

performance.

4.2 Asset Class (As at 30/06/2015)

In 2014/15 expenditure on Capital Works amounted to $3,002,800 as follows:

Asset Class Expenditure ($)

Housing 745,900

Community Facilities 1,979,100

Corporate Facilities 263,800

Emergency Services Facilities 14,000

Total 3,002,800

The Capital Works Expenditure includes the following main projects

Asset Class Capital Work Cost ($)

Housing Purchase of 63 Roberts St, Emerald Youth
Housing

300,000

Seniors Housing 180,000

Employee Housing 127,000

Community Eliza Train Facility Amenities Block, Japanese
Gardens, Blackwater

146,000

Springsure Library – Roof & Ceiling replacement
and compliance doors

93,000

Corporate Works depots upgrades and new facilities 287,000

Total: 1,133,000
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5 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

5.1 Forecast 10-Year Funding Required (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset renewal requirements for the next 10 years have been developed using the Service Potential
Index (SPI) for the assets as well as the Remaining Useful life as recorded in the Asset Management
System using straight line depreciation methodology.

The projected renewals for Buildings are shown in following table:

Year Projected  Capital
Renewal ($)

2015-16 532,000
2016-17 375,000
2017-18 705,000
2018-19 644,000
2019-20 513,000
2020-21 269,000
2021-22 0
2022-23 0
2023-24 632,000
2024-25 1,134,000

Total: 4,804,000

5.2 Committed Funding (As at 30/06/2015)

5.2.1 Capital Renewal Budget (As at 30/06/2015)

The proposed 10 year capital expenditure budgets for renewal, upgrade and new buildings, is
shown below

Buildings (Figures from 14/15 QTC Model)

Maintenance Expenditure (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset
2012/13

Expenditure
($)

2013/14
Expenditure

($)

2014/15
Budget

($)

Average
($)

Building 1,743,244 1,674,225 1,757,158 1,724,875

Project 2015/16 ($) 2016/17 ($) 2017/18 ($) 2018/19 ($) 2019/20 ($) 2020/21 ($) 2021/22 ($) 2022/23 ($) 2023/24 ($) 2024/25 ($) Total
Renewal 11,292,000 7,161,000 5,524,000 1,193,000 1,968,000 829,000 1,414,000 2,824,000 1,870,000 2,481,000 36,556,000
Upgrade 2,739,000 2,010,000 1,637,000 273,000 514,000 30,000 128,000 42,000 242,000 28,000 7,643,000
New 812,000 1,195,000 2,174,000 1,084,000 3,258,000 1,690,000 758,000 75,000 188,000 41,000 11,275,000
Totals 14,843,000 10,366,000 9,335,000 2,550,000 5,740,000 2,549,000 2,300,000 2,941,000 2,300,000 2,550,000 55,474,000
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5.3 Financial Ratios (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset Consumption Ratio:

This ratio seeks to highlight the aged condition of a local government’s stock of physical assets. If a
local government is responsibly maintaining and renewing / replacing its assets in accordance with
a well prepared asset management plan, then the fact that its Asset Consumption Ratio may be
relatively low and/or declining should not be cause for concern – providing it is operating
sustainably.

Asset Consumption Ratio= Depreciated Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets
Current Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets

Purpose: This ratio measures the extent to which depreciable assets have been consumed by
comparing their written down value to their replacement cost.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 50% or greater (0.50 or >).
Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75% (0.60 and 0.75).

Current Asset Consumption Ratio

Asset Group Current
Replacement

Cost ($)

Depreciated
Replacement

Cost ($)

Ratio ($)

Buildings 163,069,945 152,384,050 93%

Asset Sustainability Ratio

This ratio is an approximation of the extent to which assets managed by a local government are
being replaced as these reach the end of their useful lives.  It is calculated by measuring capital
expenditure on renewal or replacement of assets, relative to depreciation expense.  Expenditure
on new or additional assets is excluded.

Depreciation expense represents an estimate of the extent to which the assets have been
consumed during that period. Measuring assets at fair value is critical to the calculation of a valid
depreciation expense value.

Asset Sustainability Ratio = Capital Renewal and Replacement Expenditure
Depreciation

Purpose: This ratio indicates whether a local government is replacing or renewing existing
non-financial assets at the same rate that its overall asset stock is wearing out.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 90% (or 0.90) Standard is
improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110% (or 0.90 and 1.10).

Asset Group Capital Renewal and
Replacement 14/15 ($)

Depreciation
Expense 14/15 ($)

Ratio
(%)

Buildings 824,100 1,951,946 42%
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Asset Renewal Funding Ratio

This ratio indicates whether the local government has the financial capacity to fund asset renewal
as required, and can continue to provide existing levels of services in future, without additional
operating income; or reductions in operating expenses.

The ratio is calculated from information included in the local government’s Long  Term Financial
Plan and Asset Management Plan; not the Annual Financial Report. For the ratio to be meaningful,
a consistent discount rate should generally be applied in Net Present Value (NPV) calculations

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio = NPV of Planned Capital Renewals over 10 years
NPV of Required Capital Expenditure over 10 years

Purpose: This ratio is a measure of the ability of a local government to fund its projected asset
renewal / replacements in the future.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95% (or 0.75 and 0.95). Standard is
improving if the ratio is between 95% and 105% (or 0.95 and 1.05), and the ASR falls
within the range 90% to 110%, and ACR falls within the range 50% to 75%.

Note: This table contains some high percentages. It should be noted that required capital
expenditure is based on the remaining serviceability (SPI). This method bases the funding
requirement on the estimated date the asset will reach end of life and does not account for partial
renewals.

The review period (10 years) is shorter than the life of most assets within this category, this can
produce lower predictions than expected and should be viewed as an indicative figure only.

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over 10

years ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over 10

years ($)

Ratio
(%)

Buildings 7,643,000 4,804,000 159%
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6 Action Plan

6.1 AM Document Register

Document Version Status ECM Number

CHRC Asset Management Policy To be Adopted

CHRC Building Business Process
Model

To be Adopted

6.2 AM Practice Improvements

6.2.1 Performance Measures

The effectiveness of the Asset Management Plan can be measured in the following ways:

 The degree to which the required cash flows identified in this AMP are incorporated into
Council’s Long Term Financial Plan and Strategic Management Plan;

 The degree to which the detailed works programs, budgets, business plans and
organisational structures take into account the ‘global’ works program trends provided by
the AMP; and

 The performance of Council against the Strategic Levels of Service documented in the
Buildings Business Process Model.

6.2.2 Improvement Plan

The asset management improvement plan generated from this Asset Management Plan shown in
the following table.

Note: Importance, Urgency and Risk – 1 = Low, 5 = High

Item
#

Task Importance Urgency Risk

1. Obtain Council approval of
this asset management plan.

5 5 5

2.

Confirm desired levels of
service by establishing
current performance and
setting performance targets.
Have these levels of service
adopted by Council.

4 3 3

3.

Confirm the condition and
remaining life of assets
identified for renewal over
the next 10 years and
investigate alternatives for
renewal or extension of the
asset lives.

4 3 3

4.

Assess the structure and
resources within Council, to
ensure that the asset
management plan can be
implemented.

5 4 4
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Item
#

Task Importance Urgency Risk

5.
Implement the integration of
the Assetic Assets and GIS
Systems.

4 4 4

6.

Update GIS System - spatially
entering all assets so that
they can be located with
accuracy.

4 4 4

7.
Obtain Council approval to
the Buildings Business
Process Model.

4 4 3

8.
Undertake inspections of the
Building asset components to
confirm the condition.

4 3 3

9.

Implement Level 2 assessment
of buildings to provide for
recording of renewal and
maintenance requirements
against rooms within complex
buildings, such as the Council
Chambers.

4 3 3

10.

Review the Buildings data in
Assetic Assets to determine
what additional information
needs to be collected for
supporting management of
the assets.

4 4 3

11.
Update and record Asbestos
details against relevant building
assets in the asset register.

5 4 3

12.

Implement the Assetic Strategic
Management Maintenance
module of the Asset system to
record details of building
maintenance requirements and
manage Work Requests and
Work Orders.

4 3 3

6.2.3 Monitoring and Review Procedures

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to
recognise any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a
result of the budget decision process.

This Asset Management Plan has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years
of each Council election
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GLOSSARY

Annual service cost
(ASC)

An estimate of the cost that would be tendered, per annum, if tenders were called for the
supply of a service to a performance specification for a fixed term.  The Annual Service Cost
includes operating, maintenance, depreciation, finance/ opportunity and disposal costs, less
revenue.

Asset class Grouping of assets of a similar nature and use in an entity's operations (AASB 166.37).

Asset condition
assessment

The process of continuous or periodic inspection, assessment, measurement and
interpretation of the resultant data to indicate the condition of a specific asset so as to
determine the need for some preventative or remedial action.

Asset management
The combination of management, financial, economic, and engineering and other practices
applied to physical assets with the objective of providing the required level of service in the
most cost effective manner.

Assets

Future economic benefits controlled by the entity as a result of past transactions or other
past events (AAS27.12).
Property, plant and equipment including infrastructure and other assets (such as furniture
and fittings) with benefits expected to last more than 12 month.

Average annual asset
consumption (AAAC)

The amount of a local government’s asset base consumed during a year.  This may be
calculated by dividing the Depreciable Amount (DA) by the Useful Life and totalled for each
and every asset OR by dividing the Fair Value (Depreciated Replacement Cost) by the
Remaining Life and totalled for each and every asset in an asset category or class.

Capital expenditure

Relatively large (material) expenditure, which has benefits, expected to last for more than 12
months. Capital expenditure includes renewal, expansion and upgrade. Where capital
projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total
project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital funding Funding to pay for capital expenditure.

Capital grants Monies received generally tied to the specific projects for which they are granted, which are
often upgrade and/or expansion or new investment proposals.

Capital new
expenditure

Expenditure which creates a new asset providing a new service to the community that did not
exist beforehand. As it increases service potential it may impact revenue and will increase
future operating and maintenance expenditure.

Capital renewal
expenditure

Expenditure on an existing asset, which returns the service potential or the life of the asset up
to that which it had originally.  It is periodically required expenditure, relatively large
(material) in value compared with the value of the components or sub-components of the
asset being renewed.  As it reinstates existing service potential, it has no impact on revenue,
but may reduce future operating and maintenance expenditure if completed at the optimum
time, e.g. resurfacing or re-sheeting a material part of a road network, replacing a material
section of a drainage network with pipes of the same capacity, resurfacing an oval.  Where
capital projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures,
the total project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital upgrade
expenditure

Expenditure, which enhances an existing asset to provide a higher level of service or
expenditure that will increase the life of the asset beyond that which it had originally.
Upgrade expenditure is discretional and often does not result in additional revenue unless
direct user charges apply. It will increase operating and maintenance expenditure in the
future because of the increase in the council’s asset base, e.g. widening the sealed area of an
existing road, replacing drainage pipes with pipes of a greater capacity, enlarging a
grandstand at a sporting facility. Where capital projects involve a combination of renewal,
expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total project cost needs to be allocated
accordingly.

Carrying amount The amount at which an asset is recognised after deducting any accumulated depreciation /
amortisation and accumulated impairment losses thereon.

Class of assets See asset class definition

Component An individual part of an asset which contributes to the composition of the whole and can be
separated from or attached to an asset or a system.
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Cost of an asset
The amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of the consideration given to
acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition or construction, plus any costs necessary to
place the asset into service.  This includes one-off design and project management costs.

Current replacement
cost (CRC) / Current
replacement value
(CRV)

The cost the entity would incur to acquire the asset on the reporting date.  The cost is
measured by reference to the lowest cost at which the gross future economic benefits could
be obtained in the normal course of business or the minimum it would cost, to replace the
existing asset with a technologically modern equivalent new asset (not a second hand one)
with the same economic benefits (gross service potential) allowing for any differences in the
quantity and quality of output and in operating costs.

Current Replacement
Cost “As New” (CRC)

The current cost of replacing the original service potential of an existing asset, with a similar
modern equivalent asset, i.e. the total cost of replacing an existing asset with an as NEW or
similar asset expressed in current dollar values.

Cyclic Maintenance

Replacement of higher value components/sub-components of assets that is undertaken on a
regular cycle including repainting, building roof replacement, cycle, replacement of air
conditioning equipment, etc.  This work generally falls below the capital/ maintenance
threshold and needs to be identified in a specific maintenance budget allocation.

Depreciable amount The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for its cost, less its residual value (AASB
116.6)

Depreciated
replacement cost (DRC)

The current replacement cost (CRC) of an asset less, where applicable, accumulated
depreciation calculated on the basis of such cost to reflect the already consumed or expired
future economic benefits of the asset

Depreciation /
amortisation

The systematic allocation of the depreciable amount (service potential) of an asset over its
useful life.

Economic life See useful life definition.
Expenditure The spending of money on goods and services. Expenditure includes recurrent and capital.
Fair value / Written
Down Value (WDV)

The amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between
knowledgeable, willing parties, in an arm’s length transaction.

Greenfield asset values Asset (re)valuation values based on the cost to initially acquire the asset.

Heritage asset
An asset with historic, artistic, scientific, technological, geographical or environmental
qualities that is held and maintained principally for its contribution to knowledge and culture
and this purpose is central to the objectives of the entity holding it.

Impairment Loss The amount by which the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount.

Infrastructure assets

Physical assets of the entity or of another entity that contribute to meeting the public's need
for access to major economic and social facilities and services, e.g. roads, drainage, footpaths
and cycleway. These are typically large, interconnected networks or portfolios of composite
assets.  The components of these assets may be separately maintained, renewed or replaced
individually so that the required level and standard of service from the network of assets is
continuously sustained. Generally the components and hence the assets have long lives.  They
are fixed in place and are often have no market value.

Investment property
Property held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both, rather than for:
(a) use in the production or supply of goods or services or for administrative purposes; or
(b) sale in the ordinary course of business (AASB 140.5)

Level of service
The defined service quality for a particular service against which service performance may be
measured.  Service levels usually relate to quality, quantity, reliability, responsiveness,
environmental, acceptability and cost).

Life Cycle Cost

The life cycle cost (LCC) is average cost to provide the service over the longest asset life cycle.
It comprises annual maintenance and asset consumption expense, represented by
depreciation expense. The Life Cycle Cost does not indicate the funds required to provide the
service in a particular year.

Life Cycle Expenditure

The Life Cycle Expenditure (LCE) is the actual or planned annual maintenance and capital
renewal expenditure incurred in providing the service in a particular year.  Life Cycle
Expenditure may be compared to Life Cycle Expenditure to give an initial indicator of life cycle
sustainability.

Maintenance and
renewal gap

Difference between estimated budgets and projected expenditures for maintenance and
renewal of assets, totalled over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).
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Maintenance and
renewal sustainability
index

Ratio of estimated budget to projected expenditure for maintenance and renewal of assets
over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance
expenditure

Recurrent expenditure, which is periodically or regularly required as part of the anticipated
schedule of works required to ensure that the asset achieves its useful life and provides the
required level of service. It is expenditure, which was anticipated in determining the asset’s
useful life.

Materiality
An item is material is its omission or misstatement could influence the economic decisions of
users taken on the basis of the financial report.  Materiality depends on the size and nature of
the omission or misstatement judged in the surrounding circumstances.

Modern equivalent
asset.

A structure similar to an existing structure and having the equivalent productive capacity,
which could be built using modern materials, techniques and design. Replacement cost is the
basis used to estimate the cost of constructing a modern equivalent asset.

Non-revenue
generating investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are not expected to generate any savings or revenue to the Council, e.g.
parks and playgrounds, footpaths, roads and bridges, libraries, etc.

Operating expenditure Recurrent expenditure, which is continuously required excluding maintenance and
depreciation, e.g. power, fuel, staff, plant equipment, on-costs and overheads.

Planned Maintenance

Repair work that is identified and managed through a maintenance management system
(MMS).  MMS activities include inspection, assessing the condition against failure/breakdown
criteria/experience, prioritising scheduling, actioning the work and reporting what was done
to develop a maintenance history and improve maintenance and service delivery
performance.

Rate of annual asset
consumption

A measure of average annual consumption of assets (AAAC) expressed as a percentage of the
depreciable amount (AAAC/DA).  Depreciation may be used for AAAC.

Rate of annual asset
renewal

A measure of the rate at which assets are being renewed per annum expressed as a
percentage of depreciable amount (capital renewal expenditure/DA).

Rate of annual asset
upgrade

A measure of the rate at which assets are being upgraded and expanded per annum
expressed as a percentage of depreciable amount (capital upgrade/expansion
expenditure/DA).

Reactive maintenance Unplanned repair work that carried out in response to service requests and
management/supervisory directions.

Recoverable amount The higher of an asset's fair value, less costs to sell and its value in use.

Recurrent expenditure Relatively small (immaterial) expenditure or that which has benefits expected to last less than
12 months. Recurrent expenditure includes operating and maintenance expenditure.

Recurrent funding Funding to pay for recurrent expenditure.
Rehabilitation See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Remaining life The time remaining until an asset ceases to provide the required service level or economic
usefulness.  Age plus remaining life is economic life.

Renewal See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Residual value The net amount which an entity expects to obtain for an asset at the end of its useful life
after deducting the expected costs of disposal.

Revenue generating
investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are expected to generate some savings or revenue to offset operating costs,
e.g. public halls and theatres, childcare centres, sporting and recreation facilities, tourist
information centres, etc.

Risk management
The application of a formal process to the range of possible values relating to key factors
associated with a risk in order to determine the resultant ranges of outcomes and their
probability of occurrence.

Section or segment A self-contained part or piece of an infrastructure asset.

Service potential
The capacity to provide goods and services in accordance with the entity's objectives,
whether those objectives are the generation of net cash inflows or the provision of goods and
services of a particular volume and quantity to the beneficiaries thereof.
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Service potential
remaining

A measure of the remaining life of assets expressed as a percentage of economic life.  It is
also a measure of the percentage of the asset’s potential to provide services that are still
available for use in providing services (DRC/DA).

Strategic Management
Plan

Documents Council objectives for a specified period (3-5 years), the principle activities to
achieve the objectives, the means by which that will be carried out, estimated income and
expenditure, measures to assess performance and how rating policy relates to the Council’s
objectives and activities.

Sub-component Smaller individual parts that make up a component part.

Useful life

Either:
(a) the period over which an asset is expected to be available for use by an entity, or
(b) the number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by the
entity.
It is estimated or expected time between placing the asset into service and removing it from
service, or the estimated period of time over which the future economic benefits embodied in
a depreciable asset, are expected to be consumed by the council. It is the same as the
economic life.

Value in Use

The present value of estimated future cash flows expected to arise from the continuing use of
an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life.  It is deemed to be depreciated
replacement cost (DRC) for those assets whose future economic benefits are not primarily
dependent on the asset's ability to generate new cash flows, where if deprived of the asset its
future economic benefits would be replaced.
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Schedule of Changes & Amendments

Version Date Changes/Amendments Author Accepted By

V0.1 May 2015 First Draft Assetic

V0.1 June 2015 Comments only MG - CHRC

V0.2 July 2015 Updated for comments and inclusion of
Capital Budget information

Assetic

V0.3 July 2015 Updated for inclusion of 2014/15
Capital Expenditure information

Assetic

V0.4 October
2015

Update of Improvement Plan for
October Review Session

Assetic

V0.5 November
2015

Separation of Document into Buildings
AMP and Recreation Facilities and Site
Improvements AMP

Assetic

V0.6 February
2016

Update document with financial
information as per the CHRC Financial
Statement for 30th June 2015

CHRC- DR
CHRC-KH

V0.7 March 2016 Reconciled to LTFP and SPI report
CHRC-NN

V0.8 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording
CHRC NN

V0.9 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording
CHRC SH

V0.10 May 2016 Minor update – Glossary, formatting
CHRC NN

V1.00 June 2016 Prepared for Endoresement
CHRC NN

Version Numbering

1. Primary number changes to Versions (e.g. V1.0 to V2.0) will be made when the document
undergoes its regular review and when significant changes are made to standards and
guidelines for inspections, intervention levels or work

2. Secondary number changes (V1.0 to V1.1) will apply to minor amendments that do not
materially impact the document and are intended only to clarify or update issues.
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1 Executive Summary

1.1 Background

The Asset Management Plan is prepared to provide a record of:

• The state of Council’s Parks and Recreation assets at the close of the past financial year;
• Key achievements in the past financial year;
• The 10-year funding required to achieve Council’s adopted asset performance targets; and
Planned Asset Management activities for the current financial year.

This Plan encompasses the following infrastructure asset classes:

• Recreation Facilities and Site Improvements.

Recreation Facilities and Site Improvements include:

• Park Furniture (e.g. BBQ, tables and seats, bicycle racks, drinking fountains, shelters).
• Sporting Facilities (e.g. tennis and basketball courts, cricket wickets and practice nets,

scoreboards).
• Recreational Structures (e.g. skate parks, half courts)
• Playgrounds (e.g. play equipment, such as swings, monkey bars, combination units, soft

fall).
• Other (e.g. irrigation, signs (informative/interpretive/ entrance statement), fencing,

landscaping, garden beds, lighting.

Site improvement assets at Airports, Saleyards and Waste Facilities are excluded from this Asset
Management plan. Refer to the Airports, Saleyards and Waste Asset Management Plans for these
assets.

The asset values included in this Asset Management Plan have been obtained from the Council’s
asset management database and the values are as at 30 June 2015.  The 10 year funding
requirements and budget refers to the period from 2015/16 to 2024/25.

The Asset Management Plan is to be completed as soon as practical after the close of the financial
year it is Planning on and before the budgets are set for the financial year following the year in which
the Plan is written.

1.2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

The Value of the CHRC Recreation Facilities and Site Improvement Assets as at 30 June 2015 is
shown below:

Financial Class Replacement
Value ($)

Annual
Depreciation
Expense ($)

Accumulated
Depreciation

($)

Written
Down Value

(%)

Recreation Facilities
& Site Improvements

36,825,473 636,898 3,812,704 33,012,769
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Condition
Rating

Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required
4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required
5 Failed: Unserviceable

The following charts indicate the overall condition rating for the above assets:

Condition rating for the various Recreation Facilities and Site Improvements asset types are shown
in Section 2.2. The ratings range from 1 = Excellent to 5 = Failed.
The Condition Index and Remaining Useful Lives contained in the Council’s Asset management
System indicate that the following renewal expenditure is required over the next 10 years. Further
details are included in Section 5:

Year Projected Renewals ($)

2015-16 559,000

2016-17 0

2017-18 119,000

2018-19 122,000

2019-20 453,000

2020-21 105,000

2021-22 439,000

2022-23 267,000

2023-24 168,000

2024-25 471,000

Total: 2,703,000

70.0%

26.9%

2.8% 0.0% 0.3%

Recreation Facilities & Site Improvements Condition

1

2

3

4

5
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1.3 Key Achievements (As at 30/06/2015)

Council is proceeding to the implementation of the Assetic Strategic Maintenance Planning module
and several staff have undertaken training in the use of this module.

In 2014/15 expenditure on Capital Works amounted to $2,510,600 as follows:

Category Type Expenditure ($)

Recreation/Site Improvement New 1,840,200

Recreation/Site Improvement Renewal 670,400

Total 2,510,600

1.4 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

The proposed 10 year budget for capital renewal, upgrade and new works for Recreation Facilities
and Site Improvements is summarised in the following table (2014-15):

Year Capital
Renewal ($) Upgrade ($) New ($) Total ($)

2015-16 529,560 10,585,000 904,000 12,018,560

2016-17 280,000 4,890,000 2,076,000 7,246,000

2017-18 980,000 2,255,000 920,000 4,155,000

2018-19 150,000 300,000 750,000 1,200,000

2019-20 40,000 1,100,000 2,650,000 3,790,000

2020-21 50,000 300,000 850,000 1,200,000

2021-22 100,000 300,000 550,000 950,000

2022-23 40,000 150,000 800,000 990,000

2023-24 50,000 200,000 750,000 1,000,000

2024-25 100,000 400,000 650,000 1,150,000

Total 2,319,560 20,480,000 10,900,000 33,699,560
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The CHRC Asset Financial Ratios are as follows:

Ratio Ratio Target Met?

Asset
Consumption
Ratio

90% Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 50%.
Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75%.

Yes

Asset
Sustainability
Ratio

105% Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 90%.
Standard is improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110%.

Yes
(Improving)

Asset Renewal
Funding Ratio

86% Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95%.

Standard is improving if one of the below is met:
 This ratio is between 95% and 105%.
 ‘Asset Sustainability Ratio’ is between 90% and 110%.
 ‘Asset Consumption Ratio’ is between 50% and 75%

Yes
(Improving)

Asset Consumption Ratio:

Asset Group Current
Replacement

Cost ($)

Depreciated
Replacement

Cost ($)

Ratio (%)

Recreation Facilities & Site
Improvements 36,825,473 33,012,769 90%

Asset Sustainability Ratio:

Asset Group Capital Renewal
and Replacement

14/15 ($)

Annual
Depreciation

Expense 14/15
($)

Ratio (%)

Recreation Facilities & Site
Improvements

674,400 636,898 105%

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio:

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over 10

years ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over 10

years ($)

Ratio (%)

Recreation Facilities & Site
Improvements

2,319,560 2,703,000 86%

The Ratios for Recreation Facilities & Site Improvements Asset Consumption indicate that the
standard is improving for each ratio.
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1.5 Action Plan

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to
recognise any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a
result of the budget decision process.

The Plan has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council
election.

A detailed Action Plan generated from this Asset Management Plan is shown in Section 6.2.  The
Actions are summarised below under Service Management, Asset Management and Information
Management for Governance, People, Process, Data and Technology.

Action Type Action
Subtype Task

Service
Management

Governance
Obtain Council approval of this asset management plan.

Obtain Council approval to the Recreation and Site Improvement Business
Process Model.

Process Confirm desired levels of service by establishing current performance and
setting performance targets. Have these levels of service adopted by Council.

People Assess the structure and resources within Council, to ensure that the asset
management plan can be implemented.

Asset
Management

Process
Confirm the condition and remaining life of assets identified for renewal over
the next 10 years and investigate alternatives for renewal or extension of the
asset lives.

Data

Update and record Asbestos details against relevant recreation building assets
in the asset register.

Include a site name against each Parks & Recreations Facilities asset so that
reports grouping assets at each site can be created.

Review the data in Assetic Assets to determine what additional information
needs to be collected for supporting management of the assets.

Information
Management

Process Implement the integration of the Assetic Assets and GIS Systems.

Data

Review the Parks & Recreations Facilities data in Assetic Assets to determine
what additional information needs to be collected for supporting management
of the assets.

Update GIS System - spatially entering all assets so that they can be located
with accuracy.
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2 Current State of Council’s Assets

2.1 Key Indicators

The values for Recreation Facilities & Site Improvements as at 30 June 2015 are shown below:

Financial Class Replacement
Value ($)

Annual
Depreciation
Expense ($)

Accumulated
Depreciation

($)

Written
Down Value

(%)

Recreation Facilities
& Site Improvements

36,825,473 636,898 3,812,704 33,012,769

Building and site improvement assets at Airports, Saleyards and Waste Facilities are excluded from
this Asset Management plan.  Refer to the Airports, Saleyards and Waste Asset Management Plans
for these assets.

2.2 Asset Class Status

The condition of the Recreation Facilities and Site Improvement assets is based on the Service
Potential Index in the asset database.  Future condition inspections will be undertaken to verify or
update the asset condition.

The 1- 5 condition rankings in the table and charts refer to the following ratings:

Condition
Rating

Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required

4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required

5 Failed:  Unserviceable

The condition profile of the Recreation Facilities and Site Improvements is shown below.

Condition
Rating % of Assets

Replacement
Value ($)

1 70.0% 25,786,643

2 26.9% 9,890,176

3 2.8% 1,040,899

4 0.0% 0

5 0.3% 107,755

100.0% 36,825,473
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Levels of Service and Condition Assessment

Refer to the CHRC Recreation and Site Improvement Business Process Model for Levels of Service
and Condition Assessment.

3 Key Achievements (As at 30/06/2015)

Council is proceeding to the implementation of the Assetic Strategic Maintenance Planning module
and several staff have undertaken training in the use of this module.

The Strategic Maintenance Planning module is a dynamic repository that can log and administer all
Council maintenance management activities and associate these with the appropriate asset. The
system provides for:

 Creation of defect checklists, linked Work Activities, standard unit rates, and more
 Recording and tracking of Customer Requests from receipt to completion of the resulting

Work Ticket.
 Scheduling of Routine Maintenance and Inspections, with the ability to track any resultant

defects to completion.
 Run out-of-the-box reports and generate specific reports, including works status and

performance.

70.0%

26.9%

2.8% 0.0% 0.3%

Recreation Facilities & Site Improvements
Condition

1

2

3

4

5
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3.1 Asset Class (As at 30/06/2015)

In 2014/15 expenditure on Capital Works amounted to $2,510,600 as follows:

Category Type
Expenditure

($)

Recreation/Site Improvements New 1,840,200

Recreation/Site Improvements Renewal 670,400

Total: 2,510,600

The Capital Works Expenditure included (but was not limited to) the following projects:

Project Amount ($)
Emerald Aquatic Centre - replace tiles on concourse and new utilities shed 90,000
Emerald Aquatic Centre chlorination and filtration upgrade (old pool) 255,000
Emerald Showground toilet block replacement 238,000
Sunrise Rotary Park BMX Track in Emerald - Maintenance 53,000

Tennis court resurfacing – Blackwater 14/15 (BR1) 68,000
Springsure Pool Concourse 254,000
Blackwater Aquatic Centre 690,000
PCYC fir Compliance 53,000
McIndoe Lighting Audit 37,000
Total 2,060,000
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4 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

4.1 Forecast 10-Year Funding Required (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset renewal requirements for the next 10 years have been developed using the Service Potential
Index (SPI) for the assets as well as the Remaining Useful life as recorded in the Asset Management
System.

The projected renewals for Recreation Facilities and site Improvements are shown in following
table:

Year Projected
Renewals ($)

2015-16 559,000

2016-17 0

2017-18 119,000

2018-19 122,000

2019-20 453,000

2020-21 105,000

2021-22 439,000

2022-23 267,000

2023-24 168,000

2024-25 471,000

Total: 2,703,000

4.2 Committed Funding (As at 30/06/2015)

4.2.1 Capital Renewal Budget (As at 30/06/2015)

The proposed 10 year capital expenditure budgets for renewal, upgrade and new recreation
facilities and site improvements is shown below (2015):

4.2.2 Maintenance Expenditure (As at 30/06/2015)

Project
2013/14

Expenditure
($)

2014/15
Expenditure ($)

2015/16
Budget ($) Average ($)

Recreation Facilities &
Site Improvements 1,567,772 1,490,951 1,841,338 1,633,353

Project 2015/16 ($) 2016/17 ($) 2017/18 ($) 2018/19 ($) 2019/20 ($) 2020/21 ($) 2021/22 ($) 2022/23 ($) 2023/24 ($) 2024/25 ($) Total ($)

Upgrade 10,585,000 4,890,000 2,255,000 300,000 1,100,000 300,000 300,000 150,000 200,000 400,000 20,480,000
New 904,000 2,076,000 920,000 750,000 2,650,000 850,000 550,000 800,000 750,000 650,000 10,900,000
Renew 529,560 280,000 980,000 150,000 40,000 50,000 100,000 40,000 50,000 100,000 2,319,560
Totals 12,018,560 7,246,000 4,155,000 1,200,000 3,790,000 1,200,000 950,000 990,000 1,000,000 1,150,000 33,699,560
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4.3 Financial Ratios (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset Consumption Ratio:

This ratio seeks to highlight the aged condition of a local government’s stock of physical assets. If a
local government is responsibly maintaining and renewing / replacing its assets in accordance with
a well prepared asset management plan, then the fact that its Asset Consumption Ratio may be
relatively low and/or declining should not be cause for concern – providing it is operating
sustainably.

Asset Consumption Ratio= Depreciated Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets
Current Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets

Purpose: This ratio measures the extent to which depreciable assets have been consumed by
comparing their written down value to their replacement cost.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 50% or greater (0.50 or >).
Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75% (0.60 and 0.75).

Current Asset Consumption Ratio:

Asset Group Current
Replacement

Cost ($)

Depreciated
Replacement

Cost ($)

Ratio (%)

Recreation Facilities & Site
Improvements 36,825,473 33,012,769 90%

Asset Sustainability Ratio

This ratio is an approximation of the extent to which assets managed by a local government are
being replaced as these reach the end of their useful lives.  It is calculated by measuring capital
expenditure on renewal or replacement of assets, relative to depreciation expense.  Expenditure
on new or additional assets is excluded.

Depreciation expense represents an estimate of the extent to which the assets have been
consumed during that period. Measuring assets at fair value is critical to the calculation of a valid
depreciation expense value.

Asset Sustainability Ratio = Capital Renewal and Replacement Expenditure
Annual Depreciation Expense

Purpose: This ratio indicates whether a local government is replacing or renewing existing
non-financial assets at the same rate that its overall asset stock is wearing out.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 90% (or 0.90) Standard is
improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110% (or 0.90 and 1.10).

Asset Group Capital Renewal
and Replacement

14/15 ($)

Annual
Depreciation

Expense 14/15
($)

Ratio (%)

Recreation Facilities & Site
Improvements

674,400 636,898 105%
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Asset Renewal Funding Ratio

This ratio indicates whether the local government has the financial capacity to fund asset renewal
as required, and can continue to provide existing levels of services in future, without additional
operating income; or reductions in operating expenses.

The ratio is calculated from information included in the local government’s Long  Term Financial
Plan and Asset Management Plan; not the Annual Financial Report.  For the ratio to be meaningful,
a consistent discount rate should generally be applied in Net Present Value (NPV) calculations

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio = NPV of Planned Capital Renewals over 10 years
NPV of Required Capital Expenditure over 10 years

Purpose: This ratio is a measure of the ability of a local government to fund its projected asset
renewal / replacements in the future.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95% (or 0.75 and 0.95). Standard is
improving if the ratio is between 95% and 105% (or 0.95 and 1.05), and the ASR falls
within the range 90% to 110%, and ACR falls within the range 50% to 75%.

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over 10

years ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over 10

years ($)

Ratio (%)

Recreation Facilities & Site
Improvements

2,319,560 2,703,000 86%
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5 Action Plan

5.1 AM Document Register

Document Version Status ECM Number

CHRC Asset Management Policy To be Adopted

CHRC Recreational Facilities & Site
Improvements Business Process Model

To be Adopted

5.2 AM Practice Improvements

5.2.1 Performance Measures

The effectiveness of the Asset Management Plan can be measured in the following ways:

 The degree to which the required cash flows identified in this AMP are incorporated into
Council’s Long Term Financial Plan and Strategic Management Plan;

 The degree to which the detailed works programs, budgets, business plans and
organisational structures take into account the ‘global’ works program trends provided by
the AMP; and

 The performance of Council against the Strategic Levels of Service documented in the
Recreation and Site Improvement Business Process Model.

5.2.2 Improvement Plan

The asset management improvement plan generated from this Asset Management Plan shown in
the following table.

Note: Importance, Urgency and Risk – 1 = Low, 5 = High

Item
#

Task Importance Urgency Risk

1. Obtain Council approval of this
asset management plan.

5 5 5

2.

Confirm desired levels of service by
establishing current performance
and setting performance targets.
Have these levels of service
adopted by Council.

4 3 3

3.

Confirm the condition and
remaining life of assets identified
for renewal over the next 10 years
and investigate alternatives for
renewal or extension of the asset
lives.

4 3 3

4.

Assess the structure and resources
within Council, to ensure that the
asset management plan can be
implemented.

5 4 4

5. Implement the integration of the
Assetic Assets and GIS Systems. 4 4 4
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Item
#

Task Importance Urgency Risk

6.
Update GIS System - spatially
entering all assets so that they can
be located with accuracy.

4 4 4

7.
Obtain Council approval to the
Recreation and Site Improvement
Business Process Model.

4 4 3

8.

Include a site name against each
Parks & Recreations Facilities asset
so that reports grouping assets at
each site can be created.

5 4 3

9.

Review the Parks & Recreations
Facilities data in Assetic Assets to
determine what additional
information needs to be collected
for supporting management of the
assets.

5 5 3

5.2.3 Monitoring and Review Procedures

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to
recognise any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a
result of the budget decision process.

This Asset Management Plan has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years
of each Council election
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GLOSSARY

Annual service cost
(ASC)

An estimate of the cost that would be tendered, per annum, if tenders were called for the
supply of a service to a performance specification for a fixed term.  The Annual Service Cost
includes operating, maintenance, depreciation, finance/ opportunity and disposal costs, less
revenue.

Asset class Grouping of assets of a similar nature and use in an entity's operations (AASB 166.37).

Asset condition
assessment

The process of continuous or periodic inspection, assessment, measurement and
interpretation of the resultant data to indicate the condition of a specific asset so as to
determine the need for some preventative or remedial action.

Asset management
The combination of management, financial, economic, and engineering and other practices
applied to physical assets with the objective of providing the required level of service in the
most cost effective manner.

Assets

Future economic benefits controlled by the entity as a result of past transactions or other
past events (AAS27.12).
Property, plant and equipment including infrastructure and other assets (such as furniture
and fittings) with benefits expected to last more than 12 month.

Average annual asset
consumption (AAAC)

The amount of a local government’s asset base consumed during a year.  This may be
calculated by dividing the Depreciable Amount (DA) by the Useful Life and totalled for each
and every asset OR by dividing the Fair Value (Depreciated Replacement Cost) by the
Remaining Life and totalled for each and every asset in an asset category or class.

Capital expenditure

Relatively large (material) expenditure, which has benefits, expected to last for more than 12
months. Capital expenditure includes renewal, expansion and upgrade. Where capital
projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total
project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital funding Funding to pay for capital expenditure.

Capital grants Monies received generally tied to the specific projects for which they are granted, which are
often upgrade and/or expansion or new investment proposals.

Capital new
expenditure

Expenditure which creates a new asset providing a new service to the community that did not
exist beforehand. As it increases service potential it may impact revenue and will increase
future operating and maintenance expenditure.

Capital renewal
expenditure

Expenditure on an existing asset, which returns the service potential or the life of the asset up
to that which it had originally.  It is periodically required expenditure, relatively large
(material) in value compared with the value of the components or sub-components of the
asset being renewed.  As it reinstates existing service potential, it has no impact on revenue,
but may reduce future operating and maintenance expenditure if completed at the optimum
time, e.g. resurfacing or re-sheeting a material part of a road network, replacing a material
section of a drainage network with pipes of the same capacity, resurfacing an oval.  Where
capital projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures,
the total project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital upgrade
expenditure

Expenditure, which enhances an existing asset to provide a higher level of service or
expenditure that will increase the life of the asset beyond that which it had originally.
Upgrade expenditure is discretional and often does not result in additional revenue unless
direct user charges apply. It will increase operating and maintenance expenditure in the
future because of the increase in the council’s asset base, e.g. widening the sealed area of an
existing road, replacing drainage pipes with pipes of a greater capacity, enlarging a
grandstand at a sporting facility. Where capital projects involve a combination of renewal,
expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total project cost needs to be allocated
accordingly.

Carrying amount The amount at which an asset is recognised after deducting any accumulated depreciation /
amortisation and accumulated impairment losses thereon.

Class of assets See asset class definition

Component An individual part of an asset which contributes to the composition of the whole and can be
separated from or attached to an asset or a system.
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Cost of an asset
The amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of the consideration given to
acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition or construction, plus any costs necessary to
place the asset into service.  This includes one-off design and project management costs.

Current replacement
cost (CRC) / Current
replacement value
(CRV)

The cost the entity would incur to acquire the asset on the reporting date.  The cost is
measured by reference to the lowest cost at which the gross future economic benefits could
be obtained in the normal course of business or the minimum it would cost, to replace the
existing asset with a technologically modern equivalent new asset (not a second hand one)
with the same economic benefits (gross service potential) allowing for any differences in the
quantity and quality of output and in operating costs.

Current Replacement
Cost “As New” (CRC)

The current cost of replacing the original service potential of an existing asset, with a similar
modern equivalent asset, i.e. the total cost of replacing an existing asset with an as NEW or
similar asset expressed in current dollar values.

Cyclic Maintenance

Replacement of higher value components/sub-components of assets that is undertaken on a
regular cycle including repainting, building roof replacement, cycle, replacement of air
conditioning equipment, etc.  This work generally falls below the capital/ maintenance
threshold and needs to be identified in a specific maintenance budget allocation.

Depreciable amount The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for its cost, less its residual value (AASB
116.6)

Depreciated
replacement cost (DRC)

The current replacement cost (CRC) of an asset less, where applicable, accumulated
depreciation calculated on the basis of such cost to reflect the already consumed or expired
future economic benefits of the asset

Depreciation /
amortisation

The systematic allocation of the depreciable amount (service potential) of an asset over its
useful life.

Economic life See useful life definition.
Expenditure The spending of money on goods and services. Expenditure includes recurrent and capital.
Fair value / Written
Down Value (WDV)

The amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between
knowledgeable, willing parties, in an arm’s length transaction.

Greenfield asset values Asset (re)valuation values based on the cost to initially acquire the asset.

Heritage asset
An asset with historic, artistic, scientific, technological, geographical or environmental
qualities that is held and maintained principally for its contribution to knowledge and culture
and this purpose is central to the objectives of the entity holding it.

Impairment Loss The amount by which the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount.

Infrastructure assets

Physical assets of the entity or of another entity that contribute to meeting the public's need
for access to major economic and social facilities and services, e.g. roads, drainage, footpaths
and cycleway. These are typically large, interconnected networks or portfolios of composite
assets.  The components of these assets may be separately maintained, renewed or replaced
individually so that the required level and standard of service from the network of assets is
continuously sustained. Generally the components and hence the assets have long lives.  They
are fixed in place and are often have no market value.

Investment property
Property held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both, rather than for:
(a) use in the production or supply of goods or services or for administrative purposes; or
(b) sale in the ordinary course of business (AASB 140.5)

Level of service
The defined service quality for a particular service against which service performance may be
measured.  Service levels usually relate to quality, quantity, reliability, responsiveness,
environmental, acceptability and cost).

Life Cycle Cost

The life cycle cost (LCC) is average cost to provide the service over the longest asset life cycle.
It comprises annual maintenance and asset consumption expense, represented by
depreciation expense. The Life Cycle Cost does not indicate the funds required to provide the
service in a particular year.

Life Cycle Expenditure

The Life Cycle Expenditure (LCE) is the actual or planned annual maintenance and capital
renewal expenditure incurred in providing the service in a particular year.  Life Cycle
Expenditure may be compared to Life Cycle Expenditure to give an initial indicator of life cycle
sustainability.
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Maintenance and
renewal gap

Difference between estimated budgets and projected expenditures for maintenance and
renewal of assets, totalled over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance and
renewal sustainability
index

Ratio of estimated budget to projected expenditure for maintenance and renewal of assets
over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance
expenditure

Recurrent expenditure, which is periodically or regularly required as part of the anticipated
schedule of works required to ensure that the asset achieves its useful life and provides the
required level of service. It is expenditure, which was anticipated in determining the asset’s
useful life.

Materiality
An item is material is its omission or misstatement could influence the economic decisions of
users taken on the basis of the financial report.  Materiality depends on the size and nature of
the omission or misstatement judged in the surrounding circumstances.

Modern equivalent
asset.

A structure similar to an existing structure and having the equivalent productive capacity,
which could be built using modern materials, techniques and design. Replacement cost is the
basis used to estimate the cost of constructing a modern equivalent asset.

Non-revenue
generating investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are not expected to generate any savings or revenue to the Council, e.g.
parks and playgrounds, footpaths, roads and bridges, libraries, etc.

Operating expenditure Recurrent expenditure, which is continuously required excluding maintenance and
depreciation, e.g. power, fuel, staff, plant equipment, on-costs and overheads.

Planned Maintenance

Repair work that is identified and managed through a maintenance management system
(MMS).  MMS activities include inspection, assessing the condition against failure/breakdown
criteria/experience, prioritising scheduling, actioning the work and reporting what was done
to develop a maintenance history and improve maintenance and service delivery
performance.

Rate of annual asset
consumption

A measure of average annual consumption of assets (AAAC) expressed as a percentage of the
depreciable amount (AAAC/DA).  Depreciation may be used for AAAC.

Rate of annual asset
renewal

A measure of the rate at which assets are being renewed per annum expressed as a
percentage of depreciable amount (capital renewal expenditure/DA).

Rate of annual asset
upgrade

A measure of the rate at which assets are being upgraded and expanded per annum
expressed as a percentage of depreciable amount (capital upgrade/expansion
expenditure/DA).

Reactive maintenance Unplanned repair work that carried out in response to service requests and
management/supervisory directions.

Recoverable amount The higher of an asset's fair value, less costs to sell and its value in use.

Recurrent expenditure Relatively small (immaterial) expenditure or that which has benefits expected to last less than
12 months. Recurrent expenditure includes operating and maintenance expenditure.

Recurrent funding Funding to pay for recurrent expenditure.
Rehabilitation See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Remaining life The time remaining until an asset ceases to provide the required service level or economic
usefulness.  Age plus remaining life is economic life.

Renewal See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Residual value The net amount which an entity expects to obtain for an asset at the end of its useful life
after deducting the expected costs of disposal.

Revenue generating
investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are expected to generate some savings or revenue to offset operating costs,
e.g. public halls and theatres, childcare centres, sporting and recreation facilities, tourist
information centres, etc.

Risk management
The application of a formal process to the range of possible values relating to key factors
associated with a risk in order to determine the resultant ranges of outcomes and their
probability of occurrence.

Section or segment A self-contained part or piece of an infrastructure asset.
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Service potential
The capacity to provide goods and services in accordance with the entity's objectives,
whether those objectives are the generation of net cash inflows or the provision of goods and
services of a particular volume and quantity to the beneficiaries thereof.

Service potential
remaining

A measure of the remaining life of assets expressed as a percentage of economic life.  It is
also a measure of the percentage of the asset’s potential to provide services that are still
available for use in providing services (DRC/DA).

Strategic Management
Plan

Documents Council objectives for a specified period (3-5 years), the principle activities to
achieve the objectives, the means by which that will be carried out, estimated income and
expenditure, measures to assess performance and how rating policy relates to the Council’s
objectives and activities.

Sub-component Smaller individual parts that make up a component part.

Useful life

Either:
(a) the period over which an asset is expected to be available for use by an entity, or
(b) the number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by the
entity.
It is estimated or expected time between placing the asset into service and removing it from
service, or the estimated period of time over which the future economic benefits embodied in
a depreciable asset, are expected to be consumed by the council. It is the same as the
economic life.

Value in Use

The present value of estimated future cash flows expected to arise from the continuing use of
an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life.  It is deemed to be depreciated
replacement cost (DRC) for those assets whose future economic benefits are not primarily
dependent on the asset's ability to generate new cash flows, where if deprived of the asset its
future economic benefits would be replaced.
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Schedule of Changes & Amendments

Version Date Changes/Amendments Author Accepted By

V0.1 April 2015 Draft Asset Management Plan Assetic

V0.2 July 2015 Updated for proposed 10 year budget Assetic

V0.3 October
2015

Review and update of Improvement
Plan Section 6.2.2 and Action Plan
Section 1.5

Assetic

V0.4 February
2016 Update Financial information CHCR KH

CHRC DR

V0.5 March
2016 Reconcile and validate financials CHRC NN

V0.6 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording CHRC NN

V0.7 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording CHRC SH

V0.8 June 2016 Minor update – formatting, glossary CHRC SH

V1.00 June 2016 Prepared for Endorsement CHRC NN

NB:

1. Primary number changes to Versions (egg V1.0 to V2.0) will be made when the document
undergoes its regular review and when significant changes are made to standards and
guidelines for inspections, intervention levels or work

2. Secondary number changes (V1.0 to V1.1) will apply to minor amendments that do not
materially impact the document and are intended only to clarify or update issues.
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1 Executive Summary

1.1 Background

The Asset Management Plan is prepared to provide a record of:
 The state of Council’s plant and vehicles assets at the close of the past financial year; and
 Key achievements in the past financial year; and
 The 10-year funding required to achieve Council’s adopted asset performance targets; and
 Planned Asset Management activities for the current financial year.

This Plan encompasses the following infrastructure asset classes:
 Vehicles (Trucks and Light Vehicles).
 Plant (Construction Plant and Equipment).

1.2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

The Value of the CHRC Plant and Vehicle assets as at the 30th June 2015 is shown in the following
table. Refer Section 2 for further details:

Asset Class
Gross

Replacement
Cost ($)

Annual
Depreciation

($)

Accumulated
Depreciation

($)

Written
Down value

($)

Plant and Vehicles 60,941,647 5,157,581 26,365,010 34,576,637

The assets are maintained at a high level of condition to meet performance, manufacturer’s and
safety requirements.
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1.3 Key Achievements

Assets No of
Assets Basic Assets Details

Plant
Graders 19 Caterpiller - 13, John Deere - 5
Loaders 26 Caterpiller - 15, Case - 6, Komatsu - 5, JCB - 2, Dressta
Excavators 11 Caterpiller - 7, JCB - 2, Komatsu - 1, Kubota - 1
Compaction equipment 22 Caterpiller - 9, Dynapac - 5, Bomag -3, Other - 7
Forklifts 6 Clark - 3, Komatsu - 3, Maximal, Nissam, Hyster
Tractors / mowers / slashers 69 Superior - 20, Kubota - 19, Hustler - 12, Others - 30
Trailers 100 Haulmark – 24, Belco – 7, J smith – 9, Lacey – 7, Others - 135
Minor Plant and Equipment 37
Other / floating & minor items 54 John Deere - 1, Various - 18
Plant Total 344
Vehicles
Trucks 104 Hino - 16, Issuzu - 16, Mitsubishi - 14, Nissan - 27, Other - 26
Light Vehicles 191 Ford - 47, Mitsubishi - 50, Toyota - 58, Other - 19
Vehicles Total 295
Total 639

1.4 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset funding requirements, committed funding and financial ratios are detailed in Section 5 and
summarised below. The proposed 10 year funding for Plant and Vehicle is as follows:

Year Vehicle ($) Plant ($) Total ($)
2015/16 2,363,000 11,510,300 13,873,300
2016/17 6,399,000 5,180,000 11,579,000
2017/18 1,866,000 2,983,000 4,849,000
2018/19 4,489,236 1,477,000 5,966,236
2019/20 2,713,775 1,446,000 4,159,775
2020/21 4,271,000 1,617,000 5,888,000
2021/22 2,830,000 10,689,000 13,519,000
2022/23 5,277,722 4,811,000 10,088,722
2023/24 4,469,236 4,955,000 9,424,236
2024/25 3,986,053 3,336,000 7,322,053

Total 38,665,022 48,004,300 86,669,322
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The CHRC Asset Financial Ratios are detailed in Section 5.3 and are summarised below:

Ratio Ratio Target Met?

Asset
Consumption
Ratio

57% Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 50%.
Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75%.

Yes

Asset
Sustainability
Ratio

43% Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 90%.
Standard is improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110%.

No

Asset Renewal
Funding Ratio

74% Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95%.

Standard is improving if one of the below is met:
 This ratio is between 95% and 105%.
 ‘Asset Sustainability Ratio’ is between 90% and 110%.
 ‘Asset Consumption Ratio’ is between 50% and 75%

No
(Improving)

Asset Consumption Ratio:

Asset Type Depreciated
Replacement

Cost ($)

Current
Replacement

Cost ($)

Ratio
(%)

Plant & Vehicles 34,576,637 60,941,647 57%

Total 34,576,637 60,941,647 57%

Asset Sustainability Ratio:

Asset Group Capital Renewal
and Replacement

Expenditure
14/15

($)

Annual
Depreciation

14/15
($)

Ratio
(%)

Plant & Vehicles 2,216,933 5,157,581 43%

Total 2,216,933 5,157,581 43%

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio:

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over

10 years ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure

over 10 years ($)

Ratio ($)

Plant & Vehicles 64,087,817 86,669,322 74%

Total: 64,087,817 86,669,322 74%
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1.5 Action Plan

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to
recognise any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a result
of the budget decision process.

The Plan has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council
election.

A detailed Action Plan generated from this Asset Management Plan is shown in Section 6.2.  The
Actions are summarised below under Service Management, Asset Management and Information
Management for Governance, People, Process, Data and Technology.

Action Type Action
Subtype Task

Service
Management Governance

Obtain Council approval of this Plan.
Obtain Council approval to the Plant and Vehicle Business Process
Model.

Measure performance against the Level of Service Criteria
contained in the Plant and Vehicle Business Process Model.

Asset
Management Process

Undertake review of plant and vehicles business and present to
Council

Update replacement policy when adopted by Council

Formalise servicing schedules for vehicles and plant

Implement the Fleet module in the Asset Management System to
facilitate the recording and management of plant servicing,
operation and maintenance.
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2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

2.1 Key Indicators

Vehicle / Plant Type Quantity
Gross

Replacement
Value ($)

Annual
Depreciation

($)

Accumulated
Depreciation

($)

Written
Down

Value ($)

Graders 19 5,937,334 638,942 3,341,800 2,595,535

Loaders 26 4,901,579 600,701 3,059,998 1,841,581

Excavators 11 1,843,857 193,983 1,001,586 842,271

Compaction Equipment 22 3,405,165 303,052 1,568,390 1,836,775

Forklifts 6 245,858 22,116 63,600 182,258

Tractors / Mowers / Slashers 69 2,085,544 191,610 1,258,436 827,107

Trailers 100 5,451,048 386,227 1,941,143 3,509,905

Plant & Equipment 37 15,561,805 566,823 5,042,664 10,519,142

Other / Floating & minor items 54 1,642,420 91,893 686,007 956,413

Trucks 104 13,610,184 1,400,685 5,801,854 7,808,330

Light Vehicles 191 6,256,853 761,549 2,599,532 3,657,320

Total 639 60,941,647 5,157,581 26,365,010 34,576,637

Number of acting plant items registered in Authority excluding SES as at 30/06/2015:

 295 light vehicles

 344 Plant items (trucks, tractors, mowers, construction & maintenance plant, tools of
trade/floating plant)

 639 total plant and vehicle items.

Annual depreciation is based on the Gross Replacement Value and asset age replacement criteria
shown on the Section 0.
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2.2 Class Status

Replacement of Plant and Vehicle is based on the age or extent of usage as shown below:

Vehicle/Plant Type Replacement Criteria

Graders 7000 hrs / 6 Years or Conditional Basis

Loaders
6000 hrs / 6 Years (Loader)
5 Years (Skidsteer)

Excavators
6000 hrs / 6yrs or 5000 hrs/ 6yrs (mini) or
Conditional Basis

Compaction equipment 7 Years / 4000hrs (Rollers)

Forklifts 6,000 hrs / 10 years

Tractors / mowers / slashers
5000hrs/8Years (Tractors)
5 Years (Mowers)

Trucks

8 Years / 500,000km (Heavy)
8 Years/250,000km (Medium)
6 Years/200,000km (light)

Trailers
Trailer Heavy 15 Years
Trailer Light 10 Years

Vehicles 80,000km or 120,000km / 4 or 5 Years

The above replacement criteria is aimed at achieving a balance of optimum trade-in values and
performance.

The assets are maintained at a high level of condition to meet performance, manufacturer’s and
safety requirements.

5.9M

4.9M

1.9M

3.4M
0.2M
2.1M

5.5M

15.5M

1.6M

13.6M

6.3M
Replacement Value ($M)

Graders Loaders
Excavators Compaction Equipments
Forklifts Tractors / Mowers / Slashers
Trailers Plant & Equipments
Other / Floating & minor items Trucks
Light Vehicles
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3 Levels of Service and Condition Assessment

Refer to CHRC Plant and Vehicle Business Process Model for Levels of Service and Condition
Assessment

4 Key Achievements

4.1 AM Practice

 A daft policy for Plant and Vehicle Replacement & Management Policy has been prepared
 Implementation of the Fleet module of the Asset Management System has commenced and

key staff have undertaken training
 Work undertaken by Plant and Vehicle management staff has identified the need for

recording Plant and Vehicle maintenance costs (stores, fuel, CHRC workshop labour, etc.).

4.2 Asset Class

Maintenance expenditure to be included in a future version as per improvement plan.
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5 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

5.1 Forecast 10-Year Funding Required

The 10 year forecast for renewal of Plant and Vehicle is based on the following parameters for age or
distance

Vehicles and Trucks

Type
Optimum Replacement Timing

Years KM
4 cylinder cars No later than 4 80,000
4 cylinder utilities No later than 5 120,000
6 cylinder vehicles No later than 5 120,000
Heavy Duty Truck (HR & HC) 8 500,000
Light Duty Truck (LR) 6 200,000
Medium Duty Truck (MR) 8 250,000

Plant

Type
Optimum Replacement Timing

Years Hours
Backhoe Loader 6 5,000
Excavator 6 6,000
Excavator Mini 6 5,000
Backhoe Loader 6 5,000
Excavator 6 6,000
Excavator Mini 6 5,000
Forklift 10 6,000
Grader 6 7,000
Loader 6 6,000
Mower Front Deck 5 2,500
Roller Large 7 4,000
Skid Steer 5 2,500
Sweeper 8 8,000
Tractor Medium 8 5,000
Trailer Heavy 15 NA
Trailer Light 10 NA

The need for renewal is based on the above policy, including any results of regular servicing and
inspections.
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5.2 Committed Funding (As at 30/06/2015)

The 10 year funding requirements for Fleet renewal is shown below based on age and usage:

Year Vehicle ($) Plant ($) Total ($)
2015/16 2,363,000 11,510,300 13,873,300
2016/17 6,399,000 5,180,000 11,579,000
2017/18 1,866,000 2,983,000 4,849,000
2018/19 4,489,236 1,477,000 5,966,236
2019/20 2,713,775 1,446,000 4,159,775
2020/21 4,271,000 1,617,000 5,888,000
2021/22 2,830,000 10,689,000 13,519,000
2022/23 5,277,722 4,811,000 10,088,722
2023/24 4,469,236 4,955,000 9,424,236
2024/25 3,986,053 3,336,000 7,322,053

Total 38,665,022 48,004,300 86,669,322

Proposed future level of funding is as follows as per 10 year plan:

Year Vehicle ($) Plant ($) Total ($)
2015/16 200,000 1,800,000 2,000,000
2016/17 2,885,925 4,053,000 6,938,925
2017/18 453,958 1,621,000 2,074,958
2018/19 2,143,958 1,956,000 4,099,958
2019/20 3,790,000 1,496,000 5,286,000
2020/21 20,682,018 1,126,000 21,808,018
2021/22 4,018,000 1,551,000 5,669,000
2022/23 1,500,000 3,913,000 5,413,000
2023/24 1,183,958 4,732,000 5,915,958
2024/25 2,355,000 2,527,000 4,882,000

Total 39,312,817 24,775,000 64,087,817
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5.3 Financial Ratios (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset Consumption Ratio:

This ratio seeks to highlight the aged condition of a local government’s stock of physical assets. If a
local government is responsibly maintaining and renewing / replacing its assets in accordance with a
well prepared asset management plan, then the fact that its Asset Consumption Ratio may be
relatively low and/or declining should not be cause for concern – providing it is operating
sustainably.

Asset Consumption Ratio= Depreciated Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets
Current Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets

Purpose: This ratio measures the extent to which depreciable assets have been consumed by
comparing their written down value to their replacement cost.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 50% or greater (0.50 or >).
Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75% (0.60 and 0.75).

Current Asset Consumption Ratio

Asset Type Depreciated
Replacement

Cost ($)

Current
Replacement

Cost ($)

Ratio
(%)

Plant & Vehicles 34,576,637 60,941,647 57%

Total 34,576,637 60,941,647 57%

Asset Sustainability Ratio

This ratio is an approximation of the extent to which assets managed by a local government are
being replaced as these reach the end of their useful lives.  It is calculated by measuring capital
expenditure on renewal or replacement of assets, relative to depreciation expense.  Expenditure on
new or additional assets is excluded.

Depreciation expense represents an estimate of the extent to which the assets have been consumed
during that period. Measuring assets at fair value is critical to the calculation of a valid depreciation
expense value.

Asset Sustainability Ratio = Capital Renewal and Replacement Expenditure
Annual Depreciation Expense

Purpose: This ratio indicates whether a local government is replacing or renewing existing non-
financial assets at the same rate that its overall asset stock is wearing out.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 90% (or 0.90) Standard is
improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110% (or 0.90 and 1.10).

Asset Group Capital Renewal
and Replacement

Expenditure
14/15

($)

Annual
Depreciation

14/15
($)

Ratio
(%)

Plant & Vehicles 2,216,933 5,157,581 43%

Total 2,216,933 5,157,581 43%
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Asset Renewal Funding Ratio

This ratio indicates whether the local government has the financial capacity to fund asset renewal as
required, and can continue to provide existing levels of services in future, without additional
operating income; or reductions in operating expenses.

The ratio is calculated from information included in the local government’s Long  Term Financial Plan
and Asset Management Plan; not the Annual Financial Report.  For the ratio to be meaningful, a
consistent discount rate should generally be applied in Net Present Value (NPV) calculations

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio = NPV of Planned Capital Renewals over 10 years
NPV of Required Capital Expenditure over 10 years

Purpose: This ratio is a measure of the ability of a local government to fund its projected asset
renewal / replacements in the future.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95% (or 0.75 and 0.95). Standard is
improving if the ratio is between 95% and 105% (or 0.95 and 1.05), and the ASR falls
within the range 90% to 110%, and ACR falls within the range 50% to 75%.

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over

10 years ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure

over 10 years ($)

Ratio ($)

Plant & Vehicles 64,087,817 86,669,322 74%

Total: 64,087,817 86,669,322 74%
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6 Action Plan

6.1 AM Document Register

Document Version Status ECM Number

CHRC Asset Management Policy To be Adopted

CHRC Plant & Vehicles Business Process
Model

To be Adopted

6.2 AM Practice Improvements

The asset management improvement plan generated from this Plant and Vehicle Asset Management
Plan is shown in the table below.

Note: Importance, Urgency and Risk – 1 = Low, 5 = High

Task
No Task Importance Urgency Risk

1. Obtain Council approval of this
Plan. 5 5 5

2.
Undertake review of plant and
vehicles business and present to
Council

5 5 5

3. Update replacement policy when
adopted by Council 4 4 4

4. FFormalise servicing schedules for
vehicles and plant 4 4 4

5.
Obtain Council approval to the
Plant and Vehicle Business Process
Model.

4 4 4

6.

Measure performance against the
Level of Service Criteria contained
in the Plant and Vehicle Business
Process Model.

3 3 3

7.

Implement the Fleet module in the
Asset Management System to
facilitate the recording and
management of plant servicing,
operation and maintenance.

4 4 3
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Appendix A – 10 Year Plant and Vehicle Replacement Requirements (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset Type
2015/16

($)
2016/17

($)
2017/18

($)
2018/19

($)
2019/20

($)
2020/21

($)
2021/22

($)
2022/23

($)
2023/24

($)
2024/25

($)
Total

($)
GRADERS 4,840,000 880,000 440,000 440,000 0 440,000 4,840,000 880,000 440,000 440,000 13,640,000
LOADERS 2,945,000 735,000 1,615,000 110,000 680,000 365,000 2,580,000 1,250,000 1,210,000 0 11,490,000
EXCAVATORS 1,312,000 440,000 0 150,000 430,000 52,000 1,312,000 440,000 0 150,000 4,286,000
COMPACTION
EQUIPMENT 750,000 1,900,000 0 0 0 555,000 825,000 750,000 1,900,000 62,000 6,742,000
FORKLIFTS 130,000 0 0 0 0 0 80,000 0 80,000 40,000 330,000
TRACTORS,
MOWERS,
SLASHERS 0 1,090,000 446,000 497,000 295,000 41,000 893,000 219,000 422,000 497,000 4,400,000
TRUCKS 720,000 6,050,000 270,000 1,960,000 2,435,000 2,590,000 2,526,000 3,634,000 1,940,000 3,755,000 25,880,000
TRAILERS 1,393,300 105,000 457,000 280,000 41,000 164,000 159,000 1,272,000 903,000 2,147,000 6,921,300
OTHER /
FLOATING &
MINOR ITEMS 140,000 30,000 25,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 195,000
VEHICLES 1,643,000 349,000 1,596,000 2,529,236 278,775 1,681,000 304,000 1,643,722 2,529,236 231,053 12,785,022
Total 13,873,300 11,579,000 4,849,000 5,966,236 4,159,775 5,888,000 13,519,000 10,088,722 9,424,236 7,322,053 86,669,322
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GLOSSARY

Annual service cost
(ASC)

An estimate of the cost that would be tendered, per annum, if tenders were called for the
supply of a service to a performance specification for a fixed term.  The Annual Service Cost
includes operating, maintenance, depreciation, finance/ opportunity and disposal costs, less
revenue.

Asset class Grouping of assets of a similar nature and use in an entity's operations (AASB 166.37).

Asset condition
assessment

The process of continuous or periodic inspection, assessment, measurement and
interpretation of the resultant data to indicate the condition of a specific asset so as to
determine the need for some preventative or remedial action.

Asset management
The combination of management, financial, economic, and engineering and other practices
applied to physical assets with the objective of providing the required level of service in the
most cost effective manner.

Assets

Future economic benefits controlled by the entity as a result of past transactions or other
past events (AAS27.12).
Property, plant and equipment including infrastructure and other assets (such as furniture
and fittings) with benefits expected to last more than 12 month.

Average annual asset
consumption (AAAC)

The amount of a local government’s asset base consumed during a year.  This may be
calculated by dividing the Depreciable Amount (DA) by the Useful Life and totalled for each
and every asset OR by dividing the Fair Value (Depreciated Replacement Cost) by the
Remaining Life and totalled for each and every asset in an asset category or class.

Capital expenditure

Relatively large (material) expenditure, which has benefits, expected to last for more than 12
months. Capital expenditure includes renewal, expansion and upgrade. Where capital
projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total
project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital funding Funding to pay for capital expenditure.

Capital grants Monies received generally tied to the specific projects for which they are granted, which are
often upgrade and/or expansion or new investment proposals.

Capital new
expenditure

Expenditure which creates a new asset providing a new service to the community that did not
exist beforehand. As it increases service potential it may impact revenue and will increase
future operating and maintenance expenditure.

Capital renewal
expenditure

Expenditure on an existing asset, which returns the service potential or the life of the asset up
to that which it had originally.  It is periodically required expenditure, relatively large
(material) in value compared with the value of the components or sub-components of the
asset being renewed.  As it reinstates existing service potential, it has no impact on revenue,
but may reduce future operating and maintenance expenditure if completed at the optimum
time, e.g. resurfacing or re-sheeting a material part of a road network, replacing a material
section of a drainage network with pipes of the same capacity, resurfacing an oval.  Where
capital projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures,
the total project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital upgrade
expenditure

Expenditure, which enhances an existing asset to provide a higher level of service or
expenditure that will increase the life of the asset beyond that which it had originally.
Upgrade expenditure is discretional and often does not result in additional revenue unless
direct user charges apply. It will increase operating and maintenance expenditure in the
future because of the increase in the council’s asset base, e.g. widening the sealed area of an
existing road, replacing drainage pipes with pipes of a greater capacity, enlarging a
grandstand at a sporting facility. Where capital projects involve a combination of renewal,
expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total project cost needs to be allocated
accordingly.

Carrying amount The amount at which an asset is recognised after deducting any accumulated depreciation /
amortisation and accumulated impairment losses thereon.

Class of assets See asset class definition

Component An individual part of an asset which contributes to the composition of the whole and can be
separated from or attached to an asset or a system.
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Cost of an asset
The amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of the consideration given to
acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition or construction, plus any costs necessary to
place the asset into service.  This includes one-off design and project management costs.

Current replacement
cost (CRC) / Current
replacement value
(CRV)

The cost the entity would incur to acquire the asset on the reporting date.  The cost is
measured by reference to the lowest cost at which the gross future economic benefits could
be obtained in the normal course of business or the minimum it would cost, to replace the
existing asset with a technologically modern equivalent new asset (not a second hand one)
with the same economic benefits (gross service potential) allowing for any differences in the
quantity and quality of output and in operating costs.

Current Replacement
Cost “As New” (CRC)

The current cost of replacing the original service potential of an existing asset, with a similar
modern equivalent asset, i.e. the total cost of replacing an existing asset with an as NEW or
similar asset expressed in current dollar values.

Cyclic Maintenance

Replacement of higher value components/sub-components of assets that is undertaken on a
regular cycle including repainting, building roof replacement, cycle, replacement of air
conditioning equipment, etc.  This work generally falls below the capital/ maintenance
threshold and needs to be identified in a specific maintenance budget allocation.

Depreciable amount The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for its cost, less its residual value (AASB
116.6)

Depreciated
replacement cost (DRC)

The current replacement cost (CRC) of an asset less, where applicable, accumulated
depreciation calculated on the basis of such cost to reflect the already consumed or expired
future economic benefits of the asset

Depreciation /
amortisation

The systematic allocation of the depreciable amount (service potential) of an asset over its
useful life.

Economic life See useful life definition.
Expenditure The spending of money on goods and services. Expenditure includes recurrent and capital.
Fair value / Written
Down Value (WDV)

The amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between
knowledgeable, willing parties, in an arm’s length transaction.

Greenfield asset values Asset (re)valuation values based on the cost to initially acquire the asset.

Heritage asset
An asset with historic, artistic, scientific, technological, geographical or environmental
qualities that is held and maintained principally for its contribution to knowledge and culture
and this purpose is central to the objectives of the entity holding it.

Impairment Loss The amount by which the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount.

Infrastructure assets

Physical assets of the entity or of another entity that contribute to meeting the public's need
for access to major economic and social facilities and services, e.g. roads, drainage, footpaths
and cycleway. These are typically large, interconnected networks or portfolios of composite
assets.  The components of these assets may be separately maintained, renewed or replaced
individually so that the required level and standard of service from the network of assets is
continuously sustained. Generally the components and hence the assets have long lives.  They
are fixed in place and are often have no market value.

Investment property
Property held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both, rather than for:
(a) use in the production or supply of goods or services or for administrative purposes; or
(b) sale in the ordinary course of business (AASB 140.5)

Level of service
The defined service quality for a particular service against which service performance may be
measured.  Service levels usually relate to quality, quantity, reliability, responsiveness,
environmental, acceptability and cost).

Life Cycle Cost

The life cycle cost (LCC) is average cost to provide the service over the longest asset life cycle.
It comprises annual maintenance and asset consumption expense, represented by
depreciation expense. The Life Cycle Cost does not indicate the funds required to provide the
service in a particular year.

Life Cycle Expenditure

The Life Cycle Expenditure (LCE) is the actual or planned annual maintenance and capital
renewal expenditure incurred in providing the service in a particular year.  Life Cycle
Expenditure may be compared to Life Cycle Expenditure to give an initial indicator of life cycle
sustainability.
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Maintenance and
renewal gap

Difference between estimated budgets and projected expenditures for maintenance and
renewal of assets, totalled over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance and
renewal sustainability
index

Ratio of estimated budget to projected expenditure for maintenance and renewal of assets
over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance
expenditure

Recurrent expenditure, which is periodically or regularly required as part of the anticipated
schedule of works required to ensure that the asset achieves its useful life and provides the
required level of service. It is expenditure, which was anticipated in determining the asset’s
useful life.

Materiality
An item is material is its omission or misstatement could influence the economic decisions of
users taken on the basis of the financial report.  Materiality depends on the size and nature of
the omission or misstatement judged in the surrounding circumstances.

Modern equivalent
asset.

A structure similar to an existing structure and having the equivalent productive capacity,
which could be built using modern materials, techniques and design.  Replacement cost is the
basis used to estimate the cost of constructing a modern equivalent asset.

Non-revenue
generating investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are not expected to generate any savings or revenue to the Council, e.g.
parks and playgrounds, footpaths, roads and bridges, libraries, etc.

Operating expenditure Recurrent expenditure, which is continuously required excluding maintenance and
depreciation, e.g. power, fuel, staff, plant equipment, on-costs and overheads.

Planned Maintenance

Repair work that is identified and managed through a maintenance management system
(MMS).  MMS activities include inspection, assessing the condition against failure/breakdown
criteria/experience, prioritising scheduling, actioning the work and reporting what was done
to develop a maintenance history and improve maintenance and service delivery
performance.

Rate of annual asset
consumption

A measure of average annual consumption of assets (AAAC) expressed as a percentage of the
depreciable amount (AAAC/DA).  Depreciation may be used for AAAC.

Rate of annual asset
renewal

A measure of the rate at which assets are being renewed per annum expressed as a
percentage of depreciable amount (capital renewal expenditure/DA).

Rate of annual asset
upgrade

A measure of the rate at which assets are being upgraded and expanded per annum
expressed as a percentage of depreciable amount (capital upgrade/expansion
expenditure/DA).

Reactive maintenance Unplanned repair work that carried out in response to service requests and
management/supervisory directions.

Recoverable amount The higher of an asset's fair value, less costs to sell and its value in use.

Recurrent expenditure Relatively small (immaterial) expenditure or that which has benefits expected to last less than
12 months. Recurrent expenditure includes operating and maintenance expenditure.

Recurrent funding Funding to pay for recurrent expenditure.
Rehabilitation See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Remaining life The time remaining until an asset ceases to provide the required service level or economic
usefulness.  Age plus remaining life is economic life.

Renewal See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Residual value The net amount which an entity expects to obtain for an asset at the end of its useful life
after deducting the expected costs of disposal.

Revenue generating
investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are expected to generate some savings or revenue to offset operating costs,
e.g. public halls and theatres, childcare centres, sporting and recreation facilities, tourist
information centres, etc.

Risk management
The application of a formal process to the range of possible values relating to key factors
associated with a risk in order to determine the resultant ranges of outcomes and their
probability of occurrence.

Section or segment A self-contained part or piece of an infrastructure asset.
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Service potential
The capacity to provide goods and services in accordance with the entity's objectives,
whether those objectives are the generation of net cash inflows or the provision of goods and
services of a particular volume and quantity to the beneficiaries thereof.

Service potential
remaining

A measure of the remaining life of assets expressed as a percentage of economic life.  It is
also a measure of the percentage of the asset’s potential to provide services that are still
available for use in providing services (DRC/DA).

Strategic Management
Plan

Documents Council objectives for a specified period (3-5 years), the principle activities to
achieve the objectives, the means by which that will be carried out, estimated income and
expenditure, measures to assess performance and how rating policy relates to the Council’s
objectives and activities.

Sub-component Smaller individual parts that make up a component part.

Useful life

Either:
(a) the period over which an asset is expected to be available for use by an entity, or
(b) the number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by the
entity.
It is estimated or expected time between placing the asset into service and removing it from
service, or the estimated period of time over which the future economic benefits embodied in
a depreciable asset, are expected to be consumed by the council. It is the same as the
economic life.

Value in Use

The present value of estimated future cash flows expected to arise from the continuing use of
an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life.  It is deemed to be depreciated
replacement cost (DRC) for those assets whose future economic benefits are not primarily
dependent on the asset's ability to generate new cash flows, where if deprived of the asset its
future economic benefits would be replaced.
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i

Schedule of Changes & Amendments

Version Date Changes/Amendments Author Accepted By

V0.1 April 2015 Draft Asset Management Plan Assetic

V0.2 July 2015 Update for proposed 10 year budget Assetic

V0.3 October 2015
Review and update of Improvement
Plan - Section 6.2.2 and Action Plan -
Section 1.5

Assetic

VO.4 December
2015

Update all Financial Data, tables and
Graphs from CHRC Financial
Statement ending 30 June 2015 and
My Data 30th June 2015.

CHRC-KH
CHRC-DR

V0.5 March 2016 Reconcile and Update Financials CHRC NN

V0.6 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording CHRC NN

V0.7 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording CHRC SH

V0.8 June 2016 Minor update – formatting, glossary CHRC SH

V0.9 June 2016 Minor update CHRC NN

V1.00 June 2016 Prepared for Endorsement CHRC NN

NB:

1. Primary number changes to Versions (egg V1.0 to V2.0) will be made when the document
undergoes its regular review and when significant changes are made to standards and
guidelines for inspections, intervention levels or work

2. Secondary number changes (V1.0 to V1.1) will apply to minor amendments that do not
materially impact the document and are intended only to clarify or update issues.
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CHRC Saleyards Asset Management Plan

1 Executive Summary

1.1 Background

The Asset Management Plan is prepared to provide a record of:

 The state of Council’s saleyard infrastructure assets at the close of the past financial year;
 Key achievements in the past financial year;
 The 10-year funding required to achieve Council’s adopted asset performance targets; and
 Planned Asset Management activities for the current financial year.

This Plan encompasses the Assets classes located at the Emerald and Springsure saleyards, including:

 Land
 Buildings
 Site Improvements
 Water

1.2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

The value and condition of the Council’s Saleyard asset as at 30/06/2015 is summarised below and
further details are shown in Section 2:

Asset Class

Total
Replacement

Value
($)

Annual
Depreciation

Expense
($)

Accumulated
Depreciation

($)

Total Written
Down Value

($)

Land 1,168,000 0 0 1,168,000

Buildings 454,624 17,633 81,037 373,587

Site Improvements 5,058,513 51,511 812,435 4,246,079

Water 157,587 4,520 82,371 75,215

Total 6,838,724 73,664 975,843 5,862,881

The Saleyard assets have been assessed on a 1-5 condition rating scale as described in Section 2.
The overall condition rating of the assets, excluding land, is as follows:

Condition
Rating

Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required
4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required
5 Failed:  Unserviceable
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Condition
Ranking

(%) of
Network

Total Value
($)

1 75.0% 5,129,200
2 6.5% 445,288
3 9.2% 630,339
4 0.6% 40,212
5 8.7% 593,684

Total 100.0% 6,838,724

Assets that require renewal over the next ten years are as follows:

Asset Name Renewal
Cost ($)

Holding Yards Replacement (1) 150,000
Bitumen Reseal –adjacent to loading ramps 30,000
Renovate Offices / canteen 30,000
Gravel restoration works –truck turnaround area 125,000
Reseal front Car park and turn-around area 120,000
Total 455,000

1.3 Key Achievements (As at 30/06/2015)

A Business Plan has been prepared for the Emerald Saleyards (ECM # 864142).

CHRC has gathered asset information for individual assets to support the optimisation of activities
and programs to meet agreed service levels.

75.0%

6.5%

9.2%
0.6%

8.7%

Saleyards Assets Condition

1 2 3 4 5
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In 2014/15 the following capital works were undertaken at the Emerald Saleyards:

 Construction of a disability toilet and shower. $34,000
 Replacing Holding Yards $30,000
 Bitumen Sealing of trucking area $50,000

Total $114,000

1.4 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

The proposed 10 year budget for capital renewals and new or upgrade works is detailed in Section 5
and summarised below:

Capital Expenditure Type Total ($)
Renewal 455,000
Upgrade 0
New 1,075,000
Total 1,530,000

The CHRC Asset Financial Ratios are detailed in Section 0 and are summarised below.

Emerald Saleyards

Ratio Ratio Target Met?

Asset
Consumption
Ratio

86% Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 50%.
Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75%.

Yes

Asset
Sustainability
Ratio

108% Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 90%.
Standard is improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110%.

Yes
(Improving)

Asset Renewal
Funding Ratio

37% Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95%.

Standard is improving if one of the below is met:
 This ratio is between 95% and 105%.
 ‘Asset Sustainability Ratio’ is between 90% and 110%.
 ‘Asset Consumption Ratio’ is between 50% and 75%

No
(Improving)

Asset Consumption Ratio:

Location
Current

Replacement Cost
($)

Depreciated
Replacement Cost

($)
Ratio (%)

Saleyards 6,838,724 5,862,881 86%
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Asset Sustainability Ratio:

Asset Group Capital Renewal and
Replacement

Expenditure 14/15
($)

Depreciation
Expense ($)

Ratio (%)

Saleyards 79,540 73,664 108%

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio:

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over 10

years ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over 10

years ($)

Ratio (%)

Saleyards 455,000 1,245,000 37%

Springsure

Ratios for Springsure are not included as this facility is not operated as a saleyard and its future is
under review.

1.5 Action Plan

Any Asset Management Plan must be a dynamic document, reflecting and responding to changes
over time.

The effectiveness of this Asset Management Plan can be measured in the following ways:

 The degree to which the required cash flows identified in this AMP are incorporated into
Council’s Long Term Financial Plan and Strategic Management Plan;

 The degree to which the detailed works programs, budgets, business plans and
organisational structures take into account the ‘global’ works program trends provided by
the AMP; and

 The performance of Council against the Strategic Levels of Service documented the
Saleyards Business Process Model.

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to
recognise any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a
result of the budget decision process.

The Plan has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council
election
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A detailed Action Plan generated from this Asset Management Plan is shown in Section 6.2.2.  The
Actions are summarised below under Service Management, Asset Management and Information
Management for Governance, People, Process, Data and Technology.

Action Type Action
Subtype Task

Service
Management

Governance
Obtain Council approval of this Plan.

Obtain Council approval of the Saleyards Business Process Model.

People Assess the structure and resources within Council, to ensure that the AMP can
be effectively implemented.

Process

Surveying key stakeholders to determine if current LoS are adequate and to
identify any improvement opportunities
After adopting strategic and operational LoS survey key stakeholders to
determine satisfaction levels

Asset
Management

Governance Review the condition of the Springsure Saleyard assets and develop a plan for
the future operation and management of the assets

Process

Implement strategic and operational LoS

After adopting strategic and operational LoS survey key stakeholders to
determine satisfaction levels

Review the options and timelines for assets identified for renewal.

Information
Management

Process Integrate the Asset and GIS systems.

Data
Asset Management System - Update GIS System - spatially entering all
Saleyard assets so that all assets can be located with accuracy
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2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

2.1 Key Indicator

Council owns and maintains the Saleyards as follows:

Assets No of
Assets Basic Assets Details

Land 2 Emerald Saleyard with access to ramps

Buildings 7 Supervisors office, Amenities, Dwelling, and
workshop

Loading Ramps & Yards 4 Catwalk truck loading facility
Selling Pens 2 Cattle selling Steel pens
Fence 6 Holding yard, loading facility areas
Roads & Car Parks 3 Access roads, parking & carport
Shelters 1
Wash Pads 1 Vehicle wash pads
Total 26

2.2 Asset Values (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset Class

Total
Replacement

Value
($)

Annual
Depreciation

Expense
($)

Accumulated
Depreciation

($)

Total Written
Down Value

($)

Land 1,168,000 0 0 1,168,000

Buildings 454,624 17,633 81,037 373,587

Site Improvements 5,058,513 51,511 812,435 4,246,079

Water 157,587 4,520 82,371 75,215

Total 6,838,724 73,664 975,843 5,862,881

2.3 Asset Class Status

The assets are rated on a 1-5 ranking as follows:

Condition
Rating

Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required
4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required
5 Failed:  Unserviceable
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Saleyards Assets Condition (As at 30/06/2015)

The condition of the Saleyards assets based on the Service Potential Index recorded in the Asset
Management System for each asset is as follows:

Condition
Rating

% of
Network

Replacement
Value ($)

1 75.0% 5,129,200

2 6.5% 445,288

3 9.2% 630,339

4 0.6% 40,212

5 8.7% 593,684

100.0% 6,838,724

Details of Useful Life, Remaining Useful Life and Residual Values for each Saleyard asset is shown in
APPENDIX 1

3 Levels of Service and Condition Assessment

Refer to the CHRC Saleyards Business Process Models for Levels of Service for the Saleyards.
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4 Key Achievements

4.1 AM Practice

A Business Plan has been prepared for the Emerald Saleyards (ECM # 864142).

CHRC has gathered asset information for individual assets to support the optimisation of activities and
programs to meet agreed service levels. This approach will continue as the Councils asset
management system is further developed and integrated in to the organisation.

4.2 Asset Class (As at 30/06/2015)

In 2014/15 the following capital works were undertaken at the Emerald Saleyards:

Project Description 2014-15
Expenditure ($)

Construction of a disability toilet and shower. 34,000

Replacing Holding Yards 46,000

Total 80,000
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5 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

5.1 Forecast 10-Year Funding Required (As at 30/06/2015)

5.1.1 Capital Expenditure Proposed Capital Projects 2015-2025

The 10 year funding requirements for capital works are as follows 2015-2025:

Year Renewal
($)

New/
Upgrade

($)

Total
($)

2015-16 0 0 0

2016-17 630,000 260,000 890,000

2017-18 45,000 0 45,000

2018-19 145,000 0 145,000

2019-20 60,000 0 60,000

2020-21 25,000 0 25,000

2021-22 80,000 0 80,000

2022-23 0 0 0

2023-24 0 0 0

2024-25 0 0 0

Total 985,000 260,000 1,245,000

The maintenance activities are detailed in the CHRC Saleyards Business Process Model and include
the following:

Activity Items
Saleyard Services  Water Outages

 Electrical and Gas Outages
 Cleaning – Holding Areas
 Cleaning – Main Administration Offices, weighing

office, canteen, entry and exit area, toilets
Carparks and
Roadways

 Pothole Maintenance
 Heavy Patching
 Shoving / Delamination Maintenance

Kerb Maintenance  Kerb Repairs
Pen Maintenance  Water Trough Repairs

 Railing Repairs
 Post Repairs
 Standing Area Grinding
 Mucking out pens

Dead Animals  Disposal of Dead Animals
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Activity Items
Maintenance Other  Work shed

 Elevated Walkways
 Unloading and Loading Ramps
 Paddock and Boundary Fencing
 Building Maintenance
 Building Security
 Site Security
 Vehicle,  Plant  &  Equipment Minor Maintenance
 Vehicle,  Plant  &  Equipment  Major Maintenance
 Sign Maintenance
 Wash bays

5.1.2 Maintenance Expenditure (As at 30/06/2015)

Maintenance Expenditure

Saleyards
2013/14

Expenditure
($)

2014/15
Expenditure

($)

2015/16
Budget ($) Average ($)

Saleyards 207,423 153,377 81,500 147,433

5.2 Committed Funding (As at 30/06/2015)

The proposed 10 year capital funding budget for asset renewal and new works is shown below:

Year Amount ($) Total ($)Capital Renewal ($) New ($)
2015-16 80,000 0 80,000
2016-17 205,000 375,000 580,000
2017-18 120,000 0 120,000
2018-19 50,000 100,000 150,000
2019-20 0 100,000 100,000
2020-21 0 100,000 100,000
2021-22 0 100,000 100,000
2022-23 0 100,000 100,000
2023-24 0 100,000 100,000
2024-25 0 100,000 100,000

Total 455,000 1,075,000 1,530,000
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The proposed budget includes the following new and renewal works (2014-15):

Project Type
Total cost

(S)

Holding Yards Replacement (1) renewal 150,000

Bitumen Reseal - adjacent to loading ramps renewal 30,000

Renovate Offices / Canteen renewal 30,000

Gravel restoration works - truck turnaround area renewal 125,000

Reseal Front Carpark and turn-around area renewal 120,000

Draft Area - Additional Shade (2) new 30,000

Additional Lighting - selling pens new 25,000

20 x 10m Shed for Hay Storage new 100,000

Workshop - Concrete and Shelter new 20,000

Additional Selling Pens - adjacent to Draft Area new 200,000

Future capital works new 700,000

Total 1,530,000

Any shortfall in funding for the asset renewal requires consideration to the following options:

 Assets are not renewed as and when required.
 Asset lives and therefore age being extended requiring increases in maintenance and

operational expenditure.
 Reductions in levels of service.
 Potential disposal of the asset.
 Forgoing other CHRC purchases and constructions.
 Potential increase in rates.
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5.3 Financial Ratios (As at 30/06/2015)

Ratios for Springsure are not included as this facility is not operated as a saleyard and its future is
under review.

Asset Consumption Ratio:

This ratio seeks to highlight the aged condition of a local government’s stock of physical assets. If a
local government is responsibly maintaining and renewing / replacing its assets in accordance with a
well prepared asset management plan, then the fact that its Asset Consumption Ratio may be
relatively low and/or declining should not be cause for concern – providing it is operating
sustainably.

Asset Consumption Ratio= Depreciated Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets
Current Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets

Purpose: This ratio measures the extent to which depreciable assets have been consumed by
comparing their written down value to their replacement cost.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 50% or greater (0.50 or >).
Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75% (0.60 and 0.75).

Current Asset Consumption Ratio

Location
Current

Replacement Cost
($)

Depreciated
Replacement Cost

($)
Ratio (%)

Saleyards 6,838,724 5,862,881 86%

Asset Sustainability Ratio

This ratio is an approximation of the extent to which assets managed by a local government are
being replaced as these reach the end of their useful lives.  It is calculated by measuring capital
expenditure on renewal or replacement of assets, relative to depreciation expense.  Expenditure on
new or additional assets is excluded.

Depreciation expense represents an estimate of the extent to which the assets have been consumed
during that period. Measuring assets at fair value is critical to the calculation of a valid depreciation
expense value.

Asset Sustainability Ratio = Capital Renewal and Replacement Expenditure
Annual Depreciation Expense

Purpose: This ratio indicates whether a local government is replacing or renewing existing non-
financial assets at the same rate that its overall asset stock is wearing out.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 90% (or 0.90) Standard is
improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110% (or 0.90 and 1.10).
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Asset Group Capital Renewal and
Replacement

Expenditure 14/15
($)

Depreciation
Expense ($)

Ratio (%)

Saleyards 79,540 73,664 108%

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio

This ratio indicates whether the local government has the financial capacity to fund asset renewal as
required, and can continue to provide existing levels of services in future, without additional
operating income; or reductions in operating expenses.

The ratio is calculated from information included in the local government’s Long  Term Financial Plan
and Asset Management Plan; not the Annual Financial Report.  For the ratio to be meaningful, a
consistent discount rate should generally be applied in Net Present Value (NPV) calculations

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio = NPV of Planned Capital Renewals over 10 years
NPV of Required Capital Expenditure over 10 years

Purpose: This ratio is a measure of the ability of a local government to fund its projected asset
renewal / replacements in the future.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95% (or 0.75 and 0.95). Standard is
improving if the ratio is between 95% and 105% (or 0.95 and 1.05), and the ASR falls
within the range 90% to 110%, and ACR falls within the range 50% to 75%.

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over 10

years ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over 10

years ($)

Ratio (%)

Saleyards 455,000 1,245,000 37%
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6 Action Plan

6.1 AM Document Register

Document Version Status ECM Number

CHRC Asset Management Policy V.0 To be Adopted

CHRC Saleyards Business Process Model V.0 To be Adopted

Saleyards Business Plan V2 Completed in November 2014 ECM864142

6.2 AM Practice Improvements

6.2.1 Performance Measures

The effectiveness of the Saleyards Asset Management Plan can be measured in the following ways:

The degree to which the required cash flows identified in this AMP are incorporated into Council’s
Long Term Financial Plan and Strategic Management Plan;

The degree to which the detailed works programs, budgets, business plans and organisational
structures take into account the ‘global’ works program trends provided by the AMP; and

The performance of Council against the Strategic Levels of Service documented in the Saleyards
Business Process Model.

6.2.2 Improvement Plan

The asset management improvement plan generated from this Asset Management Plan shown in
the following table.

Note: Importance, Urgency and Risk – 1 = Low, 5 = High

Item
# Task Importance Urgency Risk

1. Obtain Council approval of the Saleyards
Business Process Model. 5 3 4

2. Obtain Council approval of this Plan. 5 5 5

3.
Assess the structure and resources
within Council, to ensure that the AMP
can be effectively implemented.

5 4 4

4. Review the options and timelines for
assets identified for renewal

4 4 3

5.

Review the condition of the Springsure
Saleyard assets and develop a plan for
the future operation and management
of the assets

4 3 3

6.
Surveying key stakeholders to determine
if current LoS are adequate and to
identify any improvement opportunities

4 3 3

7. Implement strategic and operational LoS 4 3 3

8.
After adopting strategic and operational
LoS survey key stakeholders to
determine satisfaction levels

4 3 3
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Item
# Task Importance Urgency Risk

9.

Asset Management System - Update GIS
System - spatially entering all Saleyard
assets so that all assets can be located
with accuracy

4 4 3

10. Integrate the Asset and GIS systems. 4 4 3

6.2.3 Monitoring and Review Procedures

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to
recognise any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a
result of the budget decision process.

This AMP has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council
election
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APPENDIX 1 – Asset Lives for Saleyards Assets

Emerald (2015)

Asset ID Asset Name
Asset

Life (Yrs)

Remainin
g Life
(Yrs)

OS - 169 Double Deck loading and dipping facility 69 66

OS - 170 Steel Fencing/loading facilities 67 63

OS - 171 Timber holding yards 34 32

OS - 172 Railway loading/unloading facilities 59 39

OS - 225 D/D Ramp & Electrical S/board 70 70

OS - 306 Fence 70 70

OS - 388 Double decker Loading Ramp 50 49

OS - 389 Fencing - Emerald Saleyards 70 70

OS - 390 Dilapidated Holding Yard - Emerald Saleyards - -

BLD - 401 Roofed cattle areas and walkways 141 136

BLD - 614 Portable Yard - Emerald Saleyards - -

BLD - 615 Selling Pen - Emerald Saleyards 70 70

BLD - 398 Saleyard Residence 138 130

BLD - 400 Workshop/Shed 138 130

BLD - 399 Carport 138 130

BLD - 397 Stock Route Supervisors Office 130 124

BLD - 318 Amenities 131 113

BLD - 317 Canteen Building 128 108

BLD - 316 Scale Hose 97 65

OS - 168 Lighting 19 9

OS - 167 Bitumen Paving 12 4

RD-S-01149Internal Road - Tieri Dump 12

OS - 224 Shelters Over BBQ 134 4

LAND - 177Land - Emerald Saleyards Infinite Infinite

LAND - 178Land (Access to Ramps / Pens) - Emerald Saleyards Batts Street Infinite Infinite

LAND - 287Land - Emerald Saleyards Infinite Infinite

Building

Utilities

Road & Paving

Other

Land
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Springsure (2015)

Asset ID Asset Name
Asset
Life
(Yrs)

Remaining
Life (Yrs)

OS - 137 Dip & Yards 52 16

OS - 138 Washdown Pad 22 19

APV-CHRC-WE-
0864 Springsure Saleyards Bore - Electrical Switchboard 20 6

APV-CHRC-WE-
0865 Springsure Saleyards Bore 20 7.5

APV-CHRC-WE-
0866 Springsure Saleyards Bore - Motor 20 6

APV-CHRC-WE-
0867 Springsure Saleyards Bore - Pipework Fittings 20 6

APV-CHRC-WE-
0868 Springsure Saleyards Bore - Pipework Meter 50

7

APV-CHRC-WE-
0869 Springsure Saleyards Bore - Borehole & Casing Bores 60 9

APV-CHRC-WE-
0870 Springsure Saleyards Bore - RC Slab Civil 80 28

APV-CHRC-WE-
0871

Springsure Saleyards Bore - Service Pole & Electrical
Supply 20 6
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APPENDIX 2 – Proposed 10 Year Budget (As at 30/06/2015)

Project 2015/16
($)

2016/17
($)

2017/18
($)

2018/19
($)

2019/20
($)

2020/21
($)

2021/22
($)

2022/23
($)

2023/24
($)

2024/25
($) Total ($)

Holding Yards Replacement (1) 50,000 50,000 50,000 150,000

Draft Area - Additional Shade (2) 30,000 30,000

Bitumen Reseal - adjacent to loading ramps 30,000 30,000

Renovate Offices / Canteen 30,000 30,000

Additional Lighting - selling pens 25,000 25,000

Gravel restoration works - truck turnaround area 125,000 125,000

20 x 10m Shed for Hay Storage 100,000 100,000

Workshop - Concrete and Shelter 20,000 20,000

Reseal Front Carpark and turn-around area 120,000 120,000

Additional Selling Pens - adjacent to Draft Area 200,000 200,000

Future capital works 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 700,000

Total Saleyards 80,000 580,000 120,000 150,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 1,530,000
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GLOSSARY

Annual service cost
(ASC)

An estimate of the cost that would be tendered, per annum, if tenders were called for the
supply of a service to a performance specification for a fixed term.  The Annual Service Cost
includes operating, maintenance, depreciation, finance/ opportunity and disposal costs, less
revenue.

Asset class Grouping of assets of a similar nature and use in an entity's operations (AASB 166.37).

Asset condition
assessment

The process of continuous or periodic inspection, assessment, measurement and
interpretation of the resultant data to indicate the condition of a specific asset so as to
determine the need for some preventative or remedial action.

Asset management
The combination of management, financial, economic, and engineering and other practices
applied to physical assets with the objective of providing the required level of service in the
most cost effective manner.

Assets

Future economic benefits controlled by the entity as a result of past transactions or other
past events (AAS27.12).
Property, plant and equipment including infrastructure and other assets (such as furniture
and fittings) with benefits expected to last more than 12 month.

Average annual asset
consumption (AAAC)

The amount of a local government’s asset base consumed during a year.  This may be
calculated by dividing the Depreciable Amount (DA) by the Useful Life and totalled for each
and every asset OR by dividing the Fair Value (Depreciated Replacement Cost) by the
Remaining Life and totalled for each and every asset in an asset category or class.

Capital expenditure

Relatively large (material) expenditure, which has benefits, expected to last for more than 12
months. Capital expenditure includes renewal, expansion and upgrade. Where capital
projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total
project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital funding Funding to pay for capital expenditure.

Capital grants Monies received generally tied to the specific projects for which they are granted, which are
often upgrade and/or expansion or new investment proposals.

Capital new
expenditure

Expenditure which creates a new asset providing a new service to the community that did not
exist beforehand. As it increases service potential it may impact revenue and will increase
future operating and maintenance expenditure.

Capital renewal
expenditure

Expenditure on an existing asset, which returns the service potential or the life of the asset up
to that which it had originally.  It is periodically required expenditure, relatively large
(material) in value compared with the value of the components or sub-components of the
asset being renewed.  As it reinstates existing service potential, it has no impact on revenue,
but may reduce future operating and maintenance expenditure if completed at the optimum
time, e.g. resurfacing or re-sheeting a material part of a road network, replacing a material
section of a drainage network with pipes of the same capacity, resurfacing an oval.  Where
capital projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures,
the total project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital upgrade
expenditure

Expenditure, which enhances an existing asset to provide a higher level of service or
expenditure that will increase the life of the asset beyond that which it had originally.
Upgrade expenditure is discretional and often does not result in additional revenue unless
direct user charges apply. It will increase operating and maintenance expenditure in the
future because of the increase in the council’s asset base, e.g. widening the sealed area of an
existing road, replacing drainage pipes with pipes of a greater capacity, enlarging a
grandstand at a sporting facility. Where capital projects involve a combination of renewal,
expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total project cost needs to be allocated
accordingly.

Carrying amount The amount at which an asset is recognised after deducting any accumulated depreciation /
amortisation and accumulated impairment losses thereon.

Class of assets See asset class definition

Component An individual part of an asset which contributes to the composition of the whole and can be
separated from or attached to an asset or a system.
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Cost of an asset
The amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of the consideration given to
acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition or construction, plus any costs necessary to
place the asset into service.  This includes one-off design and project management costs.

Current replacement
cost (CRC) / Current
replacement value
(CRV)

The cost the entity would incur to acquire the asset on the reporting date.  The cost is
measured by reference to the lowest cost at which the gross future economic benefits could
be obtained in the normal course of business or the minimum it would cost, to replace the
existing asset with a technologically modern equivalent new asset (not a second hand one)
with the same economic benefits (gross service potential) allowing for any differences in the
quantity and quality of output and in operating costs.

Current Replacement
Cost “As New” (CRC)

The current cost of replacing the original service potential of an existing asset, with a similar
modern equivalent asset, i.e. the total cost of replacing an existing asset with an as NEW or
similar asset expressed in current dollar values.

Cyclic Maintenance

Replacement of higher value components/sub-components of assets that is undertaken on a
regular cycle including repainting, building roof replacement, cycle, replacement of air
conditioning equipment, etc.  This work generally falls below the capital/ maintenance
threshold and needs to be identified in a specific maintenance budget allocation.

Depreciable amount The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for its cost, less its residual value (AASB
116.6)

Depreciated
replacement cost (DRC)

The current replacement cost (CRC) of an asset less, where applicable, accumulated
depreciation calculated on the basis of such cost to reflect the already consumed or expired
future economic benefits of the asset

Depreciation /
amortisation

The systematic allocation of the depreciable amount (service potential) of an asset over its
useful life.

Economic life See useful life definition.
Expenditure The spending of money on goods and services. Expenditure includes recurrent and capital.
Fair value / Written
Down Value (WDV)

The amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between
knowledgeable, willing parties, in an arm’s length transaction.

Greenfield asset values Asset (re)valuation values based on the cost to initially acquire the asset.

Heritage asset
An asset with historic, artistic, scientific, technological, geographical or environmental
qualities that is held and maintained principally for its contribution to knowledge and culture
and this purpose is central to the objectives of the entity holding it.

Impairment Loss The amount by which the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount.

Infrastructure assets

Physical assets of the entity or of another entity that contribute to meeting the public's need
for access to major economic and social facilities and services, e.g. roads, drainage, footpaths
and cycleway. These are typically large, interconnected networks or portfolios of composite
assets.  The components of these assets may be separately maintained, renewed or replaced
individually so that the required level and standard of service from the network of assets is
continuously sustained. Generally the components and hence the assets have long lives.  They
are fixed in place and are often have no market value.

Investment property
Property held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both, rather than for:
(a) use in the production or supply of goods or services or for administrative purposes; or
(b) sale in the ordinary course of business (AASB 140.5)

Level of service
The defined service quality for a particular service against which service performance may be
measured.  Service levels usually relate to quality, quantity, reliability, responsiveness,
environmental, acceptability and cost).

Life Cycle Cost

The life cycle cost (LCC) is average cost to provide the service over the longest asset life cycle.
It comprises annual maintenance and asset consumption expense, represented by
depreciation expense. The Life Cycle Cost does not indicate the funds required to provide the
service in a particular year.

Life Cycle Expenditure

The Life Cycle Expenditure (LCE) is the actual or planned annual maintenance and capital
renewal expenditure incurred in providing the service in a particular year. Life Cycle
Expenditure may be compared to Life Cycle Expenditure to give an initial indicator of life cycle
sustainability.
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Maintenance and
renewal gap

Difference between estimated budgets and projected expenditures for maintenance and
renewal of assets, totalled over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance and
renewal sustainability
index

Ratio of estimated budget to projected expenditure for maintenance and renewal of assets
over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance
expenditure

Recurrent expenditure, which is periodically or regularly required as part of the anticipated
schedule of works required to ensure that the asset achieves its useful life and provides the
required level of service. It is expenditure, which was anticipated in determining the asset’s
useful life.

Materiality
An item is material is its omission or misstatement could influence the economic decisions of
users taken on the basis of the financial report.  Materiality depends on the size and nature of
the omission or misstatement judged in the surrounding circumstances.

Modern equivalent
asset.

A structure similar to an existing structure and having the equivalent productive capacity,
which could be built using modern materials, techniques and design. Replacement cost is the
basis used to estimate the cost of constructing a modern equivalent asset.

Non-revenue
generating investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are not expected to generate any savings or revenue to the Council, e.g.
parks and playgrounds, footpaths, roads and bridges, libraries, etc.

Operating expenditure Recurrent expenditure, which is continuously required excluding maintenance and
depreciation, e.g. power, fuel, staff, plant equipment, on-costs and overheads.

Planned Maintenance

Repair work that is identified and managed through a maintenance management system
(MMS).  MMS activities include inspection, assessing the condition against failure/breakdown
criteria/experience, prioritising scheduling, actioning the work and reporting what was done
to develop a maintenance history and improve maintenance and service delivery
performance.

Rate of annual asset
consumption

A measure of average annual consumption of assets (AAAC) expressed as a percentage of the
depreciable amount (AAAC/DA).  Depreciation may be used for AAAC.

Rate of annual asset
renewal

A measure of the rate at which assets are being renewed per annum expressed as a
percentage of depreciable amount (capital renewal expenditure/DA).

Rate of annual asset
upgrade

A measure of the rate at which assets are being upgraded and expanded per annum
expressed as a percentage of depreciable amount (capital upgrade/expansion
expenditure/DA).

Reactive maintenance Unplanned repair work that carried out in response to service requests and
management/supervisory directions.

Recoverable amount The higher of an asset's fair value, less costs to sell and its value in use.

Recurrent expenditure Relatively small (immaterial) expenditure or that which has benefits expected to last less than
12 months. Recurrent expenditure includes operating and maintenance expenditure.

Recurrent funding Funding to pay for recurrent expenditure.
Rehabilitation See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Remaining life The time remaining until an asset ceases to provide the required service level or economic
usefulness.  Age plus remaining life is economic life.

Renewal See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Residual value The net amount which an entity expects to obtain for an asset at the end of its useful life
after deducting the expected costs of disposal.

Revenue generating
investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are expected to generate some savings or revenue to offset operating costs,
e.g. public halls and theatres, childcare centres, sporting and recreation facilities, tourist
information centres, etc.

Risk management
The application of a formal process to the range of possible values relating to key factors
associated with a risk in order to determine the resultant ranges of outcomes and their
probability of occurrence.

Section or segment A self-contained part or piece of an infrastructure asset.
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Service potential
The capacity to provide goods and services in accordance with the entity's objectives,
whether those objectives are the generation of net cash inflows or the provision of goods and
services of a particular volume and quantity to the beneficiaries thereof.

Service potential
remaining

A measure of the remaining life of assets expressed as a percentage of economic life.  It is
also a measure of the percentage of the asset’s potential to provide services that are still
available for use in providing services (DRC/DA).

Strategic Management
Plan

Documents Council objectives for a specified period (3-5 years), the principle activities to
achieve the objectives, the means by which that will be carried out, estimated income and
expenditure, measures to assess performance and how rating policy relates to the Council’s
objectives and activities.

Sub-component Smaller individual parts that make up a component part.

Useful life

Either:
(a) the period over which an asset is expected to be available for use by an entity, or
(b) the number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by the
entity.
It is estimated or expected time between placing the asset into service and removing it from
service, or the estimated period of time over which the future economic benefits embodied in
a depreciable asset, are expected to be consumed by the council. It is the same as the
economic life.

Value in Use

The present value of estimated future cash flows expected to arise from the continuing use of
an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life.  It is deemed to be depreciated
replacement cost (DRC) for those assets whose future economic benefits are not primarily
dependent on the asset's ability to generate new cash flows, where if deprived of the asset its
future economic benefits would be replaced.
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i

Schedule of Changes & Amendments

Version Date Changes/Amendments Author

V0.1 April 2015 Draft Asset Management Plan Assetic

V0.2 May 2015 Draft plan updated for Road condition
calibration

Assetic

V0.3 July 2015 Update for proposed 10 year Budget Assetic

V0.4 October 2015 Update of Improvement Plan for
October Review Session

Assetic

V0.5 February 2016 Updated Financial information as per
Financial Statement 2015, My Data.

CHRC – DR
CHRC-KH

V0.6 March 2016 Reconcile and update financials. CHRC NN

V0.7 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording CHRC NN

V0.8 May 2016 Refine split of budget classification
(New / Renewal / Upgrade)

CHRC NN

V0.9 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording CHRC SH

V0.10 May 2016 Minor update CHRC NN

V1.00 June 2016 Prepared for Endorsement CHRC NN
NB:

1. Primary number changes to Versions (egg V1.0 to V2.0) will be made when the document
undergoes its regular review and when significant changes are made to standards and
guidelines for inspections, intervention levels or work

2. Secondary number changes (V1.0 to V1.1) will apply to minor amendments that do not
materially impact the document and are intended only to clarify or update issues.
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1 Executive Summary

1.1 Background

The Asset Management Plan is prepared to provide a record of:
 The state of Council’s transport infrastructure assets at the close of the past financial year;
 Key achievements in the past financial year;
 The 10-year funding required to achieve Council’s adopted asset performance targets; and
 Planned Asset Management activities for the current financial year.

This Plan encompasses the following infrastructure asset classes:

Assets Asset Type

Roads Sealed and Unsealed

Bridges Concrete, Timber and Steel

Kerb & Gutter Barrier and Semi and Fully mountable

Culverts and Floodways Road Culverts and Floodways

Stormwater Drainage Open Drains, Drainage Pits & Pipes

Footpaths Concrete, Asphalt, Gravel and Paving

1.2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

The Value of the CHRC Transports assets is shown in the following table:

Financial Class Replacement
Value ($)

Depreciation
Expense ($)

Accumulated
Depreciation ($)

Written Down
Value ($)

Sealed Roads 385,846,249 4,982,507 27,604,617 358,241,632

Unsealed Roads 203,790,621 2,538,238 15,937,768 187,852,853

Bridges 16,248,047 80,252 1,829,986 14,418,061

Kerb & Gutter 41,077,352 528,629 8,763,009 32,314,342

Culverts and Floodways 61,746,340 516,047 10,835,830 50,910,510

Stormwater Drainage 74,617,450 463,691 9,898,388 64,719,062

Footpaths 18,064,189 181,987 3,038,420 15,025,769

Total 801,390,248 9,291,351 77,908,018 723,482,230
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The 1- 5 condition rankings in the following charts refer to the ratings shown below.

Condition
Rating

Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required
4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required
5 Failed:  Unserviceable

The current condition of the assets is summarised in the chart below.

Roads Condition & Charts
Rating Percent of Assets (%) Value ($)

1 4.4 34,812,171
2 27.2 218,070,470
3 56.2 450,640,900
4 11.4 91,430,890
5 0.8 6,435,817

Total 100 801,390,248

4.3%
27.2%

56.2%

11.4% 0.8%

Transport Assets Condition

1 2 3 4 5
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1.3 Asset Funding Levels As per data in Appendix A – Planned 10 year Capital Works Program (As at
30/06/2015)

Proposed Expenditure on Capital Renewal is summarised in the following table. Further details, including capital
upgrade and new works, are shown in Appendix A:

The CHRC Transport Asset Financial Ratios are as follows.  Explanation of these Ratios and details for each Asset Class
are shown in Section 5.3:

Ratio Ratio Target Met?

Asset
Consumption
Ratio

90%
Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 50%.
Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75%.

Yes

Asset
Sustainability
Ratio

162%
Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 90%.
Standard is improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110%.

Yes

Asset Renewal
Funding Ratio

145%

Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95%.

Standard is improving if one of the below is met:
 This ratio is between 95% and 105%.
 ‘Asset Sustainability Ratio’ is between 90% and 110%.
 ‘Asset Consumption Ratio’ is between 50% and 75%

No

Current Asset Consumption Ratio

Asset Group
Current

Replacement
Cost ($)

Written
Down Value

($)

Ratio
(%)

Sealed Roads 385,846,249 358,241,632 93%

Unsealed Roads 203,790,621 187,852,853 92%

Bridges 16,248,047 14,418,061 89%

Kerb & Gutter 41,077,352 32,314,342 79%

Culverts and Floodways 61,746,340 50,910,510 82%

Stormwater Drainage 74,617,450 64,719,062 87%

Footpaths 18,064,189 15,025,769 83%

Totals 801,390,248 723,482,229 90%

Project 2015/16 ($) 2016/17 ($) 2017/18 ($) 2018/19 ($) 2019/20 ($) 2020/21 ($) 2021/22 ($) 2022/23 ($) 2023/24 ($) 2024/25 ($) Total ($)
Unsealed Roads 3,947,643 5,500,638 3,654,856 4,357,356 3,247,064 3,197,746 3,092,893 3,163,042 3,111,895 3,092,716 36,365,849
Sealed Roads 9,110,006 4,657,816 6,823,428 3,712,300 5,870,577 5,929,105 10,607,819 14,729,998 15,904,767 14,578,715 91,924,531
Bridges 1,437,642 10,950 25,000 - 17,260 13,000 - 18,566 5,000 243,770 1,771,188
Kerb and Gutter 484,137 487,151 593,061 495,433 491,205 461,406 436,774 485,572 - 439,622 4,374,361
Culverts and Floodways 1,027,971 1,209,877 2,727,256 1,203,544 846,118 1,605,920 624,487 800,882 175,814 1,010,736 11,232,605
Stormwater Drainage 291,000 - - - - - - - - - 291,000
Footpaths 188,662 195,872 115,892 57,646 137,923 35,390 58,248 237,420 224,535 325,593 1,577,181
Totals 16,487,061 12,062,304 13,939,494 9,826,279 10,610,147 11,242,567 14,820,221 19,435,480 19,422,011 19,691,152 147,536,715
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Asset Sustainability Ratio

Asset Group Capital Renewal
and Replacement

Expenditure 14/15
($)

Depreciation
Expense 14/15 ($)

Ratio
(%)

Sealed Roads 7,962,393 4,982,507 160%
Unsealed Roads 3,818,576 2,538,238 150%
Bridges 238,154 80,252 297%
Kerb & Gutter 348,074 528,629 66%
Culverts and Floodways 2,037,353 516,047 395%
Stormwater Drainage 352,778 463,691 76%
Footpaths 287,275 181,987 158%
Totals 15,044,603 9,291,351 162%

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio

Note: This table contains some high percentages. It should be noted that required capital expenditure is based on the
remaining serviceability (SPI). This method bases the funding requirement on the estimated date the asset will reach
end of life and does not account for partial renewals.

The review period (10 years) is shorter than the life of most assets within this category, this can produce lower
predictions than expected and should be viewed as an indicative figure only.

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over 10

years ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over

10 years ($)

Ratio
(%)

Sealed Roads 91,924,531 71,388,000 129%
Unsealed Roads 36,365,849 26,664,000 136%
Bridges 1,771,188 616,000 288%
Kerb & Gutter 4,374,361 526,000 832%
Culverts and Floodways 11,232,606 1,809,000 621%
Stormwater Drainage 291,000 221,000 132%
Footpaths 1,577,181 641,000 246%
Totals 147,536,715 101,865,000 145%
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1.4 Action Plan

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to recognise any
changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a result of the budget decision
process.

The Plan has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council election

A detailed Action Plan generated from this Asset Management Plan is shown in Section 6.1.2. The Actions are
summarised below under Service Management, Asset Management and Information Management for Governance,
People, Process, Data and Technology.

Action Type Action
Subtype Task

Service
Management

Governance

Obtain Council approval of this Plan

Finalise desired levels of service by establishing current performance and
setting performance targets and update the Business Process Model.

Obtain Council approval to the Transport Business Process Model

Test the current levels of service to determine if they are achievable for
current budgets.

Test the current levels of service, to determine ‘a confidence level’ for
reasonableness.

People Assess the structure and resources within Council, to ensure that the AMP can
be effectively implemented.

Process Review response levels of service for reactive maintenance.

Asset
Management

Governance

Process

Confirm the condition and remaining life of assets identified for renewal over
the next 10 years and investigate alternatives for renewal or extension of the
asset lives.

Establish an ongoing cyclic condition inspection regime for all transport asset
to refine prediction modelling. Incorporate NDRRA inspections into the data
collection

Establish delineation between planned, cyclic and reactive maintenance.

Modify/Review finance system to capture expenditure against all types of
maintenance – whether proactive or reactive.

Pilot effective works management, asset inspection (works and AM) integrated
with spatial, finance and AM systems.

Set up the Strategic Maintenance Planning so that it can generate a work order
with an automatically generated response time.  This response time is based
on Council’s service level matrix and is preconfigured in the system based on
asset hierarchy.

Technology
Integrate the Asset Management and GIS Systems to provide for easy
identification of the location of the assets, including provision of maps of asset
condition.
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2 Current State of Council’s Assets

2.1 Key Indicators (As at 30/06/2015)

Council owns and maintains an extensive road transport network as follows:

Roads Infrastructure

Assets No of Assets
($)

Basic Assets Details

Sealed Roads 2,203 1,375 km
Unsealed Roads 1,234 3,224 km
Bridges 35 5 timber, 21 concrete, 9 steel
Kerb & Gutter 2,896 393 km
Culverts and Floodways 3,233
Stormwater Drainage 2,584 133 km
Footpaths 832 117 km
Total 13,017

2.2 Asset Values (As at 30/06/2015)

Financial Class Replacement
Value ($)

Depreciation
Expense ($)

Accumulated
Depreciation ($)

Written Down
Value ($)

Sealed Roads 385,846,249 4,982,507 27,604,617 358,241,632

Unsealed Roads 203,790,621 2,538,238 15,937,768 187,852,853

Bridges 16,248,047 80,252 1,829,986 14,418,061

Kerb & Gutter 41,077,352 528,629 8,763,009 32,314,342

Culverts and Floodways 61,746,340 516,047 10,835,830 50,910,510

Stormwater Drainage 74,617,450 463,691 9,898,388 64,719,062

Footpaths 18,064,189 181,987 3,038,420 15,025,769

Total 801,390,248 9,291,351 77,908,018 723,482,229
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Asset Class Status (As at 30/06/2015)

The following table and charts indicate the current condition of the Council’s Transport assets

The 1- 5 condition rankings in the following charts refer to the ratings shown below.

Condition
Rating

Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required
4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required
5 Failed:  Unserviceable

2.2.1 Sealed Roads (As at 30/06/2015)

The condition profile of the Pavement and Surface components of Council’s Sealed Roads assets is shown below.

The condition is based on the recent video condition audit undertaken by and external contractor (Radar Portal
Systems).

The result from the audit have been calibrated on site.  The results have been used for predictive modeling, in Assetic
my Predictor, of the funding requirements for renewal of unsealed roads (refer to Section 5).

Pavement Condition

Condition
Rating

(%) of
Network Total Value ($)

1 3.91 8,385,016

2 36.72 78,725,638
3 56.39 120,893,173
4 2.87 6,148,234
5 0.11 248,466

Total 100.00 214,400,527

3.91%
36.72%

56.39%

2.87% 0.12%
Sealed Road Pavement Condition

1 2 3 4 5
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Surface Condition

Condition
Rating

(%) of
Network

Replacement
Value ($)

1 8.70 9,381,920

2 59.05 63,675,941
3 29.28 31,567,709
4 2.60 2,802,539
5 0.37 394,418

Total 100.00 107,822,527

2.2.2 Unsealed Roads (As at 30/06/2015)

The condition profile of the Pavement component of Council’s Unsealed Road assets is shown below.

Condition
Rating

(%) of
Network

Replacement
Value ($)

1 0.88 988,600

2 8.48 9,451,708

3 44.83 49,936,284
4 43.37 48,306,876
5 2.44 2,712,492

Total 100 111,395,960

8.70%

59.06%

29.28%

2.60% 0.37%

Sealed Road Surface Condition

1 2 3 4 5
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Note: The Road Formation component is considered to have infinite life (Rating = 1).

2.2.3 Bridges (As at 30/06/2015)

The condition profile of the Council’s Bridge assets is shown below:

Condition
Rating

(%) of
Network

Replacement
Value ($)

1 7.29 1,182,542

2 9.21 1,493,148
3 75.57 12,252,885
4 1.47 238,190
5 6.46 1,047,821

Total 100 16,214,586

0.89% 8.48%

44.83%

43.37%

2.44%

Unsealed Road Pavement Condition

1 2 3 4 5
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2.2.4 Kerb & Gutter (As at 30/06/2015)

The condition profile of the Council’s Kerb & Gutter assets is shown below:

Condition
Rating

(%) of
Network

Replacement
Value ($)

1 3.51 1,457,738

2 21.63 8,987,890
3 30.69 12,752,046
4 42.88 17,819,063
5 1.29 535,818

Total 100 41,552,555

7.29%

9.21%

75.57%

1.47% 6.46%

Bridge Condiiton

1 2 3 4 5

3.51%
21.63%

30.69%

42.88%

1.29%

Kerb Condition

1 2 3 4 5
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2.2.5 Culverts & Floodways (As at 30/06/2015)

The condition profile of the Council’s Culvert and Floodways assets is shown below.

Condition
Rating

(%) of
Network

Replacement
Value ($)

1 5.93 3,658,848

2 11.27 6,956,513

3 70.05 43,229,896

4 11.04 6,814,956

5 1.71 1,048,560

Total 100 61,708,773

2.2.6 Stormwater Drainage (As at 30/06/2015)

The condition profile of the Council’s Urban Drainage assets is shown below.

Condition
Rating

(%) of
Network

Replacement
Value ($)

1 5.76 4,298,520

2 20.75 15,501,433

3 70.74 52,838,173

4 2.33 1,742,495

5 0.42 307,858

Total 100 74,688,479

5.93% 11.27%

70.05%

11.04% 1.70%
Culvert Condition

1 2 3 4 5
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2.2.7 Footpaths (As at 30/06/2015)

The condition profile of the Council’s Footpath assets is shown below.

Condition
Rating

(%) of
Network

Replacement
Value ($)

1 6.72 1,224,552

2 35.49 6,470,215
3 40.63 7,406,119
4 16.84 3,069,637
5 0.32 59,413

Total 100.00 18,229,936

5.76%
20.75%

70.74%

2.33% 0.41%
Stormwater Drainage Condition

1 2 3 4 5

6.72%

35.49%

40.6…

16.84% 0.33%

Footpaths Condition

1 2 3 4 5
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3 Levels of Service and Condition Assessment

3.1 Level of Service

Community and Technical Levels of are defined in the CHRC Transport Business Process Model in terms of Quality
Function and Safety.

The document contains details of Key Performance Measures, Level of Service, Performance Measure, Process
Performance Target and Current Performance for the various types of Transport assets.

3.2 Condition Assessment Framework

Condition assessment criteria for the following types of Transport assets are detailed in the CHRC Transport Business
Process Model:

 Roads - Sealed and Unsealed
 Bridges
 Culverts
 Stormwater Drainage
 Kerb & Channels
 Footpaths
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4 Key Achievements

4.1 AM Practice

Document Version Status ECM Number

CHRC Asset Management Policy V.0 To be Adopted

CHRC Transport Business Process Model V.0 To be Adopted ECM816423
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5 Asset Funding Levels

5.1 Forecast 10-Year Funding Required (As at 30/06/2015)

A ten year analysis of existing conditions and costs has been undertaken to determine funding implications for the
asset condition

Funding requirements for Sealed Roads is based on the recent condition audit and indicated the funding required to
maintain an optimal level of road condition.  Section 5.2 provided details of various funding levels (Optimal funding,
Current Funding, Reduced funding – 50% below current funding and Increased funding – 20% above current funding)
to provide options for funding and effect on road condition.

Funding requirements for other Asset Categories are based on the Service Potential Index and remaining asset lives
in the Council’s Asset Management System.

Capital Refurbishment Cost (Total Replacement Cost minus Residual Value)

Year
Asset Category

TotalSealed
Roads

Unsealed
Roads Bridges Kerbs Culverts &

Floodways
Urban

Stormwater Pathways

2015-16 12,121,000 4,775,000 0 0 202,000 5,000 0 17,103,000

2016-17 6,303,000 7,660,000 0 0 101,000 4,000 0 14,068,000

2017-18 5,502,000 7,747,000 74,000 60,000 308,000 91,000 52,000 13,834,000

2018-19 4,328,000 137,000 0 0 2,000 8,000 214,000 4,689,000

2019-20 5,024,000 4,691,000 0 0 412,000 38,000 64,000 10,229,000

2020-21 6,071,000 110,000 0 466,000 115,000 17,000 58,000 6,837,000

2021-22 8,939,000 1,426,000 0 0 90,000 58,000 14,000 10,527,000

2022-23 11,830,000 81,000 0 0 0 0 224,000 12,135,000

2023-24 5,011,000 37,000 542,000 0 2,000 0 15,000 5,607,000

2024-25 6,259,000 0 0 0 577,000 0 0 6,836,000

Total: 71,388,000 26,664,000 616,000 526,000 1,809,000 221,000 641,000 101,865,000
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5.2 Committed Funding as per the 10 Year Budget (As at 30/06/2015)

Proposed expenditure on renewal, upgrade and new is shown below:

Renewal

Upgrade

New

Project 2015/16 ($) 2016/17 ($) 2017/18 ($) 2018/19 ($) 2019/20 ($) 2020/21 ($) 2021/22 ($) 2022/23 ($) 2023/24 ($) 2024/25 ($) Total ($)
Unsealed Roads 3,947,643 5,500,638 3,654,856 4,357,356 3,247,064 3,197,746 3,092,893 3,163,042 3,111,895 3,092,716 36,365,849
Sealed Roads 9,110,006 4,657,816 6,823,428 3,712,300 5,870,577 5,929,105 10,607,819 14,729,998 15,904,767 14,578,715 91,924,531
Bridges 1,437,642 10,950 25,000 - 17,260 13,000 - 18,566 5,000 243,770 1,771,188
Kerb and Gutter 484,137 487,151 593,061 495,433 491,205 461,406 436,774 485,572 - 439,622 4,374,361
Culverts and Floodways 1,027,971 1,209,877 2,727,256 1,203,544 846,118 1,605,920 624,487 800,882 175,814 1,010,736 11,232,605
Stormwater Drainage 291,000 - - - - - - - - - 291,000
Footpaths 188,662 195,872 115,892 57,646 137,923 35,390 58,248 237,420 224,535 325,593 1,577,181
Totals 16,487,061 12,062,304 13,939,494 9,826,279 10,610,147 11,242,567 14,820,221 19,435,480 19,422,011 19,691,152 147,536,715

Project 2015/16 ($) 2016/17 ($) 2017/18 ($) 2018/19 ($) 2019/20 ($) 2020/21 ($) 2021/22 ($) 2022/23 ($) 2023/24 ($) 2024/25 ($) Total ($)
Unsealed Roads - - - - - - - - - - -
Sealed Roads 4,460,261 1,758,540 1,000,000 1,340,661 860,079 514,330 1,249,388 1,463,941 857,734 237,222 13,742,156
Bridges - - - - - - - - - - -
Kerb and Gutter - - - - - - - - - - -
Culverts and Floodways 1,966,293 - - - - - - - - - 1,966,293
Stormwater Drainage 122,000 50,000 65,000 - - - - - - - 237,000
Footpaths - - - - - - - - - - -
Totals 6,548,554 1,808,540 1,065,000 1,340,661 860,079 514,330 1,249,388 1,463,941 857,734 237,222 15,945,449

Project 2015/16 ($) 2016/17 ($) 2017/18 ($) 2018/19 ($) 2019/20 ($) 2020/21 ($) 2021/22 ($) 2022/23 ($) 2023/24 ($) 2024/25 ($) Total ($)
Unsealed Roads 600,000 600,000 - - 600,000 - - 600,000 - - 2,400,000
Sealed Roads 25,000 250,000 400,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 2,425,000
Bridges - - - - - - - - - - -
Kerb and Gutter - - - - - - - - - - -
Culverts and Floodways - - - - - - - - - - -
Stormwater Drainage - - - - - - - - - - -
Footpaths - - - - - - - - - - -
Totals 625,000 850,000 400,000 250,000 850,000 250,000 250,000 850,000 250,000 250,000 4,825,000
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Current Expenditure on maintenance of transport infrastructure is shown below:

Assets 2013/14
Expenditure ($)

2014/15
Expenditure ($)

2015/16
Budget ($) Average ($)

Sealed - Rural 936,420 2,080,866 2,000,417 1,672,567

Sealed - Urban 1,268,909 1,351,777 2,710,693 1,777,127

Unsealed - Rural 7,170,495 6,900,295 11,510,889 8,527,226
Unsealed - Urban 279,124 192,432 448,082 306,546
Bridges - Rural 42,299 72,353 176,207 96,953
Bridges - Urban 111 3,134 4,989 2,745
Kerb and Gutter 71,244 24,824 181,186 92,421

Culverts 355,078 197,664 362,393 305,045

Urban Drainage 265,534 286,427 362,393 304,784

Footpaths 106,305 126,033 362,393 198,244

Total 8,290,190 7,803,162 13,408,532 13,283,658

Update of the models will be undertaken following the provision of the condition data for the audit for the remaining
roads.

The predictive modelling will assist Council in determining the level of funding that provides the most cost effective
outcomes for renewal and maintenance that will maintain desired levels of service.

The models will be regularly updated to take account of changes in condition resulting from renewal works and
inspections and will be used for planning future budget requirements.

Upgrade expenditure will have a renewal component.  Therefore, need to identify the roads included in the upgrade to
determine if they are included in the predictor re-sheet requirements.
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5.3 Financial Ratios

Asset Consumption Ratio (As at 30/06/2015)

This ratio seeks to highlight the aged condition of a local government’s stock of physical assets. If a local government
is responsibly maintaining and renewing/replacing its assets in accordance with a well prepared asset management
plan, then the fact that it’s Asset Consumption Ratio may be relatively low and/or declining should not be cause for
concern – providing it is operating sustainably.

Asset Consumption Ratio= Depreciated Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets
Current Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets

Purpose: This ratio measures the extent to which depreciable assets have been consumed by comparing their
written down value to their replacement cost.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 50% or greater (0.50 or >). Standard is improving if
the ratio is between 60% and 75% (0.60 and 0.75).

Current Asset Consumption Ratio

Asset Group
Current

Replacement
Cost ($)

Written
Down Value

($)

Ratio
(%)

Sealed Roads 385,846,249 358,241,632 93%

Unsealed Roads 203,790,621 187,852,853 92%

Bridges 16,248,047 14,418,061 89%

Kerb & Gutter 41,077,352 32,314,342 79%

Culverts and Floodways 61,746,340 50,910,510 82%

Stormwater Drainage 74,617,450 64,719,062 87%

Footpaths 18,064,189 15,025,769 83%

Totals 801,390,248 723,482,229 90%
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Asset Sustainability Ratio (As at 30/06/2015)

This ratio is an approximation of the extent to which assets managed by a local government are being replaced as
these reach the end of their useful lives. It is calculated by measuring capital expenditure on renewal or replacement
of assets, relative to depreciation expense.  Expenditure on new or additional assets is excluded.

Depreciation expense represents an estimate of the extent to which the assets have been consumed during that
period. Measuring assets at fair value is critical to the calculation of a valid depreciation expense value.

Asset Sustainability Ratio = Capital Renewal and Replacement Expenditure
Annual Depreciation Expense

Purpose: This ratio indicates whether a local government is replacing or renewing existing non-financial assets at
the same rate that its overall asset stock is wearing out.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 90% (or 0.90) Standard is improving if this ratio is
between 90% and 110% (or 0.90 and 1.10).

Asset Group Capital Renewal
and Replacement

Expenditure 14/15
($)

Depreciation
Expense 14/15 ($)

Ratio
(%)

Sealed Roads 7,962,393 4,982,507 160%
Unsealed Roads 3,818,576 2,538,238 150%
Bridges 238,154 80,252 297%
Kerb & Gutter 348,074 528,629 66%
Culverts and Floodways 2,037,353 516,047 395%
Stormwater Drainage 352,778 463,691 76%
Footpaths 287,275 181,987 158%
Totals 15,044,603 9,291,351 162%
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Asset Renewal Funding Ratio (As at 30/06/2015)

This ratio indicates whether the local government has the financial capacity to fund asset renewal as required, and can
continue to provide existing levels of services in future, without additional operating income; or reductions in
operating expenses.

The ratio is calculated from information included in the local government’s Long  Term Financial Plan and Asset
Management Plan; not the Annual Financial Report.  For the ratio to be meaningful, a consistent discount rate should
generally be applied in Net Present Value (NPV) calculations

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio = NPV of Planned Capital Renewals over 10 years
NPV of Required Capital Expenditure over 10 years

Purpose: This ratio is a measure of the ability of a local government to fund its projected asset renewal /
replacements in the future.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95% (or 0.75 and 0.95). Standard is improving if the ratio
is between 95% and 105% (or 0.95 and 1.05), and the ASR falls within the range 90% to 110%, and ACR
falls within the range 50% to 75%.

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over 10

years ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over

10 years ($)

Ratio
(%)

Sealed Roads 91,924,531 71,388,000 129%
Unsealed Roads 36,365,849 26,664,000 136%
Bridges 1,771,188 616,000 288%
Kerb & Gutter 4,374,361 526,000 832%
Culverts and Floodways 11,232,606 1,809,000 621%
Stormwater Drainage 291,000 221,000 132%
Footpaths 1,577,181 641,000 246%
Totals 147,536,715 101,865,000 145%

Note: This table contains some high percentages. It should be noted that required capital expenditure is based on the
remaining serviceability (SPI). This method bases the funding requirement on the estimated date the asset will reach
end of life and does not account for partial renewals.

The review period (10 years) is shorter than the life of most assets within this category, this can produce lower
predictions than expected and should be viewed as an indicative figure only.
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6 Action Plan

6.1 AM Practice Improvements

6.1.1 Performance Measures

The effectiveness of the Asset Management Plan can be measured in the following ways:

 The degree to which the required cash flows identified in this AMP are incorporated into Council’s Long Term
Financial Plan and Strategic Management Plan;

 The degree to which the detailed works programs, budgets, business plans and organisational structures take
into account the ‘global’ works program trends provided by the AMP; and

 The performance of Council against the Strategic Levels of Service documented in the Transport Business
Process Model.

6.1.2 Improvement Plan

The asset management improvement plan generated from this Asset Management Plan shown in the following table.

Note: Importance, Urgency and Risk – 1 = Low, 5 = High

Task
No Task Importance Urgency Risk

1. Obtain Council approval
of this Plan. 5 5 5

2.

Finalise desired levels of
service by establishing
current performance and
setting performance
targets and update the
Business Process Model.

4 4 3

3.
Obtain Council approval
to the Transport Business
Process Model.

4 4 3

4.

Assess the structure and
resources within Council,
to ensure that the AMP
can be effectively
implemented.

5 4 4

5.

Integrate the Asset
Management and GIS
Systems to provide for
easy identification of the
location of the assets,
including provision of
maps of asset condition.

4 3 2
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Task
No Task Importance Urgency Risk

6.

Confirm the condition and
remaining life of assets
identified for renewal
over the next 10 years
and investigate
alternatives for renewal
or extension of the asset
lives.

4 3 3

7.

Establish an ongoing
cyclic condition inspection
regime for all transport
asset to refine prediction
modelling.
Incorporate NDRRA
inspections into the data
collection

4 3 3

8.

Test the current levels of
service to determine if
they are achievable for
current budgets.
Test the current levels of
service, to determine ‘a
confidence level’ for
reasonableness.
Review response levels of
service for reactive
maintenance.

3 3 3

9.

Establish delineation
between planned, cyclic
and reactive
maintenance.

3 3 3

10.

Modify/Review finance
system to capture
expenditure against all
types of maintenance –
whether proactive or
reactive

3 3 3

11.

Pilot effective works
management, asset
inspection (works and
AM) integrated with
spatial, finance and AM
systems.

4 3 3
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Task
No Task Importance Urgency Risk

12.

Set up the Strategic
Maintenance Planning so
that it can generate a
work order with an
automatically generated
response time.  This
response time is based on
Council’s service level
matrix and is
preconfigured in the
system based on asset
hierarchy.

3 3 3

6.1.3 Monitoring and Review Procedures

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to recognise any changes
in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a result of the budget decision process.

This AMP has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council election.

An asset management plan is a dynamic document, reflecting and responding to changes over time. Monitoring of this
roads asset management plan is required to:

 Ensure compliance with the proposed improvement program milestones.

 Ensure compliance with adopted standards and procedures for condition and performance.

A full review of this asset management plan should be undertaken every three to five years to document progress and
set out proposals for the next five years.
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Appendix A - Planned 10 year Capital Works Program (As at 30/06/15)

Project 2015/16
($)

2016/17
($)

2017/18
($)

2018/19
($)

2019/20
($)

2020/21
($)

2021/22
($)

2022/23
($)

2023/24
($)

2024/25
($) Total ($)

Renew 16,487,061 12,062,304 13,939,494 9,826,279 10,610,147 11,242,567 14,820,221 19,435,480 19,422,011 19,691,152 147,536,715

Upgrade 6,548,554 1,808,540 1,065,000 1,340,661 860,079 514,330 1,249,388 1,463,941 857,734 237,222 15,945,449

New 625,000 850,000 400,000 250,000 850,000 250,000 250,000 850,000 250,000 250,000 4,825,000

Totals 23,660,615 14,720,844 15,404,494 11,416,940 12,320,226 12,006,897 16,319,609 21,749,421 20,529,745 20,178,374 168,307,165

Renewal

Project 2015/16
($)

2016/17
($)

2017/18
($)

2018/19
($)

2019/20
($)

2020/21
($)

2021/22
($)

2022/23
($)

2023/24
($)

2024/25
($) Total ($)

Unsealed Roads 3,947,643 5,500,638 3,654,856 4,357,356 3,247,064 3,197,746 3,092,893 3,163,042 3,111,895 3,092,716 36,365,849

Sealed Roads 9,110,006 4,657,816 6,823,428 3,712,300 5,870,577 5,929,105 10,607,819 14,729,998 15,904,767 14,578,715 91,924,531

Bridges 1,437,642 10,950 25,000 - 17,260 13,000 - 18,566 5,000 243,770 1,771,188

Kerb and Gutter 484,137 487,151 593,061 495,433 491,205 461,406 436,774 485,572 - 439,622 4,374,361
Culverts and
Floodways 1,027,971 1,209,877 2,727,256 1,203,544 846,118 1,605,920 624,487 800,882 175,814 1,010,736 11,232,605

Stormwater Drainage 291,000 - - - - - - - - - 291,000

Footpaths 188,662 195,872 115,892 57,646 137,923 35,390 58,248 237,420 224,535 325,593 1,577,181

Totals 16,487,061 12,062,304 13,939,494 9,826,279 10,610,147 11,242,567 14,820,221 19,435,480 19,422,011 19,691,152 147,536,715
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Upgrade

Project 2015/16
($)

2016/17
($)

2017/18
($)

2018/19
($)

2019/20
($)

2020/21
($)

2021/22
($)

2022/23
($)

2023/24
($)

2024/25
($) Total ($)

Unsealed Roads - - - - - - - - - - -

Sealed Roads 4,460,261 1,758,540 1,000,000 1,340,661 860,079 514,330 1,249,388 1,463,941 857,734 237,222 13,742,156

Bridges - - - - - - - - - - -

Kerb and Gutter - - - - - - - - - - -
Culverts and
Floodways 1,966,293 - - - - - - - - - 1,966,293

Stormwater Drainage 122,000 50,000 65,000 - - - - - - - 237,000

Footpaths - - - - - - - - - - -

Totals 6,548,554 1,808,540 1,065,000 1,340,661 860,079 514,330 1,249,388 1,463,941 857,734 237,222 15,945,449
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New

Project 2015/16
($)

2016/17
($)

2017/18
($)

2018/19
($)

2019/20
($)

2020/21
($)

2021/22
($)

2022/23
($)

2023/24
($)

2024/25
($) Total ($)

Unsealed Roads 600,000 600,000 - - 600,000 - - 600,000 - - 2,400,000

Sealed Roads 25,000 250,000 400,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 250,000 2,425,000

Bridges - - - - - - - - - - -

Kerb and Gutter - - - - - - - - - - -
Culverts and
Floodways - - - - - - - - - - -

Stormwater Drainage - - - - - - - - - - -

Footpaths - - - - - - - - - - -

Totals 625,000 850,000 400,000 250,000 850,000 250,000 250,000 850,000 250,000 250,000 4,825,000
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GLOSSARY

Annual service cost
(ASC)

An estimate of the cost that would be tendered, per annum, if tenders were called for the
supply of a service to a performance specification for a fixed term.  The Annual Service Cost
includes operating, maintenance, depreciation, finance/ opportunity and disposal costs, less
revenue.

Asset class Grouping of assets of a similar nature and use in an entity's operations (AASB 166.37).

Asset condition
assessment

The process of continuous or periodic inspection, assessment, measurement and
interpretation of the resultant data to indicate the condition of a specific asset so as to
determine the need for some preventative or remedial action.

Asset management
The combination of management, financial, economic, and engineering and other practices
applied to physical assets with the objective of providing the required level of service in the
most cost effective manner.

Assets

Future economic benefits controlled by the entity as a result of past transactions or other
past events (AAS27.12).
Property, plant and equipment including infrastructure and other assets (such as furniture
and fittings) with benefits expected to last more than 12 month.

Average annual asset
consumption (AAAC)

The amount of a local government’s asset base consumed during a year.  This may be
calculated by dividing the Depreciable Amount (DA) by the Useful Life and totalled for each
and every asset OR by dividing the Fair Value (Depreciated Replacement Cost) by the
Remaining Life and totalled for each and every asset in an asset category or class.

Capital expenditure

Relatively large (material) expenditure, which has benefits, expected to last for more than 12
months. Capital expenditure includes renewal, expansion and upgrade. Where capital
projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total
project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital funding Funding to pay for capital expenditure.

Capital grants Monies received generally tied to the specific projects for which they are granted, which are
often upgrade and/or expansion or new investment proposals.

Capital new
expenditure

Expenditure which creates a new asset providing a new service to the community that did not
exist beforehand. As it increases service potential it may impact revenue and will increase
future operating and maintenance expenditure.

Capital renewal
expenditure

Expenditure on an existing asset, which returns the service potential or the life of the asset up
to that which it had originally.  It is periodically required expenditure, relatively large
(material) in value compared with the value of the components or sub-components of the
asset being renewed.  As it reinstates existing service potential, it has no impact on revenue,
but may reduce future operating and maintenance expenditure if completed at the optimum
time, e.g. resurfacing or re-sheeting a material part of a road network, replacing a material
section of a drainage network with pipes of the same capacity, resurfacing an oval.  Where
capital projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures,
the total project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital upgrade
expenditure

Expenditure, which enhances an existing asset to provide a higher level of service or
expenditure that will increase the life of the asset beyond that which it had originally.
Upgrade expenditure is discretional and often does not result in additional revenue unless
direct user charges apply. It will increase operating and maintenance expenditure in the
future because of the increase in the council’s asset base, e.g. widening the sealed area of an
existing road, replacing drainage pipes with pipes of a greater capacity, enlarging a
grandstand at a sporting facility. Where capital projects involve a combination of renewal,
expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total project cost needs to be allocated
accordingly.

Carrying amount The amount at which an asset is recognised after deducting any accumulated depreciation /
amortisation and accumulated impairment losses thereon.

Class of assets See asset class definition

Component An individual part of an asset which contributes to the composition of the whole and can be
separated from or attached to an asset or a system.
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Cost of an asset
The amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of the consideration given to
acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition or construction, plus any costs necessary to
place the asset into service.  This includes one-off design and project management costs.

Current replacement
cost (CRC) / Current
replacement value
(CRV)

The cost the entity would incur to acquire the asset on the reporting date.  The cost is
measured by reference to the lowest cost at which the gross future economic benefits could
be obtained in the normal course of business or the minimum it would cost, to replace the
existing asset with a technologically modern equivalent new asset (not a second hand one)
with the same economic benefits (gross service potential) allowing for any differences in the
quantity and quality of output and in operating costs.

Current Replacement
Cost “As New” (CRC)

The current cost of replacing the original service potential of an existing asset, with a similar
modern equivalent asset, i.e. the total cost of replacing an existing asset with an as NEW or
similar asset expressed in current dollar values.

Cyclic Maintenance

Replacement of higher value components/sub-components of assets that is undertaken on a
regular cycle including repainting, building roof replacement, cycle, replacement of air
conditioning equipment, etc.  This work generally falls below the capital/ maintenance
threshold and needs to be identified in a specific maintenance budget allocation.

Depreciable amount The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for its cost, less its residual value (AASB
116.6)

Depreciated
replacement cost (DRC)

The current replacement cost (CRC) of an asset less, where applicable, accumulated
depreciation calculated on the basis of such cost to reflect the already consumed or expired
future economic benefits of the asset

Depreciation /
amortisation

The systematic allocation of the depreciable amount (service potential) of an asset over its
useful life.

Economic life See useful life definition.
Expenditure The spending of money on goods and services. Expenditure includes recurrent and capital.
Fair value / Written
Down Value (WDV)

The amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between
knowledgeable, willing parties, in an arm’s length transaction.

Greenfield asset values Asset (re)valuation values based on the cost to initially acquire the asset.

Heritage asset
An asset with historic, artistic, scientific, technological, geographical or environmental
qualities that is held and maintained principally for its contribution to knowledge and culture
and this purpose is central to the objectives of the entity holding it.

Impairment Loss The amount by which the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount.

Infrastructure assets

Physical assets of the entity or of another entity that contribute to meeting the public's need
for access to major economic and social facilities and services, e.g. roads, drainage, footpaths
and cycleway. These are typically large, interconnected networks or portfolios of composite
assets.  The components of these assets may be separately maintained, renewed or replaced
individually so that the required level and standard of service from the network of assets is
continuously sustained. Generally the components and hence the assets have long lives.  They
are fixed in place and are often have no market value.

Investment property
Property held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both, rather than for:
(a) use in the production or supply of goods or services or for administrative purposes; or
(b) sale in the ordinary course of business (AASB 140.5)

Level of service
The defined service quality for a particular service against which service performance may be
measured.  Service levels usually relate to quality, quantity, reliability, responsiveness,
environmental, acceptability and cost).

Life Cycle Cost

The life cycle cost (LCC) is average cost to provide the service over the longest asset life cycle.
It comprises annual maintenance and asset consumption expense, represented by
depreciation expense. The Life Cycle Cost does not indicate the funds required to provide the
service in a particular year.

Life Cycle Expenditure

The Life Cycle Expenditure (LCE) is the actual or planned annual maintenance and capital
renewal expenditure incurred in providing the service in a particular year.  Life Cycle
Expenditure may be compared to Life Cycle Expenditure to give an initial indicator of life cycle
sustainability.
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Maintenance and
renewal gap

Difference between estimated budgets and projected expenditures for maintenance and
renewal of assets, totalled over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance and
renewal sustainability
index

Ratio of estimated budget to projected expenditure for maintenance and renewal of assets
over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance
expenditure

Recurrent expenditure, which is periodically or regularly required as part of the anticipated
schedule of works required to ensure that the asset achieves its useful life and provides the
required level of service. It is expenditure, which was anticipated in determining the asset’s
useful life.

Materiality
An item is material is its omission or misstatement could influence the economic decisions of
users taken on the basis of the financial report.  Materiality depends on the size and nature of
the omission or misstatement judged in the surrounding circumstances.

Modern equivalent
asset.

A structure similar to an existing structure and having the equivalent productive capacity,
which could be built using modern materials, techniques and design.  Replacement cost is the
basis used to estimate the cost of constructing a modern equivalent asset.

Non-revenue
generating investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are not expected to generate any savings or revenue to the Council, e.g.
parks and playgrounds, footpaths, roads and bridges, libraries, etc.

Operating expenditure Recurrent expenditure, which is continuously required excluding maintenance and
depreciation, e.g. power, fuel, staff, plant equipment, on-costs and overheads.

Planned Maintenance

Repair work that is identified and managed through a maintenance management system
(MMS).  MMS activities include inspection, assessing the condition against failure/breakdown
criteria/experience, prioritising scheduling, actioning the work and reporting what was done
to develop a maintenance history and improve maintenance and service delivery
performance.

Rate of annual asset
consumption

A measure of average annual consumption of assets (AAAC) expressed as a percentage of the
depreciable amount (AAAC/DA).  Depreciation may be used for AAAC.

Rate of annual asset
renewal

A measure of the rate at which assets are being renewed per annum expressed as a
percentage of depreciable amount (capital renewal expenditure/DA).

Rate of annual asset
upgrade

A measure of the rate at which assets are being upgraded and expanded per annum
expressed as a percentage of depreciable amount (capital upgrade/expansion
expenditure/DA).

Reactive maintenance Unplanned repair work that carried out in response to service requests and
management/supervisory directions.

Recoverable amount The higher of an asset's fair value, less costs to sell and its value in use.

Recurrent expenditure Relatively small (immaterial) expenditure or that which has benefits expected to last less than
12 months. Recurrent expenditure includes operating and maintenance expenditure.

Recurrent funding Funding to pay for recurrent expenditure.
Rehabilitation See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Remaining life The time remaining until an asset ceases to provide the required service level or economic
usefulness.  Age plus remaining life is economic life.

Renewal See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Residual value The net amount which an entity expects to obtain for an asset at the end of its useful life
after deducting the expected costs of disposal.

Revenue generating
investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are expected to generate some savings or revenue to offset operating costs,
e.g. public halls and theatres, childcare centres, sporting and recreation facilities, tourist
information centres, etc.

Risk management
The application of a formal process to the range of possible values relating to key factors
associated with a risk in order to determine the resultant ranges of outcomes and their
probability of occurrence.

Section or segment A self-contained part or piece of an infrastructure asset.
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Service potential
The capacity to provide goods and services in accordance with the entity's objectives,
whether those objectives are the generation of net cash inflows or the provision of goods and
services of a particular volume and quantity to the beneficiaries thereof.

Service potential
remaining

A measure of the remaining life of assets expressed as a percentage of economic life.  It is
also a measure of the percentage of the asset’s potential to provide services that are still
available for use in providing services (DRC/DA).

Strategic Management
Plan

Documents Council objectives for a specified period (3-5 years), the principle activities to
achieve the objectives, the means by which that will be carried out, estimated income and
expenditure, measures to assess performance and how rating policy relates to the Council’s
objectives and activities.

Sub-component Smaller individual parts that make up a component part.

Useful life

Either:
(a) the period over which an asset is expected to be available for use by an entity, or
(b) the number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by the
entity.
It is estimated or expected time between placing the asset into service and removing it from
service, or the estimated period of time over which the future economic benefits embodied in
a depreciable asset, are expected to be consumed by the council. It is the same as the
economic life.

Value in Use

The present value of estimated future cash flows expected to arise from the continuing use of
an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life.  It is deemed to be depreciated
replacement cost (DRC) for those assets whose future economic benefits are not primarily
dependent on the asset's ability to generate new cash flows, where if deprived of the asset its
future economic benefits would be replaced.
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Schedule of Changes & Amendments

Version Date Changes/Amendments Author Accepted By

V0.1 April 2015 Draft Asset Management Plan Assetic

V0.2 July 2015 Update for proposed 10 year budget Assetic

V0.3 October 2015 Review and update of Improvement Plan
Section 6.2.2 and Action Plan Section 1.5 Assetic

V0.4 December
2015

Update the financial information for end
of June 2015

CHRC KH

CHRC DS

V0.5 March 2016 Reconcile and update financials
CHRC NN

V0.6 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording
CHRC NN

V0.7 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording CHRC SH

V0.8 June 2016 Minor update – formatting, glossary CHRC SH

V1.0 June 2016 Prepared for Endorsement
CHRC NN

NB:
1. Primary number changes to Versions (egg V1.0 to V2.0) will be made when the document

undergoes its regular review and when significant changes are made to standards and
guidelines for inspections, intervention levels or work

2. Secondary number changes (V1.0 to V1.1) will apply to minor amendments that do not
materially impact the document and are intended only to clarify or update issues.
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1 Executive Summary

1.1 Background

The Asset Management Plan is prepared to provide a record of:
 The state of Council’s waste management assets at the close of the past financial year;
 Key achievements in the past financial year;
 The 10-year funding required to achieve Council’s adopted asset performance targets; and
 Planned Asset Management activities for the current financial year.

Central Highlands Regional Council currently operates the following landfills and waste transfer
stations (WTS):

 Anakie mini WTS
 Bauhinia landfill Mini WTS
 Blackwater landfill
 Bluff WTS
 Bogantungan landfill (proposed mini WTS)
 Capella WTS and landfill
 Comet mini WTS
 Dingo WTS
 Duaringa WTS
 Emerald WTS
 Emerald Landfill (Lochlees)
 Fernlees mini WTS
 Gindie mini WTS
 Rolleston landfill
 Sapphire Rubyvale landfill
 Springsure landfill
 Tieri WTS and landfill
 Willows landfill

The Assets associated with Waste transfer stations and landfills include the following type of assets

 Buildings
 Siteworks
 Roads and parking/loading areas
 Utilities – water, sewer, drainage and electrical works
 Plant & Equipment
 Landfill cells
 Land

The Asset Management Plan is to be completed as soon as practical after the close of the financial year
it is Planning on and before the budgets are set for the financial year following the year in which the
Plan is written.
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1.2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

The value and condition of the Council’s Waste assets as at 30/6/2015 is summarised below and
further details are shown in Section 2:

Asset Type
Gross

Replacement
Value($)

Annual
Depreciation

($)

Accumulated
Depreciation

($)

Written Down
Value ($)

Buildings & Facilities 878,396 8,910 49,925 828,471

Site Improvements 3,445,262 106,515 1,407,384 2,037,878

Land 1,620,000 0 0 1,620,000

Totals 5,943,658 115,425 1,457,309 4,486,349

Condition
Rating

Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required

4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required

5 Failed:  Unserviceable

51.6%

25.3%

21.4% 0.7% 1.0%
Waste Assets Condition

1 2 3 4 5
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1.3 Key Achievements (As at 30/06/2015)

A review of the type of assets at each waste site has been undertaken and will be used to update the
Asset Management System. The information will be used to support the optimisation of activities and
programs to meet agreed service levels.

Development of a Waste reduction and Recycling Plan has been undertaken.

Estimates of capacity/usage and Actual charges have been prepared.

1.4 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

Capital renewal funding requirements for the next 10 years, based on the Service Potential Index is
estimated at $1,625,000.

The proposed 10 year capital funding budget of $22,678,000 includes the following:

Renewals $1,625,000

Upgrades $75,000

New Works $20,978,000

Total $22,678,000

The CHRC Asset Financial Ratios for Waste assets are detailed in Section 5.3 and are summarised
below:

Ratio Ratio Target Met?

Asset
Consumption
Ratio

75% Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 50%.
Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75%.

Yes

Asset
Sustainability
Ratio

54% Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 90%.
Standard is improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110%.

No

Asset Renewal
Funding Ratio

1055% Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95%.

Standard is improving if one of the below is met:
 This ratio is between 95% and 105%.
 ‘Asset Sustainability Ratio’ is between 90% and 110%.
 ‘Asset Consumption Ratio’ is between 50% and 75%

No

Asset Consumption Ratio

Location Current
Replacement

Cost ($)

Depreciated
Replacement

Cost ($)

Ratio (%)

Waste Assets 5,943,658 4,486,349 75%
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Asset Sustainability Ratio

Asset Group Capital Renewal and
Replacement

Expenditure 14/15
($)

Depreciation ($) Ratio (%)

Waste Assets 62,213 115,425 54%

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over 10

years 14/15 ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over 10

years ($)

Ratio (%)

Waste Assets 1,625,000 154,020 1055%

Note: This table contains some high percentages. It should be noted that required capital expenditure
is based on the remaining serviceability (SPI). This method bases the funding requirement on the
estimated date the asset will reach end of life and does not account for partial renewals.

The review period (10 years) is shorter than the life of most assets within this category, this can
produce lower predictions than expected and should be viewed as an indicative figure only.

1.5 Action Plan

Any Asset Management Plan must be a dynamic document, reflecting and responding to changes over
time.

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to
recognise any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a result
of the budget decision process.

The Plan has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council election.
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A detailed Action Plan generated from this Asset Management Plan is shown in Section 6.  The Actions
are summarised below under Service Management, Asset Management and Information Management
for Governance, People, Process, Data and Technology.

Action Type Action
Subtype Task

Service
Management

Governance
Obtain Council approval of this Plan.

Obtain Council approval of the Waste Business Process Model.

People Assess the structure and resources within Council, to ensure that the AMP
can be effectively implemented.

Process

Surveying key stakeholders to determine if current LoS are adequate and
to identify any improvement opportunities.

After adopting strategic and operational LoS survey key stakeholders to
determine satisfaction levels.

Asset
Management

Governance Review the condition of the Waste assets and develop a plan for the future
operation and management of the assets.

Process Implement the community and technical Levels of Service.

Data Update the Asset Register for inclusion of additional assets identified
during the review of assets at each site.

Information
Management

Process Integrate the Asset and GIS systems.

Data Asset Management System - Update GIS System - spatially entering all
Waste assets so that all assets can be located with accuracy.
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2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

2.1 Key Indicators (As at 30/06/2015)

Waste transfer stations and landfills may include the type of assets listed in Table 1:

Table 1 – Waste Transfer and Landfill Assets

Assets Asset Type
Waste Transfer
Stations

Buildings, sheds and shelters
Siteworks, including earthworks retaining walls and landscaping
Reinforced Concrete slabs
Roads and parking/loading areas – Sealed/Unsealed
Retaining walls
Electrical works (including lighting)
Water and Sewer works
Drainage and stormwater treatment
Rainwater tanks
Signage
Fences and Gates
Land
Plant and Equipment, including:

• Weighbridge at Lochlees
• Skips, bins, cages & other containers
• Push-pits
• Moving floors
• Mechanical rams
• Compactors

Landfills Buildings, sheds and shelters
Landfill cells
Siteworks, including earthworks retaining walls and landscaping
Roads and parking/loading areas – Sealed/Unsealed
Retaining walls
Electrical works (including lighting)
Drainage
Rainwater tanks
Signage
Fences and Gates
Land
Plant and Equipment
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The values of the Waste assets as at 30/6/2015 are listed below:

Asset Type
Gross

Replacement
Value($)

Annual
Depreciation

($)

Accumulated
Depreciation

($)

Depreciated
Replacement

Cost ($)

Buildings & Facilities 878,396 8,910 49,925 828,471

Site Improvements 3,445,262 106,515 1,407,384 2,037,878

Land 1,620,000 0 0 1,620,000

Totals 5,943,658 115,425 1,457,309 4,486,349

2.2 Asset Class Status (As at 30/06/2015)

The condition of the waste assets is rated on a 1-5 ranking as follows:

Condition
Rating

Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required

4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required

5 Failed:  Unserviceable

Waste Assets Condition

The condition of the Waste assets based on the Service Potential Index recorded in the Asset
Management System for each asset is as follows

Condition
Rating

% of
Network

Replacement
Value ($)

1 51.6% 3,069,482

2 25.3% 1,500,990

3 21.4% 1,272,760

4 0.7% 40,983

5 1.0% 59,443

100.0% 5,943,658
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Levels of Service and Condition Assessment

Refer to CHRC Waste Business Process Model for details of Levels of service.

Following adoption of the Business Process Model the following actions are to be undertaken:

• Survey key stakeholders to determine satisfaction levels and if current LOS are adequate and
to identify any improvement opportunities.

• Implement the community and technical Levels of Service.

3 Key Achievements (As at 30/06/2015)

3.1 AM Practice

An asset listing of waste assets from the Asset Management System were validated with the current
existing assets in each waste management facility and asset registers were made current in the System.

CHRC has proceeded with an advanced approach to asset management by gathering asset information
for individual assets to support the optimisation of activities and programs to meet agreed service levels.
This approach will continue as the Councils asset management system is further developed and
integrated with other information systems and becomes utilised as part of the ongoing management of
the assets.

Consultants have been employed to undertake the following:

• Development of a Waste reduction and Recycling Plan (being prepared by Pitt and Sherry)
• Documentation of estimates of capacity/usage and Actual charges (model by AEC)

3.2 Asset Class (As at 30/06/2015)

The following waste capital works projects were undertaken in 2014/15:
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Project Description 2014/15
Expenditure ($)

Waste Management Strategy Development 39,000

Springsure - Transfer Station Infrastructure 13,000

Emerald Transfer Station - Site Improvements 41,700

Springsure - Initial Fencing and Gates 36,500

Tieri Landfill - Upgrade Licence - Planning, Design and Prelim Works 3,000

Tieri Landfill - Site Improvements 17,500

Lochlees Rd Landfill - Upgrade Licence - Planning, Design and Preliminary Works 39,000

Total 189,700
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4 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

4.1 Forecast 10-Year Funding Required (As at 30/06/2015)

Capital renewal funding requirements for the next 10 years, based on the Service Potential Index for
Waste assets recorded in the Asset Management System, is shown below (2015):

Year Renewal
($)

2015/16 24,990
2016/17 22,500
2017/18 370
2018/19 0
2019/20 0
2020/21 62,930
2021/22 0
2022/23 0
2023/24 0
2024/25 43,230
Total 154,020

4.2 Committed Funding (As at 30/06/2015)

The proposed 10 year capital funding budget is shown below (2015):

Year Renewal ($) Upgrade ($) New ($) Total ($)

2015/16 100,000 0 1,138,000 1,238,000

2016/17 730,000 75,000 820,000 1,625,000

2017/18 795,000 0 1,900,000 2,545,000

2018/19 0 0 2,070,000 2,070,000

2019/20 0 0 2,405,000 2,405,000

2020/21 0 0 2,145,000 2,145,000

2021/22 0 0 2,785,000 2,785,000

2022/23 0 0 2,600,000 2,600,000

2023/24 0 0 2,380,000 2,380,000

2024/25 0 0 2,735,000 2,735,000

Total: 1,625,000 75,000 20,978,000 22,678,000
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The budget does not identify specific renewals, however the proposed upgrade works, shown in the list
of projects in the following table, will include a renewal component, particularly for fencing.

It is scheduled to be taken into consideration with the comprehensive revaluation in the financial year
15/16.

Project Location Project
Type

Total 10
Year

Budget ($)
Comment

Waste Management Strategy
Development

All New 25,000

The Willows Landfill –
Transfer Station Infrastructure

Willows New 50,000

Bogantungan Landfill -
Establish Bin Station

Bogantungan Renewal 5,000

New Regional Landfill Site -
Land Purchase

Unknown New 1,500,000

New Regional Landfill Site -
Planning, Design and Prelim
Works

All New 400,000

Rolleston - Transfer Station
Development - Details Design

Rolleston New 20,000 Development of detailed site
plans, costs associated with
securing Native Title and
operational works.

Rolleston - Transfer Station
Development - Construction

Rolleston New 405,000 Costs associated with
constructing the transfer station
including earthworks, fencing.
This is the first phase of
construction with additional
works being proposed in the
following year.

Rolleston - Clean up Current
Site and Close

Rolleston Renewal 150,000 Cost associated with the
closure of the existing site,
rehabilitation, clay capping and
revegetation.

Gemfields - Transfer Station
Development

Gemfields New 250,000 Costs associated with
constructing the transfer station
including earthworks, fencing,
construction of walls,
landscaping etc. This is the first
phase of construction with
additional works being
proposed in the following year.

Blackwater Landfill - Upgrade
Licence - Planning, Design
and Prelim Works

Blackwater Upgrade 75,000

Blackwater Landfill - Site
Improvements

Blackwater Renewal 375,000
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Project Location Project
Type

Total 10
Year

Budget ($)
Comment

Springsure - Transfer Station
Infrastructure

Springsure New 525,000 Costs associated with
constructing the transfer station
including earthworks, fencing,
construction of walls,
landscaping etc. This is the first
phase of construction with
additional works being
proposed in the following year.

Tieri Landfill - Site
Improvements

Tieri New 125,000 Costs associated with
constructing the transfer station
including earthworks, fencing,
landscaping etc. This is the
second phase of construction
with works also occurring in the
previous year.

Emerald Transfer Station –
Upgrades

Emerald Renewal 100,000 Part of a continuous
maintenance and upgrade
program for the Emerald
Transfer Station. This program
is dependent on the outcome
of the waste financial study and
whether there is a
recommendation to continue to
operate the existing site or
construct a new one.

Emerald Transfer Station -
Site Improvements

Emerald Renewal 50,000 Part of a continuous
maintenance and upgrade
program for the Emerald
Transfer Station. This program
is dependent on the outcome
of the waste financial study and
whether there is a
recommendation to continue to
operate the existing site or
construct a new one.

Lochlees Rd Landfill - Site
Improvements

Emerald Renewal 50,000 Part of a continuous
maintenance and upgrade
program for the Lochlees
landfill. There will also be a
need to fund the importation of
cover material for the site.

Lochlees Rd - Preparation of
new cell

Emerald New 518,000

Bluff Transfer Station - Site
Improvements

Bluff New 40,000 Regulation requires council to
have management over access
to the site and materials being
deposited. The only way to
achieve this is to ensure the
facility is supervised during
hours of operation and locked
outside the hours of operation.
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Project Location Project
Type

Total 10
Year

Budget ($)
Comment

Dingo - Site Improvements Dingo Renewal 455,000 Regulation requires council to
have management over access
to the site and materials being
deposited. The only way to
achieve this is to ensure the
facility is supervised during
hours of operation and locked
outside the hours of operation.

Capella - Site Improvements Capella Renewal 150,000 Regulation requires council to
have management over access
to the site and materials being
deposited. The only way to
achieve this is to ensure the
facility is supervised during
hours of operation and locked
outside the hours of operation.

Duaringa - Site Improvements Duaringa Renewal 290,000 Regulation requires council to
have management over access
to the site and materials being
deposited. The only way to
achieve this is to ensure the
facility is supervised during
hours of operation and locked
outside the hours of operation.

Bin stations 10,000
Landfills 10,465,000
Planning 60,000
Transfer station 6,585,000
Total Waste 22,678,000
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4.3 Financial Ratios (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset Consumption Ratio:

This ratio seeks to highlight the aged condition of a local government’s stock of physical assets. If a
local government is responsibly maintaining and renewing / replacing its assets in accordance with a
well prepared asset management plan, then the fact that its Asset Consumption Ratio may be
relatively low and/or declining should not be cause for concern – providing it is operating sustainably.

Asset Consumption Ratio= Depreciated Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets
Current Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets

Purpose: This ratio measures the extent to which depreciable assets have been consumed by
comparing their written down value to their replacement cost.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 50% or greater (0.50 or >). Standard
is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75% (0.60 and 0.75).

Current Asset Consumption Ratio

Location Current
Replacement

Cost ($)

Depreciated
Replacement

Cost ($)

Ratio (%)

Waste Assets 5,943,658 4,486,349 75%

Asset Sustainability Ratio

This ratio is an approximation of the extent to which assets managed by a local government are being
replaced as these reach the end of their useful lives.  It is calculated by measuring capital expenditure
on renewal or replacement of assets, relative to depreciation expense.  Expenditure on new or
additional assets is excluded.

Depreciation expense represents an estimate of the extent to which the assets have been consumed
during that period. Measuring assets at fair value is critical to the calculation of a valid depreciation
expense value.

Asset Sustainability Ratio = Capital Renewal and Replacement Expenditure
Annual Depreciation Expense

Purpose: This ratio indicates whether a local government is replacing or renewing existing non-
financial assets at the same rate that its overall asset stock is wearing out.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 90% (or 0.90) Standard is improving
if this ratio is between 90% and 110% (or 0.90 and 1.10).

Asset Group Capital Renewal and
Replacement

Expenditure 14/15
($)

Depreciation ($) Ratio (%)

Waste Assets 62,213 115,425 54%
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Asset Renewal Funding Ratio

This ratio indicates whether the local government has the financial capacity to fund asset renewal as
required, and can continue to provide existing levels of services in future, without additional operating
income; or reductions in operating expenses.

The ratio is calculated from information included in the local government’s Long  Term Financial Plan
and Asset Management Plan; not the Annual Financial Report.  For the ratio to be meaningful, a
consistent discount rate should generally be applied in Net Present Value (NPV) calculations

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio = NPV of Planned Capital Renewals over 10 years
NPV of Required Capital Expenditure over 10 years

Purpose: This ratio is a measure of the ability of a local government to fund its projected asset
renewal / replacements in the future.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95% (or 0.75 and 0.95). Standard is
improving if the ratio is between 95% and 105% (or 0.95 and 1.05), and the ASR falls
within the range 90% to 110%, and ACR falls within the range 50% to 75%.

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over 10

years 14/15 ($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over 10

years ($)

Ratio (%)

Waste Assets 1,625,000 154,020 1055%

Note: This table contains some high percentages. It should be noted that required capital expenditure
is based on the remaining serviceability (SPI). This method bases the funding requirement on the
estimated date the asset will reach end of life and does not account for partial renewals.

The review period (10 years) is shorter than the life of most assets within this category, this can
produce lower predictions than expected and should be viewed as an indicative figure only.
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5 Action Plan

5.1 AM Document Register

Document Version Status ECM Number

CHRC Asset Management Policy To be Adopted

CHRC Waste Business Process Model To be Adopted

5.2 AM Practice Improvements

5.2.1 Performance Measures

The effectiveness of this Asset Management Plan can be measured in the following ways:

 The degree to which the required cash flows identified in this AMP are incorporated into
Council’s Long Term Financial Plan and Strategic Management Plan;

 The degree to which the detailed works programs, budgets, business plans and
organisational structures take into account the ‘global’ works program trends provided by
the AMP; and

 The performance of Council against the Strategic Levels of Service documented the Waste
Business Process Model.

5.2.2 Improvement Plan

The asset management improvement plan generated from this Asset Management Plan shown in the
following table.

Note: Importance, Urgency and Risk – 1 = Low, 5 = High

Item
# Task Importance Urgency Risk

1. Obtain Council approval of the
Waste Business Process Model. 5 3 5

2. Obtain Council approval of this
Plan. 5 3 5

3.

Assess the structure and
resources within Council, to
ensure that the AMP can be
effectively implemented.

5 4 4

4.

Review the condition of the
Waste assets and develop a
plan for the future operation
and management of the assets.

4 3 3

5.

Update the Asset Register for
inclusion of additional assets
identified during the review of
assets at each site.

4 4 3

6.

Surveying key stakeholders to
determine if current LoS are
adequate and to identify any
improvement opportunities.

4 3 3
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Item
# Task Importance Urgency Risk

7. Implement the community and
technical Levels of Service. 4 3 3

8.

After adopting strategic and
operational LoS survey key
stakeholders to determine
satisfaction levels.

4 3 3

9.

Asset Management System -
Update GIS System - spatially
entering all Waste assets so
that all assets can be located
with accuracy.

4 4 3

10. Integrate the Asset and GIS
systems.

4 4 3

5.2.3 Monitoring and Review Procedures

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to
recognise any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a result
of the budget decision process.

This AMP has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council
election
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APPENDIX 1 - CHRC Waste Assets 2014 - 2015 (As at 30/06/2015)

APPENDIX 1 - CHRC WASTE ASSETS

Asset Id Asset Name Asset Type Suburb
Total

Replacement
Value

Total Accumulated
Depreciation

Total Written
Down Value

Annual
Depreciation

BLD - 181 New Shed Building Blackwater 24,551.97 413.26 24,138.71 131.94

BLD - 239 Waste Oil Other Structure Rolleston 14,929.74 122.25 14,807.49 70.08

BLD - 291 Oil Shed Building Springsure 14,929.74 624.85 14,304.89 64.26

BLD - 323 Old Shed Building Blackwater 130,259.85 21,648.93 108,610.92 2,796.29
BLD - 456 Office & Amenities Building Emerald 158,307.87 23,405.03 134,902.84 1,478.42

BLD - 457 Storage Shed Building Emerald 48,372.36 814.20 47,558.16 227.07

BLD - 461 Shed Building Emerald 42,876.45 2,896.87 39,979.58 480.05

BLD - 617
Weigh Bridge with
Building - Other
Strictures

Other Structure Emerald 337,209.72 - 337,209.72 2,054.88

BLD - 618 Office - Lochless
Landfill Office Building Emerald 76,816.19 - 76,816.19 1,454.30

BLD - 619 Shed Other Structure Emerald 30,142.92 - 30,142.92 153.10

LAND - 15 Land - Gindie Bulk
Bin Station Vacant Land Gindie 23,000.00 - 23,000.00 -
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Asset Id Asset Name Asset Type Suburb
Total

Replacement
Value

Total Accumulated
Depreciation

Total Written
Down Value

Annual
Depreciation

LAND -
224

Land - Capella
Landfill Capella 500,000.00 - 500,000.00 -

LAND -
234 Land - Tieri Landfill Tieri 350,000.00 - 350,000.00 -

LAND -
281

Land - Springsure
Landfill

Land Fill site
Land Springsure 215,000.00 - 215,000.00 -

LAND - 54 Land - Emerald
Transfer Station

Transfer Station
Land Emerald 480,000.00 - 480,000.00 -

LAND - 91 Land - Willows
Landfill Refuse Tip Land Willows 29,000.00 - 29,000.00 -

LAND - 92 Land - Bogantungan
Landfill Refuse Tip Land Bogantungan 23,000.00 - 23,000.00 -

OS - 121 Fencing Fence Tieri 94,653.82 3,691.50 90,962.32 544.41

OS - 187 Fencing Fence Emerald 59,442.95 35,665.77 23,777.18 3,108.13

OS - 23 Fencing Fence Rubyvale 30,798.34 2,463.87 28,334.47 372.69

OS - 27 Fencing Fence Anakie 25,758.61 1,004.59 24,754.02 148.15

OS - 29 Fencing Fence Capella 53,304.82 10,607.66 42,697.16 907.82

OS - 392 Fencing Fence Springsure 101,875.63 - 101,875.63 246.35

OS - 75 Fencing Fence Tieri 10,768.65 861.49 9,907.16 130.31

OS - 100 Washdown Pad Washdown Bay Rolleston 59,070.72 4,253.09 54,817.63 757.35

OS - 183 Transfer Station Fence Emerald 26,221.66 5,218.11 21,003.55 446.58
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Asset Id Asset Name Asset Type Suburb
Total

Replacement
Value

Total Accumulated
Depreciation

Total Written
Down Value

Annual
Depreciation

OS - 184 Sep Wall between
public/dump area Wall Emerald 53,564.84 16,872.92 36,691.92 954.71

OS - 185 New Bin Load Area
retaining wall Retaining Wall Emerald 82,457.39 14,768.12 67,689.27 1,049.77

OS - 186 Gate Access Control
& Weighbridge Weighbridge Emerald 108,687.93 2,206.36 106,481.57 440.43

OS - 237 New wall for skip Capella 73,032.27 - 73,032.27 622.92

OS - 28 Roadway/Hardstand Hardstand Anakie 113,622.39 5,965.18 107,657.21 2,148.68

OS - 30 Retaining Wall Ramp
Dump Point Retaining Wall Capella 17,530.31 525.91 17,004.40 72.84

Landfill - 1 Landfill
Rehabilitation Costs Emerald 541,120.00 325,375.22 215,744.78 11,677.00

Landfill -
10 Landfill Dingo Structure Dingo 24,405.26 20,416.21 3,989.05 -

Landfill -
11 Landfill Duaringa Structure Duaringa 16,578.15 13,018.73 3,559.42 -

Landfill - 2 Landfill
Rehabilitation Costs Springsure 99,468.03 66,339.23 33,128.80 4,894.00

Landfill - 3 Landfill
Rehabilitation Costs Blackwater 943,158.00 487,281.98 455,876.02 27,698.00

Landfill - 4 Landfill
Rehabilitation Costs Sapphire 160,626.00 101,627.37 58,998.63 6,067.00

Landfill - 5 Landfill
Rehabilitation Costs Capella 173,143.00 44,811.32 128,331.68 24,302.00

Landfill - 6 Landfill
Rehabilitation Costs Tieri 353,266.00 187,556.38 165,709.62 7,718.00

Landfill - 7 Landfill
Rehabilitation Costs Rolleston 64,715.48 45,384.20 19,331.28 6,285.00
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Asset Id Asset Name Asset Type Suburb
Total

Replacement
Value

Total Accumulated
Depreciation

Total Written
Down Value

Annual
Depreciation

BLD - 1 Drum Muster
Compound Building Springsure 16,982.58 3,719.18 13,263.40 838.44

BLD - 192 Waste Oil & Batteries
Collection Other Structure Tieri 24,953.99 420.03 24,533.96 91.78

BLD - 238 Bottle Crushing Bay Other Structure Rolleston 12,899.30 1,794.94 11,104.36 92.74

BLD - 240 Drum Muster Other Structure Rolleston 34,398.11 1,488.85 32,909.26 178.83

BLD - 81 Tyre Bay Other Structure Capella 35,831.38 3,470.27 32,361.11 1,985.56

BLD - 82 Drum Store Building Capella 32,925.41 574.88 32,350.53 2,735.36

TOTAL 5,943,657.83 1,457,308.75 4,486,349.08 115,425.24
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APPENDIX 2 – 10 Year Budget (As at 30/06/2015)

Type 2015/16
($)

2016/17
($)

2017/18
($)

2018/19
($)

2019/20
($)

2020/21
($)

2021/22
($)

2022/23
($)

2023/24
($)

2024/25
($) Total ($)

New 1,138,000 820,000 1,900,000 2,070,000 2,405,000 2,145,000 2,785,000 2,600,000 2,380,000 2,735,000 20,978,000

Renew 100,000 730,000 795,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,625,000

Upgrade 0 75,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 75,000

Total 1,238,000 1,625,000 2,695,000 2,070,000 2,405,000 2,145,000 2,785,000 2,600,000 2,380,000 2,735,000 22,678,000
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GLOSSARY

Annual service cost
(ASC)

An estimate of the cost that would be tendered, per annum, if tenders were called for the
supply of a service to a performance specification for a fixed term.  The Annual Service Cost
includes operating, maintenance, depreciation, finance/ opportunity and disposal costs, less
revenue.

Asset class Grouping of assets of a similar nature and use in an entity's operations (AASB 166.37).

Asset condition
assessment

The process of continuous or periodic inspection, assessment, measurement and
interpretation of the resultant data to indicate the condition of a specific asset so as to
determine the need for some preventative or remedial action.

Asset management
The combination of management, financial, economic, and engineering and other practices
applied to physical assets with the objective of providing the required level of service in the
most cost effective manner.

Assets

Future economic benefits controlled by the entity as a result of past transactions or other
past events (AAS27.12).
Property, plant and equipment including infrastructure and other assets (such as furniture
and fittings) with benefits expected to last more than 12 month.

Average annual asset
consumption (AAAC)

The amount of a local government’s asset base consumed during a year.  This may be
calculated by dividing the Depreciable Amount (DA) by the Useful Life and totalled for each
and every asset OR by dividing the Fair Value (Depreciated Replacement Cost) by the
Remaining Life and totalled for each and every asset in an asset category or class.

Capital expenditure

Relatively large (material) expenditure, which has benefits, expected to last for more than 12
months. Capital expenditure includes renewal, expansion and upgrade. Where capital
projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total
project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital funding Funding to pay for capital expenditure.

Capital grants Monies received generally tied to the specific projects for which they are granted, which are
often upgrade and/or expansion or new investment proposals.

Capital new
expenditure

Expenditure which creates a new asset providing a new service to the community that did not
exist beforehand. As it increases service potential it may impact revenue and will increase
future operating and maintenance expenditure.

Capital renewal
expenditure

Expenditure on an existing asset, which returns the service potential or the life of the asset up
to that which it had originally.  It is periodically required expenditure, relatively large
(material) in value compared with the value of the components or sub-components of the
asset being renewed.  As it reinstates existing service potential, it has no impact on revenue,
but may reduce future operating and maintenance expenditure if completed at the optimum
time, e.g. resurfacing or re-sheeting a material part of a road network, replacing a material
section of a drainage network with pipes of the same capacity, resurfacing an oval.  Where
capital projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures,
the total project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital upgrade
expenditure

Expenditure, which enhances an existing asset to provide a higher level of service or
expenditure that will increase the life of the asset beyond that which it had originally.
Upgrade expenditure is discretional and often does not result in additional revenue unless
direct user charges apply. It will increase operating and maintenance expenditure in the
future because of the increase in the council’s asset base, e.g. widening the sealed area of an
existing road, replacing drainage pipes with pipes of a greater capacity, enlarging a
grandstand at a sporting facility. Where capital projects involve a combination of renewal,
expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total project cost needs to be allocated
accordingly.

Carrying amount The amount at which an asset is recognised after deducting any accumulated depreciation /
amortisation and accumulated impairment losses thereon.

Class of assets See asset class definition
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Component An individual part of an asset which contributes to the composition of the whole and can be
separated from or attached to an asset or a system.

Cost of an asset
The amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of the consideration given to
acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition or construction, plus any costs necessary to
place the asset into service.  This includes one-off design and project management costs.

Current replacement
cost (CRC) / Current
replacement value
(CRV)

The cost the entity would incur to acquire the asset on the reporting date.  The cost is
measured by reference to the lowest cost at which the gross future economic benefits could
be obtained in the normal course of business or the minimum it would cost, to replace the
existing asset with a technologically modern equivalent new asset (not a second hand one)
with the same economic benefits (gross service potential) allowing for any differences in the
quantity and quality of output and in operating costs.

Current Replacement
Cost “As New” (CRC)

The current cost of replacing the original service potential of an existing asset, with a similar
modern equivalent asset, i.e. the total cost of replacing an existing asset with an as NEW or
similar asset expressed in current dollar values.

Cyclic Maintenance

Replacement of higher value components/sub-components of assets that is undertaken on a
regular cycle including repainting, building roof replacement, cycle, replacement of air
conditioning equipment, etc.  This work generally falls below the capital/ maintenance
threshold and needs to be identified in a specific maintenance budget allocation.

Depreciable amount The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for its cost, less its residual value (AASB
116.6)

Depreciated
replacement cost (DRC)

The current replacement cost (CRC) of an asset less, where applicable, accumulated
depreciation calculated on the basis of such cost to reflect the already consumed or expired
future economic benefits of the asset

Depreciation /
amortisation

The systematic allocation of the depreciable amount (service potential) of an asset over its
useful life.

Economic life See useful life definition.
Expenditure The spending of money on goods and services. Expenditure includes recurrent and capital.
Fair value / Written
Down Value (WDV)

The amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between
knowledgeable, willing parties, in an arm’s length transaction.

Greenfield asset values Asset (re)valuation values based on the cost to initially acquire the asset.

Heritage asset
An asset with historic, artistic, scientific, technological, geographical or environmental
qualities that is held and maintained principally for its contribution to knowledge and culture
and this purpose is central to the objectives of the entity holding it.

Impairment Loss The amount by which the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount.

Infrastructure assets

Physical assets of the entity or of another entity that contribute to meeting the public's need
for access to major economic and social facilities and services, e.g. roads, drainage, footpaths
and cycleway. These are typically large, interconnected networks or portfolios of composite
assets.  The components of these assets may be separately maintained, renewed or replaced
individually so that the required level and standard of service from the network of assets is
continuously sustained. Generally the components and hence the assets have long lives.  They
are fixed in place and are often have no market value.

Investment property
Property held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both, rather than for:
(a) use in the production or supply of goods or services or for administrative purposes; or
(b) sale in the ordinary course of business (AASB 140.5)

Level of service
The defined service quality for a particular service against which service performance may be
measured.  Service levels usually relate to quality, quantity, reliability, responsiveness,
environmental, acceptability and cost).

Life Cycle Cost

The life cycle cost (LCC) is average cost to provide the service over the longest asset life cycle.
It comprises annual maintenance and asset consumption expense, represented by
depreciation expense. The Life Cycle Cost does not indicate the funds required to provide the
service in a particular year.
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Life Cycle Expenditure

The Life Cycle Expenditure (LCE) is the actual or planned annual maintenance and capital
renewal expenditure incurred in providing the service in a particular year.  Life Cycle
Expenditure may be compared to Life Cycle Expenditure to give an initial indicator of life cycle
sustainability.

Maintenance and
renewal gap

Difference between estimated budgets and projected expenditures for maintenance and
renewal of assets, totalled over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance and
renewal sustainability
index

Ratio of estimated budget to projected expenditure for maintenance and renewal of assets
over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance
expenditure

Recurrent expenditure, which is periodically or regularly required as part of the anticipated
schedule of works required to ensure that the asset achieves its useful life and provides the
required level of service. It is expenditure, which was anticipated in determining the asset’s
useful life.

Materiality
An item is material is its omission or misstatement could influence the economic decisions of
users taken on the basis of the financial report.  Materiality depends on the size and nature of
the omission or misstatement judged in the surrounding circumstances.

Modern equivalent
asset.

A structure similar to an existing structure and having the equivalent productive capacity,
which could be built using modern materials, techniques and design.  Replacement cost is the
basis used to estimate the cost of constructing a modern equivalent asset.

Non-revenue
generating investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are not expected to generate any savings or revenue to the Council, e.g.
parks and playgrounds, footpaths, roads and bridges, libraries, etc.

Operating expenditure Recurrent expenditure, which is continuously required excluding maintenance and
depreciation, e.g. power, fuel, staff, plant equipment, on-costs and overheads.

Planned Maintenance

Repair work that is identified and managed through a maintenance management system
(MMS).  MMS activities include inspection, assessing the condition against failure/breakdown
criteria/experience, prioritising scheduling, actioning the work and reporting what was done
to develop a maintenance history and improve maintenance and service delivery
performance.

Rate of annual asset
consumption

A measure of average annual consumption of assets (AAAC) expressed as a percentage of the
depreciable amount (AAAC/DA).  Depreciation may be used for AAAC.

Rate of annual asset
renewal

A measure of the rate at which assets are being renewed per annum expressed as a
percentage of depreciable amount (capital renewal expenditure/DA).

Rate of annual asset
upgrade

A measure of the rate at which assets are being upgraded and expanded per annum
expressed as a percentage of depreciable amount (capital upgrade/expansion
expenditure/DA).

Reactive maintenance Unplanned repair work that carried out in response to service requests and
management/supervisory directions.

Recoverable amount The higher of an asset's fair value, less costs to sell and its value in use.

Recurrent expenditure Relatively small (immaterial) expenditure or that which has benefits expected to last less than
12 months. Recurrent expenditure includes operating and maintenance expenditure.

Recurrent funding Funding to pay for recurrent expenditure.
Rehabilitation See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Remaining life The time remaining until an asset ceases to provide the required service level or economic
usefulness.  Age plus remaining life is economic life.

Renewal See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Residual value The net amount which an entity expects to obtain for an asset at the end of its useful life
after deducting the expected costs of disposal.

Revenue generating
investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are expected to generate some savings or revenue to offset operating costs,
e.g. public halls and theatres, childcare centres, sporting and recreation facilities, tourist
information centres, etc.
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Risk management
The application of a formal process to the range of possible values relating to key factors
associated with a risk in order to determine the resultant ranges of outcomes and their
probability of occurrence.

Section or segment A self-contained part or piece of an infrastructure asset.

Service potential
The capacity to provide goods and services in accordance with the entity's objectives,
whether those objectives are the generation of net cash inflows or the provision of goods and
services of a particular volume and quantity to the beneficiaries thereof.

Service potential
remaining

A measure of the remaining life of assets expressed as a percentage of economic life.  It is
also a measure of the percentage of the asset’s potential to provide services that are still
available for use in providing services (DRC/DA).

Strategic Management
Plan

Documents Council objectives for a specified period (3-5 years), the principle activities to
achieve the objectives, the means by which that will be carried out, estimated income and
expenditure, measures to assess performance and how rating policy relates to the Council’s
objectives and activities.

Sub-component Smaller individual parts that make up a component part.

Useful life

Either:
(a) the period over which an asset is expected to be available for use by an entity, or
(b) the number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by the
entity.
It is estimated or expected time between placing the asset into service and removing it from
service, or the estimated period of time over which the future economic benefits embodied in
a depreciable asset, are expected to be consumed by the council. It is the same as the
economic life.

Value in Use

The present value of estimated future cash flows expected to arise from the continuing use of
an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life.  It is deemed to be depreciated
replacement cost (DRC) for those assets whose future economic benefits are not primarily
dependent on the asset's ability to generate new cash flows, where if deprived of the asset its
future economic benefits would be replaced.
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Schedule of Changes & Amendments

Version Date Changes/Amendments Author Accepted By
V0.1 May 2015 Draft Asset Management Plan Assetic

V0.2 July 2015
Update for proposed 10 year budget,
Financial Ratios and additions to
improvement plan

Assetic

V0.3 October
2015

Review and update of Improvement
Plan Section 6.2.2 and Action Plan
Section 1.5

Assetic

V0.4 February
2016

Updated the financials as per the
financial statement 30th June 2015

CHRC-DR
CHRC-KH

V0.5 March
2016 Reconcile and verify financials CHRC NN

V0.6 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording CHRC NN
V0.7 May 2016 Minor update – formatting, wording CHRC SH
V0.8 June 2016 Minor update formatting, Glossary CHRC SH
V0.9 June 2016 Minor update formatting CHRC NN
V1.00 June 2016 Prepared for Endorsement CHRC NN

NB:

1. Primary number changes to Versions (e.g. V1.0 to V2.0) will be made when the
document undergoes its regular review and when significant changes are made to
standards and guidelines for inspections, intervention levels or work

2. Secondary number changes (V1.0 to V1.1) will apply to minor amendments that do not
materially impact the document and are intended only to clarify or update issues.
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1 Executive Summary

1.1 Background

The Asset Management Plan is prepared to provide a record of:
 The state of Council’s Water and Sewer infrastructure assets at the close of the past financial year;
 Key achievements in the past financial year;
 The 10-year funding required to achieve Council’s adopted asset performance targets; and
 Planned Asset Management activities for the current financial year.

This plan encompasses the following asset classes:
 Water Supply (Including buildings and structures).
 Sewerage Network (Including buildings and structures).

1.2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

The value of the CHRC Water and Sewerage Assets as at the 30th June 2015 is shown below:

Financial Class Replacement
Value ($)

Depreciation
Expense ($)

Accumulated
Depreciation ($)

Written Down
Value ($)

Water Infrastructure 230,459,533 2,806,005 57,141,821 173,317,712

Sewerage Infrastructure 155,299,034 2,811,731 47,694,209 107,604,825

Total 385,758,567 5,617,736 104,836,030 280,922,537
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The following table contains definitions for the below condition graphs:

Condition
Rating

Description

1 Excellent Condition: Only planned maintenance required

2 Good:  Minor maintenance required plus planned maintenance

3 Average: Significant maintenance required
4 Poor:  Significant renewal/upgrade required
5 Failed:  Unserviceable

The following charts indicate the overall condition rating for the water and sewerage assets:
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Condition rating for the various water and sewerage asset types are shown in Section 2.2

The Condition Index and Remaining Useful Lives contained in the Asset management System indicate that
the following renewal expenditure is required over the next 10 years:

Water Supply Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset Category Total ($)

Water Mains 6,661,000

Meters & Services 136,000

Pumps 1,186,000

Civil Works 6,178,000

Mechanical & Electrical 7,038,000

Total 21,199,000

Sewerage Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset Category Total ($)

Sewer Mains 51,877,000

Pumps 1,718,000

Civil Works 3,440,000

Mechanical & Electrical 3,116,000

Total 60,151,000

Further investigation is required to confirm the condition and remaining life of these assets and alternatives
for renewal or extension of the asset lives.  This includes CCTV investigation of the water and sewer mains
and potential for lining of existing pipes.
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1.3 Key Achievements (As at 30/06/2015)

Capital expenditure on water and sewerage works In 2014/15 amounted to $27,150,000 as follows:

Asset
Category Project Total ($)

Water East Nogoa 19 ML/d water treatment
plant 25,990,000
Head-Works (pumping stations,
storages and treatment) renewals and
improvements

720,000

New water mains 50,000
Sewer Treatment renewals and improvements 340,000

Pumping station renewals and
improvements

24,000

Sewer main renewals 26,000

Totals 27,150,000

1.4 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

Proposed Expenditure on Capital Renewal and new assets is summarised in the following table:

Year

Water Sewerage
Water Mains Other

Total Sewer Mains
Treatment
and Pump
Stations

Total

2015-16 695,000 1,430,000 2,125,000 94,000 1,495,000 1,589,000
2016-17 1,141,000 930,000 2,071,000 18,000 1,590,000 1,608,000
2017-18 792,000 370,000 1,162,000 0 320,000 320,000
2018-19 599,000 1,272,000 1,871,000 1,710,000 401,000 2,111,000
2019-20 3,578,000 7,603,000 11,181,000 157,000 37,000 194,000
2020-21 377,000 800,000 1,177,000 1,777,000 417,000 2,194,000
2021-22 323,000 687,000 1,010,000 1,777,000 417,000 2,194,000
2022-23 949,000 2,017,000 2,966,000 1,777,000 417,000 2,194,000
2023-24 320,000 680,000 1,000,000 1,777,000 417,000 2,194,000
2024-25 320,000 680,000 1,000,000 1,777,000 417,000 2,194,000

Total 9,094,000 16,469,000 25,563,000 10,864,000 5,928,000 16,792,000
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The CHRC Asset Financial Ratios are as follows: (As at 30/06/2015)

Ratio Ratio Target Met?

Asset
Consumption
Ratio

73% Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 50%.
Standard is improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75%.

Yes
(Improving)

Asset
Sustainability
Ratio

6% Standard is met if the ratio is greater than 90%.
Standard is improving if this ratio is between 90% and 110%.

No

Asset Renewal
Funding Ratio

52% Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95%.

Standard is improving if one of the below is met:
 This ratio is between 95% and 105%.
 ‘Asset Sustainability Ratio’ is between 90% and 110%.
 ‘Asset Consumption Ratio’ is between 50% and 75%

No
(Improving)

Asset Consumption Ratio:

Asset Group Current Replacement
Cost
($)

Depreciated
Replacement Cost

($)

Ratio
%

Water 230,459,533 173,317,712 75%

Sewerage 155,299,034 107,604,825 69%

Totals 385,758,567 280,922,537 73%

Asset Sustainability Ratio:

Asset Group Capital Renewal
and Replacement

Expenditure 14/15
($)

Depreciation
Expense

14/15
($)

Ratio
(%)

Water 188,000 2,806,005 7%

Sewerage 134,000 2,811,731 5%

Totals 322,000 5,617,736 6%

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio:

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over 10

years
($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over

10 years
($)

Ratio
(%)

Water 25,563,000 21,198,800 121%

Sewerage 16,792,000 61,151,900 27%

Totals 42,355,000 81,350,900 52%
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The above ratios indicate that the standard for the Asset Sustainability and Asset Renewal Funding Ratios
for Sewerage assets are not met.  However, the 10 year expenditure requirements includes a large
component ($35M or 81%) for sewer main renewals. This amount may be reduce significantly following
condition audit of these assets and use of alternatives to total asset replacement, such as lining of the
pipes.

1.5 Action Plan

Any Asset Management Plan must be a dynamic document, reflecting and responding to changes over
time.

The effectiveness of this AMP can be measured in the following ways:

 The degree to which the required cash flows identified in this AMP are incorporated into Council’s
Long Term Financial Plan and Strategic Management Plan;

 The degree to which the detailed works programs, budgets, business plans and organisational
structures take into account the ‘global’ works program trends provided by the AMP; and

 The performance of Council against the Strategic Levels of Service documented in the Water and
Sewerage Business Process Model.

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to recognise
any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a result of the budget
decision process.

The Plan has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council election

A detailed Action Plan generated from this Asset Management Plan is shown in Section 5.2.  The Actions are
summarised below under Service Management, Asset Management and Information Management for
Governance, People, Process, Data and Technology.

Action Type Action
Subtype Task

Service
Management

Governance
Obtain Council approval to the Water and Sewer Business Process Model

Obtain Council approval of this asset management plan

People Assess the structure and resources within Council, to ensure that the asset
management plan can be implemented.

Asset
Management

Governance

Confirm desired levels of service by establishing current performance and
setting performance targets.

Implement reporting on performance against adopted targets.

Review and document business processes for water and sewer management
and link these documents to the Asset Management System.

Process

Confirm the condition and remaining life of assets identified for renewal over
the next 10 years and investigate alternatives for renewal or extension of the
asset lives.

Set up and implement criticality framework

Review the AMP during budget preparation and amend to recognise any
changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services
as a result of the budget decision process.

Maintain and analyse records of water main repairs to determine performance
of the AC water mains

Establish delineation between planned, cyclic and reactive maintenance.
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Action Type Action
Subtype Task

Undertake prediction modelling and lifecycle costing analysis to refine Section
5 of this plan, incorporating assets within the network which need capacity
upgrades.

Utilise Strategic Maintenance Planning in the current asset system so that it
generates a work order with an automatically generated response time. This
response time is based on Council’s Level of Service and Maintenance
Intervention Criteria contained in the Water and Sewer Business Process
Model

Data
Implement a process for assets which are renewed or upgraded during the
financial year to be updated in Asset and GIS Systems and report on annual
financial movements to inform Council’s Finance System.

Technology Investigate options for rehabilitation of AC water and sewer mains

Information
Management

Governance Establish an ongoing cyclic testing regime to collect condition information for
the entire water and sewer network to refine prediction models.

Process
Data Implement the integration of the Assetic Assets and GIS Systems

Item
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2 Current State of Council’s Assets (As at 30/06/2015)

2.1 Key Indicators

2.1.1 What Council Provides.

Council provides water and sewerage services to the following communities:

Water Anakie, Bauhinia, Blackwater, Bluff, Capella, Comet, Dingo, Duaringa, Emerald,
Rolleston, Rubyvale, Sapphire, Springsure and Tieri

Sewerage Blackwater, Capella, Emerald, Rolleston, Springsure and Tieri
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The services are provided via the following assets:

Asset Class Assets Details

Water Supply
Systems

66.6 km bulk mains
386.6 km reticulation mains
9 Diversion weirs and raw water storages
17 reservoirs
19 bores at Rolleston, Sapphire, Springsure and Anakie
45 pump stations, including bore water pump stations
Water treatment facilities at Blackwater, Capella, Comet, Dingo,
Duaringa, Emerald, Rolleston and Tieri

Sewerage
Systems

52.9 km trunk and rising mains
217.9 km reticulation sewers
37 pump stations
Sewage treatment plants at Blackwater, Capella, Emerald,
Rolleston, Springsure and Tieri

Water from Fairbairn Dam is released down the Nogoa River to the Selma and Town Weir for supply to the
town of Emerald. Supplies are diverted from the Bedford Weir by pipelines to the towns of Blackwater,
Bluff and Tieri,

2.1.2 Asset Values (As at 30/06/2015)

Water Supply 2015

Asset Class
Gross

Replacement Cost
($)

Accumulated
Depreciation ($)

Annual
Depreciation
Expense ($)

Written Down

Value

($)

Water Supply Head works 99,354,061 22,057,608 1,286,295 77,296,453

Water Mains 92,043,334 32,363,123 1,344,156 59,680,211

Water Other 39,062,138 2,721,090 175,554 36,341,048

Total 230,459,533 57,141,821 2,806,005 173,317,712

Note: Water Supply head works includes Water Equipment, Civil.
Water Other includes Other Structures, Nodes and Pumps

Sewerage 2015

Asset Class
Gross

Replacement Cost
($)

Accumulated
Depreciation ($)

Annual
Depreciation
Expense ($)

Written Down

Value

($)

Sewer Mains 103,046,497 37,491,909 2,085,840 65,554,587

Sewage Treatment 52,252,537 10,202,300 725,891 42,050,238

Total 155,299,034 47,694,209 2,811,731 107,604,825
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2.2 Water Asset Status (As at 30/06/2015)

2.2.1 Water Mains – Pipes and Nodes (As at 30/06/2015)

Condition
Rating

% of
Network

Total
Replacement

Value ($)
1 4.21% 4,087,222

2 18.46% 17,916,038
3 36.71% 35,631,154
4 34.11% 33,101,581
5 6.51% 6,313,761

100.00% 97,049,756

2.2.2 Water Mains – Meters & Services

Condition
Rating

% of
Network

Total
Replacement

Value ($)
1 3.75% 760,285

2 11.60% 2,353,582
3 84.32% 17,103,330
4 0.30% 58,878
5 0.03% 6,644

100% 20,282,719
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2.2.3 Headworks - Pumps

Condition
Rating

% of
Network

Total
Replacement

Value ($)
1 10.60% 413,100

2 3.60% 138,960
3 48.30% 1,886,551
4 30.20% 1,179,942
5 7.30% 284,274

100% 3,902,827

3.7% 11.6%

84.3%

0.3% 0.03%
Water Meters & Services Condition

1 2 3 4 5

10.6%
3.6%

48.3%

30.2%

7.3%

Water Pump Condition

1 2 3 4 5
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2.2.4 Headworks – Civil

Condition
Rating

% of
Network

Total
Replacement

Value ($)
1 2.70% 1,612,284

2 4.20% 2,534,320
3 65.40% 39,160,720
4 16.60% 9,926,383
5 11.10% 6,666,314

100% 59,900,022

2.2.5 Headworks – Mechanical & Electrical

Condition
Rating

% of
Network

Total
Replacement

Value ($)
1 25.60% 2,824,851

2 4.30% 478,049
3 57.20% 6,310,370
4 11.00% 1,214,229
5 1.90% 212,468

100% 11,039,967
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Sewerage Asset Status

2.2.6 Sewer Mains

Condition
Rating

% of
Network

Total
Replacement

Value ($)
1 5.60% 5,766,760

2 17.80% 18,301,386
3 29.50% 30,360,790
4 30.30% 31,310,259
5 16.80% 17,307,302

100% 103,046,497
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2.2.7 Sewer Pumps

Condition
Rating

% of
Network

Total
Replacement

Value ($)
1 0.40% 33,894

2 14.10% 1,114,772

3 68.30% 5,400,172
4 16.90% 1,339,663

5 0.30% 20,907
100% 7,909,408

2.2.8 Sewer Civil Works

Condition
Rating % of Network

Total
Replacement

Value ($)
1 0.60% 169,684

2 4.60% 1,292,460
3 78.10% 22,014,596
4 16.20% 4,569,001
5 0.50% 139,638

100% 28,185,379
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2.2.9 Sewer Mechanical & Electrical

Condition
Rating % of Network

Total
Replacement

Value ($)
1 1.9% 267,084

2 9.1% 1,298,329
3 53.9% 7,682,826
4 34.9% 4,973,266
5 0.2% 24,650

100% 14,246,156

0.6% 4.6%

78.1%

16.2%
0.5%

Sewer Civil Works Condition

1 2 3 4 5
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Levels of Service and Condition Assessment

Council plans to operate and maintain all of its assets to achieve the following strategic objectives.

1. Ensure infrastructure assets are maintained at a safe standard.

2. Ensure that infrastructure assets provide the functions sought by the community.

3. Ensure that assets provide services at the standard that the community agrees to and can
afford.

Refer to the CHRC Water and Sewer Business Process Model for details of Level of Service and Condition
Assessment
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3 Key Achievements (As at 30/06/2015)

3.1 AM Practice

Revaluation of assets, condition inspections, data improvements, Asset and GIS system improvements, etc.

Commencement of preparation of Asset Management Policy, Business Process Models and Asset
Management Plan.

3.2 Asset Class (As at 30/06/2015)

The 2014/15 water and sewerage works programs included the following expenditure.

Water Supply

Project/Program Renewal
($)

New Works
($)

Total
Expenditure ($)

East Nogoa 19 ML/d water treatment plant 0 25,990,000 25,990,000

Headworks (pumping stations, storages and
treatment) renewals and improvements

188,000 532,000 720,000

New water mains 0 50,000 50,000

Total 188,000 26,572,000 26,760,000

Sewerage

Project/Program Renewal ($) New Works
($)

Total
Expenditure ($)

Treatment renewals and improvements 84,000 256,000 340,000

Pumping station renewals and improvements 24,000 0 24,000

Sewer main renewals 26,000 0 26,000

Total 134,000 256,000 390,000
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4 Asset Funding Levels (As at 30/06/2015)

4.1 Forecast 10-Year Funding Required

4.1.1 Key Assumptions made in Financial Forecasts

This section details the key assumptions made in presenting the information contained in this asset
management plan and in preparing forecasts of required operating and capital expenditure and asset
values, depreciation expense and carrying amount estimates.

Key assumptions made in this asset management plan are:

 All figures are shown in 30 June 2015 dollar values with no adjustment being made for CPI.
 Required maintenance expenditure for Year 1 of the plan (2016 -17) has been set as the average

maintenance expenditure that was incurred over the, 2013-14, 2014-15 and the budgeted
expenditure for the 2015-16 financial years.

4.1.2 Water Supply Funding Requirements (As at 30/06/2015)

The projected Funding Requirements for renewal and new for water assets are shown below

Year
Water

Water Mains ($) Other ($) Total ($)
2015-16 2,600 2,035,700 2,038,300
2016-17 3,600 677,500 681,100
2017-18 2,135,400 758,700 2,894,100
2018-19 21,500 864,000 885,500
2019-20 0 0 0
2020-21 4,562,600 34,000 4,596,600
2021-22 16,200 6,604,000 6,620,200
2022-23 0 102,800 102,800
2023-24 54,500 2,601,300 2,655,800
2024-25 0 724,400 724,400
Total ($) 6,796,400 14,402,400 21,198,800

Further details are included in Appendix A – Water Assets Proposed 10 year Capital Works Program (2015).

Water main renewals refer to replacement of 42.2km of AC mains as follows:

Township Length (km)

Blackwater 1.3

Capella 14.0

Dingo 3.2

Emerald 3.8

Springsure 19.9

Total 42.2
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4.1.3 Asset Renewals includes the following (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset Renewals

Springsure Bores $2,500,000

Treatment Works Equipment $7,000,000

Pump Equipment $1,200,000

Emerald Weir $2,000,000

Total $12,700,000

4.1.4 Sewerage Supply Funding Requirements (As at 30/06/2015)

The projected renewal and new requirements for sewerage assets are shown below:

Year
Sewerage

Sewer Mains ($) Treatment and Pump
Stations ($) Total ($)

2015-16 0 116,400 116,400
2016-17 0 3,500 3,500
2017-18 0 840,900 840,900
2018-19 24,409,700 966,400 25,376,100
2019-20 0 0 0
2020-21 0 1,082,600 1,082,600
2021-22 0 3,115,400 3,115,400
2022-23 27,467,300 1,125,800 28,593,100
2023-24 0 556,300 556,300
2024-25 0 467,600 467,600
Total ($) 51,877,000 8,274,900 60,151,900

Further details are included in Appendix B– Sewerage Assets .

Sewer Main renewal refers to 93.2 km of AC sewer pipe and manholes in Capella (5.4km), Blackwater
(53.7km) and Emerald (34.1km).

Treatment and Pump Station renewal includes the following:

Pump Stations 3,600,000

Sewage Treatment Plants 4,700,000

Totals 8,300,000
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4.2 Committed Funding (As at 30/06/2015)

4.2.1 Water Supply Renewal Funding (As at 30/06/2015)

The proposed renewal funding for water assets is shown below:

Year

Projected Renewals ($)

Water Mains
($) Other ($) Total ($)

2015-16 695,000 1,430,000 2,125,000

2016-17 1,141,000 930,000 2,071,000

2017-18 792,000 370,000 1,162,000

2018-19 599,000 1,272,000 1,871,000

2019-20 3,578,000 7,603,000 11,181,000

2020-21 377,000 800,000 1,177,000

2021-22 323,000 687,000 1,010,000

2022-23 949,000 2,017,000 2,966,000

2023-24 320,000 680,000 1,000,000

2024-25 320,000 680,000 1,000,000

Total 9,094,000 16,469,000 25,563,000

4.2.2 Sewerage Renewal Funding (As at 30/06/2015)

The proposed renewal funding for sewerage assets is shown below:

Year

Projected Renewals ($)

Sewer Mains
($) Other ($) Total ($)

2015-16 94,000 1,495,000 1,589,000
2016-17 18,000 1,590,000 1,608,000
2017-18 0 320,000 320,000
2018-19 1,710,000 401,000 2,111,000
2019-20 157,000 37,000 194,000
2020-21 1,777,000 417,000 2,194,000
2021-22 1,777,000 417,000 2,194,000
2022-23 1,777,000 417,000 2,194,000
2023-24 1,777,000 417,000 2,194,000
2024-25 1,777,000 417,000 2,194,000
Total 10,864,000 5,928,000 16,792,000
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4.2.3 Water Supply Maintenance Expenditure (As at 30/06/2015)

2013/14
Expenditure ($)

2014/15
Expenditure ($)

2015/16
Budget ($)

Average

($)

Water Mains 3,054,310 2,108,137 1,699,481 2,287,309

Other Water Infrastructure 2,339,903 2,100,489 1,462,994 1,967,795

Total 5,394,213 4,208,626 3,162,475 4,255,104

4.2.4 Sewerage Maintenance Expenditure (As at 30/06/2015)

2013/14
Expenditure ($)

2014/15
Expenditure ($)

2015/16
Budget ($)

Average
($)

Sewer Mains 374,316 191,006 987,457 329,152

Pump Stations 247,605 279,829 790,902 263,634

Treatment Works 716,168 664,999 1,778,359 592,786

Total 1,338,089 1,135,834 3,556,718 1,185,572

4.3 Financial Ratios (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset Consumption Ratio:

This ratio seeks to highlight the aged condition of a local government’s stock of physical assets. If a local
government is responsibly maintaining and renewing / replacing its assets in accordance with a well
prepared asset management plan, then the fact that its Asset Consumption Ratio may be relatively low
and/or declining should not be cause for concern – providing it is operating sustainably.

Asset Consumption Ratio= Depreciated Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets
Current Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets

Purpose: This ratio measures the extent to which depreciable assets have been consumed by
comparing their written down value to their replacement cost.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 50% or greater (0.50 or >). Standard is
improving if the ratio is between 60% and 75% (0.60 and 0.75).

Current Asset Consumption Ratio 2015

Asset Group Current Replacement
Cost
($)

Depreciated
Replacement Cost

($)

Ratio
%

Water 230,459,533 173,317,712 75%

Sewerage 155,299,034 107,604,825 69%

Totals 385,758,567 280,922,537 73%
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Asset Sustainability Ratio

This ratio is an approximation of the extent to which assets managed by a local government are being
replaced as these reach the end of their useful lives.  It is calculated by measuring capital expenditure on
renewal or replacement of assets, relative to depreciation expense.  Expenditure on new or additional
assets is excluded.

Depreciation expense represents an estimate of the extent to which the assets have been consumed during
that period. Measuring assets at fair value is critical to the calculation of a valid depreciation expense value.

Asset Sustainability Ratio = Capital Renewal and Replacement Expenditure
Annual Depreciation Expense

Purpose: This ratio indicates whether a local government is replacing or renewing existing non-
financial assets at the same rate that its overall asset stock is wearing out.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio can be measured and is 90% (or 0.90) Standard is improving if this
ratio is between 90% and 110% (or 0.90 and 1.10).

Asset Group Capital Renewal
and Replacement

Expenditure 14/15
($)

Depreciation
Expense

14/15
($)

Ratio
(%)

Water 188,000 2,806,005 7%

Sewerage 134,000 2,811,731 5%

Totals 322,000 5,617,736 6%

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio

This ratio indicates whether the local government has the financial capacity to fund asset renewal as
required, and can continue to provide existing levels of services in future, without additional operating
income; or reductions in operating expenses.

The ratio is calculated from information included in the local government’s Long  Term Financial Plan and
Asset Management Plan; not the Annual Financial Report.  For the ratio to be meaningful, a consistent
discount rate should generally be applied in Net Present Value (NPV) calculations

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio = NPV of Planned Capital Renewals over 10 years
NPV of Required Capital Expenditure over 10 years

Purpose: This ratio is a measure of the ability of a local government to fund its projected asset renewal
/ replacements in the future.

Standards: Standard is met if the ratio is between 75% and 95% (or 0.75 and 0.95). Standard is improving
if the ratio is between 95% and 105% (or 0.95 and 1.05), and the ASR falls within the range
90% to 110%, and ACR falls within the range 50% to 75%.

Asset Group Planned Capital
Renewals over 10

years
($)

Required Capital
Expenditure over

10 years
($)

Ratio
(%)

Water 25,563,000 21,198,800 121%

Sewerage 16,792,000 61,151,900 27%

Totals 42,355,000 81,350,900 52%
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5 Action Plan

5.1 AM Document Register

Document Version Status ECM Number

Draft CHRC Asset Management Policy V.01 To be adopted

Draft CHRC Water & Sewer Business Process
Model

V.01 To be adopted ECM816426

5.2 AM Practice Improvements

5.2.1 Performance Measures

The effectiveness of the Asset Management Plan can be measured in the following ways:

 The degree to which the required cash flows identified in this AMP are incorporated into Council’s
Long Term Financial Plan and Strategic Management Plan;

 The degree to which the detailed works programs, budgets, business plans and organisational
structures take into account the ‘global’ works program trends provided by the AMP; and

 The performance of Council against the Strategic Levels of Service documented in the Water and
Sewerage Business Process Model.

5.2.2 Improvement Plan

The asset management improvement plan generated from this Asset Management Plan shown in the
following table.

Note: Importance, Urgency and Risk – 1 = Low, 5 = High

Item
#

Task Importance Urgency Risk

1.
Obtain Council approval to the
Water and Sewer Business Process
Model

5 3 5

2. Obtain Council approval of this
asset management plan

5 3 5

3.
Confirm desired levels of service by
establishing current performance
and setting performance targets.

4 3 3

4.

Confirm the condition and
remaining life of assets identified
for renewal over the next 10 years
and investigate alternatives for
renewal or extension of the asset
lives.

3 3 3

5. Set up and implement criticality
framework

4 4 3

6.
Implement reporting on
performance against adopted
targets

3 3 3
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Item
#

Task Importance Urgency Risk

7.

Review the AMP during budget
preparation and amend to
recognise any changes in service
levels and/or resources available to
provide those services as a result of
the budget decision process.

4 4 4

8.
Maintain and analyse records of
water main repairs to determine
performance of the AC water mains

4 3 3

9.
Investigate options for
rehabilitation of AC water and
sewer mains

4 3 3

10.

Implement a process for assets
which are renewed or upgraded
during the financial year to be
updated in Asset and GIS Systems
and report on annual financial
movements to inform Council’s
Finance System.

5 4 3

11.
Establish delineation between
planned, cyclic and reactive
maintenance.

3 3 3

12.

Undertake prediction modelling and
lifecycle costing analysis to refine
Section 5 of this plan, incorporating
assets within the network which
need capacity upgrades.

4 3 3

13.

Establish an ongoing cyclic testing
regime to collect condition
information for the entire water
and sewer network to refine
prediction models.

4 3 3

14.

Asses the structure and resources
within Council, to ensure that the
asset management plan can be
implemented.

5 4 4

15. Implement the integration of the
Assetic and GIS Systems

5 4 3

16.

Utilise Strategic Maintenance
Planning in the current asset system
so that it generates a work order
with an automatically generated
response time. This response time
is based on Council’s Level of
Service and Maintenance
Intervention Criteria contained in
the Water and Sewer Business
Process Model

4 3 3
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Item
#

Task Importance Urgency Risk

17.

Review and document business
processes for water and sewer
management and link these
documents to the Asset
Management System.

5 4 4

5.2.3 Monitoring and Review Procedures

This Asset Management Plan will be reviewed during annual budget preparation and amended to recognise
any changes in service levels and/or resources available to provide those services as a result of the budget
decision process.

This AMP has a life of 4 years and is due for revision and updating within 2 years of each Council election.
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Appendix A – Water Assets Proposed 10 year Capital Works Program (2015) (As at 30/06/2015)

Costs refer to Total Replacement Cost less Residual Value

Project 2015/16
($)

2016/17
($)

2017/18
($)

2018/19
($) 2019/20 ($) 2020/21

($)
2021/22

($)
2022/23

($)
2023/24

($)
2024/25

($) Total ($)

Water Mains 935,000 1,373,000 2,564,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,872,000

Meters & Services 150,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pumps 740,000 842,000 150,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Civil works 535,000 445,000 180,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mechanical & Electrical 1,840,000 1,272,000 290,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,402,000

Other 185,000 225,000 4,701,000 14,417,000 7,083,000 4,441,000 3,846,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 42,898,000

Totals ($) 4,200,000 4,117,000 3,409,000 4,701,000 14,417,000 7,083,000 4,441,000 3,846,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 54,214,000
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Appendix B– Sewerage Assets Proposed 10 year Capital Works Program (2015) (As at 30/06/2015)

Asset Category 2015-16 ($) 2016-17 ($) 2017-18 ($) 2018-19 ($) 2019-20 ($) 2020-21 ($) 2021-22 ($) 2022-23 ($) 2023-24 ($) 2024-25 ($) Total ($)

Sewer Mains 144,000 18,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 162,000

Meters & Sevices 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pumps 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Civil works 5,520,000 11,400,000 8,100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25,020,000

Mechanical & Elecrical 457,500 190,000 237,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 884,500

Other 50,000 2,710,000 1,576,000 3,194,000 3,494,000 3,194,000 3,194,000 3,194,000 20,606,000

Totals 6,171,500 11,608,000 8,337,000 2,710,000 1,576,000 3,194,000 3,494,000 3,194,000 3,194,000 3,194,000 46,672,500
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GLOSSARY

Annual service cost
(ASC)

An estimate of the cost that would be tendered, per annum, if tenders were called for the
supply of a service to a performance specification for a fixed term.  The Annual Service Cost
includes operating, maintenance, depreciation, finance/ opportunity and disposal costs, less
revenue.

Asset class Grouping of assets of a similar nature and use in an entity's operations (AASB 166.37).

Asset condition
assessment

The process of continuous or periodic inspection, assessment, measurement and
interpretation of the resultant data to indicate the condition of a specific asset so as to
determine the need for some preventative or remedial action.

Asset management
The combination of management, financial, economic, and engineering and other practices
applied to physical assets with the objective of providing the required level of service in the
most cost effective manner.

Assets

Future economic benefits controlled by the entity as a result of past transactions or other
past events (AAS27.12).
Property, plant and equipment including infrastructure and other assets (such as furniture
and fittings) with benefits expected to last more than 12 month.

Average annual asset
consumption (AAAC)

The amount of a local government’s asset base consumed during a year.  This may be
calculated by dividing the Depreciable Amount (DA) by the Useful Life and totalled for each
and every asset OR by dividing the Fair Value (Depreciated Replacement Cost) by the
Remaining Life and totalled for each and every asset in an asset category or class.

Capital expenditure

Relatively large (material) expenditure, which has benefits, expected to last for more than 12
months. Capital expenditure includes renewal, expansion and upgrade. Where capital
projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total
project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital funding Funding to pay for capital expenditure.

Capital grants Monies received generally tied to the specific projects for which they are granted, which are
often upgrade and/or expansion or new investment proposals.

Capital new
expenditure

Expenditure which creates a new asset providing a new service to the community that did not
exist beforehand. As it increases service potential it may impact revenue and will increase
future operating and maintenance expenditure.

Capital renewal
expenditure

Expenditure on an existing asset, which returns the service potential or the life of the asset up
to that which it had originally.  It is periodically required expenditure, relatively large
(material) in value compared with the value of the components or sub-components of the
asset being renewed.  As it reinstates existing service potential, it has no impact on revenue,
but may reduce future operating and maintenance expenditure if completed at the optimum
time, e.g. resurfacing or re-sheeting a material part of a road network, replacing a material
section of a drainage network with pipes of the same capacity, resurfacing an oval.  Where
capital projects involve a combination of renewal, expansion and/or upgrade expenditures,
the total project cost needs to be allocated accordingly.

Capital upgrade
expenditure

Expenditure, which enhances an existing asset to provide a higher level of service or
expenditure that will increase the life of the asset beyond that which it had originally.
Upgrade expenditure is discretional and often does not result in additional revenue unless
direct user charges apply. It will increase operating and maintenance expenditure in the
future because of the increase in the council’s asset base, e.g. widening the sealed area of an
existing road, replacing drainage pipes with pipes of a greater capacity, enlarging a
grandstand at a sporting facility. Where capital projects involve a combination of renewal,
expansion and/or upgrade expenditures, the total project cost needs to be allocated
accordingly.

Carrying amount The amount at which an asset is recognised after deducting any accumulated depreciation /
amortisation and accumulated impairment losses thereon.

Class of assets See asset class definition

Component An individual part of an asset which contributes to the composition of the whole and can be
separated from or attached to an asset or a system.
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Cost of an asset
The amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of the consideration given to
acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition or construction, plus any costs necessary to
place the asset into service.  This includes one-off design and project management costs.

Current replacement
cost (CRC) / Current
replacement value
(CRV)

The cost the entity would incur to acquire the asset on the reporting date.  The cost is
measured by reference to the lowest cost at which the gross future economic benefits could
be obtained in the normal course of business or the minimum it would cost, to replace the
existing asset with a technologically modern equivalent new asset (not a second hand one)
with the same economic benefits (gross service potential) allowing for any differences in the
quantity and quality of output and in operating costs.

Current Replacement
Cost “As New” (CRC)

The current cost of replacing the original service potential of an existing asset, with a similar
modern equivalent asset, i.e. the total cost of replacing an existing asset with an as NEW or
similar asset expressed in current dollar values.

Cyclic Maintenance

Replacement of higher value components/sub-components of assets that is undertaken on a
regular cycle including repainting, building roof replacement, cycle, replacement of air
conditioning equipment, etc.  This work generally falls below the capital/ maintenance
threshold and needs to be identified in a specific maintenance budget allocation.

Depreciable amount The cost of an asset, or other amount substituted for its cost, less its residual value (AASB
116.6)

Depreciated
replacement cost (DRC)

The current replacement cost (CRC) of an asset less, where applicable, accumulated
depreciation calculated on the basis of such cost to reflect the already consumed or expired
future economic benefits of the asset

Depreciation /
amortisation

The systematic allocation of the depreciable amount (service potential) of an asset over its
useful life.

Economic life See useful life definition.
Expenditure The spending of money on goods and services. Expenditure includes recurrent and capital.
Fair value / Written
Down Value (WDV)

The amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between
knowledgeable, willing parties, in an arm’s length transaction.

Greenfield asset values Asset (re)valuation values based on the cost to initially acquire the asset.

Heritage asset
An asset with historic, artistic, scientific, technological, geographical or environmental
qualities that is held and maintained principally for its contribution to knowledge and culture
and this purpose is central to the objectives of the entity holding it.

Impairment Loss The amount by which the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable amount.

Infrastructure assets

Physical assets of the entity or of another entity that contribute to meeting the public's need
for access to major economic and social facilities and services, e.g. roads, drainage, footpaths
and cycleway. These are typically large, interconnected networks or portfolios of composite
assets.  The components of these assets may be separately maintained, renewed or replaced
individually so that the required level and standard of service from the network of assets is
continuously sustained. Generally the components and hence the assets have long lives.  They
are fixed in place and are often have no market value.

Investment property
Property held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both, rather than for:
(a) use in the production or supply of goods or services or for administrative purposes; or
(b) sale in the ordinary course of business (AASB 140.5)

Level of service
The defined service quality for a particular service against which service performance may be
measured.  Service levels usually relate to quality, quantity, reliability, responsiveness,
environmental, acceptability and cost).

Life Cycle Cost

The life cycle cost (LCC) is average cost to provide the service over the longest asset life cycle.
It comprises annual maintenance and asset consumption expense, represented by
depreciation expense. The Life Cycle Cost does not indicate the funds required to provide the
service in a particular year.

Life Cycle Expenditure

The Life Cycle Expenditure (LCE) is the actual or planned annual maintenance and capital
renewal expenditure incurred in providing the service in a particular year.  Life Cycle
Expenditure may be compared to Life Cycle Expenditure to give an initial indicator of life cycle
sustainability.
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Maintenance and
renewal gap

Difference between estimated budgets and projected expenditures for maintenance and
renewal of assets, totalled over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance and
renewal sustainability
index

Ratio of estimated budget to projected expenditure for maintenance and renewal of assets
over a defined time (e.g. 5, 10 and 15 years).

Maintenance
expenditure

Recurrent expenditure, which is periodically or regularly required as part of the anticipated
schedule of works required to ensure that the asset achieves its useful life and provides the
required level of service. It is expenditure, which was anticipated in determining the asset’s
useful life.

Materiality
An item is material is its omission or misstatement could influence the economic decisions of
users taken on the basis of the financial report.  Materiality depends on the size and nature of
the omission or misstatement judged in the surrounding circumstances.

Modern equivalent
asset.

A structure similar to an existing structure and having the equivalent productive capacity,
which could be built using modern materials, techniques and design.  Replacement cost is the
basis used to estimate the cost of constructing a modern equivalent asset.

Non-revenue
generating investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are not expected to generate any savings or revenue to the Council, e.g.
parks and playgrounds, footpaths, roads and bridges, libraries, etc.

Operating expenditure Recurrent expenditure, which is continuously required excluding maintenance and
depreciation, e.g. power, fuel, staff, plant equipment, on-costs and overheads.

Planned Maintenance

Repair work that is identified and managed through a maintenance management system
(MMS).  MMS activities include inspection, assessing the condition against failure/breakdown
criteria/experience, prioritising scheduling, actioning the work and reporting what was done
to develop a maintenance history and improve maintenance and service delivery
performance.

Rate of annual asset
consumption

A measure of average annual consumption of assets (AAAC) expressed as a percentage of the
depreciable amount (AAAC/DA).  Depreciation may be used for AAAC.

Rate of annual asset
renewal

A measure of the rate at which assets are being renewed per annum expressed as a
percentage of depreciable amount (capital renewal expenditure/DA).

Rate of annual asset
upgrade

A measure of the rate at which assets are being upgraded and expanded per annum
expressed as a percentage of depreciable amount (capital upgrade/expansion
expenditure/DA).

Reactive maintenance Unplanned repair work that carried out in response to service requests and
management/supervisory directions.

Recoverable amount The higher of an asset's fair value, less costs to sell and its value in use.

Recurrent expenditure Relatively small (immaterial) expenditure or that which has benefits expected to last less than
12 months. Recurrent expenditure includes operating and maintenance expenditure.

Recurrent funding Funding to pay for recurrent expenditure.
Rehabilitation See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Remaining life The time remaining until an asset ceases to provide the required service level or economic
usefulness.  Age plus remaining life is economic life.

Renewal See capital renewal expenditure definition above.

Residual value The net amount which an entity expects to obtain for an asset at the end of its useful life
after deducting the expected costs of disposal.

Revenue generating
investments

Investments for the provision of goods and services to sustain or improve services to the
community that are expected to generate some savings or revenue to offset operating costs,
e.g. public halls and theatres, childcare centres, sporting and recreation facilities, tourist
information centres, etc.

Risk management
The application of a formal process to the range of possible values relating to key factors
associated with a risk in order to determine the resultant ranges of outcomes and their
probability of occurrence.

Section or segment A self-contained part or piece of an infrastructure asset.
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Service potential
The capacity to provide goods and services in accordance with the entity's objectives,
whether those objectives are the generation of net cash inflows or the provision of goods and
services of a particular volume and quantity to the beneficiaries thereof.

Service potential
remaining

A measure of the remaining life of assets expressed as a percentage of economic life.  It is
also a measure of the percentage of the asset’s potential to provide services that are still
available for use in providing services (DRC/DA).

Strategic Management
Plan

Documents Council objectives for a specified period (3-5 years), the principle activities to
achieve the objectives, the means by which that will be carried out, estimated income and
expenditure, measures to assess performance and how rating policy relates to the Council’s
objectives and activities.

Sub-component Smaller individual parts that make up a component part.

Useful life

Either:
(a) the period over which an asset is expected to be available for use by an entity, or
(b) the number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by the
entity.
It is estimated or expected time between placing the asset into service and removing it from
service, or the estimated period of time over which the future economic benefits embodied in
a depreciable asset, are expected to be consumed by the council. It is the same as the
economic life.

Value in Use

The present value of estimated future cash flows expected to arise from the continuing use of
an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life.  It is deemed to be depreciated
replacement cost (DRC) for those assets whose future economic benefits are not primarily
dependent on the asset's ability to generate new cash flows, where if deprived of the asset its
future economic benefits would be replaced.
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ICT STRATEGY AND CORPORATE SOFTWARE REVIEW

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting

14 June 2016

AJ:JB

3

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The purpose of this report is to outline actions that are to be taken after a review of councils current 
Information, Communications and Technology (ICT) Strategic Plan and associated project priorities.

The outcome from this review saw recommendations on how and what could be achieved in the short, 
medium and long term to improve the overall use of services being provided by Information Services to the 
further benefit of the greater organisation and to then look to restructure the current strategic plan to suit.

In reviewing these priorities it is clear that many of the existing projects looking to be undertaken were 
based on finding solutions to either problems that exist in the current Corporate Software (Authority) or are 
looking to implement additional functionality that are either not available or is not considered a suitable 
solution based on current business requirements.

As a result, operational plan items have been identified and appropriate budget has been allocated in the 
upcoming 2016/17 financial year for the relevant scoping of requirements and associated market 
engagement to review replacement options of our current Corporate Software.

RECOMMENDATION:

That Central Highlands Regional Council note the report and update on the ICT Strategy and corporate 
software review.  

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the report is to inform Council of the current ICT Strategy review and of the scoping and 
market testing of the organisation’s current Corporate Software. 

BACKGROUND:

In 2007, pre amalgamation, a process began to amalgamate the four corporate software systems being 
utilised by each of the former councils, Practical Plus utilised by the Peak Downs, Bauhinia and Duaringa 
Shires and Aussoft utilised by the former Emerald Shire.

Through a vendor engagement process the systems of Finance One (Technology One), Authority (Civica) 
and Practical Plus (Practical Computer Services Pty Ltd until being purchased by Civica in 2009) were 
shortlisted.  The resulting decision was to advance with Civica ‘Authority’, the current solution.

In September of 2008 the complex process of combining the four different data sets and four different 
business processes commenced.  The new system went live in May 2009 after an implementation period of 
approximately eight months (which is very quick for an installation of this nature).

While not perfect the system was functional and enabled the organisation to advance as one Council post 
amalgamation.  The challenges faced by the organisation during this period of change were significant, 
including a major natural disaster.  The organisation worked with the system over the ensuing years 
although staff frustration grew over time.  The short implementation timeframe achieved the outcome of one 
platform although this resulted in low user engagement, truncated data verification processes, and an 
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under development of system reporting with lower than desired levels of knowledge transferred to staff.  
The organisation has not been able to maximise benefits of the corporate system. 

In early 2012 an ‘Authority Improvement Plan’ was put in place by the Executive Leadership Team to 
maximise efficiency of the system and/or recommend alternative solutions.  The project was led by the 
Corporate Services Department and involved addressing some of the challenges of the original 
implementation as well as encouraging innovation.   This included a significant engagement process with 
users, more focused vendor management, upgrade of the operating version to take advantage on new 
functionality, training, improving security and internal controls and a focus on data cleansing (garbage 
in/garbage out).  The plan also included the implementation of modules that were purchased at the time of 
installation although never fully operationalised.

In the first half of 2015 the current vendor ‘Civica’ had a major change in its senior management team and 
appointed a new Managing Director for Local Government.  At this time the company also released a new 
product strategy which addressed the issues facing the application and acknowledged that the current 
Product offering (Authority) has a shelf life and may not continue to meet the long term needs of the 
changing local government market. Their strategy at the time outlined the intention to invest in the 
application to develop a product that will fulfil Local Government needs for the next fifteen to twenty years.

COMMENTS:

Project Priority and Strategic Plan Review Findings
Overall, the review of the Strategic Plan reflects that Information Services has shown a strong technical 
base has been built, keeping abreast of the enhancements that have evolved in the industry to ensure an 
efficient, effective and secure environment for the business to operate on has been established. This 
remains a positive benefit not well recognised across the organisation.

There is acceptance by most staff that the existing version of the Corporate Software (Authority) is not 
providing all the functionality required for the organisation to provide the best and most economical service 
to the community with some areas of the business still not being able to use the Corporate Software as the 
functionality is not yet available, while some have failed to make use of what is available for separate 
reasons. 

While the latest version of the corporate software has some of the functionality required, there has also 
been a lack of support from the vendor over the last few years that has prompted Council to seek alternate 
providers to support and improve the functionality of the software. In some cases this has been achieved by 
using other software to work-around what the system or manual systems being created that lead to further 
inefficient operations. 

As a consequence of continually finding alternate work-arounds, a number of current needs exist (that 
cannot be addressed in the current system) and to enable most improvements to be addressed it would be 
more economical and beneficial to address these through replacing the current corporate software, rather 
than adding on stand-alone specialist software just for specific functionality.  

It has been determined that Council should now look to the market for current software to gain the benefits 
needed, and while this is a longer term solution and admittedly a longer time frame than other ‘stop-gap’ 
solutions to be implemented now, the benefits achieved over the long-term solution will lead to improved 
productivity and efficiency throughout the organisation.

Planning is the Key to Success
Any decision to change an organisation’s corporate software must be made only after due consideration 
and an analysis of both strategic and operational needs, inputs and outcomes.  The corporate software is 
used by over 60% of our staff and therefore a well-planned and deliberate change management strategy is 
paramount to a successful project.  Post-implementation analysis of such projects indicates the reason for 
achieving sub-optimal outcomes and cost blow-outs was due to a lack of planning and resourcing of the 
change management process associated with the new corporate solution.   
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Ensuring a considered approach to the implementation is paramount and working to a staged approach to 
application installation over a multi-year (likely 2 years) period will ensure that appropriate solutions are 
replacing and improving the efficiency of the way we do business. 

In line with the proposed Operational Plan for 2016/17 it is intended to have the scoping process 
undertaken and software requirements understood across all areas of the business by the end of July 2016 
and a procurement process underway soon after.  

CONSIDERATIONS: (Compliance/Risk Management)

Statutory:
Procurement will be line with legislation and current practice available for such a major investment 
decision.

Policy:
The procurement will be in accordance with Council’s purchasing policy.

Financial: (Including whole of life costs where applicable)
The decision to consider a corporate system change requires an investment in both people and 
finance, with a budget commitment allocated in the 2016/17 proposed capital budget. 

Social:
There will be a key focus on training staff and enhancing their capacity to adopt and adapt to 
changed business process and the way we do business – with a key focus on using technology to 
its full capacity which will further change the work environment.

Corporate Plan:
Key Priority 3 – Workplace of Excellence

RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT:
This risk management analysis pertains to the context of Council supporting the recommendation and 
implementing same.
 

Operational:
Change management is one of the key considerations in a major system change.  While change is 
always a part of an employee’s role, it is important to note that in the last two years alone staff have 
been required to take part in the implementation of and learn how to utilise a number of new 
applications and processes including:

 ECM – Records Management 
 Microsoft Lync – Unified Communication
 Customer Request Management
 New GIS Systems
 New Website 
 Removal of G: drive data storage.
 Agenda and minutes Management software.
 Increased usage of Asset Management software.

Starting any new “major” implementation/scoping processes needs to be timed carefully in the 
broader context of other existing or planned projects being undertake otherwise there is a 
heightened risk of not achieving optimal outcomes across the board. 

Strategic:
There is a solid strategy consideration that has highlighted an opportunity for significant efficiency 
and improvement. As the scoping work is finalised across the business for new corporate software, 
there is an opportunity to ensure that the overall corporate strategy is being supported by 
technology and business systems that enhance the organisations capability.

Reputation:
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A complete project plan will be drafted to manage all risks associated with the proposed change, 
including sound engagement and communication processes.

Project:
Project management and resourcing will be a key business tool to support the change in replacing 
the corporate software and project governance will be instituted to guide the implementation.

Political:
There is a trade-off between cost and ensuring corporate software supports efficient business 
operations.  There have been a number of learnings from organisations that have undertaken 
changes of this nature and there is potential for impacts on customers and staff, and these can be 
managed and mitigated through good project governance and management, along with good 
communications. 

Environmental:
Nil

CONSULTATION / ENGAGEMENT:

Consultation has been undertaken with other Councils across the state to gauge what is in the market and 
current trends in corporate software solutions.  In addition consultation has been undertaken with LGAQ 
and other industry support groups to understand the current market influences and constraints. 

WHOLE OF LIFE:

The whole of life cost of the project will be identified before making any decision, this will include the costs 
not only of software, but also data conversion and setup and a significant training/learning component for 
all staff impacted.  While the software application cost alone should never be the deciding factor in 
choosing a corporate application, it is imperative we have a clear understanding of our requirements before 
commencing.
 

OPTIONS:

In reviewing the ICT Strategic Plan, due consideration was given to the options available and those that 
have been actioned in recent history. It has been determined that an approach to the market for new 
corporate software is the most appropriate action at this time. 

CONCLUSION:

That Council undertake an immediate review and scoping of council’s corporate software requirements and 
proceed to procurement.

ATTACHMENTS:

Nil

Aaron Jurd
Manager Information Services

Jason Bradshaw
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General Manager Corporate Services
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COMMERCIAL SERVICES

NATIONAL SALEYARDS EXPO BENDIGO 2016

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting

14 June 2016

AC:MW

1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The National Saleyards Expo will be held in Bendigo from Tuesday 26 to Thursday 28 July 2016.

The conference program for the Australian Livestock Markets Association National Saleyard Expo program 
will include topics such as operational challenges, technology, modernisation and animal welfare standards 
and guidelines.

RECOMMENDATION:

That Central Highlands Regional Council Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee endorse 
Councillors (to be identified) to attend the National Saleyards Expo which is to be held in Bendigo from 26 
to 28 July 2016.

INTRODUCTION

Registrations to attend the National Saleyards Expo are currently open.  A copy of the program is attached.

BACKGROUND:

The Emerald Saleyards hosted a stakeholder engagement meeting in February 2016 to obtain feedback on 
how the saleyards can improve their current facility and processes.  The feedback received included 
technology upgrades, animal welfare regulation and compliance and many improvements to the current 
facility.

The Commercial Services Department are currently working on an action plan to address the feedback 
provided and this conference will provide additional ideas and concepts to assist in the Saleyards planning 
and operations.

COMMENT:

In addition to the conference dates, there will be a Meet and Greet Sponsors’ Evening held on Tuesday 
26 July 2016 from 5pm to 7pm which is included in the conference registration price.

The National Saleyards Expo program includes sessions on:

 Implementing a compulsory saleyard induction program
 Live internet bidding technology
 Planning saleyard modernisation
 Animal Welfare Standards and Guidelines
 Technology feature
 Understanding feedlot buyer requirements
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The General Manager Commercial Services has been authorised by the Chief Executive Officer to attend.
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CONSIDERATIONS: (Compliance/Risk Management)

Statutory:
Not applicable

Policy:
Not applicable

Financial: (Including whole of life costs where applicable)
Registration Fee (includes morning and afternoon teas, lunches for 27 and 28 July and 

one ticket to the Meet & Greet Sponsors night on Tuesday 26 July) $700.00

Flights (Qantas flexi flights) $1,220.00

Accommodation (3 nights @ $154.00 per night) $462.00

Total cost per person Plus meals $2,382.00

A hire car will be arranged for the trip from Melbourne Airport to Bendigo with the approximate cost 
being $350.00 plus petrol.  This cost will be funded by Commercial Services.

Proposed 2016/2017 operational budget at the time of writing this report makes provision for:

Conference Registrations Budget $40,000
Travel Budget $40,000
Accommodation Budget $30,000

Social:
Not applicable

Corporate Plan:
6. Strong Governance; 6.1.0 - Corporate Plan Strategy: Ensure Council's commercial activities are 
managed well and provide benefits to our community. 

RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT:

Operational:
Not applicable

Strategic:
Not applicable

Reputation:
Not applicable

Project:
Not applicable

Political:
Not applicable

Environmental:
Not applicable 

CONSULTATION / ENGAGEMENT:
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General Manager Commercial Services

WHOLE OF LIFE:

Not applicable
 

OPTIONS:

Not applicable

CONCLUSION:

The program provides industry related information for the operation of the saleyards and it is recommended 
that Council consider having an elected representative/s attend.

ATTACHMENTS:

Conference brochure / program

Michelle Webster
General Manager Commercial Services



2016 National Saleyards Expo 
Proudly brought to you by  

Fairfax Agricultural Media & the  
Australian Livestock Markets Association

 

Wednesday 27 July 2016 
Thursday 28 July 2016

Incorporating the AGM & conference of the 
Australian Livestock Markets Association

National Saleyards Expo 
Bendigo 2016
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FROM THE CHAIR

Event and networking program

Sale O, Sale O, Sale O

It gives me great pleasure to again extend to you a warm invitation to the 
Australian Livestock Markets Association National Saleyard Expo. 

Held in Bendigo in 2016,  right in the heart of regional Victoria, participation 
in this premier event will not only allow stakeholders to reflect, learn and 
ponder but also take advantage of the industry networking opportunities 
that only this national industry event can provide.  

The Australian Livestock Markets Association has worked hard to bring 
you another relevant and thought provoking conference agenda delivered 
alongside an industry trade show. We do hope you can join us! 

Tuesday 26 July September 
MEET & GREET SPONSORS’ EVENING 5pm - 7pm in the Fernery

Wednesday 27 July 
NATIONAL SALEYARDS EXPO 9am - 5pm in the Conservatory

Thursday 28 July 
NATIONAL SALEYARDS  EXPO 9am - 5pm in the Conservatory 
ANNUAL SALEYARDS EXPO DINNER 7pm in the Fernery

.

Steve Loane 
ALMA Chair
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ACCOMMODATION GETTING THERE

Registration information

Contact details

Regardless of how you like to travel there are options for 
getting to Bendigo. If you are driving yourself, there is plenty 
of free parking available at the venue. 

If flying is more your style, then Bendigo Airport Service can 
help you get from Melbourne Tullamarine Airport to the 
venue. With 90 regular services each week, there is sure to 
be a service that suits.

For further details see www.bendigoairportservice.com.au 
or contact them directly via phone 03 5444 3939 or email 
info@bendigoairportservice.com.au. 

A number of social functions are held during the Expo to allow 
conference delegates and partners to network and catch up 
with old acquaintances. 

Your registration fee includes all conferencing, morning and 
afternoon teas, lunches as well the Meet & Greet Sponsors’ 
Event on the Tuesday night. 

Separate tickets are also available to the Annual Saleyards 
Dinner, held on the last evening of the National Saleyards Expo. 

To secure your position at the conference please complete the registration form (one 
per person) and return it via email or post. Tickets for partners to accompany you at the 
evening social events are also available for purchase.

Registrations will be confirmed via email upon receipt of each completed registration. 

Bendigo spoils its visitors with a wide range of overnight 
options throughout the city and surrounds.

In conjunction with the National Saleyards Expo we have 
arranged a number of rooms to suit a variety of budgets 
at the All Seasons Hotel. Contact the All Seasons Hotel 
directly 03 5443 8166 to arrange your accommodation. 
Don’t forget to quote ALMA2016 to access the discounted 
rate for reserved rooms. 

Alternatively,  the Golden Reef Hotel and Crystal Inn are 
also within walking distance of the All Seasons Hotel.

For further details about attending this premier event 
in the saleyard sector please contact

Kate McGilvray, ALMA Executive Officer 
PO Box 833 Mudgee NSW 2850 
t: 02 6373 1435   e: executive@saleyards.info

Staying on a few days or is your partner /family 
looking for activities whilst the Expo is in full swing? 
Considering visiting a vineyard, an underground mine 
tour or buying some local art then contacting the 
Bendigo Visitor Information Centre is a must: phone  
03 5434 6060 or visit www.bendigotourism.com.

Local info
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TIME SESSION

9.00am Welcome    STEVE LOANE Chair, Australian Livestock Markets Association

9.10am Australian Saleyard Managers’ Report   PAUL WHITE, President Australian Saleyard Managers Association

9.15am The roundup - feedback from regional industry representatives

9.40am Overcoming operational challenges in saleyards - FORUM with Saleyard Managers Panel

10.10am Industry barriers to compulsory eRFID in sheep   IAN FELDTMANN, Chair National NLIS Sheep & Goat Committee

10.30am MORNING TEA

11.00am Singleton’s experience in implementing a compulsory saleyard induction program   JOANNE McLOUGHLIN, Property and Business Coordinator 
Upper Hunter Regional Council

11.30am Live internet bidding technology for saleyards - is it the way of the future?   CHRIS NORRIS, Managing Director Elite Livestock Auctions

12.00pm Planning for saleyard moderinsation - the beauty of master planning   BILL VOWLES, Kattlegear

12.45pm LUNCH WITH OUR SPONSORS

1.45pm Working with livestock to build better yards   BILL THOMAS, Director Proway Livestock Equipment

2.00pm Saleyard interactions with animal welfare proponents - the Barnawatha experience   JONATHAN CRILLY, Operations Manager Central Victoria 
Livestock Exchange

2.30pm Australian Livestock Markets Association Annual General Meeting, Election of the Board, Open Forum

3.00pm AFTERNOON TEA

3.30pm Australian Animal Welfare Standards and Guidelines Livestock at Saleyards and Depots   Dr. DAVID CHAMPNESS, Principal Veterinary Officer 
Livestock Management Standards 

4.00pm Technology feature

4.45pm Presentation of the winner of the inaugural Animal Welfare Award

5.00pm CLOSE OF DAY 1

Program subject to change without notice

CONFERENCE PROGRAM Wednesday 27 July 2016 
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TIME SESSION

8.00am Australian Saleyard Managers’ Association Meeting

9.00am Welcome Day 2

9.15am Gate to Plate initiative   STEWART SMITH, Saleyard Manager Mount Barker Regional Saleyards

9.45am Key drivers for agriculture over the next 20 years   Dr DANIEL WALKER, Research Director for Agriculture and Global Change, CSIRO Agriculture

10.30am MORNING TEA

11.00am SPONSOR PRESENTATION   

11.15am Livestock stress - what is it, what’s the impact and how to reduce it  MICHAEL CAMPBELL, Cattle Health & Production CSU Wagga Wagga

12.00pm Australian herd predictions and market update   BEN THOMAS, Manager Market Information and NLRS  Meat & Livestock Australia

12.45pm LUNCH WITH OUR SPONSORS

1.00pm SPONSOR PRESENTATION

2.00pm Understanding feedlot buyer requirements   TESS HERBERT, Gundamain Feedlot and President Australian Lotfeeders’ Association

2.30pm Cattle and beef markets MICK KEOGH, Commissioner Agriculture Enforcement and Engagement Unit Australian Competition & Consumer Commission

3.15pm AFTERNOON TEA

3.45pm Taking the talk - handling those tricky or heated saleyard conversations   TREVOR HAZELL, Executive Manager Centre for Rural and Remote Mental 
Health

4.15pm The saleyard and market statistics database tool   BEN THOMAS, Manager Market Information and NLRS  Meat & Livestock Australia

4.30pm Biosecurity is not as difficult as it sounds    Dr. PATRICK KLUVER, Regional Officer Livestock Biosecurity Network

5.00pm Wrap up and official close of conference

7.00pm ANNUAL SALEYARDS ExPO DINNER

Program subject to change without notice

CONFERENCE PROGRAM Thursday 28 July 2016
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REGISTRATION FORM / TAx INVOICE
 Australian Livestock Markets Association Inc. ABN : 76 103 743 800 

Delegate Name                    Emai l                                          

Mobi le            Address 

Return your  completed registrat ion form to:  
Austra l ian L ivestock Markets  Associat ion PO Box 833 Mudgee NSW 2850 or  emai l  to  execut ive@saleyards. info

Direct deposit              Cheque 

Account  Name:  Austra l ian L ivestock M arkets  Associat ion      Make cheque payable to Australian Livestock Markets Association 
BSB:  112 879 Account  No. :  0550 619 51 Reference:  Name of  sa leyard attending

SALEYARD /  ORGANISATION       

REGISTRATION       (ONE FORM PER DELEGATE)

Conference Registration  
includes al l  morning and af terno on teas,  lunches and conferencing on Wednesday 27 and Thursday 28 July 

Also includes one t icket  to  the M eet  & G reet  Sp onsor ’s  N ight  on Tuesday 26 July 

Tick  here          i f  you wi l l  NOT be attending the Tuesday night  event .

 $                700    $                550   
 Non member rate  ALMA member rate 

ADD - ON TICKE TS FOR DELEGATES AND PAR TNERS

 

M eet  & G reet  Sp onsors’ N ight  
Tuesday 26 July  The Ferner y,  Al l  Seasons Bendigo

 

I ’d  a lso  l ike  to  attend the Annual  S aleyards Exp o D inner  
Thursday 24 September  The Ferner y,  Al l  Seasons Bendigo (pr ice  includes  beverages)

  

 $                  80    $                  60   
 Non member rate  ALMA member rate 

 $                 140    $                 125   

TOTAL PAYMENT DUE (a l l  pr ices  include GST )  $
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AUSTRALIAN AIRPORTS ASSOCIATION NATIONAL CONFERENCE – CANBERRA – 21 TO 
25 NOVEMBER 2016

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting

14 June 2016

AC:MW

2

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The Australian Airports Association National Conference 2016 will be held in Canberra from Tuesday 21 to 
Friday 25 November 2016.

RECOMMENDATION:

That Central Highlands Regional Council Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee endorse 
Councillors (to be identified) to attend the Australian Airports Association National Conference which is to 
be held in Canberra from 21 to 25 November 2016.

INTRODUCTION

Early bird registration is currently open and closes on Friday 15 July 2016.

BACKGROUND:

The Australian Airports Association (AAA) is a non-profit organisation that was founded in recognition of the 
need for one coherent, cohesive, consistent and vital voice for all aerodromes and airports across Australia.  
The AAA represents the interest of more than 260 airports and aerodromes Australia wide including local 
country community landing strips to major international gateway airports.

The AAA National Conference program will include over 80 speakers with topics of interest for every size 
airport and will host a dedicated Regional Airport Stream on day 2.

COMMENT:

AAA have identified seven key benefits from attending the conference as follows:

 Hear the latest innovations in airport technology;
 Learn about the latest developments in best practice principles;
 Discover ways to increase non-aeronautical revenue;
 Hear from industry about the newest advances in airfield pavements and lighting;
 Discover how to integrate wildlife hazard management;
 Learn about the latest safety products, practices and principles; and
 Network with industry leaders, professionals and stakeholders.

The dates for the conference were initially to coincide with a sitting week of the Federal Parliament which 
would provide additional benefit of Federal Government lobbying opportunities.  However, with the Federal 
election now having been called it is uncertain if these conference dates will coincide with parliamentary 
sitting.

CONSIDERATIONS: (Compliance/Risk Management)
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Statutory:
Not applicable

Policy:
Not applicable

Financial: (Including whole of life costs where applicable)

Registration Fee 

(The registration fee to attend the full four 
day conference at early bird rates.  The 
breakdown of registration rates are 
available within the conference brochure 
attached.)

$2,495

Flights (Qantas flexi flights) $1,558.00

Accommodation 

(There is a number of accommodation 
options available ranging from $200-$300 
per night.  Parliament will be sitting during 
the week of the conference so it is 
recommended to book accommodation 
early)

$300.00

Total approximate cost per person

The proposed 2016/2017 operational budget at the time of writing this report makes provision for:

Conference Registrations Budget $40,000
Travel Budget $40,000
Accommodation Budget $30,000

Social:
Not applicable

Corporate Plan:
6. Strong Governance; 6.1.0 - Corporate Plan Strategy: Ensure Council's commercial activities are 
managed well and provide benefits to our community.

RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT:

Operational:
Not applicable

Strategic:
Not applicable

Reputation:
Not applicable

Project:
Not applicable

Political:
Not applicable

Environmental:
Not applicable 

CONSULTATION / ENGAGEMENT:

General Manager Commercial Services
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WHOLE OF LIFE:

Not applicable
 
OPTIONS:

Not applicable
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CONCLUSION:

The program provides industry related information for the operation of the airport and it is recommended 
that Council should consider having an elected representative/s attend.

ATTACHMENTS:

Registration Rates
Conference brochure / program

Michelle Webster
General Manager Commercial Services



A U S T R A L I A N  A I R P O R T S 
A S S O C I AT I O N 

21–25 November 2016
National Convention Centre, Canberra

NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE

600 +
ATTENDEES
From capital city, major and regional 
airports across Australia.

70 + 
INDUSTRY EXHIBITORS
Showcasing the latest technologies, 
products and services to industry.

80 + 
SPEAKERS
Covering all aspects of airport  
operations and the latest trends.

7
NETWORKING EVENTS
Taking place at iconic locations 
across our nation’s capital. 

ATTEND AUSTRALIA’S

BIGGEST  
ANNUAL AVIATION  
CONFERENCE + EXHIBITION 

REGISTER  
NOW

INCLUDES THE  
AAA NATIONAL AIRPORT  

INDUSTRY AWARDS

 FOR MORE DETAILS AND TO REGISTER  WWW.AIRPORTS.ASN.AU/CONFERENCE

JOIN AIRPORT  
INDUSTRY  
LEADERS TO  
DISCUSS

Airport operation policy
Airport privatisation
Commercial strategies
Future technology
Increasing non-aeronautical revenue
Innovation

BOOK EARLY  

AND SAVE
EARLY BIRD  

CLOSES 15 JULY

Airport Partner Platinum Sponsor Networking Event Sponsor Networking Event Sponsor 

Media management
Pavement products and technology
Regional airport master planning
Safety culture
Terminal redevelopment
Wildlife hazard management
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SPONSORS

Airport Partner

Networking Event Sponsor  
(The National Museum of Australia)

Platinum Sponsor Networking Event Sponsor  
(The Australian War Memorial)

Polo Shirt 
Sponsor

Gold 
Sponsor

Thank you to the following major sponsors  
for their generous support.

Silver  
Sponsor

Silver  
Sponsor

Silver  
Sponsor

Speaker Sponsor 
(Alex Malley)

Speaker Sponsor 
(Kevin Sheedy)

Silver  
Sponsor

Silver  
Sponsor
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7 KEY  
BENEFITS OF 
ATTENDING THE 
AAA NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE.
1. Hear the latest  

innovations in airport 
technology. What they 
are, how to use them,  
where to use them.

2. Learn about the latest  
developments in best  
practice principles in  
the industry.

3. Discover ways to increase  
non-aeronautical  
revenue at airports of  
all sizes.

4. Hear from industry about the  

newest advances in  
airfield pavements  
and lighting.

5. Discover how to integrate  
wildlife hazard  
management into all  
aspects of airport business.

6. Learn about the latest  
safety products, practices  
and principles and how to  
apply them at your airport.

7. Network with industry  
leaders, professionals and 
stakeholders.

 

WHY ATTEND 
THE AAA NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE IN 2016?

5 Day  
Snapshot

BOOK EARLY  

AND SAVE

EARLY BIRD  

CLOSES 15 JULY

600+ delegates 
From major, regional and capital city airports across Australia  
are expected to attend the AAA National Conference in Canberra. 

70 + industry exhibitors
Showcasing the latest in technology, products 

and services across three full days in the Exhibition Hall.

80 + speakers 
Covering all aspects of airport operations and the  
latest industry trends across four full days. 

7 networking events 
Taking place at iconic locations across our nation’s capital and multiple 

opportunities to network between conference sessions in the Exhibition Hall.

PRE CONFERENCE
Last Post Ceremony, The Australian 
War Memorial
Parliamentary Welcome Reception, 
Parliament House

DAY 1
Women in Airports Breakfast
Industry Exhibition
National Conference Sessions
Networking Event, National  
Museum of Australia

DAY 2
Industry Exhibition
National Conference Sessions
Regional Airport Sessions
The AAA Annual General Meeting
The AAA National Industry
Awards and Gala Dinner,  
Parliament House

DAY 3
Industry Exhibition
Technical Program
Commercial Forum
Closing Drinks in the Exhibition
Networking Event, The Australian  
War Memorial

DAY 4
Networking Breakfast
Technical Program

3
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WELCOME FROM THE NATIONAL 
CHAIRMAN

THE 2016 AAA NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE IS THE 
PRE-EMINENT AVIATION 
CONFERENCE AND 
EXHIBITION IN THE ASIA 
PACIFIC REGION.

This year the AAA National 
Conference is expected to attract 
more than 600 delegates from all 
over Australia.

For the AAA National Conference 
2016 we have put every effort into 
featuring valuable content which is 
relevant for both major and regional 
airports in all Conference sessions. 
However, in recognising the diverse 
environments these two types of 
airport can occupy we have tailored 
concurrent streams on Day 2 – one 
focusing solely on the issues specific 
to regional airports. This is the 
second year we have delivered a 
regional airport program as a result 
of delegate feedback.

Also in response to delegate feedback 
we have enhanced our Networking 
Program to present delegates with 
seven individual networking events at 
iconic locations across the capital, as 
well as providing ample opportunity 
to network with industry leaders, 
professionals and stakeholders in 
the Exhibition Hall during Conference 
session breaks.

One of the key events in our 
Networking Program is the Welcome 
Reception at Parliament House 
where Ministers, MPs and Senators 
have been invited to join delegates. 
This event presents the opportunity 
to engage with key decision makers 
in Parliament while also raising the 
profile of the airport industry.

We hope you find the program in 2016 
the strongest yet and we look forward 
to seeing you in Canberra in November 
at the 2016 AAA National Conference 
and Exhibition.

 
Guy Thompson 
National Chairman 
AAA 

PRE CONFERENCE 
Monday 21 November 

DAY ONE 
Tuesday 22 November

DAY TWO 
Wednesday 23 November

DAY THREE 
Thursday 24 November

DAY FOUR 
Friday 25 November

Women in Airports 
Breakfast

Breakfast in the 
Exhibition

Breakfast in the Exhibition Breakfast in the Exhibition Breakfast in the Foyer

Industry Exhibition Industry Exhibition Industry Exhibition Technical Program

National Conference Sessions National Conference Sessions Technical Program

Regional Airport Sessions Commercial Forum

Last Post Ceremony, The Australian  
War Memorial

The AAA Annual General Meeting Closing Drinks in the Exhibition

Parliamentary Welcome Reception, 
Parliament House

Networking Event, The National 
Museum of Australia

The AAA National Airport Industry 
Awards and Gala Dinner, Parliament 
House

Networking Event, The Australian War 
Memorial

CONFERENCE OVERVIEW
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WELCOME FROM CANBERRA  
AIRPORT

AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE 

WELCOME TO CANBERRA 
AND THE 2016 AAA NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE IN WHAT IS 
A VERY EXCITING YEAR FOR 
OUR CITY AND OUR REGION.

In September we will greet the  
ACT’s first international passengers 
on Singapore Airlines’ new “Capital 
Express” route, which connects our 
national capital with New Zealand 
and Singapore.

International flights are a game 
changer for this city and this  
region. The Canberra Airport you  
see today has evolved spectacularly 
from little more than a shed in a 
sheep paddock, which my family 
bought in 1998, where they used to 
cart the rubbish out the front door,  
to allowing international visitors 
direct access to Australia’s national 
capital, and putting Canberra firmly  
on the world map.

In addition to our new award-winning 
terminal, Canberra has a lot to offer 
visitors and I hope you have the 
opportunity to explore while you’re 
here. From the world’s best barista 
and first class wines to our many 
cultural attractions, I’m sure you’ll  
be impressed.

Stephen Byron 
Managing Director 
Canberra Airport

PRE CONFERENCE 
Monday 21 November 

DAY ONE 
Tuesday 22 November

DAY TWO 
Wednesday 23 November

DAY THREE 
Thursday 24 November

DAY FOUR 
Friday 25 November

Women in Airports 
Breakfast

Breakfast in the 
Exhibition

Breakfast in the Exhibition Breakfast in the Exhibition Breakfast in the Foyer

Industry Exhibition Industry Exhibition Industry Exhibition Technical Program

National Conference Sessions National Conference Sessions Technical Program

Regional Airport Sessions Commercial Forum

Last Post Ceremony, The Australian  
War Memorial

The AAA Annual General Meeting Closing Drinks in the Exhibition

Parliamentary Welcome Reception, 
Parliament House

Networking Event, The National 
Museum of Australia

The AAA National Airport Industry 
Awards and Gala Dinner, Parliament 
House

Networking Event, The Australian War 
Memorial
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The Australian Airports Association (AAA) 
is a non-profit organisation that was 
founded in 1982 in recognition of the real 
need for one coherent, cohesive, consistent 
and vital voice for ALL aerodromes and 
airports throughout Australia.

The AAA represents the interests of over 
380 members. This includes more than 
260 airports and aerodromes Australia 
wide – from the local country community 
landing strip to major international 
gateway airports. 

The AAA also represents more than  
140 aviation stakeholders and 
organisations that provide goods and 
services to airports.

THE AUSTRALIAN AIRPORTS ASSOCIATION The AAA facilitates co-operation among  
all member airports and their many and  
varied partners in Australian aviation,  
whilst contributing to an air transport 
system that is safe, secure, environmentally 
responsible and efficient for the benefit of  
all Australians and visitors.

The AAA is the leading advocate for appropriate 
national policy relating to airport activities 
and operates to ensure regular transport 
passengers, freight, and the community 
enjoy the full benefits of a progressive and 
sustainable airport industry.

JASON HARFIELD DAY 1
Jason Harfield was appointed Chief Executive Officer of Airservices Australia  
in March 2016.

With over 25 years experience in the aviation and air traffic management industry, 
Jason has been a core member of the Airservices Executive Leadership Team 
since 2005. His previous roles include General Manager Safety Management and 
Executive General Manager Air Traffic Control group.

Jason has an EMBA from Melbourne Business School (Mt Eliza), has completed 
the Advanced Management Program at Harvard Business School and is a 
Managing Successful Programmes (MSP) Registered Advanced Practitioner.

Jason is also a fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors, a fellow  
of the Royal Aeronautical Society and a private pilot.

ALEX MALLEY DAY 1 Sponsored by MSS Security

CEO of CPA Australia, television host of The Bottom Line and best-selling  
author of The Naked CEO: in every way Alex Malley is a free spirit in  
leadership and life.

As a respected global leader in business, Alex has been included on The 
Accountant Magazine’s Global Accounting Power 50 List; addressed the National 
Press Club Australia on issues impacting Australia’s economic competitiveness; 
and currently serves on both The Prince of Wales Accounting for Sustainability 
Project and the International Integrated Reporting Council.

While he is a passionate and inspiring speaker on a wide range of leadership 
topics, the dominant theme behind his messages is an invigorating call to action: 
for people to resist letting feelings of fear and embarrassment hold them back 
from leading a big life.

AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
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KEVIN SHEEDY DAY 2  Sponsored by Perth Airport

Kevin Sheedy is one of the Australian Football League’s most successful and 
enduring figures. A player and coach over five decades, he has an unsurpassed 
record of involvement in over 1000 games and eight premierships.

In 1981 he was appointed Senior Coach at the Essendon Football Club, where he 
coached for a record 635 games during 27 years of continuous coaching. In that 
time the club competed in 19 finals series.

In 2000 he was named the Australia Sports Commission Coach of the Year and 
was awarded an Australian Sports Medal in recognition of his service to Australian 
Football. Also in 2000 he was inducted in to the AFL’s Hall of Fame, made a 
Legend of the Essendon Football Club, nominated as The Australian Thinker of the 
Year, appointed an Ambassador for the AFL and made a Member of the Order of 
Australia in recognition of his service to sport and the community.

Kevin has two honorary doctorates from the Australian Catholic University and the 
University of Western Sydney and is the co-author of eight books.

MIKE MRDAK DAY 1
Mike Mrdak is Secretary, Department of Infrastructure and Regional 
Development, a position he has held since June 2009.

Mike began his Australian Public Service career in 1988 as a graduate with the 
then Department of Transport and Communications. Since then he has held a 
number of senior positions across the portfolio and with the Department of the 
Prime Minister and Cabinet. 

His work with the Infrastructure and Regional Development portfolio includes 
management of infrastructure investment; policy initiatives to increase 
productivity; security, safety and regulation in road, rail, aviation and maritime 
transport; regional development; local government; and services to Australia’s 
territories.

CHRIS CHALK DAY 2
London-based Chris Chalk is Mott MacDonald’s Group Practice Leader for 
aviation with a reputation for cutting edge finance, economics, planning and 
design of airports around the world.  

His recent experience ranges from lead roles at Hong Kong, Heathrow,  
St Petersburg, Istanbul, Quito, Male, Kilimanjaro and South African Airports. 
With experience advising on all sides of aviation deals for 20 years Chris is well 
acquainted with the range of risks and opportunities that the sector presents. 
He is currently involved in a range of projects including the new Istanbul Airport. 
Chris is currently Chairman of the British Aviation Group, the aviation member of 
the Institution of Civil Engineers Transport Expert Panel and sits on the Airports 
Council International World Business Partners Board.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
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NETWORKING EVENTS 

Last Post Ceremony, The 
Australian War Memorial

 
 
Monday 21 November 
4:15pm – 5:15pm

The Australian War Memorial 
Dress: Business attire

Buses leave the National Convention 
Centre at 3:30pm and arrive at The 
Australian War Memorial in time for 
delegates to explore the collection 
before attending the Last Post 
Ceremony at 4:45pm. 

This memorable event will leave a 
lasting impression and set the scene 
for catching up with fellow Conference 
attendees before being bused back 
at 5:15pm and arriving back at the 
National Convention Centre at 5:30pm.

Parliamentary Welcome 
Reception, Parliament House

 
 
Monday 21 November  
6:00pm – 8:00pm

Great Hall, Parliament House 
Dress: Business attire

The Parliamentary Welcome Reception 
is the first official Networking Event of 
Conference. Join other delegates for 
drinks and refreshments at Parliament 
House. Given this is a Commonwealth 
Parliamentary Sitting Week, Ministers, 
MPs and Senators will also be invited 
to join delegates. This is a unique 
opportunity to reach key decision 
makers and promote the importance 
of Australia’s airports and the aviation 
industry.

Women in Airports Breakfast, 
The National Convention 
Centre

 
Tuesday 22 November 
7:00am – 8:45am

Ballroom, The National Convention 
Centre 
Dress: Smart casual

The Women in Airports Breakfast is a 
relaxing, sit down breakfast featuring 
an inspiring guest speaker. 

The purpose of this breakfast is to 
recognise the women in the airport 
industry in both leadership and aspiring 
to leadership roles. 

The invitation to attend this breakfast 
is open to all members of the airport 
industry, both male and female.

The guest speaker is Major General 
Simone Wilkie AM.

Pool of Reflection, The Australian War Memorial. Parliament House, under the flagmast. Women in Airports Breakfast, Hobart 2015.

AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE NETWORKING EVENTS
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Networking Event, The 
National Museum of Australia

 
 
Tuesday 22 November 
7:00pm – 10:00pm

The National Museum of Australia 
Dress: Smart casual

This Networking Event will be held 
at The National Museum of Australia 
beside the shores of Lake Burley 
Griffin. Watch the sun set from the 
patio area or mingle in the open 
Exhibition Halls. This function will 
include the ‘tastes of Canberra’ with a 
selection of award-winning local wines 
and produce.

Sponsored by 

The AAA National Airport 
Industry Awards 2015 and 
Gala Dinner, Parliament 
House

Wednesday 23 November 
7:00pm – 11:30pm

Great Hall, Parliament House 
Dress: Business attire

The AAA National Airport Industry 
Awards acknowledge organisations and 
individuals achieving excellence within 
Australia’s airport industry. The Gala 
Dinner will provide the perfect platform 
at which to present these prestigious 
awards and celebrate the success of 
the recipients and the success of the 
2016 Conference.

Addition tickets: $200  
Priority for additional tickets goes to those 
delegates registering for Commercial Forum 
only, as Gala Dinner tickets are not included 
in Commercial Forum registration. Additional 
tickets will only be available until sold out.

Networking Event, The 
Australian War Memorial

 
 
Thursday 24 November 
7:00pm – 10:00pm

ANZAC Hall, The Australian War 
Memorial 
Dress: Smart casual

The final evening Networking Event 
of Conference will allow delegates to 
relax and network in ANZAC Hall at 
The Australian War Memorial. ANZAC 
Hall offers a unique dining experience 
between the massive Lancaster 
Bomber, a midget submarine and rare 
WWI aircraft and works of art depicting 
Australia’s military history.

Sponsored by

The National Museum of Australia:  
Bipotaim Exhibition.

The AAA National Airport Industry Awards and 
Gala Dinner, Hobart 2015.

ANZAC Hall at The Australian War Memorial.

WITH MORE OPPORTUNITIES THAN EVER TO
NETWORK AT THE AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE 

Breakfast, morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea served  
daily in the Exhibition Hall provide multiple opportunities to network during 

Conference. There will be drinks in the  
Exhibition Hall on Days 2 and 3 from 4pm.
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AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE AWARDS AND GALA DINNER

Gala Dinner in Hobart, Conference 2015.

Wednesday 23 November 
7:00pm – 11:30pm 
Great Hall, Parliament House

Dress: Business attire. 

The AAA National Airport Industry Awards 
acknowledge organisations and individuals 
achieving excellence within Australia’s 
airport industry. 

The Gala Dinner will provide the perfect 
platform at which to present these 
prestigious awards and celebrate the 
success of the recipients and the success 
of the 2016 Conference.

AAA NATIONAL 
AIRPORT INDUSTRY 
AWARDS AND  
GALA DINNER  
WEDNESDAY 23 
NOVEMBER 2016

AAA NATIONAL 
AIRPORT INDUSTRY 

AWARDS

10
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TO NOMIN
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Nominatio
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pen 6 June and close
 26 August 

2016
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AAA NATIONAL AIRPORT  
INDUSTRY AWARDS AND  
GALA DINNER

Celebrate and honour 
contributions and achievements 
made by AAA members during 
2015–16.

Gala Dinner in Hobart, Conference 2015.

AAA NATIONAL 
AIRPORT INDUSTRY 

AWARDS

11
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PRE CONFERENCE – MONDAY 21 NOVEMBER

AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE DAY 1 PROGRAM

1530-1545 BUS TRAVEL FROM THE NATIONAL CONVENTION CENTRE TO THE AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL

1615-1715 LAST POST CEREMONY AT THE  AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL

1715-1730 BUS TRAVEL TO THE NATIONAL CONVENTION CENTRE

1730-1745 BUS TRAVEL FROM THE NATIONAL CONVENTION CENTRE TO PARLIAMENT HOUSE

1800-2000 PARLIAMENTARY WELCOME RECEPTION AT PARLIAMENT HOUSE

DAY 1 – TUESDAY 22 NOVEMBER

0715-0845 WOMEN IN AIRPORTS BREAKFAST

Women and Leadership Major General Simone Wilkie AM, Commander of the Australian Defence 
College and Australian Defence Force Academy, Australian Army and 
Commissioner of the Australian Football League (AFL)

0800-0900 REGISTRATION & BREAKFAST IN EXHIBITION HALL

0900-1040 KEYNOTES

0900-0920 Welcome and Overview of  
AAA Activities 

Guy Thompson, National Chairman, Australian Airports Association

0920-0930 Welcome to Canberra Terry Snow, Executive Chairman, Canberra Airport

0930-1000 Why Industry’s Future is 
Airservices’ Future 

Jason Harfield, Chief Executive Officer, Airservices Australia

1000-1040 The Power within - Unleashing 
Your Potential  

Alex Malley, Chief Executive, CPA Australia and Author of The Naked CEO 
Sponsored by MSS Security

1040-1110 MORNING TEA IN EXHIBITION HALL

1110-1230 CONFERENCE SESSIONS

1110-1140 The Aviation Industry in 
Australia 

Mike Mrdak, Secretary, Department of Infrastructure

1140-1230 Panel: Aviation Leaders 
Reflections

Chair: Caroline Wilkie, Chief Executive Officer, Australian Airports 
Association

Panellists:
Julieanne Alroe, Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director, Brisbane 
Airport

Kerrie Mather, Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer, Sydney 
Airport

Andrew Parker, Head of Government and International Affairs, Qantas

Mark Skidmore AM, Director of Aviation Safety, Civil Aviation Safety 
Authority

1230-1330 LUNCH IN EXHIBITION HALL
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CONFERENCE PROGRAM 

DAY 1– TUESDAY 22 NOVEMBER

1330-1515 CONFERENCE SESSIONS

1330-1415 Panel: The  Future of 
Technology at Airports

Chair: George Woods, Partner, LEK

Panellists: 

David Blackwell, Executive General Manager Customer Service, Adelaide 
Airport

Rowan Chalmers, Executive General Manager Operations & Customer 
Experience, Perth Airport

Stuart Rattray, General Manager of Technology, Sydney Airport

Tom Roche, Managing Director, SNP Security

1415-1445 Virgin Australia – Brand 
Transformation and Innovation 

Mark Hassell, Chief Customer Officer, Virgin Australia

1445-1515 The 15–Year Australian 
Infrastructure Plan: the 
reforms and projects Australia 
needs 

Philip Davies, Chief Executive Officer, Infrastructure Australia

1515-1545 AFTERNOON TEA IN EXHIBITION HALL

1545-1715 CONFERENCE SESSIONS

1545-1615 International Airport Chief Executive Officer

1615-1715 Panel: Commercial strategies 
and initiatives to maximise 
airport profitability – property, 
hotels and non-aeronautical 
developments

Chair: Jim Parashos, Director Operations & Customer Experience, NT 
Airports

Panellists:

Stephen Byron, Managing Director, Canberra Airport

Paul Ferguson, Chief Executive, Moorabbin Airport

Chris Mills, Chief Executive Officer, Queensland Airports Limited

1715-1830 FREE TIME

1830-1900 BUS TRAVEL TO THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AUSTRALIA

1900-2200 NETWORKING EVENT AT THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AUSTRALIA – SPONSORED BY ADB SAFEGATE

MAJOR GENERAL SIMONE WILKIE AM
Major General (MAJGEN) Simone Wilkie AM joined the Australian Army in 1983, as a 
young Signals Corps officer, she worked in a number of training and unit roles, and 
deployed to Cambodia with the Force Communications Unit.

In Australia she has held a number of significant posts including Commandant of 
the Army Recruit Training Centre; Director General Training - Forces Command; 
and Chief of Staff, Army Headquarters. MAJGEN Wilkie deployed to Iraq in 2007 as 
Assistant Chief of Staff on the Multi National Force Headquarters, and to Afghanistan 
as Assistant Commander, Joint Task Force 633 in 2011/12.

MAJGEN Wilkie’s current role is Head Joint Enablers / Commander Australian 
Defence College. She is a Member of the Order of Australia, and has received a 
Commendation for Distinguished Service and the United States Bronze Star.  
MAJGEN Wilkie is also a Commissioner of the Australian Football League (AFL).
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DAY 2 – WEDNESDAY 23 NOVEMBER

AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE DAY 2 PROGRAM

14

0800-0900 REGISTRATION & BREAKFAST IN EXHIBITION HALL

0900-1040 KEYNOTES

0900-0930 The Government’s approach 
to supporting a strong and 
sustainable airport industry 

The Hon Darren Chester, Minister For Transport and Infrastructure*

0930-1000 Aviation and the Future Angus Houston, Chairman, Airservices Australia

1000-1040 Empowerment and Leadership 
in the Workplace

Kevin Sheedy, Former AFL Coach 
Sponsored by Perth Airport

1040-1115 MORNING TEA IN EXHIBITION HALL – SPONSORED BY REHBEIN CONSULTING

Choose from two CONCURRENT SESSIONS

CONCURRENT SESSION 1: 
GENERAL INTEREST SESSIONS

CONCURRENT SESSION 2: 
REGIONAL AIRPORT SESSIONS

1115-1145 1115-1145

Planning for an Uncertain Future: identifying major risks 
in the development cycle of airports
Chris Chalk, Aviation Practice Leader, Mott MacDonald

Aviation and Regional Australia
Senator The Hon Fiona Nash, Minister for Regional 
Development and Deputy Leader of the Nationals*

1145-1215 1145-1215

Airport Media Management
Fiona Lander, Executive General Manager Corporate 
Affairs, Perth Airport

The AAA and regional airports - reflections on the ACIL 
ALLEN regional airport infrastructure report
Simon Bourke, Policy Manager, Australian Airports 
Association

1215-1300 1215-1300

Panel: Environmentally Future Proofing Airports
Chair: Ken Conway, Manager, Aviation Environment and 
Sustainability, Airbiz

Panellists:
Penny Barker, Head of Sustainability, Sydney Airport

Stephen Goodwin, General Manager Operations, Brisbane 
Airport

Pete Pallot, General Manager, Sunshine Coast Airport

Mark Young, Managing Director, Adelaide Airport

Panel: Reflections on the privatisation of Port Hedland 
Airport - lessons for industry
Chair: Guy Thompson, National Chairman, Australian 
Airports Association
Panellists:

Mitchell Cameron, Chief Executive Officer, Port Hedland 
International Airport

Rob Mactaggart, Principal, The Airport Group

Mal Osborne, Chief Executive Officer, Town  
of Port Hedland

Sunny Yu, Associate  Director - Infrastructure, AMP Capital

1300-1400 LUNCH IN EXHIBITION HALL – SPONSORED BY AIRBIZ AVIATION STRATEGIES

1400-1430 1400-1430

Topic to be confirmed closer to the event
Air Marshall Leo Davies, AO, CSC, Chief of Air Force, Royal 
Australian Air Force

The growth of Dubbo City Regional Airport - How can 
regional airports stay competitive?
Mayor Mathew Dickerson, Dubbo City Council

1430-1500 1430-1500

Case Study: Newcastle Airport Terminal Redevelopment
Peter Cock, Chief Executive Officer, Newcastle Airport

Increasing non-aeronautical revenue at regional airports
Jim Parashos, Director Operations & Customer Experience, 
NT Airports

* Subject to confirmation
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DAY 2 – WEDNESDAY 23 NOVEMBER

ANGUS HOUSTON
In July 2011 Sir Angus retired as Chief of the Australian Defence Force after  
41 years of service in the military. Sir Angus was the Chief of the Defence Force for 
six years. Prior to his role as Chief of the Defence Force he was Chief of Air Force 
for four years. Sir Angus is currently serving as Chair of Airservices Australia.

In July 2014 Sir Angus was appointed as the Prime Minister’s Special Envoy 
to lead Australia’s efforts to help recover, identify and repatriate Australians 
killed in the Malaysia Airlines MH17 crash. Sir Angus also led the Joint Agency 
Coordination Centre coordinating the Australian Government’s support for the 
search into missing Malaysia Airlines flight MH370 in 2014. Sir Angus Houston was 
awarded the Knight of the Order of Australia in January 2015 for extraordinary and 
pre-eminent achievement and merit in service to Australia.

CONFERENCE PROGRAM 

Choose from two CONCURRENT SESSIONS

CONCURRENT SESSION 1: 
GENERAL INTEREST SESSIONS

CONCURRENT SESSION 2: 
REGIONAL AIRPORT SESSIONS

1500-1540 1500-1540

Panel: Lessons learnt from Australia’s two most recent 
terminals - T1 in Perth and T4 in Melbourne
Chair: Caroline Wilkie, Chief Executive Officer, Australian 
Airports Association

Panellists:
Simon Gandy, Chief of Aviation, Melbourne Airport

Guy Thompson, Executive General Manager Assets & 
Capital Works, Perth Airport

Panel: Regional Airport Masterplanning - the South 
Australian Experience
Chair: Bill Chapman, Airport Operations Manager, Mildura 
Airport
Panellists:

Erica Pasfield, Manager, Aviation Policy, SA Department of 
Planning, Transport and Infrastructure

Barrie Rogers, Airport Manager - Port Lincoln, District 
Council of Lower Eyre Peninsula

Shane Saal, Airport Manager, Port Augusta Airport

1540-1610 1540-1610

Case Study: Canberra Airport
Stephen Byron, Managing Director, Canberra Airport

Regional Airport Project Overviews 
Whyalla Airport Redevelopment
Howard Aspey, Airport Manager - Whyalla Airport, Whyalla 
City Council

New Parallel Runway Project
Phil Hansen, Airport Manager - Bendigo Airport, City of 
Greater Bendigo

1610-1630 REGISTRATION OPEN FOR AAA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

1610-1700 DRINKS IN EXHIBITION HALL

1630-1700 THE AAA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

1700-1830 FREE TIME

1830-1900 BUS TRAVEL TO PARLIAMENT HOUSE

1900-2330 THE AAA NATIONAL AIRPORT INDUSTRY AWARDS AND GALA DINNER
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JOIN US FOR 
THE 2016 AAA 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING
WEDNESDAY 23 NOVEMBER 2016 
4:30PM—5:00PM
NATIONAL CONVENTION CENTRE, CANBERRA 
REGISTRATION OPENS AT 4:10PM

The AAA Annual General  
Meeting provides a platform for 
AAA Members to participate  
in the governance processes  
of the AAA.

While only airport members are 
eligible to vote we welcome the 
attendance of both airport and 
corporate members.

For further information on  
the AGM please contact the  
AAA Company Secretary,  
Nick Lane at agm@airports.asn.au 
or call 02 6230 1110.

16
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DAY 3 – THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER 
TECHNICAL PROGRAM

0800-0900 REGISTRATION & BREAKFAST IN EXHIBITION HALL – SPONSORED BY DELAWARE NORTH

0900-1030 KEYNOTES

0900-0930 How the Qantas Group 
developed an operational 
shared safety services model 

Brett Daley, Head of Airline Services, Qantas

0930-1000 Case Study: Essendon Airport Chris Cowan, Chief Executive Officer, Essendon Airport

1000-1030 Aviation at Melbourne Airport Simon Gandy, Chief of Aviation, Melbourne Airport

1030-1100 MORNING TEA IN EXHIBITION HALL – SPONSORED BY TMA AUSTRALIA

1100-1130 Planning and Development 
Assessments 

Tony Aiezza, Aviation Relations Development Manager, Airservices Australia

1130-1200 Land use assessment and 
the protection of Airport 
Navigation AIDS 

David Sheahan, Manager Business Development, IDS Australasia

1200-1230 MOS 139 Update Kim Jones, Senior Aerodrome Standards Officer, Civil Aviation Safety
Authority

1230-1400 LUNCH IN EXHIBITION HALL

1400-1445 Pavement Projects Update Chair: Jared Feehely, Regional Airports Officer, Australian Airports 
Association
Runway and Taxiway Intersection Asphalt Surfacing
Paul Bawden, Airport Manager - Kununurra Airport, Shire of Wyndham East 
Kimberley
Domestic Southern Apron Extension
David Beattie, Programme Manager – Airside Infrastructure, Brisbane 
Airport
Barimunya Aerodrome Runway Rehabilitation
Greg White, Airports Technical Manager, Fulton Hogan

1445-1515 Case Study: Gold Coast Airport 
Resurfacing

Brett Curtis, General Manager Operations, Gold Coast Airport

Nathan Wallace, Project Director, BECA
Greg White, Airports Technical Manager, Fulton Hogan

1515-1600 Panel: Product and technology 
considerations in airfield 
pavements

Chair: Jimmy Low, Projects and Engineering Manager, Adelaide Airport
Panellists:
Floyd de Kruijff, Manager Projects, Cairns Airport
Ross Ioakim, Sector Lead, Local Government and Airports, Downer
Ryan Janz, National Pavement Manager – Asphalt, Boral 
Jaco Liebenberg, Principal Pavement Engineer, GHD

1600-1700 CLOSING DRINKS IN EXHIBITION HALL

1700-1830 FREE TIME

1830-1900 BUS TRAVEL TO THE AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL

1900-2200 NETWORKING EVENT AT THE AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL – SPONSORED BY FULTON HOGAN

CONFERENCE PROGRAM 
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DAY 3 – THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER 
COMMERCIAL FORUM

AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE DAY 3 PROGRAM

0800-0900 REGISTRATION & BREAKFAST IN EXHIBITION HALL – SPONSORED BY DELAWARE NORTH

0900-1030 KEYNOTES

0900-0930 International Guest Speaker 

0930-1000 Balancing the commercial and 
operational needs at airports 

James Fong, VP of Concessions, Changi Airport*

1000-1030 Impressions of the duty free 
market in the Pacific - by 
a new entrant at Auckland 
Airport 

Nicola Wells, Global Director Marketing and Strategy, Aer Rianta 
International

1030-1100 MORNING TEA IN EXHIBITION HALL – SPONSORED BY TMA AUSTRALIA

1100-1130 How shopping centres use 
market research to inform 
their business development 
plans - lessons for airports 

John Pearce, Head of Retail & Commercial - Terminal, Adelaide Airport

1130-1215 Panel: Ground Transport 
Marketing

Chair: Simon Bourke, Policy Manager, Australian Airports Association

Panellists:
Ferdi Lumbaca, Manager – Terminal Business, Canberra Airport
Craig Norton, General Manager Parking and Ground Transport, Sydney 
Airport
Martin Ryan, Parking and Transport Services, Brisbane Airport

1215-1300 Panel: Disruptive Technologies 
and Ground Transport

Chair: Caroline Wilkie, Chief Executive Officer, Australian Airports 
Association

Panellists:
Lorie Argus, Chief of Car Parking and Ground Transport, Melbourne Airport
Peter Damen, Chair of the Executive Steering Committee, Australian 
Driverless Vehicles Initiative 
Kevin Midgley, General Manager Ground Transport, Perth Airport

* Subject to confirmation
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DAY 3 – THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER 
COMMERCIAL FORUM

COMMERCIAL FORUM

1230-1400 LUNCH IN EXHIBITION HALL

1400-1430 Airport F & B Case Study: The 
New T1 at Perth Airport 

Scott Norris, Executive General Manager - Commercial Services,  
Perth Airport

1430-1515 Panel: F & B ‘Hot Topics’ at 
Airports - the latest trends and 
lessons for industry

Chair: Rebecca Cook, General Manager - Retail, Perth Airport
Panellists:
Kieran Fitzpatrick, Chief Operating Officer, Delaware North
Adam Summerville, Managing Director, Emirates Leisure Retail Australia
Chris Taylor, Executive Chef, Red Rock Leisure

1515-1545 The growth of the emerging 
markets and lessons for 
airport marketers, retailers 
and concessionaires 

Tom Jones, General Manager Eastern Markets and Partnerships, Tourism 
Australia

1545-1630 Panel: How can Australian 
airports best meet the needs 
of International visitors from 
emerging markets?

Chair: Deborah Price, General Manager Commercial, Gold Coast Airport
Panellists:
Andrew Brodie, General Manager Airline and Retail Management,  
Brisbane Airport
Barrie Rogers, Airport Manager, Port Lincoln Airport
Steve Timms, Executive General Manager, JR Duty Free Australia and  
New Zealand

1600-1700 CLOSING DRINKS IN EXHIBITION HALL

1700-1830 FREE TIME

1830-1900 BUS TRAVEL TO THE AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL

1900-2200 NETWORKING EVENT AT THE AUSTRALIAN WAR MEMORIAL – SPONSORED BY FULTON HOGAN

19
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DAY 4  – FRIDAY 25 NOVEMBER 
TECHNICAL PROGRAM

AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE DAY 4 PROGRAM

0800-0830 BREAKFAST IN THE FOYER

0830-1030 OPERATIONS AND LIGHTING

0830-0915 Panel: Airport Operations  
‘Hot Topics’

Chair: Stephen Goodwin, General Manager Operations, Brisbane Airport

Panellists:

Matt Cocker, Head of Operations, Hobart Airport

Katie Cooper, Manager, Integrated Operations, Melbourne Airport

Gary McGivern, Assistant Manager – Aeronautical Business, Canberra 
Airport

Lindsay Mason, Airport Operations Manager, Dubbo Airport

0915-0930 An Overview of the AAA 
Airfield Lighting Airport 
Practice Note

Hank Steuten, Consultant

0930-1000 Airfield Projects: Getting the 
best result for the maximum 
value

Jimmy Maitland, Regional Manager – Australia, NZ and Pacific, ADB 
Safegate

1000-1030 Case Study: Rockhampton 
Airport Airfield Lighting 
Project

Tracey Baxter, Head of Aviation Operations - Rockhampton Airport, 
Rockhampton Regional Council

1030-1100 MORNING TEA IN THE FOYER 

1100-1245 OPERATIONS - WILDLIFE HAZARD MANAGEMENT

1100-1130 The introduction of lasers for 
wildlife hazard management 
in Australia - Case Study of 
Adelaide Airport

Steinar Henskes, Chief Executive Officer, Bird Control Group

1130-1200 Case Study: Wildlife Hazard 
Management at Vancouver 
Airport

Will Jamison, Project Manager, Avisure Services, Vancouver, Avisure

1200-1245 Panel: Wildlife Hazard 
Management ‘Hot topics and 
issues’

Chair: Stephanie Bolt, Environment Manager, Adelaide Airport
Panellists:

Peter Friel, Airport Manager, Devonport Airport

Steve Noy, Director, Naturecall

Jackson Ring, Wildlife Coordinator - Operations Group, Brisbane Airport
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DAY 4  – FRIDAY 25 NOVEMBER 
TECHNICAL PROGRAM

TRAINING 
CERTIFICATE

 

AAA National Conference attendees  
will receive a training certificate at  
the conclusion of the conference in 

recognition of the industry training as 
professional development.

TECHNICAL PROGRAM 

1245-1330 LUNCH IN  IN THE FOYER 

1330-1500 OPERATIONS - EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

1330-1400 Emergency Exercises – Making 
the Most of Technology

Jill Brix, Principal Consultant, Avisure

1400-1430 The law and its application 
to multiagency emergency 
responses on airports

Michael Eburn, Associate Professor, Australian National University College 
of Law

1430-1500 The operation of remotely 
piloted Unmanned Aerial 
Systems (UAS) at civilian 
airfields

Wing Commander Matthew Bowers, Commanding Officer No 5 Flight, 
Royal Australian Air Force

1500-1530 AFTERNOON TEA  IN THE FOYER 

1530-1645 OPERATIONS – SAFETY AND TRAINING

1530-1600 Reflections on Airport Safety 
Week and a summary of 
safety initiatives from around 
Australia of practical use at 
every airport

Jared Feehely, Regional Airports Officer, Australian Airports Association

1600-1645 Panel: Airport Industry 
Education and Training

Chair: Caroline Wilkie, Chief Executive Officer, Australian Airports

Association
Panellists:
Andrew Goodlace, Education Manager, Australian Airports Association

Joe Hain, Team Leader Aerodromes, Civil Aviation Safety Authority

Christine Tearne, Technical Training and Development Manager, Perth 
Airport

1645 CLOSE
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AND EXHIBIT AT CONFERENCE?

It provides a platform for industry  
to discuss the big issues and share 
best practice experiences which 
deliver results when attendees 
return to their airports.

The AAA National Conference 
provides maximum exposure at the 
only major forum dedicated to the 
airport sector in Australia. Exhibiting 
at the AAA National Conference 
shows your commitment to the future 
development of the airport sector.

The AAA National Conference provides 
direct access to the highly sought after 
airport audience in one location and 
venue, sparing you the need to travel 
around to meet your future clients and 
conveniently touching base with your 
current ones.

THE AUSTRALIAN 
AIRPORTS ASSOCIATION 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE 

LOOKS AT THE 
CHALLENGES AND 

OPPORTUNITIES FACING 
AUSTRALIA’S AIRPORT 

SECTOR AND THE WIDER 
AVIATION INDUSTRY  

AS A WHOLE.

WHY SPONSOR

Conference provides access to 
regional airport managers, regional 
council representatives, and major 
airport executives. Importantly it 
provides access to those who will use 
your product and/or services on the 
ground and who will take the critical 
information of what you have to offer 
back to their key decision makers.

The AAA National Conference is 
organised by and for the airport 
sector - if you are a part of the airport 
industry, your attendance is highly 
recommended. 

The Sponsorship and Exhibition Guide 
can be downloaded from  
www.airports.asn.au/conference

AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE WHY SPONSOR
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SPONSORSHIP 
PACKAGES

AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

PACKAGES PRICE  
(GST INCLUSIVE)

PACKAGES  
AVAILABLE

Gala Dinner Sponsor $20,000 1 available

Gold Sponsor $15,000 2 available

Welcome Reception Sponsor $15,000 1 available

Silver Sponsor $10,000 8 available

Speaker Sponsor $10,000 2 available

Australian War Memorial Event Sponsor $6,000 1 available

Delegate Satchel Sponsor $6,000 1 available

Barista Wagon Sponsor $5,000 2 available

Lunch Sponsor $4,000 4 available

Morning After Bar Sponsor $3,000 1 available

Pocket Program Sponsor $3,000 1 available

Airport Photograph of the Year Prize Sponsor $3,000 1 available

Delegate Lanyard Sponsor $3,000 1 available

Morning and Afternoon Tea Sponsor $2,000 8 available

Networking Breakfast Sponsor $1,750 4 available

WOMEN IN AIRPORTS BREAKFAST

PACKAGES PRICE  
(GST INCLUSIVE)

PACKAGES  
AVAILABLE

Major Sponsor $8,000 1

Event Partner $2,000 6

AAA NATIONAL AIRPORT INDUSTRY AWARDS 2015 AND GALA DINNER

PACKAGES PRICE  
(GST INCLUSIVE)

PACKAGES  
AVAILABLE

National Airport Industry Awards $6,000 7

ADVERTISING PACKAGES  

PACKAGES PRICE  
(GST INCLUSIVE)

PACKAGES  
AVAILABLE

Full Page $2,000 2

Half Page $1,250 2

Satchel Insert  $1,500 4
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AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE EXHIBITION

EXHIBITION

EXHIBITION BOOTH PACKAGE 
INCLUDES:

 » Standard exhibition booth

 – 3m wide by 3m deep by  
2.4m high back and side walls. 

 – Company name on quality fascia 
on all open sides. 

 – One 4 amp general purpose 
power outlet (additional 
requirements may be ordered). 

 – Two x 150 watt track mounted 
spotlights. 

 » Your organisation included in the 
exhibitor listing in the Program and 
Exhibition Guide including contact 
details, company logo and product/
service description. 

 » One complimentary conference 
registration for Days 1 to 4 of 
Conference including access 
to Conference sessions, the 
Parliamentary Welcome Reception 
on 21 November, Networking 
Events on 22 and 24 November as 
well as the Gala Dinner on  
23 November.

SPACE ONLY PACKAGE INCLUDES: 

Provide and construct your own 
customised display stand! 

Package includes:

 » Floor space as specified in the fee 
structure table. 

 » Your organisation included in the 
exhibitor listing in the Program and 
Exhibition Guide including contact 
details, company logo and product/
service description. 

 » One complimentary conference 
registration for Days 1 to 4 of 
Conference including access to 
Conference sessions, the Welcome 
Reception on 21 November,  
Networking Events on 22 and  
24 November as well as the  
Gala Dinner on 23 November. 

ADDITIONAL EXHIBITOR STAFF 
REGISTRATIONS

A reduced exhibitor registration can  
be purchased for $990 (GST inc),  
for one additional staff member to  
man the exhibition booth.

This registration will be for Days 
1 to 3 of Conference including the 
Welcome Reception on 21 November 
and Networking Events on 22 and 24 
November.

This registration excludes session 
attendance and Gala Dinner.

BOOK EARLY AND SAVE! 
$500 SAVING!

AAA members will receive a  
$500 discount for booking and  
paying before 30 June 2016. 

To become a member to qualify for  
the discount call 02 6230 1110 or  
visit  www.airports.asn.au

BOOK BEFORE  

30 JUNE AND 

SAVE $500

PAST SPONSORS & 
EXHIBITORS  

 » ACI Asia Pacific
 » Acor Consultants
 » Adelaide Airport
 » Aerosure Asia Pacific 

Pty Ltd
 » Ailevon Pacific 

Aviation Consulting
 » Aimm – Aircraft 

Movement 
Monitoring/
Aerodrome IT

 » Air BP
 » Airbiz Aviation 

Strategies

 » Airport Equipment
 » Airport Lighting 

Specialists
 » Airservices Australia
 » Aurecon 
 » Avdata 
 » Aviation Safety 

Management
 » Avisure
 » Avlite Systems
 » BCS Airport Systems 
 » Beca
 » Blink Mobile
 » Cavotec

 » CivilTeam 
Engineering

 » Clayton Utz 
 » Commonwealth Bank 

of Australia
 » House of Tickets 

[Crowd control & 
queue management 
solutions]

 » Delaware North
 » Diadem
 » Digital Images 

International
 » Downer Infrastructure

24
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EXHIBITION BOOTH SPACE ONLY

3m wide x 3m deep (9m2) $5,450 $4,450

6m wide x 3m deep (18m2) $9,950 $8,000

Additional space $495 per m2 $435 per m2

Larger booth sizes are available (POA above 20m2). A surcharge of 10% on total value applies to shared spaces.

 » ESDR Electronics 
 » Fulton Hogan
 » G4S Australia & New 

Zealand
 » Glidepath Australia/

Elenium Australia
 » Hobart International 

Airport
 » idea 11
 » ISS Facility Services
 » Kaba Australia 
 » Korea Airports 

Corporation and 
YOUYANG

 » KRTS & Randl
 » L-3 Communications Aus
 » Launceston Airport 
 » LEK Consulting
 » Mainmark-Uretek
 » Morpho Detection 

International LLC
 » MSS Security
 » Naturecall Environmental
 » Nilfisk Advance
 » Orion Solar
 » Perth Airport
 » QLD Gun Exchange
 » RATE (Australia) Pty Ltd

 » Rehbein Airport 
Consulting

 » Roads & Concrete
 » Safegate Australia
 » Secure Parking
 » Secureclean
 » Sewell Sweepers
 » SICK Pty Ltd 
 » SITA
 » Smiths Detection
 » SNP Security
 » SRS Roads
 » SSP Australia Catering
 » STEA Astute Architecture

 » Super Sealing
 » Sydney Airport
 » TenderLink
 » TMA Australia
 » Toll Remote Logistics
 » Turner & Townsend
 » Turning Point Crisis 

Management
 » Tyco Security Products
 » UFL International 
 » Vaisala
 » Vanderlande
 » Zodiac Arresting Systems
 » Zoeftig
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SPONSORS

AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE SPONSORS

Airport Partner Networking Function 
Tuesday

Platinum Sponsor Networking Function 
Thursday

Speaker Sponsor 
(Kevin Sheedy)

Gold Sponsor Speaker Sponsor 
(Alex Malley)

Silver Sponsor

Silver Sponsor Silver Sponsor Silver Sponsor Silver Sponsor

Polo Shirt Barista Coffee  
Wagon Sponsor 

Delegate Satchels Pocket Program  
Sponsor 

Exhibition Breakfast 
Thursday 24 November

Morning After Bar 
Sponsor

National Airport Industry Awards 
Infrastructure Development

Luncheon 
Wednesday 23 November

Morning Tea 
Wednesday 23 November

Lanyard Sponsor Morning Tea 
Thursday 24 November

Media Partner Media Partner
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CANBERRA ACTIVITIES

QUESTACON

Questacon - The National Science 
and Technology Centre is an all ages 
attraction with over 200 interactive 
exhibits to explore. Each exhibit 
relates to science and technology and 
promotes a greater understanding 
and awareness within the community, 
making that experience fun, interactive 
and relevant.

MOUNT AINSLIE LOOKOUT

Looking from Mt Ainslie is the best 
way to take in Canberra’s magnificent 
setting and design features. From this 
amazing viewpoint standing above the 
Australian War Memorial, you can see 
all of the national institutions in the 
Parliamentary Triangle, understand 
their relationship to each other and 
experience a great perspective of the 
National Capital.

CAPITAL COUNTRY REGIONAL FOOD 
AND WINE

You will find more than 30 boutique 
cellar doors within 35 minutes drive 
of the city. Small enough to have an 
intimate cellar door experience and 
meet the winemaker, yet large enough 
to find all the varieties of a premium 
wine growing region, Canberra District 
wineries have much to offer. While the 
District produces outstanding Shiraz 
and Riesling, many other varieties also 
thrive. The renowned Clonakilla Shiraz 
Voignier, made by Gourmet Traveller 
WINE magazine’s Winemaker of the 
Year Tim Kirk, is a true icon of the 
District, receiving countless accolades 
and setting a benchmark for the blend 
around the country. While exploring the 
region’s wineries you can also enjoy 
delicious regional dining experiences 
along Poachers Way including Grazing 
at Gundaroo restaurant, Poachers 
Pantry and Robyn Rowe chocolates.

Why not extend your 
stay before or after 
the conference, and 
explore what Canberra 
has to offer?
Information on Canberra’s many 
attractions is available on the Visit 
Canberra website, or refer to our list 
below of some of the most popular 
tourist attractions on offer.

www.visitcanberra.com.au

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL  
BOTANIC GARDENS

The Australian National Botanic 
Gardens is a horticultural heaven  
for plant and flower lovers. It is home 
to rock gardens, native plants,  
euca-lyptus lawns and its own 
rainforest.

NATIONAL ZOO AND AQUARIUM

The National Zoo and Aquarium is 
the only combined zoo and aquarium 
in Australia, and has the requisite 
unusual animals from the Land Down 
Under plus their own collection of 
monkeys, cheetahs,“tigons” and exotic 
marine animals.

LAKE BURLEY GRIFFIN

Enjoy the tranquility of Lake Burley 
Griffin in the centre of Canberra. Take 
a one-hour cruise to sail close to the 
Captain Cook Memorial Water Jet and 
hear the Carillon (bell tower), passing 
Aspen Island. Watch and learn about 
the swans, ducks and other flora and 
fauna around the lake.

27
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AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE ACCOMMODATION

Crowne Plaza 
Canberra 
4.5 stars 

1 Binara St,  
Canberra 

4 minutes’ walk  
to the National Convention 
Centre. 

$240.00 per City View Room 
per night $280.00 per Park 
View room per night.

Terms and Conditions: One night 
deposit required at time of booking 
and guests will be required to 
finalise their account at check in.

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations 
made between 30 days of arrival 
and day of arrival will be charged a 
one night cancellation fee.

Waldorf Apartment 
Hotel 
4 stars 

2 Akuna St,  
Canberra 

6 minutes’ walk  
to the National Convention 
Centre. 

$180.00 per Studio 
Apartment per night $200.00 
per 1 Bedroom Apartment 
per night.

Terms and Conditions: One 
night deposit required at time 
of booking and guests will be 
required to finalise their account 
at check in.

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations 
made between 30 days of arrival 
and day of arrival will be charged 
a one night cancellation fee.

Novotel Canberra  
4 stars 

65 Northborne Ave, 
Canberra 

13 minutes’ walk  
to the National Convention 
Centre. 

$195.00 per Standard Queen 
Room per night.

Terms and Conditions: One night 
deposit required at time of booking 
and guests will be required to 
finalise their account at check in.

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations 
made between 30 days of arrival 
and day of arrival will be charged a 
one night cancellation fee.

BOOK NOW
Conference in 2016 
coincides with a 
Parliamentary Sitting 
Week. 

This presents a unique 
opportunity for industry to 
invite Ministers, Senators 
and MPs to Networking 
Events where we can 
promote the importance  
of Australian airports.

It also means that 
accommodation could 
become quite tight during 
this week.

The AAA strongly advise 
that anyone planning to 
attend Conference in 2016 
books their accommodation 
as soon as possible to 
secure your preferred 
location.

HOST 
VENUE

2828
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QT Canberra  
4 stars  

1 London Circuit, 
Canberra 

14 minutes’ walk  
to the National Convention 
Centre. 

$255.00 per Standard Room 
per night.

Terms and Conditions:  
One night deposit required at time 
of booking and guests will be 
required to finalise their account  
at check in.

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations 
made between 30 days of arrival 
and day of arrival will be charged.

Quest Canberra  
4 stars 

28 West Row St, 
Canberra 

15 minutes’ walk  
to the National Convention 
Centre. 

$229.00 per  
1 Bedroom Apartment  
per night.

Terms and Conditions:  
One night deposit required at time 
of booking and guests will be 
required to finalise their account 
at check in.

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations 
made between 30 days of arrival 
and 15 days of arrival will be 
charged a one night cancellation 
fee. Cancellations or amendments 
made between 15 days of arrival 
and date of arrival will be charged 
for their full booking.

Hotel Hotel  
5 stars 

25 Edinburgh Ave, 
Canberra 

20 minutes’ walk  
to the National Convention 
Centre. 

$335.00 per Original Room 
per night.

Terms and Conditions:  
One night deposit required at time 
of booking and guests will be 
required to finalise their account 
at check in.

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations 
made between 30 days of arrival 
and day of arrival will be charged a 
one night cancellation fee.

Vibe Hotel  
4.5 stars

1 Rogan St,  
Canberra Airport

10-15 minutes’ drive  
to the National Convention 
Centre. 

$179.00 per Lower Deck 
Room per night.

Terms and Conditions:  
One night deposit required at time 
of booking and guests will be 
required to finalise their account 
at check in.

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations 
made after 2pm on the day prior 
to arrival will be charged will be 
charged for their full booking.

The National Convention Centre is Canberra’s  
largest, purpose-built functions, meetings and events 
venue. The National Convention Centre is conveniently 
located just 7km from airport and just minutes walk  
from a range of accommodation options and the  
city centre, with simple access to the very best  
Canberra attractions.

To find out more about the NCCC,  
please visit www.nccc.com.au

CANBERRA HAS 
SOMETHING  

FOR EVERYONE 

HOST 
VENUE

NATIONAL 
CONVENTION 

CENTRE
31 Constitution Avenue 

Canberra City ACT 2601 
T: 02 6276 5200
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AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE GENERAL INFORMATION

GENERAL INFORMATION

AIRPORT TRANSFERS

The Airport Express shuttle bus  
offers airport-city-airport services  
daily during peak periods which stops 
at the National Convention Centre. Cost 
is just $12 one way and $20 return. 
Tickets can be purchased from the car 
park customer service office located 
opposite the bus stop or can be pre-
booked at www.royalecoach.com.au or 
by calling 1300 368 897. The bus stop 
is located kerbside upon exiting the 
arrivals hall.

TAXIS

A taxi from the airport to the city is 
approximately $23.00.

Canberra Elite Cabs 13 22 27
Cabxpress 1300 222 977

WEATHER

For the month of November,  
Canberra’s mean maximum 
temperature is 23.5°C and the  
mean minimum is 9.7°C.

DRESS STANDARDS

Conference Sessions, Welcome 
Reception, Networking Functions  
– smart casual.

The Last Post Ceremony, The 
Parliamentary Welcome Reception 
and the AAA National Airport Industry 
Awards and Gala Dinner - business 
attire.

EXHIBITION

Delegates are encouraged to visit the 
Exhibition to view the latest products 
and services. Meal breaks during the 
Conference will be held within the 
Exhibition Hall.

A light breakfast will also be served 
in the exhibition area on Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday morning,  
and in the foyer on Friday morning.

NAME BADGES

All delegates, sponsors, exhibitors and 
speakers will be issued with a name 
badge at registration. Admittance to all 
sessions and social functions included 
in the registration fee will require 
presentation of your name badge.

REGISTRATION AND  
INFORMATION DESK

All delegates sponsors, exhibitors and 
speakers must register themselves to 
be able to attend sessions, breakfasts, 
lunches, morning and afternoon 
teas, enter the Exhibition and any 
Networking Events.

The Registration and Information Desk 
will be open during the following hours 
at the National Convention Centre.

Monday  3:00pm – 6:00pm
Tuesday 8:00am – 5:15pm
Wednesday  8:00am – 5:00pm
Thursday  8:00am – 5:00pm
Friday  8:00am – 5:00pm

Visit the conference website:  
www.airports.asn.au/conference

Contact the Conference Organisers

All Occasions Management at  
T: 08 8125 2200    

E: conference@aomevents.com

FURTHER 
INFO

HOW TO GET TO 
CANBERRA
Plane

Fly into Canberra Airport, which  
is located approximately 10 to  
15 minutes away from the National  
Convention Centre.

Train

Canberra has a direct rail service  
from Sydney and a combined rail  
and bus service from Melbourne.  
Visit www.nswtrainlink.info for  
more information.

Road

The Australian Capital Territory has 
a good network of public roads and 
highways to navigate if you are driving 
to Canberra. National highways 
leading to Canberra include the Barton 
Highway, Federal Highway, and Monaro 
Highway.

CAR PARKING

The National Convention Centre car 
park can be entered off Constitution 
Avenue and parking for more than  
260 cars is available. 

A number of flexible parking  
options are available, for further 
information please visit:  
www.nccc.com.au/attend/parking
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A U S T R A L I A N  A I R P O R T S 
A S S O C I AT I O N NATIONAL 

CONFERENCE
 2016 REGISTRATION FORM

All registration fees are in Australian dollars and include GST. 
To register online visit www.airports.asn.au/conference

DELEGATE DETAILS
All correspondence regarding the AAA National Conference will be forwarded to this person.

TITLE   MR      MRS    MS   MISS    DR    OTHER

FIRST NAME SURNAME

PREFERRED NAME ON BADGE

POSITION ORGANISATION

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE POSTCODE

PHONE 

EMAIL

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS (E.G. DIETARY REQUIREMENTS, MOBILITY ISSUES)

PRIVACY

In registering for Conference relevant details will be incorporated into a delegate list for the benefit of all delegates. These 
details may be made available to parties directly related to Conference including All Occasions Group, the Australian Airports 
Association, venues and accommodation providers (for the purposes of room bookings and conference options), key sponsors 
and parties associated with Conference. By completing the registration form you acknowledge that the details supplied by 
you may be used for the above purposes. Should you not wish your details to be used for these purposes, please contact All 
Occasions Group as soon as possible.

  Please do not include my name and organisation on the delegate list.

The All Occasions Group uses Commercial Electronic Messages (i.e. email updates, newsletters etc.) to keep delegates 
informed on both current and future, events and travel.

  Yes, I would like to be kept informed of conferences, travel and accommodation specials or prize draws.
 
 

POLO SHIRT SIZE

MENS:

  Small    Medium   Large    X Large   XX Large   XXX Large
WOMENS: 

  8    10   12   14    16    18

 
SPEAKER

  I will be presenting at the AAA National Conference.
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AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM

REGISTRATION PACKAGES

Days 1 to 4 Days 1 to 3 Days 2 to 4 Days 1 & 2 Days 3 & 4 Commercial 
Forum

Conference and Exhibition

Conference Sessions • • • • •

Exhibition Hall access • • • • • •

Program, lanyard and satchel • • • • • •

Polo shirt • • • • • •

Meals served in the Exhibition  
(breakfast, morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea)

• • • • • •

Commercial Forum • • • • •

Networking Event

Last Post Ceremony • • •

Parliamentary Welcome Reception • • •

Women in Airports Breakfast • • •

Networking Event, The National Museum of Australia • • •

The AAA National Airport Industry Awards and Gala Dinner • • • • •

Closing Drinks in the Exhibition • • • • •

Networking Event, The Australian War Memorial • • • • •

REGISTRATION TICKETS

Early Bird Registration 
(before or on 15 July 2016)

General Registration 
(after 15 July 2016)

Group
The Group rate is applicable on the fourth 
registration from one organisation.

Conference Days 1 & 2 Registration
Airport Member  $1,695  $1,995  $1,295

Corporate  $1,950  $2,295  $1,495

Government Stakeholder  $2,295  $2,295

Non member  $2,995  $2,995

Training Program Days 3 & 4 Registration
Airport Member  $1,595  $1,895  $895

Corporate  $1,950  $2,195  $1,150

Government Stakeholder  $2,195  $2,195

Non member  $2,995  $2,995

Entire Conference Days 1 to 4 Registration
Airport Member  $2,495  $2,795  $1,995

Corporate  $2,995  $3,295  $2,495

Government Stakeholder  $3,295  $3,295

Non member  $3,995  $3,995

Three Day Registration Please indicate days of attendance   Days 1 to 3 or   Days 2 to 4
Airport Member  $2,195  $2,495  $1,695

Corporate  $2,495  $2,795  $2,115

Government Stakeholder  $2,795  $2,795

Non member  $3,595  $3,595

Commercial Forum Registration
Airport Member  $1,190  $1,190

Corporate  $1,490  $1,490

Government Stakeholder  $1,490  $1,490

Non member  $1,690  $1,690

Day 1 – Tuesday 22 November  
Day 2 – Wednesday 23 November

Day 3 – Thursday 24 November 
Day 4 – Friday 25 November
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 ACCOMMODATION
 Check in date  / / Check out date   / / 

 Estimated time of arrival                      am/pm 

Crowne Plaza Canberra – 4.5 stars 

   $240.00 per City View Room per night
   $280.00 per Park View room per night

Terms and Conditions: One night deposit required at time of booking and 
guests will be required to finalise their account at check in. Cancellation 
Policy: Cancellations made between 30 days of arrival and day of arrival 
will be charged a one night cancellation fee.

Waldorf Apartment Hotel – 4 stars 

   $180.00 per Studio Apartment per night
   $200.00 per 1 Bedroom Apartment per night

Terms and Conditions: One night deposit required at time of booking and 
guests will be required to finalise their account at check in. Cancellation 
Policy: Cancellations made between 30 days of arrival and day of arrival 
will be charged a one night cancellation fee.

Novotel Canberra – 4 stars 

   $195.00 per Standard Queen Room per night

Terms and Conditions: One night deposit required at time of booking and 
guests will be required to finalise their account at check in. Cancellation 
Policy: Cancellations made between 30 days of arrival and day of arrival 
will be charged a one night cancellation fee.

QT Canberra – 4 stars 

   $255.00 per Standard Room per night

Terms and Conditions: One night deposit required at time of booking and 
guests will be required to finalise their account at check in. Cancellation 
Policy: Cancellations made between 30 days of arrival and day of arrival 
will be charged a one night cancellation fee.

Quest Canberra – 4 stars 

   $229.00 per 1 Bedroom Apartment per night

Terms and Conditions: One night deposit required at time of booking and 
guests will be required to finalise their account at check in. Cancellation 
Policy: Cancellations made between 30 days of arrival and 15 days of 
arrival will be charged a one night cancellation fee. Cancellations or 
amendments made between 15 days of arrival and date of arrival will be 
charged for their full booking.

Hotel Hotel – 5 stars 

   $335.00 per Original Room per night

Terms and Conditions: One night deposit required at time of booking and 
guests will be required to finalise their account at check in. Cancellation 
Policy: Cancellations made between 30 days of arrival and day of arrival 
will be charged a one night cancellation fee.

Vibe Hotel – 4.5 stars

   $179.00 per Original Room per night

Terms and Conditions: One night deposit required at time of booking and 
guests will be required to finalise their account at check in. Cancellation 
Policy: Cancellations made after 2pm on the day prior to arrival will be 
charged will be charged for their full booking.

NETWORKING FUNCTIONS
To book a ticket to the following networking functions 
please tick the relevant box below, even if the 
networking function is an inclusion in your registration. 
If the box is not marked you will not be booked into the 
function. Additional tickets can be purchased for the 
networking functions by entering the number of tickets 
required in the relevant box.

Charges apply if the function isn’t included as part of 
your registration fee. Please refer to page 34. 

Last Post Ceremony at the Australian War Memorial  
(Monday 21 November)

Attending    Yes   No

 Name of Guests

Parliamentary Welcome Reception at Parliament House 
(Monday 21 November)

Attending    Yes   No

  Extra Tickets $70 per person 

 Name of Guests

Women in Airports Breakfast  
(Tuesday 22 November) 

Attending    Yes   No

  Extra Tickets $50 per person 

 Name of Guests

Networking function at the National Museum  
of Australia (Tuesday 22 November)

Attending    Yes   No

  Extra Tickets $120 per person 

 Name of Guests

The AAA National Airport Industry Awards and Gala Dinner 
at Parliment House (Wednesday 23 November)

Attending    Yes   No

  Extra Tickets $200 per person

 Name of Guests

Networking function at the Australian War Memorial 
(Thursday 24 November)

Attending    Yes   No

  Extra Tickets $120 per person

 Name of Guests

AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM

To register online visit www.airports.asn.au/conference
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AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM

Regional Airport Stream – Wednesday 23 November
Will you be attending the Regional Airport Stream being 
held Wednesday 23 November? 

 Yes  No

Airport Commercial Forum – Thursday 24 November
Will you be attending the Commercial Forum? 

 Yes  No

Training Certificate
I will require a training certificate after Conference. 

 Yes  No
Early bird registration must be paid by COB Friday  
15 July 2016 for rates to apply.

  Cheque  
     Australian Airports Association Ltd

PAYMENT

  Total $

   I have read and agree to the terms and conditions  
contained within the registration brochure and the  
cancellation policy as outlined.

PAYMENT METHOD

   Credit Card 

  Mastercard   Visa   Diners Club   American Express

Card Number

                             

 Expiry Date   
 

   /  
   

Cardholder’s Name

Cardholder’s Signature

  Electronic Funds Transfer

 Account Name:  
 Australian Airports Association Ltd 
 National Conference A/C

 BSB: 062 908

 Account Number: 1076 2013

 Bank: Commonwealth Bank 
 of Australia, Woden

 Statement Reference:  
 Delegate Surname

   Signature      Date   / / 

Registration Eligibility

To be eligible for:

AAA Member discount rates your airport or organisation must 
be a financial AAA Member or a member of the NZ Airports 
Association for the 2016–17 financial year.

Government stakeholder rates are applicable to  
representatives from Federal or State Governments or 
departmental representatives such as CASA, Department  
of Infrastructure etc.

Non-member refers to representatives from companies that 
are not AAA Members.

Please refer to payment information and the cancellation  
policy found on page 35.

Please forward this form together with payment to:

AAA National Conference 2016 
C/- All Occasions Management, 12 Stirling Street, Thebarton SA 5031 
E conference@aomevents.com    T 08 8125 2200    F 08 8125 2233  
www.airports.asn.au/conference

This program was current as at  
1 May 2016 and is subject to change.

To register online visit  
www.airports.asn.au/conference.

 
Credit card payments will appear as ‘All Occasions Management’ on your statement and will incur a  

merchant fee of 2.8% for Visa and Mastercard transactions, 3.6% for American Express  
and 4.95% for Diners.

34
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Please forward this form together with payment to:

AAA National Conference 2016 
C/- All Occasions Management, 12 Stirling Street, Thebarton SA 5031 
E conference@aomevents.com    T 08 8125 2200    F 08 8125 2233  
www.airports.asn.au/conference

35

PAYMENT OF REGISTRATION FEES

Payment must accompany all 
registration forms and may be  
made by:

 » Cheque or money order payable to 
Australian Airports Association Ltd

 » Credit card (MasterCard, Visa, 
American Express or Diners Club) 
or

 » Electronic funds transfer: 
Commonwealth Bank, BSB 062908, 
Account number: 10762013.

To identify your payment, please 
enter your surname as the statement 
reference. A remittance advice must 
also be forwarded by email, post or fax.

PAYMENT POLICY

Payment of early bird registrations 
must be received by 15 July 2016 to 
qualify for the discount. After the early 
bird due date, all unpaid early bird 
registrations will automatically roll over 
and the delegates will be charged 
at the general registration rate. Full 
payment is required prior to the 
commencement of the AAA National 
Conference 2016.

Admission to the conference and all 
networking functions may be refused if 
payment has not been received. Late 
fees based on a sliding scale will apply 
to any outstanding invoices after the 
conclusion of the conference.

A processing fee of 2.8% applies for 
Visa and MasterCard transactions, 
3.6% for American Express and 
4.95% for Diners Club.

CONFIRMATION OF REGISTRATION

Registrations will be acknowledged  
by email to the address nominated  
on the registration form. A tax invoice 
will be attached to this email. If you 
have not received confirmation within 
seven days please contact  
conference@airports.com.au

CANCELLATION POLICY

Delegates unable to attend the 
conference are welcome to nominate a 
substitute delegate. If there is no one 
that can be nominated as a substitute 
delegate, a refund of registration fees, 
less a cancellation fee of $120 will 
be made if the written cancellation 
is received by 21 October 2016. 
Registration cancellations received 
after 21 October 2016 and up to seven 
days prior to theconference will receive 
a 50% refund.

No refunds will be given for registration 
cancellations received within seven 
days of the conference; however a 
substitute delegate may be nominated.

NETWORKING FUNCTIONS

Additional networking function tickets 
will not be refunded if delegate 
participation is cancelled less than  
48 hours prior to the function. Refunds 
from any deposits forwarded to hotels, 
tour companies or other related 
business will be at the discretion  
of the supplier.

PRIVACY POLICY

The All Occasions Group 
(encompassing All Occasions 
Management and All Occasions 
Travel) complies with all legislation 
which is designed to protect the rights 
of the individual to privacy of their 
information, including the Privacy 
Act 1988 (Cth). Information collected 
with respect to your registration 
for participation in this conference 
will only be used for the purposes 
of planning, conduct of the event 
or communication regarding future 
events. These details may be made 
available to parties directly related to 
the conference including but not limited 
to the All Occasions Group, venues, 
accommodation and travel providers 
(for the purposes of room/travel 
bookings and conference options), key 
sponsors (subject to strict conditions) 
and other related parties as deemed 
necessary. It is also usual practice to 
produce a ‘Delegate List’ of attendees 
at the conference and to include the 
individual’s details in such a list. 

By completing this registration form, 
you acknowledge that the details 
supplied by you may be used for the 
above purposes. It is your responsibility 
to ensure that all information provided 
to the All Occasions Group is accurate 
and kept up to date. To access or 
update your information, please email 
or fax the All Occasions Group on 
conference@aomevents.com or  
08 8125 2233.

PHOTOGRAPHY

While attending the conference you 
may be photographed. By registering 
for the conference you agree to 
these photographs being used for 
promotional purposes.

LIABILITY / INSURANCE

In the event of industrial disruptions 
or natural disasters, the Australian 
Airports Association (AAA), the 
Organising Committee, and All 
Occasions Group cannot accept 
responsibility for any financial or other 
losses incurred by the delegates. 
The AAA, the Organising Committee 
and the All Occasions Group take no 
responsibility for injury or damage to 
persons or property occurring during 
the conference. All insurance, including 
medical cover, or expenses incurred 
in the event of the cancellation of the 
conference is the individual delegate’s 
responsibility.

Attendees are encouraged to choose 
a travel insurance policy that includes 
loss of fees/deposits through 
cancellation of your participation in the 
conference, or through the cancellation 
of the conference itself, loss of airfares 
for any reason, medical expenses, 
loss or damage to personal property, 
additional expenses and repatriation 
should travel arrangements have to 
be altered. The AAA, the Organising 
Committee, and All Occasions Group 
will take no responsibility for any  
participant failing to insure.

AAA NATIONAL CONFERENCE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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Australian Airports Association (AAA)
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AIRPORT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting

14 June 2016

AC:MW

3

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The development of the Central Highlands Regional Council – Airport Advisory Committee was to enable 
Council to engage and consult with Airport users and stakeholders.  To ensure sound governance 
principles support the function of an Advisory Committee, a Terms of Reference document has been 
developed and adopted by Council on 9 March 2016.

RECOMMENDATION:

That Central Highlands Regional Council Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee:

1. Approve the continuation of the Airport Advisory Committee; and
2. Appoint a Councillor Representative/s to the Airport Advisory Committee.

INTRODUCTION

In reviewing the operations of the Council’s airport portfolio, it is prudent to ensure good governance is in 
place that supports best practice.  Sound governance practices would ensure engagement occurs with 
relevant stakeholders.  

BACKGROUND:

The establishment of the Airport Advisory Committee was adopted by the previous Council during the 
General Council Meeting held on 9 March 2016.  The Council resolution was as follows:

Resolution:
Cr Sypher moved and seconded by Cr Godwin-Smith “That Central Highlands 
Regional Council:

1. Approved the establishment of an Airport Advisory Committee;
2. Councillor nominations for the Airport Advisory Committee be determined at 

the forthcoming Council Statutory Meeting; and
3. Approve the Terms of Reference as appearing below.”

COMMENT:

Council’s Operational Plan 2015/16 identifies as a key activity item 6.1.11 the establishment of ‘an 
Aerodrome Reference Group and Charter’.

A Terms of Reference document for Central Highlands Regional Council Airport Advisory Committee has 
been adopted and is attached.  

It is envisaged that an open and transparent process would be undertaken through Expressions of Interest 
to fulfil the external membership roles.
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Alternatively, Council may determine that the establishment of the Advisory Committee is not necessary 
and seek to undertake engagement with relevant airport stakeholders through other forms of engagement, 
e.g.  periodical workshops or forums specifically targeted at relevant stakeholders.
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CONSIDERATIONS: (Compliance/Risk Management)

Statutory:
Councillor representation would be determined by Council in accordance with statutory provisions of 
the Local Government Act 2009 and Local Government Regulation 2012.

Policy:
Not applicable.

Financial: (Including whole of life costs where applicable)
The intent of the Airport Advisory Committee is for stakeholder engagement and to meet four times 
per year.  No fees will be payable to members.  Administrative support can be provided through 
existing administrative services.

Social:
Continuation of Airport Advisory Committee seeks to ensure consultation and engagement with 
airport stakeholders.

Corporate Plan:
6. Strong Governance; 6.1.0 - Corporate Plan Strategy: Ensure Council's commercial activities are 
managed well and provide benefits to our community. 

RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT:

Operational:
Not applicable.

Strategic:
There can be strategic risk if Council does not engage and seek to understand the needs and views 
of airport users and stakeholders.

Reputation:
Council’s reputation may be impacted if seen by the community and airport stakeholders to be 
making decisions in isolation without stakeholder engagement.

Project:
Not applicable.

Political:
Political risk could occur if an open and transparent process is not undertaken in regard to the 
determination of the Airport Advisory Committee members.  Regard should be given to ensure 
proposed candidates contribute value to the strategic future and direction of the airport.

Environmental:
Not applicable. 

CONSULTATION / ENGAGEMENT:

Subject to Council determining to continue with the Airport Advisory Committee, an expression of interest 
will be sent to the relevant stakeholders to establish the committee members.  Once the committee has 
been formed, the inaugural Airport Advisory Committee meeting will be organised.

WHOLE OF LIFE:

Not applicable 
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OPTIONS:

1. Continue the Airport Advisory Committee
2. Do not continue the Airport Advisory Committee

CONCLUSION:

The continuation of the Airport Advisory Committee provides for good governance and a forum for 
engagement with airport users and stakeholders.  It is recommended that Council approve the continuation 
of the Airport Advisory Committee and appoint a Councillor Representative/s to the Airport Advisory 
Committee.

ATTACHMENTS:

Airport Advisory Committee Terms of Reference

Michelle Webster
General Manager Commercial Services



 

 

 
AIRPORT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

Terms of Reference 

 

 

TITLE 

Central Highlands Regional Council Airport Advisory Committee 

 

PURPOSE 

The Airport Advisory Committee is chaired by Council and provides advice and recommendations for 

developing and creating effective networks and partnerships between Central Highlands Regional 

Council, airport users, community and business.  Provides a focus on ensuring the regions Airport and 

Aerodrome Landing Strips effectively meet future aviation demands, identifies economic development 

and tourism opportunities that support growth and sustainability of regional airport assets. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

• Provide a forum for engagement, consultation and communication with airport users 
including the local business sector and the community; 

• Develop an understanding of the legislative framework airports operate under and 
incorporate into all matters considered; 

• Contribute to future planning considerations; 

• Contribute recommendations for airport sustainability through economic development, tourism 
and other commercial activities including surrounding airport land and airside areas. 

 

PRINCIPLES AND PROTOCOLS 

In order to deliver on strategic objectives and planned activities the committee members must work in 

a collaborative manner in raising concerns, agreeing on tasks and actioning tasks.  Members 

recognise shared accountability and shared responsibility for success. 
 
All Airport Advisory Committee members will ensure there is appropriate and suitable representation 

at Airport Advisory Committee meetings unless alternative arrangements such as apologies and 

reports have been submitted prior to the meetings. 
 
Airport Advisory Committee members shall share information by circulating any information prior to 

the meeting thereby allowing fellow members time to consider the information. 

 

The responsibility for normal day to day operational matters for the airport facilities will be handled 

through the normal management structure of Council. 
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MEMBERSHIP, CHAIRPERSON AND VOTING 

Membership of the Airport Advisory Committee shall consist of: 

 

Chairperson: Councillor, Central Highlands Regional Council 

Members: Councillor, Central Highlands Regional Council 

General Manager Commercial Services, Central Highlands Regional Council 

Manager Airport, Central Highlands Regional Council 

Central Highlands Development Corporation 

Representative – Airport Business User 

Representative – Airport Business User 

Representative – Regular Passenger Transport Operator 

Representative – Regular Passenger Transport Operator 

Representative – General Aviation User 

Representative – Community  

Representative – Local Business 

Representative – Health Sector/Emergency Services Representative 

 

QUORUM 

The Quorum for the Airport Advisory Committee will be 13 members. 

 

MEETING FREQUENCY 

The frequency of these meetings shall be quarterly (every three months), unless otherwise determined 

by the Manager Airport, Central Highlands Regional Council in consultation with the Chairperson. 

 

AGENDA 

Discussion at the Airport Advisory Committee meetings will be controlled through an agenda.  Agenda 

items can be submitted for consideration by any committee member and should be submitted seven 

days before the meeting.  The agenda will be circulated to all committee members five days prior to 

the meeting. 

 

CONDUCT OF MEETINGS 

The Airport Advisory Committee will formulate and make recommendations in a consensus decision 

making approach in an acknowledgement of the membership and role that the advisory committee 

plays in Council's decision making framework. 

 

RECORDING OF MINUTES 

Accurate and concise minutes will be recorded at each meeting and all agreed actions should include 

the responsible person’s name and an action by date.  The minutes will be distributed to each 

Advisory Committee member prior to the next meeting where they will be accepted as a true and 

accurate record at that meeting.  Minutes will be reported to the Council and then made available to 

the public through Council’s website. 
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

The responsibilities of the Advisory Committee Members are: 

 

• Attend meetings in person or by telephone conference where appropriate; 

• Prepare and present reports as requested by the Chairperson; 

• Assist with development of strategies to improve the sustainability and improvement of 
Airport and Aerodrome Landing Strips; 

• Actively promote discussion within the community and source feedback. 
 

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT 

Central Highlands Regional Council will provide administrative support to the function of the 

Airport Advisory Committee through: 

 

• Preparation and distribution of agenda for meetings; 

• Administrative arrangements for meetings; 

• Ensures all Advisory Committee records are maintained in Council’s record keeping 
systems; 

• Ensures information is accessible to all committee members; 

• Minutes of proceedings taken and distributed in a timely manner; 

• Ensure relevant information is placed on Council’s website in a timely manner and kept 
up to date. 

 

ANNUAL EVALUATION OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE EFFECTIVENESS 

The Airport Advisory Committee will annually undertake a review to evaluate its effectiveness and 

determine if: 

 

• Objectives are being met or need to be amended; 

• Advisory Committee’s effectiveness is improving or deteriorating; 

• Members regularly attending meetings; 

• The Terms of Reference require review. 
 

MODIFICATION OF TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The Terms of Reference may be altered by including the proposed modification on the agenda for a 

meeting.  In order for the modification to occur there needs to be an agreement between the Airport 

Advisory Committee members and approval to the change by Central Highlands Regional Council.  

The Terms of Reference will be reviewed annually. 

 

 

DOCUMENT CONTROL SECTION 

 

Council Approved: 9 March 2016 

Version: 1 
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EMERALD SALEYARDS COORDINATION COMMITTEE

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting

14 June 2016

AC:MW

4

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

The Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee is a reference group established as a forum for 
communication on matters relating to the Emerald Saleyards. The role of the reference group is to provide 
a structured communication mechanism between Council, Saleyards Management and Staff, Emerald 
Livestock Association, Agforce and other relevant stakeholders. 

RECOMMENDATION:

That Central Highlands Regional Council Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee endorse 
Councillor/s (to be identified) to represent Council on the Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee.

INTRODUCTION

The Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee is a reference group established as a forum for 
communication on matters relating to the Emerald Saleyards. The role of the reference group is to provide 
a structured communication mechanism between Council, Saleyards Management and Staff, Emerald 
Livestock Association, Agforce and other relevant stakeholders. 

BACKGROUND:

The Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee held its inaugural meeting on 19 January 2009.  Meetings 
were initially on a six monthly basis.  This was reviewed in November 2014, a new Terms of Reference was 
developed and the frequency of the meetings was changed to quarterly.  Prior to January 2009 (and 
Council amalgamations in 2008) the Emerald Peak Downs Saleyard Board operated with Councillor 
representation from both Emerald and Peak Downs Shire Councils.

The Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee is chaired by Council and is a reference group established 
as a forum for communication on matters relating to the Emerald Saleyards.  

The Reference Group is also an opportunity for the community to bring matters relating to the Emerald 
Saleyards to the attention of Council and for the Council to disseminate its intentions in respect to the 
activities and management of the Emerald Saleyards.

COMMENT:

The roles and function of the Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee is to enable Council 
representatives and stakeholders to meet and engage with industry and Government representation on 
matters related to livestock activities conducted at Council’s Emerald Saleyards, including:

 Saleyard livestock management; 
 Saleyard infrastructure; 
 Policy development & review; 
 Sustainability – to ensure all decisions and future planning considers a balance of economic and 

environmental elements; 
 Promotes a forum for ideas for actions, initiatives that are genuinely what stakeholders want, and it 

fits into the Masterplan of the Emerald Saleyards; 
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 Stakeholder engagement and responsibilities in the implementation of Council’s Saleyards Business 
Plan and Asset Management Plan; and 

 General government liaison with respect to other livestock issues. 

The Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee meets on a quarterly basis.  There is a structured 
reporting channel including the recording of official minutes which were reported to Council for their 
information and relevant action.  Over the past years, this Committee has had 2 Councillor representatives, 
with a Councillor performing the role of Committee Chairperson.

Alternatively, Council may consider it unnecessary to nominate permanent Councillor representatives to 
this Committee.  Preferring to take an approach of nominating a representative/s from the Standing 
Committee to play a role should there be a need to meet with stakeholders.  Should the Standing 
Committee determine to take this approach, then the Terms of Reference document would need to be 
amended accordingly.

CONSIDERATIONS: (Compliance/Risk Management)

Statutory:
Councillor representation would be determined by Council in accordance with statutory provisions of 
the Local Government Act 2009 and Local Government Regulation 2012.

Policy:
Not applicable.

Financial: (Including whole of life costs where applicable)
The intent of the Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee is for stakeholder engagement.  No 
fees will be payable to members.  Administrative support can be provided through existing 
administrative services.

Social:
Continuation of Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee seeks to ensure consultation and 
engagement with saleyard stakeholders.

Corporate Plan:
6. Strong Governance; 6.1.0 - Corporate Plan Strategy: Ensure Council's commercial activities are 
managed well and provide benefits to our community.

RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT:

Operational:
Not applicable.

Strategic:
There can be strategic risk if Council does not engage and seek to understand the needs and views 
of saleyard users and stakeholders.

Reputation:
Council’s reputation may be impacted if seen by the community and stakeholders to be making 
decisions in isolation without appropriate engagement.

Project:
Not applicable.

Political:
Regard should be given to ensure proposed candidates contribute value to the strategic future and 
direction of the saleyards.
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Environmental:
Not applicable. 

CONSULTATION / ENGAGEMENT:

As no meeting of the Saleyards Coordination Committee has occurred since 14 December 2015 it is 
imperative to communicate with stakeholders Council's intention in regard to the continuance or not of this 
stakeholder forum.

WHOLE OF LIFE:

Not applicable 
 

OPTIONS:

1. Continue the Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee
2. Do not continue the Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee but the Standing Committee to 

play a role by nominating a representative/s should there be a need to meet with stakeholders

CONCLUSION:

The continuation of the Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee provides for good governance and a 
forum for engagement with saleyard users and stakeholders.  It is recommended that Council approve the 
continuation of the Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee and appoint a Councillor Representative/s 
to the Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee.

ATTACHMENTS:

Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee Terms of Reference

Michelle Webster
General Manager Commercial Services



 
 Emerald Saleyards  

Coordination Committee 
Terms of Reference 

09 November 2014 
 

Introduction 

The Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee is chaired by Council and is a reference group 
established as a forum for communication on matters relating to the Emerald Saleyards.  The role of the 
reference group is to provide a structured communication mechanism between Council, Saleyards 
Management and Staff, Emerald Livestock Association, Agforce and other relevant stakeholders.  The 
Reference Group is also an opportunity for the community to bring matters relating to the Emerald 
Saleyards to the attention of Council and for the Council to disseminate its intentions in respect to the 
activities and management of the Emerald Saleyards. 

 

Overview and contact details of the Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee 

The Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee will meet on a 3 monthly basis in Emerald, to consider 
matters referred to it from the following: 

• Council 
• Emerald Livestock Association 
• Agforce 
• Saleyards Management and Staff 
• Community 

 

Details of the above Saleyards Coordination Committee group are as follows: 

Councillor Representative: Cr Gai Sypher 

Chairperson: Cr Gai Sypher 

Executive Officer (to the Committee): General Manager Commercial Services (Michelle Webster) 

Contact details: Ph: 4982 8320 | Mob: 0417 646 766 

Administration Support: Executive Assistant Commercial Services (Rebecca Bennett) 

Contact details: Ph: 4982 8320 

Timing of meetings: 3 monthly 

Venue: Central Highlands Regional Council Administration Centre 
 Egerton Street, Emerald 

 

Roles and Functions of the Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee 

For Council representatives and stakeholders to meet and engage with industry and Government 
representation on matters related to livestock activities conducted at Council’s Emerald Saleyards, 
including: 

Page 1 of 2 
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Central Highlands Regional CouncilEmerald Saleyards Coordination Committee Terms of Reference – 9 November 2014 

• Saleyard livestock management; 
• Saleyard infrastructure; 
• Policy development & review; 
• Sustainability – to ensure all decisions and future planning considers a balance of economic and 

environmental elements; 
• Promotes a forum for ideas for actions, initiatives that are genuinely what stakeholders want, and it 

fits into the Masterplan of the Emerald Saleyards; 
• Stakeholder engagement and responsibilities in the implementation of Council’s Saleyards Business 

Plan and Asset Management Plan; and 
• General government liaison with respect to other livestock issues. 

 

Reporting 

The Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee is expected to foster open communication and 
cooperation.  As such the Coordination Committee will: 

• Make endorsed minutes of the meetings; 
• Minutes to be placed before Council for their information and relevant action; 
• Minutes are to be circulated to members of the Coordination Committee in a timely manner; and 
• Make minutes available for stakeholders and community through Council’s website. 

 

Dispute Resolution 

In the event of any dispute, all parties concerned should meet, discuss and resolve the matter as soon 
as possible.  If the parties are unable to resolve the dispute, they must hold a meeting in the presence 
of a person nominated by Central Highlands Regional Council. 

 

 

Cr Gai Sypher 
Chairperson 
Emerald Saleyards Coordination Committee  
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COMMERCIAL SERVICES BUSINESS ACTIVITIES

Finance and Infrastructure Standing Committee Meeting

14 June 2016

MW
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

As part of Council’s previous strategy meeting annual cycle, a report on the Commercial Services Business 
Activities of Airport, Saleyards and Quarry was scheduled in June 2016 for presentation to Council.  This 
report outlines achievements and improvements within these respective businesses in 2015/16 and 
proposed improvements in 2016/17.

DETAILS: 

Airport

Achievements and improvements during 2015/16:

 Airport management restructure and reporting responsibilities:
o Manager Airport position created reporting directly to General Manager Commercial 

Services – recruitment of experienced and knowledgeable Manager;
o Airport Controller position reviewed to Supervisor Operations reporting to Manager Airport;
o Adhoc Airport Reporting Officer, cleaning and administrative services now supported by 

Security Contractor; multiskilling of Airport Reporting Officers; and
o Additional Airport Reporting Officer position created – cost offset through some contracted 

tasks to be provided in-house.  Makes provision for Supervisor Operations to concentrate 
fully on operational and regulatory compliance.  Manager to concentrate on higher level 
strategic management of airport business.

 Tourism advertising project; in partnership with Central Highlands Development Corporation a 
tourism marketing initiative was undertaken and new advertising imagery and signage was erected 
at Emerald airport. 

 Car Park 3 (long term); this project was completed in December 2015. Patronage is strong.
 Hire car parking area within Car Park 2; this project was completed February 2016. Occupancy is at 

93%.
 Runway Enrichment (Upgrade); Testing and concept designs developed.  Applications made to 

Federal government under its Stronger Regions Fund and State government under its Building Our 
Regions Fund for joint project funding. 

 Airfield Lighting project; airport runway, taxiway and apron lighting, underground cabling, and airfield  
windsocks were replaced and upgraded at Emerald airport. Lighting was upgraded to more 
environmentally and cost efficient LED lighting. This project ran for 17 weeks and was budgeted at 
$1 million. It was completed on time and under budget.

 Commercial Services management attended the Australian Airports Association annual conference 
2015, presented at the Regional Airport Development 2016 conference, and continue to provide 
assistance and expertise to neighbouring regional airports. Emerald airport was nominated for two 
(2) airport awards pertaining to projects and infrastructure in 2015.

 Regulatory audits undertaken with commendable results and a low amount of non-conformances. 
Action taken to mitigate non-conformances and close out findings.

 Manual of Operating Standards; reviewed and updated.
 Passenger survey; a comprehensive passenger survey and behavioural analysis was undertaken to 

determine current and future needs of passenger travel within the Central Highlands region.
 Robust financial management of the airport has been undertaken and implementation of budget 

policy in regard to retention of airport profits, i.e. Airport Reserve.
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 Emerald Airport Terms of Use and Schedules document drafted and implemented.
 Airport drainage; improvements have been made to airport drainage west of car park 2 and through 

adjacent bushland to allow for greater water runoff and minimise flooding risk. 
 Aerodrome Landing Areas (ALA); quarterly aerodrome inspections of the five (5) airfields were 

implemented. This has enabled a greater level of compliance with civil aviation regulations. 
Infrastructure such as windsocks, gable markers and airfield cones have been replaced and 
improved at Springsure and Rolleston.

 Upgraded software for car parking payment devices.
 Review of all airport leasing arrangements, improved lease documentation and development of a 

lease register.
 Market valuation completed for all airport commercial spaces and advertising billboards.

Improvements and initiatives for 2016/17:

 Runway enrichment program; approximately $5.3 million (application has been made for part 
funding through Federal or State government funding) will be spent on a runway enrichment 
program to strengthen, renew and prolong the life of the runway asset.

 Highway intersection project; a $1.2m upgrade of the airport road/Gregory highway intersection will 
be undertaken.

 A continued focus on safety and compliance with civil aviation regulations, aviation transport 
security regulations, environmental regulations and WHS regulations will be promoted. 

 Passenger routes; opportunities will be sought to introduce new air services/routes/locations to the 
Emerald network.

 Rental hire vehicles; additional business opportunities will be investigated.
 Compliance; aviation technical inspections of Rolleston, Springsure and Emerald aerodromes will 

be undertaken to meet civil aviation regulations.
 Aircraft hangars; a review of hangar usage, pricing structure and additional business opportunities 

will be undertaken.
 Reporting and inspections; electronic reporting of hazards as well as daily inspections will be 

implemented in compliance with civil aviation regulations.
 Comprehensive review of all airport leases.
 Continued utilisation of ISS security for backup airport operational functions.
 Audits; ongoing technical inspections and audits of Emerald airport and the five (5) ALA’s will 

continue.
 Commercial business opportunities; investigate other opportunities for the airport precinct.
 General Aviation (GA) upgrade; a project paper will be presented to Council seeking consideration 

of a $2.5 m upgrade to Emerald airports GA precinct taxiways, apron and some ground area. This 
project is required to mitigate current CASA non-conformances.  Federal and State government 
funding opportunities to be identified.

 Solar power; investigations into the introduction of solar power/green initiatives to the airport will be 
undertaken.

 Capital budget project 2016/17 (subject to budget determination) - Upgrade of car park device 
software, i.e. pay wave; replacement of café chairs and tables; precision approach path indicator 
lighting; emergency response trailer; pavement replacement near Gate 7; security upgrades 
(communications, cameras and software), line marking equipment; and reseal runway design 
(Springsure).

 Implementation of the Airport Advisory Committee (subject to Council consideration).

Saleyards

Achievements and improvements during 2015/16:

 Conducted a Saleyard Stakeholders meeting in February to provide all stakeholders with the 
opportunity to provide feedback of their experiences using the saleyard facilities.  The meeting was 
well received and the feedback provided is currently being developed into an action plan to assist 
with the continued improvements of the saleyard facility.
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 Replacement of outdated timber and cable fences to steel within the dirt holding yards at the rear of 
the saleyards– approximately 75% completed.

 Rejuvenation and reseal of failing bitumen surface of turnaround in car park.
 Replacement of display board which displays the pen number, head number, price and weight of 

the cattle moving across the scales.  The new display board was installed and configure in May and 
was fully functional for the Emerald Show Weaner sale held on 31 May 2016.

 Replacement of canteen air conditioners to resolve a compliance issue.
 Replaced screen door to canteen with glass doors to resolve a compliance issue.
 Placed glass door at entrance to make building weatherproof.
 Gates have been installed to replace the old panels to improve the efficiency of cleaning selling 

pens and reduce the damage to machinery.
 Improvement to Workplace Health and Safety at Saleyards through site induction program, 

noticeboard, staff representative and routine inspections.
 Contract labourers replaced with Council casual labourers.
 Robust financial management of the saleyards has been undertaken and implementation of budget 

policy in regard to retention of saleyards profits, i.e. Saleyard Reserve.
 Drafted governance documents, i.e. Agents Permit, Management and Operations Manual and 

Memorandum of Understanding (Council and Emerald Livestock Selling Association).

Improvements and initiatives for 2016/17:

 Continued Reseal of car park – rejuvenation of failing surface.
 Completion of the replacement of outdated timber and cable fences to steel within the dirt holding 

yards.
 Installation of extra shade on draft.  The draft area is open to the afternoon sun from 3pm onwards.  

The workers who draft the cattle are exposed to the sun.  
 There are 25 selling pens that have very poor lighting situated on the eastern side of the yards.  The 

installation of additional light pole will enable staff working with cattle in the lanes and pens to 
complete their tasks safely.  

 Wireless capability throughout yards for more efficient sale communications.
 Implement action plan from Stakeholders workshop.
 Finalise and implement governance documents.
 Implement initiatives to attract additional advertising revenue from Saleyards facility.
 Explore opportunities for use of Springsure Saleyard area.
 Review staffing requirements.
 Improve financial modelling in respect to labour costs (correlation between cattle sale volumes and 

Council labour costs - overtime and casual labour).
 Visit other saleyard facilities, i.e. Charters Tower and Dalby.
 Investigate opportunities for reduction in feed costs.
 Improvement communication with saleyard stakeholders, i.e. regular electronic newsletter.
 Improve website page.

Shepton Quarry

Labour:

Shepton Quarry currently has three permanent employees, consisting of Manager Quarry, Operations 
Coordinator and Weighbridge Administration Officer. There is one contract employee who assists with 
mixing asphalt pre-coat, moving stock, and working as a general hand when required.

There are currently 7 permanent positions vacant at Shepton Quarry. At this point of time, and in alignment 
with the new direction of the quarry operations, there is no intention of filling these positions. 

Professional contract labour is currently utilised on an as per requirement campaign basis. This usually 
consists of 4 contract employees that are called in to operate Central Highlands Regional Council’s Fixed 
Crushing Plant and Mobile Earthmoving Equipment on a ten Day Campaign Crushing Operation when 
required. 
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This method of cost reduction has indicated high potential from the first trial, commencing on 3 May 2016 
and finishing on 12 May 2016, when inclusive of site inductions, breakdowns, and contract operators 
utilising foreign equipment for the first time, produced well in excess of 20,000 tonnes of quarry products. 

Current Structure:

Change of Management Duties:

The Manager Quarry will continue to manage Shepton Quarry business as per usual, whilst also managing 
remote sales through opposition quarry companies. This involves the on-selling quarry products purchased 
from other quarries at a reduced rate, and on-selling quarry products with a profit at either ex-bin or 
delivered prices. 

In regards to internal supply, whilst Shepton Quarry gains a marginal profit from this practice, it also 
provides the Infrastructure Department a one point of contact, a reliable source of providing product when 
required and contract haulage should this be required. 

The Manager Quarry will also manage all remote quarrying operations, Deep Creek and Mungabunda 
Quarries, as well as any other associated opportunities that may be seen as viable into the future.

The Operations Coordinator supervises all operations involved with the Shepton Quarry business inclusive 
of maintenance of the fixed crushing plant and campaign crushing operations that may be required. The 
Operations Coordinator will also be briefed on all matters associated with the remote operations business 
in preparedness for when the Manager Quarry is on leave.

The Weighbridge Administration Officer whilst maintaining the original duties of Shepton Quarry also takes 
on the administration responsibilities of the remote quarries and associated sales.

Change to quarrying operations at Shepton:

Prior to the commissioning of the new crushing plant in November 2011, Shepton Quarry had traditionally 
operated the site in alignment with Council’s internal policies and procedures, and had mostly been 
managed from the Emerald Office. This system has proven to be inefficient when trying to operate the 
quarry as a commercial business, of which was intended to compete with the open market and expected to 
display productivity and profitability. Due to continued failed attempts to improve the outcomes at Shepton, 
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whilst operating within the original system it was decided to implement some radical change in order to 
improve the productivity and financial outcomes of the Shepton Quarry operation. 

In January 2016, production outcomes had become unachievable due to the reduction of staff numbers at 
the quarry through natural attrition. The timing was right to implement the proposed changes of how 
Shepton Quarry is managed and operated as this would at this point of time effect a minimal amount of 
people.  Remaining operators/labourers were redeployed to other areas of Council’s operations (2 
employees).

The new proposed method of operating the quarry involved awarding a suitable contractor with supplying 
professional labour to operate Council’s existing fixed crushing plant as well as the mobile earthmoving 
plant. There would be four contracted employees hired, one to operate the fixed crushing and screening 
operation, two involved in the load and haul, and one involved in the stockpiling of finished products. The 
proposed hours of operation are from 6.30am until 6.00pm continuous for ten days. Each day would include 
two hours of pre-start checks, inclusive of any associated general maintenance requirements, therefore 
leaving ten hours of available production time for each day.

The first trial after adopting the new changes to the Shepton Quarry operation commenced on Tuesday, 3 
May 2016 and ended on Thursday 12 May 2016. During this time some 20,000 tonnes of quarried materials 
were produced.  Records indicated previous maximum production utilising Council labour, to be around 
11,000 tonnes in a month.  Lost production time during this period that must be taken into account which 
impacted the outcomes negatively were prior to commencing operations, the contractors had to complete 
Site Safety Inductions and Machinery Familiarisation Assessments and added to this were two unpredicted 
breakdowns. All things considered, the outcomes of the first trial run must be considered as an encouraging 
success.

In addition, local businesses are being utilised to supply maintenance and repair services.

Remote Quarrying Operations:

Mungabunda:

 An Application for amendment to the existing Environmental Authority Conditions was placed with 
Environment and Heritage Protection on 11 November 2015 and was approved 5 January 2016.

 Approvals had to be sourced from two property owners for this exercise, one who owned the land 
the quarry was on, and road access to the quarry was required through another landholder’s 
property. 

 Development Operations commenced during February 2016 to upgrade the Mungabunda pit into a 
fully operational quarry. The development included placing cattle grids at both the access road 
entrance, and the entrance to the quarry. The access road had a top course of 2.5 road base placed 
on it. Drill and Blast operations commenced during February, and a crushing contractor commenced 
crushing operations in early March 2016. 

 The first sales for Mungabunda were for shot rock just a day after the blasting took place, where 
Council had an urgent wash away job to repair. This product would not have been available within 
this area prior to getting approval to blast at Mungabunda. The site currently has firm orders for 
30,000 tonnes of 2.5 material, and has accommodated several small quantity sales along the way.  

Deep Creek:

 The Deep Creek operation completed sales of 130,000 Tonnes of 2.3 road base to the Arcadia 
Valley Road job in April 2016.

 Quotes to supply the NDRRA works with quarry products within the region appear to have been 
won by competition operators.

 The Deep Creek Agreement with the Landholder expires November 2016.

Compliance:
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 Development application with Council is progressing and is currently in the Information Request 
stage.  A Traffic Management Plan is currently being developed as part of the response to 
Transport and Main Roads information request.

 A local consultant has been engaged to assist Council in the development of an action plan in 
regard to remedial works associated with the pre-coating area and stormwater management.

Marketing Strategy:

It is the intent to continue with focusing on Shepton Quarry as the core business, whilst maintaining 
opportunities at the Mungabunda Quarry and also the on-selling of products from other quarries. Deep 
Creek has a limited resource and without further geological survey one would only be guessing as to how 
much resource remains at this site, bearing in mind that this operation was only opened up to initially 
supply the Arcadia Valley Road upgrade, and therefore was proved up only for the required tonnes for that 
project.

A marketing strategy is currently in the development stages.  Marketing and advertising opportunities that 
have been identified are as follows:

 Back page advertisement in the CQ News Business Directory
 Advertising wraps for the Council Road Trains
 Attending Ag-Grow trade show
 Improvements to existing quarry page on Central Highlands Regional Council website
 Listed as a registered quarry on all tender sites
 Establish a reseller arrangement with local businesses
 Sponsoring local events

Future opportunities:

The Manager Quarry is very proactive in relation to promoting the sale of quarry products by reviewing 
upcoming tenders and projects.  In addition, strong internal relationships have been developed where 
Shepton Quarry is adding value to Council’s road building activities.  It is expected that the ‘shop from 
ourselves’ program to be continued.  However, the volume of internal supply is obviously based on 
Council’s road construction program.

Some future opportunities that have been identified may exist with:    

 Other remote operation opportunities;
 Rail Ballast;
 Gregory Crinum shut down; and
 Gregory Highway upgrade.

ATTACHMENTS: 
 
Nil

David Voss
Manager Airport 

Andrew Eaton
Coordinator Saleyards
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Bob Ware
Manager Quarry

Michelle Webster
General Manager Commercial Services 
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